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ABSTRACT.
This thesis explores the differences between more and less successful
text in twenty first year sociology essays. The subject the essays are
from is Introductory Sociology (SOC 101), a compulsory ucoren subject
for students of a number of courses at Charles Sturt University. While
the twenty essays are the focus, a number of sociology texts relevant
to the discipline of sociology and to some of the topics the students
wrote about are used as points of reference that help relate the essays
to the discourse of sociology. The two markers of the essays in the
sample (one of whom was the subject co-ordinator) discussed their
marking criteria with the writer.
Two distinctive features of the discourse of sociology are its
teleological focus (ie moving to a logical conclusion) and its strong
theoretical/ideological concerns. In the humanities and social
sciences, teleology is associated with the genre (general "text type") of
exposition that persuasively analyses information. However, the
writer's experience indicated that students needed explicit guidance
to construct ideology and theory in sociology and subjects like it (eg
political science and organisational analysis) and that this
construction of ideology involved work at the "micro" levels of parts
of genres and the language of the sources of evidence.
This interest in the relationship between macro and micro realisations
of discourse shaped an analysis that explicates patterns in the essays
from the 'inside" (parts of genres and their discourse semantics and
lexico-grammar) "out" (genres and ideology).
The findings support the following generalisations. Firstly, in the
credit and above essays, the ideology of social criticism that students
were expected to express is scaffolded by persuasive analytical
exposition that interprets and evaluates society. The language of the
more successful essays realises this interpretation and evaluation
through interaction of linguistic resources in the following ways:
textual resources (aspects of text which structure the information)
organise ideational and interpersonal meanings to frame cohesive and
persuasive theses (positions on the topics being written about);
ideational resources (the people, places, things and circumstances
being referred to and their logical relationships) abstract evidence
into propositions that interpret and evaluate society and also ideate
judgements (make judgements look like "natural" outcomes of
sociological evidence); interpersonal meaning (attitudes and writerreader relationships) is realised by a variety of lexico-grammatical
features and through the ideation of value judgements about social
issues.
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CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY, AND
COMPLETE TEXT OF TWO OF THE ESSAYS.

1.1 The scope of the study.

This thesis discusses the results of a systemic functional linguistic
analysis of twenty first year sociology essays in SOC 101
(Introductory Sociology) at Charles Sturt University Riverina
Campus. The thesis is part of a growing body of applied systemic
research into language in educational contexts (eg Martin et al,
1988; Wignell et al, 1989; Wignell, 1990; Martin, 1990: 45-46;
Knapp, 1992; Callaghan and Knapp, 1993; ledema, 1993). These
types of discourse analyses achieve two broad and related goals.
Firstly, they provide students and teachers with useful models of
more and less "successful" writing in disciplinary discourses.
Secondly, they explicate the linguistic resources that realise
different types of discourse. Such explicit modelling of the ways in
which discourse is constructed offers students access to systems of
meaning making in the content areas (disciplinary and subdisciplinary discourses) that they study and are expected to write
about (Compare Webb, 1991; & ledema, 1993).
-

Introductory sociology (SOC 101) is a "core" first year subject at
Charles Sturt University-Riverina, offered internalLy and
externally: internally, to part and full time students attending
classes in term time; externally, to students studying in distance
mode (ie, by correspondence). The sample for this thesis comes
from the internal subject. In 1993, SOC 101 (internal) was studied
by students from five different courses. For this study, the essays
of twenty volunteers from a population of 215 students in SOC
101 (internal) in 1993 were analysed.
The study's major emphasis is the testing of hypotheses about the
discourse of more and less "successful" undergraduate sociology
essays. While these hypotheses are stated in full on pages 75 76,
it is worth first of all summarising them in the context of their
-
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rationale so that the goal of the study is as clear as possible. Then
the rest of this first chapter will explain the background to the
study, outline the expectations of the lecturers who marked the
essays, and reproduce in full two of the essays: a high distinction
essay (37/40) and an essay awarded a low pass (23/40).
The hypotheses were based on the assumption that each of the
higher marked essays would demonstrate more control than the
lower marked ones over resources of language In the areas of
textual and ideational (especially logical) structure to create
analytical genres that persuade (Webb, 1991) the reader about
the sociological value of a thesis (an argument, theme or
judgement) in relation to the topic. Specifically, it was thought that
in more successful (credit and above) essays: textual aspects of
language, whose role is to structure the information, would hold
together, or make cohesive, the kind of analytical argument
valued by sociologists; logical structures of language would relate
the propositions that are valued in sociological analysis;
nominalisation (naming people, places, things, actions and
processes of thinking), would create academically and
sociologically appropriate levels of theoretical generality and
abstraction; and that these language features would build up in
the credit and above essays genres (general "text types") which
would be more evaluative and interpretive of evidence about
society than descriptive and explanatory.
A secondary and related feature of this study is speculation about
what the patterns of discourse of the credit and above essays in
the Soc 101 sample suggest about the discourse of sociology.
However, while the analysis of the essays was quite
comprehensive, suggestions about the nature of the relationship
between student writing in this sample and sociological discourse,
and also wider generalisations about the discourse of sociology,
are tentative. This is partly because the focus of the study is the
essays themselves. Sociology texts are used to make
generalisations about the context of the SOC 101 topics and the
wider context that the students were writing in, of sociology as a
humanities and social science discourse. It is recognised that a

more detailed analysis of these interrelationships would require a
much more comprehensive study, involving an amalgam of the
kind of research undertaken by Wignell (1990) and discourse
analysis of student writing, as in Prosser and Webb (1992) and in
this thesis.
The sociology texts used as background for this study are: the
major textbook recommended to students (Giddens, 1989); two
recommended texts introducing students to sociology and Its
theories one an academic approach (Jones, 1985), the other an
attempt by a sociology lecturer (Kellehear, 1990) to unpack
sociology from the students' perspective; a general outline of
critical sociological approaches to social issues that, although not
recommended reading for SOC 101 students, was used by some of
the writers of the better essays and had been extensively referred
to in the distinction essay from SOC iOi, 1991 (see Vol. 2, pages 35) that helped shape the hypotheses tested in the 1993 sample
(Sargent, 1983); two texts in the reading lists for the topics on
gender issues (Game and Pringle, 1984; Cockburn, 1985); and a
discussion of the results of ethnographic research into patterns of
male drinking in two small towns in New Zealand, published by
two sociologists (campbell and Fairweather, 1991) in a CSU-based
academic journal (Rural Welfare Research Bulletin).
-

As well as caution about generalising too broadly from this
discourse analysis of student essays to the discourse of sociology,
another and related reason why this study's generalisations need
to be advanced with some caution is that, as noted above, the
students in the sample volunteered. Thus, they are not as
representative of the student population of SOC 101/ 1993 as a
random sample would be. This is borne out by comparing the
average mark of , the sample, 27.15/40 (67.85%), with the whole
population's mean of 25.2/40 (63%).
The relatively large number of mature aged students (twelve) also
reflects the voluntary nature of the sample. In addition, only one
of the students is from a non-English speaking background.

However, there are grounds for cautious generalisation. The
sample represents the entire range of courses serviced by SOC 101
in 1993. Seven of the students were enrolled in the B.A (Social
Welfare). Seven were enrolled in the Bachelor of Appled Science
(Nursing), one in the B. App. Sc. (Radiography), and three in the
B.A. (Liberal Arts). Two were enrolled in the Bachelor of Social
Science (Policing Studies). Moreover, the lecturers' marks and
written comments on the sample essays correlated with their
general verbal observations, in conversations (taped and untaped)
with the writer, about the whole population of essays. In addition,
while there are no fails in the sample, there were only seven fails
in the total population of 215 (interview with Matheson, June,
1993). Apart from no fails, the sample covers the range of marks
of the entire population: borderline pass (one 20/40, one 21/40);
low pass (four 23/40 answers); average pass (three 25/40 essays);
credits (one 27/40 essay and six 29/40 answers); distinctions (one
30/40 and one 31/40); and high distinctions (one 35/40 and one
3 7/40).
The analyses also indicate consistent correlation between
prominent features of sociological discourse and the credit and
above essays that confirm other studies which use various
methodologies (including systemic functional grammar), to explore
humanities and social science writing in general (eg Couture, 1986;
Peters, 1986; Ballard and Clanchy, 1988; Taylor, 1988; Bock, 1988;
Webb, 1991) and sociological writing in particular (eg Wignell,
1990; Prosser and Webb, 1992; Schwengler and Shamoon, 1991).
The essay topics are listed in Appendix 1.1 (Volume 2, page 2).
Breaking the sample down by choice of topic: three answered the
question on the fairness of the criminal justice system; three
wrote about the topic of inequalities in health and health care; five
answered the question about how women are disadvantaged in
the workforce; four wrote about the topic of housework and
gender; four wrote on the nature of and changes in the family; and
one chose the question "Is Australia an irreligious society?"
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1.2 The origins of the study.

The study began with my literacy support work with students of
SOC ioi in 1990 and 1991, when I realised, from talking to the
lecturers and looking at the marked essays of students I had
assisted in my role as Study Skills Adviser, just how dependent
were students' marks on the success with which they understood
and deployed the language of the subject in their construction of
the "generic" undergraduate analytical essay.
A starting point "model" for the type of essay valued by the SOC
101 lecturers was an essay which received a distinction, written
by a student of SOC 101 in 1991. The topic of this essay is "How
does the educational process contribute to the maintenance and
propagation of social class in Australia?"
The essay was marked by a part-time lecturer who is a friend and
associate of one of the markers of the 1993 sample. In his role as
a chaplain at Student Services, the marker of this 1991 SOC 101
essay often saw me, and we often discussed academic culture in
general and sociology essays in particular. His criteria for "good"
essays were: cohesive structure; presenting a logical argument;
and showing an understanding of the question in r6látion to the
relevant theoretical issues of the topic. His comments on this essay
reflect these criteria: it was "a good essay [which integrates]
your
understanding of theory and knowledge of the educational
process" and argues "a good case".
..

This 1991 distinction essay and the comments on it provided an
early model for the broad assumption that "good' SOC 101 writing
would feature nominalisation to create abstraction, have strong
textual cohesion and emphasise logical relationships between
interpreted and evaluated areas of meaning rather than factual
descriptions and explanations relating to the topic.
These features of discourse in the 1991 essay are outlined in
Appendix One (Vol. 2, pages 3-5).
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1.3 Lecturers' stated and more "subjective" criteria and their relati
onship to
the discourse of the subject and of the essays.

The criteria for the 1993 essays were very similar to the
expectations and comments of the lecturer who marked the 1991
distinction essay.
Taped short interviews were conducted with the lecturers in June
,
1993, after they had marked the essays. These intervie
ws
confirmed many of the things that these and other humanities and
social science lecturers had previously said about their criteria
for
marking.
in these taped and untaped talks, the lecturers (Matheson
&
Shanahan, June, 1993) offered the following three major crite
ria
marking good essays, and in the comments on students' essa
ys
these were the consistent themes addressed:
the extent to which they developed "coherent" argument
which addressed the question and tried to make a point.
the extent to which writers structured their ideas, especially
in and between paragraphs, so that the logical sequences
were
clear.
what one of the lecturers referred to as "level of
sophistication at which students understood the topic". This
was
associated with application of theory to issues in the question.

On the basis of the literature review (see Chapter Two) and my
observation of SOC 101 essays in 1990 1992, it was speculate
d
that good "structure" would be most closely associated with
an
analytical essay that organised some kind of interpretation
or
evaluation of social issues.
-

It was also speculated that lecturers' concern with "coheren
t
argument" would correlate with how far students make the parts
of their essays textually and logically interrelated.
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Theory and "sophistication" of Ideas were considered to be likely
to correlate most strongly with the use of appropriate sociological
lexis and the logical development of social appraisal appropriate to
sociological discussion of the topic.
The most Interesting part of the taped and untaped conversations
with the two markers was the taped conversation with the subject
co-ordinator, which raised the issue of subjectivity in assessing
students' essays.
The stated criteria on feedback sheets given students are
"content", "theoretical issues..", "methodology/use of
evidence/logical argument", "integration, structure
and
"adequacy of referencing". These were ticked on a scale 1 (very
poor) to 5 (excellent). However, except for essays at each end of
the spectrum of marks in the sample (20 and 21 and 35 and 37),
the positions of ticks on this continuum were not consistent or
reliable indicators of marks.
..",

Of much greater value in giving a true picture of how highly the
essays were regarded were the comments on the feedback sheets
and on the essays themselves. In addition, the markers ticked
parts of the essays which had desired/notable content and
argument.
In the taped interview with the subject co-ordinator, the qitestion
of criteria used in marking evoked a response that perhaps
reflects the reality of marking in humanities and social sciences,
where lecturers do their best to quantify their reactions to
students' writing but where "subjective impression", based on
experience and disciplinary knowledge, is equally important:
when you do get a good essay you tend to notice essays where
they've thought about it not simply re-hashing stuff. And
some essays stand out for that reason So I'm inclined to give a
student a higher mark if they give some evidence of having
thought about the question
even if perhaps they haven't
covered as many factual areas as some other student. So what I
do when I mark essays is have a dual system I have on the one
hand my subjective impression of the essay, what I think it's
worth. And on the other hand I have a checklist of points to be
mentioned; or just counting up the number of ticks in the
..

..

..

..

..

..
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margins. So that that's to help me to objectify it in some way
Ultimately the practice of marking relies on subjective
impression

(Interview with Matheson, June, 1993).
It is also important to note that both markers in this sample were
unwilling to fail essays unless students clearly did not make any
attempt
to
answer
questions
their
or
writing
was
incomprehensible. Across the whole population of Soc 101 only
seven students failed, all but one of these receiving marks
between 15 and 19.
The markers' criticisms of less successful student writing (poor
structure, lack of relationship of evidence to theory, lack of clear
logical reasoning to support an argument) correlated with a
distinct pattern of essays marked under 25/40 having factual
rather than persuasive orientations. These associations led to a
rough cut off point for "less successful/less valued" essays as
under 25/40, "borderline" ones at 25/40, and "more
successful/valued", 27 and over. This "thumbnail" breakdown also
matched the grade levels, with 27 to 29 being credit, 30 to 34
distinction and 35 and above high distinction.
The difference between more and less successful essays will first
be demonstrated by showing two of the essays in full
a high
distinction essay (37/40) and a low pass essay (23/40).
-

1.4 Two of the essays in the SOC 101 sample high distinction and low
pass. (lecturer's comments in the bodies of the essays are bracketed [1;
comments on grammar/style are the markers').
-

Essay one: high distinction (37/40). Topic: "In what way is social
inequality embodied in health and health care in Australia?"
Marker's overall comment:

an outstanding piece of work, well
researched and presented. Your argument was well supported and
logically developed, keep up the good work".
"

..
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The health system is biassed of [Marker: against] diasadvantaged groups
because it operates in the interests of dominant groups. The structure of the
health care system currently supports inequalities, therefore this essay
illustrates how the health system reinforces and refelects the areas of
inequality like: class and social status, incorporating educational and income
aspects; geographical and environmental factors; ethnicity and race; lifestyle
factors; technology and aged care. [GOOD}.
Economic factors cause health inequalities through lack of income, creating
inability to purchase a greater standard of health care and luxuries.
The structure of the public health care system in Australia currently supports
inequalities due to being a mixed two-tiered system of resource allocation
known as Medicare [lecturer added: and private cover]. Two-tiered systems
[lecturer crossed out "Two-tiered systems" and put "Medicare"]
ensure that
everyone is entitled to reasonable minimal level of care but, if people choose to
do so, they may purchase additional care through the private sector by means of
an insurance scheme. Private health insurance offers more luxuries than the
basic public health insurance which is available to all (Bates and Linder-Pelz,
1990). [Marker: It's not just a single room in a private hospital
but choice of
doctors
not having to wait for an operation up to 18 months
also help with
expenses of dentist and other medical costs].
-

-

-

In the area of personal health services, even in the public health system,
specialist services are more readily available to the wealthy sector of society.
A major contributor of this is the fact that doctors have stronger financial
incentives to hospitalise private patients, who are charged on a fee for service
basis, rather than hospitalising public patients, where fees are set at 85
percent of the scheduled fee, for doctors who direct bill their patients (Palmer
& Short, 1989). Hence waiting lists for elective surgery of public patients
(Medicare only) have increased substantially. As the waiting lists lengthen and
admission dates become unpredictable within the public system, a proportion
of health professionals persuade their patients to insure privately. This
guarantees admission for the surgery or investigation at an assured time (Sax,
1990 and Palmer & Short, 1989).
Inequalities also exist in the nature of health services. Privately insured
consumers have access to private hospitals as well as a better chance of
accessing the public system, as shown above regarding financial incentives for
doctors. [Marker: Even the public hospitals want private patients over Medicare
since they are charge[d?] resulting in extra $'s for the hospitals which are
generally over their budget.] Hence disadvantaged groups such as the
unemployed, single mothers, and aged persons are unable to afford the extra
premiums involved with private health insurance and suffer the social
inequalities in the health care system. This is despite the fact that the
government system of universal care (Medicare) is supposed to provide the
necessary assistance related to health issues. [Marker: However, the demand is
greater than the supply].
Major inequalities occur between the private health sector and the public
health sector, mainly due to the fact that the public sector is on a restricted
budget, while the private sector is able to charge market prices. The poor are
not getting equal care as the best qualified professionals and the best
equipment is more readily available throughout the private sector (Palmer &
Short, 1989).
A further example of the way low income groups are disadvantaged by a twotiered system of health is that the majority of public hospitals are teaching

hospitals. In these, the care provided to the 'public' patient is often carried out
by junior staff members, with limited expertise. [marker: learning the trade!]
On the other hand, with private patients, only the specialists are allowed to
perform the required procedures. [Marker: the problem is that in a private
hospital there are no doctors on duty. So, if something goes wrong you have to
wait for a doctor to come. At least in public hospitals there is always a doctor
on duty].
It is a known fact that ancillary health services such as dentists,
opthalmologists, physiotherapists, chiropodists and pharmacists are far more
readily available to the wealthy sector of society, as these services are
primarily provided in the private system [Marker: TRUE]. The 'user pays'
principle is in force, limiting the availability to lower class socio-economic
groups (Bates & Linder-Pelz, 1990). [Marker: Good Point].
According to Palmer and Short (1989), alternative health services such as
naturopaths and acupuncturists have significant inequalities re-accessing
their services, as they are not yet available on Medicare facilities. These
services tend to be confined to those who can afford to pay. By contrast, when a
consumer sees a registered medical practitioner a large proportion of all of the
fee is reimbursed through Medicare. hence there is a strong financial incentive
to consult orthodox rather than alternative practititioners for lower calss
groups, whereas middle class persons at least have a choice without causing
major effects on their financial status (Palmer & Short. 1989 and Davis &
George, 1990).
Social class shapes environmental factors, resulting in social inequalities. Both
Lancaster (1968) and Gandevia (1960) state that environmental control has been
the major contributor to our current comparative health. For example, the
combined effects of better food (and hence better resistance to disease) has
offset the detrimental effects of pollution and 'slum living'. However, finances
again play an important aspect in achieving environmental health protection
and disadvantaged groups do not have the same capabilities, through
restrictions placed on them to acquire the equivalent standards. For example,
while safe drinking water is available in cities and twons in the majority of
cases, in isolated areas and a lot of Aboriginal communities this is not yet
available (Davis & George, 1990).
A major disadvantage in access to health services between urban and rural
areas exists, especially when combined with socio-economic factors, is
geographical isolation. There are more specialised secondary and tertiary
health services concentrated in capital cities and large metropolitan centres
where the larger hospitals are located, have greater access to medical
technologies such as cardiac surgery, etc than their rural counterparts (George
& Wilding, 1984; Leichter, 1979; and Palmer & Short, 1989).
Despite the increases spent on health there are still groups who are limited in
their access to it. Therefore, the health status of different sectors remain
unequal. Limited access may be looked at through time loss, wage loss, distance
required to travel, and extra expenses of petrol or public transport (Davis &
George, 1990).
Levels of prolessionalism differ between rural and urban areas regarding
medical staff. Professionalism of doctors and related medical staff is looked at
being higher if you practice in the larger health institutions. Rural areas tend
to have difficulties filling positions throughout the hospitals, even though
incentives are given by the govern inent to encourage staff movement. Therefore,
medical staff in country areas often do not have the expertise or experience
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[marker: a valid argument
you can also argue that due to lack of doctors, the
doctors in rural areas may in fact have a wider expertise, but they have to deal
with a wide range of situations] of the 'city folk', or they are brought in from
other countries and language barriers often exist.
-

Davis and George (1990) state that differential access to services also has an
impact on the rates in which people use them. These can be: financial barriers,
where requirement of payment impedes people seeking expert advice; and
cultural barriers such as monolingual services and the spatial arrangment and
distribution of services that make travel and waiting time important
consideartions.
Concrete socio-economic factors such as income and occupation have a more
significant impact on the health of Australians than individual choice. This is
due to the fact that higher income groups have greater freedom to implement
lifestyle changes in line with education given [Marker: GOOD], regarding
aspects of diet and execrcise, as well as being more likely to benefit from
health education than poorer people (Palmer & Short, 1989). [Marker: Excellent
point].
A significant inequality exists in that 70 percent of deaths within Australia
are due to what is described as 'lifestyle' diseases, which have been proven to
be more prevalent in lower social groups. Lifestyle diseases such as heart
disease, cerebrovascular disease and cancer are chronic in nature and are
largely attributable to the way each individual lives
work, diet, exercise etc
(Palmer & Short, 1989). It should be noted that lifestyle choices are not always
voluntary. Arguments about choice fail to take into account the social, political
and economic forces that shape and limit individual choices (Sax, 1990). It
should be clear that these features are inter-related, for example, the need to
care for increasing numbers of people with chronic health problems at a time
when the budget is static contributes to the scarcity of resources available.
-

An example of a study carried out in a Sydney Obstetric hospital showing the
inequalities that exist due to lifestyle factors such as smoking, poor diet,
alcohol consumption and drugs is a major concern as it affects not only the
adults life but the future of the newborn baby (Taylor, 1979b: 8d). The
consequences of the results of the study are catastrophic in nature, as they
showed that socially disadvantaged women deliver infants born with low birth
weight 1.6 times more so than other women in society. Low birth weight causes a
50 percent increase in perinatal mortality and morbidity.
A substantial increase in the health care costs due to modern technology has
limited the resources available, mainly to higher income groups. despite the
fact that diagnosis is more accurate and made at an earlier stage of treatment,
which makes it advantageous to the patient, family and society as a whole, fewer
technological interventions occur in the lower status groups. This is especially
the case if the services are provided by the private sector and payment is
required up-front (bates & Linder-Pelz, 1990). This type of inequality can, and
often does, have disastrous long term effects. For example, intervention may not
be the optimum available and/or the diagnosis may be incorrect, or an extended
duration is required to reach the correct diagnosis. However, receiving access
to the technology is guaranteed if the person's financial status can meet the
costs involved through the private market. This reflects lack of access to the
financially disadvantaged.
According to Lupton and Najman (1989), recent advances in technology have
caused a moral argument that "as more becomes possible, more must be done."
Consequently, the rise in health costs has accelerated. [Marker: however, there
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is a debate about just how wonderful this new technology is which holds one's
[!] health is improved by less contact with the medical profession and medical
technology].
Cultural factors and ethnicity show many disparities throughout health and
health care, such as: communication breakdown, occurring due to limited
trained interpreters available for non-English speaking people; and lack of
information on how to use health services and, consequently, inadequate access
to them (Bates & Linder-Pelz, 1990). Obviously people who have difficulty
mastering the English language will find it challenging, if not impossible, to
understand the complex [marker added health] Australian system. [Marker:
what do you mean by the complex Australian health system?]

A contributing component to these disparities occurring is that health services
are generally organised by male members of the Anglo-Celtic middle class, who
have limited knowledge of the cultural aspects or language of the people for
whom the service is organised (Bates & Linder-Pelz, 1990). Hence minority
ethnic groups in Australia are disadvantaged by the cultural bias of most of the
medical profession. [Marker: GOOD].
For non-English speaking background people, cultural differences are often
ignored and food preferences not taken into account when hospitalised, as well
as requests for the continual preference of their nuclear families rejected
(Bates & Linder-Pelz, 1990). This causes increased anxiety and inequality on
the basis of culture.

Aged care brings with it many inequalities, one being due to the fact that most
nursing homes are in the private sector, with only a minority organised by the
state. This automatically limits the services to certain aged persons as the
majority are retired and have no form of income, which would allow them the
opportunity to purchase the required cover for private institutions (Palmer &
Short, 1989). If private health inurance is unavailable, hefty charges are faced
for these services as the gap between the fees for private institutions are not
retrievable through medicare (Bates & Linder-Pelz and Palmer & Short, 1989).

Increased medical conditions and technology [Marker: Or is it improved living
conditions?] have led to a longer life expectancy of society in general. This
leads to an increase in chronic illnesses, disabilities and aged, who require

health services more frequently than previously. Currently the government is
addressing this issue by increasing the services provided by the state. To date
this has not been achieved, which is escalating poverty to the already
disadvantaged aged community.

A further inequality with the aged community is that waiting lists are often
extensive for persons with chronic conditions requiring hospital admissions,
due to the shortage of beds. The general agreement within the public hospital
system is that beds are not to be 'wasted' on people with problems it cannot
alleviate, unless they have an acute episode of illness (Bates & Linder-Pelz,
1990).

According to Haber (1983) the aged are often
classified as being
superannuated as people who have lived too long and who are no longer useful
to their society. [Marker: We value the young, not the aged]
Unequal states of the patient in the medical encounter, where
lack of knowledgeof resources and procedures limits the
ability of the patient to make an informed choice about

expensive interventions (Mechanic, 1979: 101).
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[Marker: How is this quote related? As far as I can see, it is not.]
Social inequalities emerge regarding education and income in relation to
health (John Fogarty, 1976). It has been proven that education effects health as
it provides an understanding of methods of: avoiding disease and injury; some
knowledge of a healthy diet; a grasp of harmful effects of lifestyle habits, such
as smoking; and an understanding of when and how to seek professional help.
People from lower social groups with limited education are disadvantaged in
the health system for the reasons stated above. Equal distribution of health is
lacking within the Australian community.
Education programs such as the Healthy lifestyle' curriculum have been
criticised by people because of the indvidualism underlying them. They ignore
the economic and social forces beyond individuals, which affect and limit the
actions individuals can choose. also the service is only available to a select
sector of the community. [Marker: source?]
The majority of health observers agree that prevention is better than cure'.
However, certain social classes are deprived of access of the available
resources. Limited funding for preventive and health promotion strategies are
in force in relation to education. Resources are not distributed uniformly due
to financial and geographical restrictions placed on members of society (Bates
& Linder-Pelz, 1990).
The focus of this essay has been on health issues and the inequalities within
the system in Australia. The widespread concern about these issues is raised
by four dominant features of the Australian health care system: a large
increase in the number of chronic conditions in the community; the
tremendous growth of medical technology; resulting in vast rises in health care
costs, which have caused the government to demand more accountability for the
money spent on health.
Furthermore, it has been shown that health is directly related to social status.
The better educated and, hence, generally more affluent individuals and
communities have healthier babies, fewer chronic diseases and infections, less
cancer and greater access to services than the poor and disadvantaged sections
of society.
Focus on 'lifestyle differences' is too obvious an explanation for inequalities.
While the availability to health services has some influence over the
prevention and treatment of disease and injury, it is thought that such services
cannot make up for the differences in lifestyle, because lifestyle is based on
class (Lawson, 1981).
This essay argues that health and illness are closely related to cultural
patterns, ethnicity and values and to tructural arrangements in society. Such
factors are based on the positioning of the institutions availability of access to
them and the standard of care given within the facility.

Essay two: low pass (23/40). Topic: "How are women
disadvantaged in the labour market? (You may discuss this issue
generally or concentrate on specific situations like women in the
health professions, policewomen, women in education etc). Have
policies of Affirmative Action and EEO redressed the problems?"
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Marker's comments on the evaluation sheet: "You make some
good
points here but overall the essay needs to be more structur
ed. it
tends to be a compilation of citations rather than a coh
erent
argument. You need to try to organise the material more.
Also,
there are some aspects of female labour market disadvantage
tha
you omit to mention Including career interruption due
to
childbirth, sex role training, inherent gender bias in
job
definitions, lack of training, women's orientations with resp
ect to
work rewards and physical strength (in some jobs). Wri
tten
expression in particular needs improvement. I often fou
nd it
difficult to make sense of what you were saying. One good featu
re
is that it has been widely researched. You simply need to
find
ways of better organising this material."
Marker's comments in the essay are in brackets.
in the following essay the issue of how women are disad
vantaged in the labour
market will be discussed. Issues will generalise across
the spectrum of women
and employment. Also the affirmative actions taken
and a reference to equal
employment opportunities. Many of the problems assoc
iated with employment
have been instigated by society, past and present wher
e women face many
disadvantages, with pressures of the male gender havin
g the monopoly on
employment opportunities throughout the whole labou
r market.
The divisions in the labour market were evident during
the war years, when men
went to fight for their country, the woemn of Australia
took over their jobs to
keep the productivity of the country going. These wom
en had to perform jobs
which they had no training or knowledge of yet they
were able to accomplish
their goals. However, when the men came home from
war the women no longer
had paid jobs therefore, they went back to their hom
e duties. (McMurchy,
Oliver, Thornley, 1983).
O'Donnell agrees with McMurchy, Oliver, Thornley,
and suggests that married
women were like a reserved force of labour, as they were
used in the war years
then went back to the home when they vvere no longer wante
d. Yet before the war
years women who applied for work were told they were
not capable of doing the
work performed by men. O'Donnell also reflects that even
though women were
employed during the war to fill the positions vacant they
were also the first to
be retrenched during the depression.
Freeman-Greene reveals that for many years it has been
the opinion of men that
they are the ones who should fight for their country
not women. Yet reports
have been made that the government is thinking abou
t allowing women into
positions of combat. This issue is really of equal empl
oyment opportunity
where women are making a challenge to their own libera
tion.
According to Freeman-Greene's article, 'The prim
e minister's adviser on
women's affairs" (The Age, p8, 20/11/92) suggests that
women being allowed to
join combat units would make more jobs available to
women, also they Imply
that these issues are about more employment for wom
en than about fighting.
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Giddens (1989) explains that men have always been the gender in society to go
to war and fight, they have also always been the generals and leading personnal
in the armed forces. Freeman-Greene acknowledge that men have more capacity
to do some of the tasks required but their are many women who out of sheer
determination can match them every time. Some comparisons within the forces
are: Army has one Female Colonel and one hundred and twenty males
Navy has six Female Commanders and three hundred males
Airforce has one Female Group Captain and one hundred males
There are no female brigadiers or generals. And in the forces generally:
Army 2948 women 26862 men
Navy 1921 women 13519 men
Airforce 3277 women 17968 men, (Freeman-Greene, p8, 20/11/92, the age).
Although it is very possible that change in the forces will come about for the
betterment of job availability for women, it appears that there will remain for
the time being restrictions on women joining combat units.
Game and Pringle (1983) acknowledge that work in the home for women is still
drudgery eventhough, technological change has helped, with the use of extra
appliances in the home women can buy more at supermarkets and store it. In the
instance where women don't have access to cars thy are disadvantaged in the
home labour market, because they are unable to complete their job. The jobs
that are performed are shopping, collecting the children from school, giving
love and devotion to the family. This is a very important service to the labour
market, one that is over looked by a majority of people. Seeing that most of the
household work is done by women, they feel it is necessary to spend long hours
performing their duties and performing themn well.
From this, women feel they have contributed to the daily grind on an equal
basis to their husbands. Women who perform house duties are unemployed in a
sense, however the majority work longer hours than their husbands with fewer
rewards. In detail women are disadvantaged within the home, as they are at
home all day working, but when their husbands arrive home from work they
mostly Sit down to view the daily news on television or read the days paper.
While this is happening the wife prepares yet another meal. Women have to then
serve the meal and when it is over the women have to clear the table and wash
the dishes. Although this is not always the case, traditionally it still happens
in the majority of homes. (Game and Pringe, 1983).
Giddens is in agreement with Game and Pringle in the respect of work in the
home has been mostly taken for granted eventhough this unpaid work is just as
necessary as paid work. Women are merely servants to the family every hour of
the day yet, in the past people had to be wealthy to afford to pay servants.
Gidden also refelcts that womens work in the labour market fits into the
secondary area of employment. Defined this means that employment is insecure,
unstable, poor pay and conditions, little chance of opportunities and promotion
these positions .are usually held by women.
It is argued by Jagtenberg and D'Alton (1989) that women in marriage give
their services and are unpaid for them, in exchange for their keep. The
marriage contract then gives the husband control of the labour in which the
wife does. Yet to look further into this aspect it seems that the marriage of two
people is a labour contract controlled by the husband. Although these instances
apply to the married women, it is considred different circumstances in the
labour market when applied to a single person. Therefore it is viable to asume
that women in many instances are dominated by the male gender.
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While housework is considered womens work it is not really recognised as
being work. The sexual division of labour is where men are the breadwinners
and women are the mothers and nurturers. Many women find it almost
impossible to return to the labour market because governments have failed to
provide enough funds for the large demands of child care centres. Women who
return to the labour market are often only able to take part-time work because
of a lack of these centres. (Jagtenberg and D'Alton, 1989).
O'Donnell & Hall (1988) agree with Jagtenberg and D'Alton in respect of the
unavailability of child care centres being a major explanation for women having
to take part-time employment. When women can obtain work the travelling to
and from work can be another stumbling block, as they may not have access to a
vehicle. There are sometimes special circumstances where women in rural areas
can get work yet, the distance to travel to employment outweighs the costs to get
there.
A controversial issue is raised when, a women do obtain work they are
discriminated against due to their biological being. In a recent inquiry made by
the anti-discrimination board the issue of women in the workforce becoming
pregnant, some women were terminated from their job, others were treated with
disrespect. These women were put down the back of the office so no one could
see them. On applying for jobs women have been asked if they are on a
contraceptive or if they have a relationship with the opposite sex, yet men are
not asked questions of this nature. Men in organisations still believe the
woman's place is in the home taking care of the children. Maternity leave is
considered by some employers to be a waste of money however statistics have
shown that if the employer keeps in contact with the women on leave it has been
found that most women return to the workplace, they know the job and don't
have to be trained which would cut back on costs.
The inquiry concludes that most men didn't understand women and had ideas
that if they had a child they were changed and unable to cope with a job and
care for children. Therefore more education in the attitudes of men in this area
needs to be re-evaluated.
Bogle (1992) reflects that women are paid less than men in the workforce. An
inquiry into the discrimination against women has been put before the equal
employment opportunity board, it has been found that women earn less than
men in all areas of occupations. There are instances where women appear to
receive equal pay but due to their discrimination by way of the restraining
them of the opportunity to accomplish promotions they therefore receive less
pay than men. Another aspect of reduced wages for women is that men only work
twenty percent of all the part-time and casual work and women do the rest in
many cases.
McMurchy, Oliver and Thornley (1983) relate favourably to Bogle in reference
to the inequalities of pay for women compared with mens wages. After many
years of fightingfor their right for equal pay, women are still in most cases,
receiving less pay. Although women work in varied areas of the workforce there
are few women who are union officials.
Nicolaou (1991) reveals that although women recieve less wages than men and
have less jobe opportunities, male unionists refused to accept that women of
Australian or immigrant ethnicity had any real problems that the union
movement needed to reassess. they felt that all union members should be
treated the same men and women alike. They also believed that the differences
of opinion between men and women was a social area and the unions were not
connected. These union members, who are mainly men commented that women
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should follow their roles and stay at home. Migrant women unionists not only
suffer from sexual discrimination but their cultural backgrounds cause
disadvantages towards them as well.
It was also suggested by male unionists that women would not be able to
understand the politics of unions therefore they had little interest towards the
union organisations.
McMurchy, Oliver, Thornley (1983) accept that women are disadvantaged in the
workforce yet there is another group to mention, they are Aboriginal women.
Who were discriminated against when the first settlers arrived, firstly because
they were women and secondly because they were Aboriginal. The Aboriginal
population reduced significantly from the time of white settlers arrival due to
white man's diseases and the many slayings which took place. There land was
taken away from them which in turn reduced their availability of food. These
women had a high standing within their tribes, yet white women did not have
this respect and power within their own society. Aboriginal women did the
gathering and preparing of food while the men persued [corrected by marker to
"pursued"] the larger animals for food. Therefore within the tribes of
Aboriginal people the men and women share the daily work, this type of
lifestyle is apparent in some tribes today. Yet in the white Australian society
women are given few opportunities to be on an equal standing with men.
[Marker: Aboriginal society was in fact strongly patriarchal].
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION.
The affirmative action profile is fashioned to prevent and remedy aspects of
discrimination. This aim has two important areas, it is set up to perform in the
best interest of "class' inclusive not just one individual class. Secondly where
the aim is to nuetralize [marker put line through "nue .."] certain conduct.
Affirmative action will try to stop any harmful conduct. In respect to
affirmative action and reverse discrimination there has been the need for a
better interpretation of it. It was suggested that equal employment opportunity
sounded more appropriate. (Thornton 1984).
Thornton (1984) acknowledges that thes equal employment oppportunity
programs still involve affirmative action being, that is necessary to bring
everyone to to the same level and eradicate the many obstacles. Then the
commencement level is the same for all heedless of gender or ethnic
background. O'Donnell and 1-jail (1988) support the view of everyone being on
an equal level. They reveal that affirmative action may involve organizations to
set up a number system where an equal amount of men and women work in the
same organization. Even though this practice is acceptable by the equal
opportunity board there are organizations which may not be able to keep
within the equality guidelines as some organizations in a realistic view have
more men or women in them this [marker inserted full stop before "this" and
capitalised "t"] could undermine productivity due to some workplaces being
predominantly male or female orientated jobs.
According to Thornton (1984) most white men would agree that Aboriginal
women have suffered huge disadvantages and are in agreement that they should
have access to help yet, white are not considered to have had such hardship
therefore, the men believe they do not need any help. This instance breaks
down the importance of affirmative action issues. Aboriginal females are put
into a catorgory [spelling corrected by marker] of facing gender and race
discriminations.
O'Donnell & Hall (1988) note that Aboriginal women have little reporting done
into their issues, yet it is apparent to society that Aboriginal women have the
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lowest employment rates for all women, the recorded figures are about 'four
times more than other women' (p28).
Thornton (1984) makes reference to the disadvantages towards women in the
universities [marker inserted "where"] they are encouraged to help with
research, teaching and taking care of students needs, rather than [marker
inserted "to"] entering [marker crossed out "ing"] into courses for the
betterment themselves. Women need to be encouraged to join the committees
within the university, their presence would break with traditional attitudes of
the older committee-men.
O'Donnell & Hall (1988) suggest 'the affirmative action or equal employment
for women act' (p. 90) needs to implement equality in employment plans.
Involving their work status by sex, marital status and ethnicity, and all the
aspects of being in the workforce. Sexual harrassment is not acceptable in
anyway, therefore this issue is included in the plans and provisions of
equality policies. The first of these plans is on university education
many
organizations were targeted to start affirmative action in their particular
organizations and then to report on the outcome after six to twelve months.
These plans were only applicable to large firms to get a broader perspective on
the results of affirmative action. Yet these types of legistrations [marker
crossed out "t" and 'r' and added I] cannot be accurate unless people who work
in these organizations were from a disadvantaged background to begin with.
.

In conclusion to disadvantages of women in the labour market it still appears
that men are the predominate factors in the workforce. As hard as women try
through better education and improved childcare facilities the opportunities
for women will still remain less than for men. Affirmative action is the most
important issue in the divisions of labour and it can be the deciding gactor
[marker changed "g" to "f'], therefore to insure equality of employment for
both men and women all employers need to familiarise themselves with the
affirmative action and equal employment opportunity attitudes, and then
society would be able to utilise the talents of all worker irrespective of gender
or ethnicity.

1.5 Evaluating and interpreting "versus" describing and explaining society.

Although the marker of the second essay makes a point about
"written expression" and has some comments on and corrections of
grammar, punctuation and spelling, many mistakes are not noted
or corrected. The main criticism is about how the information is
organised and lack of "coherent argument". This reflects a pattern
in the marking of all the essays of not noting and correcting all
mistakes but focussing mainly on those that distract the most
from meaning. In this sample, it seems that punctuation, spelling
and general competence in clause and sentence grammar are only
parts of the overall context for appraising the value of the texts.
Thus, while one of the major areas of discourse this thesis explores
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is clause/sentence level grammar, the aim of clause and sentence
level analysis is to show how "smaller" meanings contribute to
"larger" ones.
At this "macro" level of the success of an essay as a coherent
argument, a key difference between the "macro meanings" of the
two texts above represents the whole sample; that is, between the
way the higher marked essays tend to highlight sociological views
of the social issues in the topics and the lower marked essays tend
to focus mainly on describing and explaining the evidence the
students collected about the topics.
While the high distinction essay on how inequalities are embodied
in health and the health care system outlines a set of social causes
and effects, it also makes prominent a set of closely related
propositions that reflect a coherent theory and ideology about
health is directly
social structures and inequality: for instance
Focus on lifestyle differences is too
related to social status
lifestyle is based on class
obvious an explanation for inequalities
"

..

..

..

health and illness are closely related to cultural patterns,
ethnicity and values and to structural arrangements in society". By
contrast, because most of the information in the low pass essay is
organised as explanation of how women are disadvantaged and
description of what equal employment and affirmative action
have achieved, there is much more emphasis on what the facts are
than on how they may be related to sociological theory. For
example, the five paragraphs about women and housework
(above, pages 20-21) mainly organise the evidence experientially,
as the things that women and men do. The logical propositions
about this experiential reality, that housework is an instance of
how gender divided labour discriminates against women and that
women's "domestic" role is reflected in the labour market, are not
highlighted as successfully as they could have been. Rather, they
remain mostly implicit in the explanations and descriptions of
what men and women do. This lack of clear and emphasised
interpretation and evaluation of the implications of evidence
seems to he borne out by the stress the marker places on
theoretical generality in some of the areas of content that the
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student failed to note:
job definition..".

"..

sex role training, inherent gender bias in

The rest of this thesis will explore the different language
resources used to create texts where sociological theory an
ideology are more (in credit and above essays) and less (in pass
and low pass essays) prominent as organising principles. Chapter
Two will establish the theoretical context for the study (pages 26
69) and relate the theory to the methodology and hypotheses
(pages 70 78), and Chapters Three, Four and Five will analyse
the texts from the perspective of the three linguistic
metafunctions: textual organising information; ideational
establishing the relevant content and logical relationships; and
interpersonal highlighting sociologically appropriate opinions
and writer-reader relationships. Most importantly, as well as
exploring these areas of meaning and the way they are created,
the discussion will also establish the way textual, ideational and
interpersonal meaning interact in the creation of more and less
successful texts.

-

-

-

-

-
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORY AND PRACTICE.
Systemic functional linguistics as it is applied to the study.

2.1 Literature review: a functional approach to tertiary litearcy.

In its widest context, this study was influenced by critiques of
assumptions that literacy "skills" can be dealt with in a decontextualised way, in study skills and language workshops and
through "drop in" advisory services that give students general
ideas about their study tasks (essay and report writing, time
management and note taking etc) or fix up their skill deficits.
Such de-contextualised and generalised approaches are not
without value. However, there is now enough evidence to question
their relevance to the range of discourse specific literacies and
study tasks that students have to work within (see Ballard and
Clanchy, 1988; Beasley, 1988; Taylor, 1988; Jackson, 1991; Russell,
1991; Brackenreg, 1994). Teachers of tertiary literacy like Russell
(1991), Lee (1991), Bock (1986; 1988), Ballard and Clanchy (1989)
and Cootes and Parry (1991) and academics like Jackson (1991)
and Brackenreg (1994) broadly agree that de-contextualised
approaches to language and learning do not adequately address
the fact that knowledge cannot be split into "content" and the
things one does to organise and communicate about content.
To many tertiary literacy practitioners, the essential unity of
content and its modes of communication may seem obvious.
However, academic cultures have often been indifferent or even
hostile to notions that the language of tertiary discourses would
need any but perhaps the most cursory and general explication.
As Russell (1991) observes in relation to the United States, two
deeply ingrained myths among many academics are that the skills
of tertiary literacy are "transparently" obvious and in no great
need of intensive teaching, except to students with deficits, and
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that because such skills are generally applicable to all areas of
tertiary study, they are "
that is, the (de-contextualised)
"skills" needed to understand and produce knowledge in tertiary
disciplines should a priori be known well enough to be applied to
the "content".
transient " :

In historical terms, Russell (1991) sees this ambivalence of
academic culture towards its own language and "rhetoric of
enquiry" as a relatively recent one that has developed alongside
the growth since the late nineteenth century of professionalised
disciplines, which emphasised research more than teaching. One of
the by-products of this shift of faculty from focus on teaching to
focus on research has been the growth of language and learning
(among other) support services. While these have been
instrumental in development of language and learning theory and
practice, their existence is also testimony to the low status of
teaching, compared with research, within faculties.
One of the problems with giving responsibility for language and
learning to support staff, or even to lecturers whose special
"province" is academic literacy, is that, combined with other
institutional disincentives against promoting teaching (Ryan,
1987), it reinforces the idea that teaching language is somehow
ancillary to the "real work" of universities.

2.1.1 A limitation of some studies of tertiary literacy: lack of
theory about the relationship between structure and function in
language.

This thesis takes a "socio-linguistic" view of "discourse" as a set of
meanings associated with and expressing certain types of
activities and events that mark a culture or sub-culture (Ballard
and Clanchy, 1988; Gee, 1991; Russell, 1991). Applying this sociolinguistic frame to tertiary discourses, Swales (1990) and Russell
(1991) refer to "discourse communities", or groups of people
engaged in talking and writing about specialised tertiary activities
and meanings. Becher (1989) refers to the discourse communities

of universities as academic "tribes" and "territories". Thus, in this
study, sociology can be defined as a discourse community ("tribe":
Becher, 1989) within the broad humanities and social sciences
discourse ("territory": Becher, 1989), which itself is an area of
tertiary discourse.
There are two important and useful schools of thought in critical
analyses of tertiary discourses. The first school of thought is the
"anthropologists" (a term coined by Ballard and Clanchy, 1988, to
describe their methodology), who have pioneered the concepts
noted above of discourse communities (Swales, 1991; Russell,
1991) and academic tribes and territories (Becher, 1989; Clanchy
and Ballard, 1989). Anthropologists are interested in probing the
cultural values and meanings that make up different academic
discourses (also compare Bock, 1988). The other key group of
analysts of tertiary discourses is the "phenomenologists", who
explore the relationships between students' beliefs about and
habits of information processing and the manifestations of these
beliefs and habits in such study tasks as essays and exams (eg,
Hounsell, 1984; 1987; Biggs and Telfer, 1987).
By exploring the cultural values and practices that underlie the
discourses in which students are expected to understand and
produce knowledge, "anthropological" studies have- made vital
contributions to countering the view that skill in study can be
imparted and imbibed away from or incidentally to the
curriculum. For example, Ballard and Clanchy (1989), looking at
academic literacies from the perspective of new undergraduate
students, rightly question the belief that the knowledge these
students have to understand and write about is as "commonsense"
and accessible as the comments of many lecturers often indicate it
ought to be. The view that academic discourse is "commonsense",
tends to be based on the assumption that, prior to university
study, schools should teach and students should "know" how to
produce academic discourse (Russell, 1991). This outlook is easily
held by any member of a "discourse community" (Swales, 1990)
with such communicative competence in the discourse that its
linguistic manifestations may seem to be a matter of course.
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However, as Ballard and Clanchy (1988: 14) point out,
not only do
new tertiary students find themselves within "a distinct
ive culture
of knowledge" whose underlying principles and assu
mptions are
unfamiliar, but they also have to adapt to the differen
t areas of
disciplinary knowledge ("sub-cultures") within the univ
ersity:
The task required of students, then, is to lear
n not only the
general rules of discourse and argumentation that
culture but also the appropriate disciplinary or sustain the
rules which govern how thinking and language sub-cultural
may function
in specific contexts of knowledge.
-.

(Ballard and Clanchy, 1988: 14).
in my role as a study skills adviser/teacher, the mai
n problem
that I found with trying to apply anthropological ped
agogies to
academic literacy was that while such pedagogies prov
ide general
outlines of the types of meanings lecturers wan
t students to
understand and create, anthropologists do not seem
to have
developed a coherent and integrated theory abo
ut the role of
language in academic literacy. Such a theory would
be useful in
order to descibe the language structures that real
ise academic
meanings.
This lack of theory about the way language real
ises different
contexts is perhaps partly a result of the anthropologi
sts' focus on
immersing students in the experience of learning (eg
Bock, 1986;
1988; Ballard and Clanchy, 1988) and on encouraging
(as writers
like Nightingale, 1986, do) the idea of students' own
ership of their
own writing and a less interventionist role for
teachers and
lecturers.
The focus on experiential learning encourages students
to see their
learning and their production of knowledge in the
context of the
disciplines they study and to see examples of the
disciplinary
meanings they are expected to understand
and write.
Nevertheless, such approaches still leave very open
the question
of how far and in what ways the linguistic reso
urces of the
cultures of academic disciplines can be taught.
For example,
Ballard and Clanchy (1988: 17) point out that stud
ents "commonly
adopt an inappropriate 'voice', perhaps using a colloqu
ial tone (in
order to make the essay 'more interesting' or to voic
e their 'own
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view') or the incomplete sentences of speech". However, while
students benefit from being shown examples of appropriate
"voice" and less colloquial "tone" (Ballard and Clanchy, 1988: 19),
what remain unclear are: the nature and function of "voice" and
"tone" in academic discourse; the types of linguistic resources for
realising "voice" and "tone"; and the typical structure and function
of "complete" written as opposed to "incomplete" spoken
sentences.
Therefore, while this thesis shares the broad assumption of
anthropologists and phenomenologists that discourses are social
and cultural meanings and not just the application of certain
generic "skills" of communication, anthropological and
phenomenological analyses often fail to be specific about the
function of language structures in discourse. In the light of this
anthropological and phenomenological lack of concern with
linguistic structure, this thesis focusses on how discourse specific
meanings are realised by language.
Pages 30 65 will outline how systemic functional theory defines
discourse and show how this systemic view of discourse has been
applied to the essays and sociology discourse in this study.
-

2.1.2 The role of systemics in analysing academic discourses:
incongruent language and grammatical metaphor.

Systemic functional linguistics stems from the work of Halliday (eg
Halliday and Hasan, 1976; and Halliday: 1985; 1986), who was
influenced by "pragmatic" and sociolinguistic analyses of language
as a socially constructed phenomenon, the structures of which are
shaped by the contexts in which they are used (Richards et al,
1992: 149; 150-51; 284-85; 371). Halliday reasoned that
grammar, in order to be relevant to the nature of language as a
system (or variety of systems) of meanings, should be primarily
concerned with the function of linguistic structures (1985: xx).
That is, because language is meaning making (1985: xvii),
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language structures are "viable" configurations of functions
(Halliday, 1985: 32) encoded in lexico-grammatical sequences. The
lexical items of content (nouns, lexical verbs, adjectives and
adverbs) are "open" sets, because they have unlimited potential to
create new meanings through being associated with each other LI
ways that are expansive (eg adjective/noun combinations) and
often through being able to be changed in meaning through the
addition or subtraction of prefixes and suffixes. For example, from
the high distinction essay on health and health care (above, page
18) "the lexical items in "too obvious an explanation for
inequalities" can be altered and associated with other lexis to
produce variations in meaning, of which just two possibilitues that
make sense as sociology are:
too obviously explains unequal social structures
an overly obvious paradigm for explaining socio-economic
inequities

Grammatical items conjunctions, prepositions, articles, auxiliary
verbs and pronouns connect the lexis in meaningful ways. By
themselves, grammatical words are "closed" sets; their potential to
generate meanings in isolation from lexical words is very limited.
-

-

To illustrate the interdependency at the clause and sentence level
s
of lexical items, which expand on and specify meanings, and
grammatical items, whose main role is to position and structure
the meanings, lexical words are underlined and grammatical
words are in bold in the following sentences:
There was a study of two small rural towns (Campbell &
Fairweather, 1991). This study found that, while many
commentators claim that drinking problems are confined to
certain individual 'problem cases', in these two towns male
drinking was a major problem which had bad effects, because
there were man v attitudes and patterns involved in
male
drinking that encouraged the drinkers to be
cIil and
personally aggressive and irresponsible.

Before 2.1.3 (pages 39 46) outlines how a systemic disco
urse
analysis would show the functions performed by the constituen
t
words, or the way different parts of the lexico-grammar creat
e
-
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meanings, the rest of this section will discuss how systemic theory
has contributed to methodologies of teaching pedagogies that
address the need to make educational discourses explicit and
accessible to students.
-

-

With its focus on language as a system of making meaning,
systemic linguistics lends itself to studies of communicative
competence (that is, the ability to communicate in and about
particular types of situations) in a broad framework of "critical
linguistics" (Martin, 1992, a: 2). Critical linguistics is concerned
with language as a socially constructed rather than a purely
"individual/psychological" phenomenon (eg Painter, 1984; Gee,
1991; Rothery and Macken, 1991) and with using discourse
analysis to probe the social contexts and uses of language,
particularly" with a view to critically evaluating the ideologies
they construe". (Martin, 1992, a: 2).
..

In the late 1970's and 1980's, Halliday's claim that systemic
theory had broad application "as a resource for the interpretation
of texts of a broad variety of registers [language varieties] in
modern English" (Halliday, 1985: xx) was tested by groups of
educational practitioners who were interested in applying critical
linguistic analyses to pedagogies that had become entrenched
practice in the 1970's, especially in English and the humanities.
These pedagogies were based on the "progressivist" view that
curricula structured around authoritative, "teacher centred",
positions "disempowered" students from their own language
learning and creative resources, and the associated post-modernist
notion that teaching traditional "canons"/conventions promoted
dominant (hegemonic) discourses and ignored and devalued less
powerful discourses (Cope and Kalantzis, 1993; Murphy, 1993).
The "process writing" and "whole language" approaches that were
a product of progressivism and post modernism were in many
ways a healthy alternative to the way traditional grammar had
been taught. The latter had emphasised structural conventions,
but with little reference to the meanings or contexts of such
conventions. In traditional curricula content had been taught
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without much reference to students' personal experience and with
little or no fostering of students' role as critical participants in
language and learning (Cope and Kalantzis 1993).
However, while the ideal of process and whole languag
approaches was to promote students' role as active and critical
participants in their own learning, in reality such approaches often
left teachers and students to their own devices as to what
language resources were needed in order to be active and critical
readers, writers, listeners and speakers in the school system. In
addition, despite the progressivist and post-modernist critiques of
traditional canons and content, the hegemonic discourses that
were valued in schools (and in tertiary disciplines) before the
1970's did not change in response to process writing and whole
language pedagogies.
The way whole language discourages authoritative and
interventionist roles for teachers and its lack of interest in
elucidating the role of language structures may have suited
students who already had environments that helped them acquire
the kinds of literacy skills needed to succeed at school. However,
many other students, especially from disadvantaged and nonEnglish speaking backgrounds, acquired at best a very sketchy
and inadequate grasp of the more abstract and technical
discourses of school curricula. (Murphy, 1993; Cope and Kalantzis
1993).
Central to this failure of process approaches has been their
assumption that if students are allowed to start learning with
their "own language" they will somehow "extend" their "whole
language" to encompass the school curricula. Embedded in this
assumption are. the related notions that many students do not
really "need" to learn abstract and technical discourses and that, if
they must, because writing is recorded speech, expressing their
own "voices" gives students scope for writing their words down
and learning more about writing in the process. (Christie, 1990;
Hammond, 1990: 263; Cope and Kalantzis, 1993).
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This progressivist and post-modernist pedagogy is therefore based
on the idea that discourses that are valued and rewarded by
educators and in society are somehow a "natural" extension of the
language of the students. In fact, systemic studies show very
clearly that speech and writing have different functions aii.i
deploy different linguistic resources and that more specialised and
technical discourses are nothing like the "voices" of the vast
majority of school and university students (Halliday, 1986; Martin
et al, 1988; ledema, 1993). Moreover, despite whole language and
postmodernist claims that their pedagogies "value" different and
non-traditional "voices", and that many students do not "need" to
be exposed to traditional dominant discourses, evidence suggests
that school and, certainly, tertiary curricular discourses that are
really valued remain very similar to what they were before the
1970's: culturally biassed in favour of dominant social and
economic groups; usually about fields that are academically
oriented; and if, like the issues in the SOC 101 topics, they are
familiar to a wide range of people, the way such fields are written
about is usually at a level of specialisation that is realised by
language that is abstract and technical. (Martin et al, 1988; Martin,
1990; Christie, 1990; Rothery and Macken, 1991; Cope and
Kalantzis, 1993).
Central to systemic analyses of specialised academic discourses is
the difference between "congruent" and "incogruent" language.
Congruent language can be identified with so-called "plain" or
"cominonsense" English that is, language that creates meanings
about people, places and things and their actions, thoughts and
relationships that are generally understood and widely used by all
native speakers of a language. In English, congruent language
occurs when the following kinds of meanings and their lexicogrammatical realisations are associated: actions are realised by
verbs, the circumstances associated with actions by adverbs and
prepositional phrases and clauses, names by nouns and adjectives,
logical relationships by conjunctions, and attitudes by a range of
auxiliary verbs, adjectives, adverbs, nouns and adjectives which
convey how the speaker or writer feels about the text and the
relationship between speaker/listener and reader/writer.
-
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Incongruent language is marked by a creative "discord" between
meaning and lexico-grammar. The lexico-grammar becomes
metaphorical, or associated with meanings that are less "expected":
notably, actions and logical relationships are often expressed as
nouns or nominal groups (noun groups). For example, "tte
sociologists studied the two towns because they were interested in
what happened when men drank a lot" could be expressed more
incongruently (metaphorically) as "the sociologists' interest in the
consequences of male drinking patterns led to their study of the
two towns".
Incongruent realisations of meanings are certainly not foreign to
non-academic or non-specialised language and in fact give
language users a wide scope of choice and flexibility in the kinds
of meanings they wish to make: for example, "I don't like you, so I
won't talk to you", can be made more formal and distant through
nominalising the processes of not liking and not talking and the
conjunction "so" and making the main verb a defining one ("is"):
"My dislike of you is the reason for my silencet. However,
although grammatical metaphor like this is widely employed by
speakers of English, one of its key functions is to objectify and
abstract thoughts, actions and relationships; and this general
function of objectifying and abstracting makes grammatical
metaphor an extremely important meaning making strategy in
academic discourses.
The way specialised academic discourses tend to rely heavily on
grammatical metaphor (ie incongruent lexico-grammatical ways of
making meaning) can be demonstrated by comparing the text
above (page 31) which summarises Campbell's and Fairweather's
(1991) ethnographic study of rural drinking in two small towns in
New Zealand and the conclusion from the actual journal article.
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Table 2.1.
SUMMARY OF THE ARTICLE (see page
14).
There was a' study of two small rural
towns (Campbell and Fairweather,
1991). This study found that, while
many commentators claim that
drinking problems are confined to
certain individual "problem cases",
in these two towns male drinking

CONCLUSION TO THE ORIGINAL
ARTICLE.
What can we conclude from this
discussion? The study revealed that
male drinking groups can produce a
strong legitimising ideology which
is ultimately detrimental to the

women and children of many
drinkers. Even more than this,

was a major problem which had bad drinking ideology has become part
effects, because there were many
of the mythology of the happy rural
attitudes and patterns involved in
community. The ideals of mateship
male drinking that encouraged the and fraternity among drinking men
drinkers to be socially and
are integral to the positive image of
personally aggressive and
both Australian and New Zealand
irresponsible.
rural communities. This has often
distorted the portrayal of drinking
groups by both the supporters of
the rural idyll and analysts given to
benign, functionalist explanations
of balanced and integrated social
groups. What is hidden under this
ideology is a series of social
problems. Finding an adequate
explanation requires that one
question the actual structure of
rural society. This may not be
comforting news for those who seek
to fob off social problems onto a few
atypical individuals. It is necessary
to recognise this ideological slight
of hand. Behind the myth of the
fraternal male drinking group are
hidden the victims of rural
drinking.

The key lexico-grammatical resource for creating abstract and
technical meanings in' academic English is nominalisatlon: turning
actions into ideas by changing verbs into nouns (nominal groups)
and adjectives and by embedding clauses and logical relationships
in nominal groups(Wignell, 1990). An example from the text
above from Campbell and Fairweather (1991), is A strong
legitimising ideology which is ultimately detrimental to the wives
and children of many drinkers
The logical relationships that are
"buried" in this nominal group could be made more congruently
by three clauses and three conjunctions: "There is a set of ideas
and these Ideas make heavy drinking acceptable and because of
these ideas the wives and children of many drinkers suffer."
..".
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Abstraction and technicality created through grammatical
metaphor, especially by nominalising actions and thinking, are not
the special province of universities and academics. However, while
this is so, and also while the linguistic realisations of meanings in
academic discourse are not automatically incongruent, abstraction
and technicality are still extremely prominent in academic
discourses and in much of the language of the secondary
curriculum (Martin et al, 1988; Wignell et al, 1989; Martin, 1990),
and abstraction and technicality are realised through grammatical
metaphor (Martin et al, 1988; Wignell et al, 1989; Martin, 1990).
Thus, while a certain amount of abstraction is necessary in mature
as can be seen in
discussions which generalise about social issues
table 2.1 in the "commonsense" summary's generalising causal
concept, "many attitudes and patterns involved in male drinking
that encouraged the drinkers to be socially and personally
the conclusion from the article
aggressive and irresponsible"
uses terminology that is neither "commonsense" nor familiar to
many new university students. For instance, "a strong legitimising
ideology" presumes knowledge of what the sociological concepts
"legitimate" (as a verb) and "ideology" mean as well as the ability
to have understood the link between these concepts and the way
male drinking affects women and children in the study. Thus,
relating concrete social events such as male drunks having car
accidents and being violent to women and children (Campbell and
Fairweather, 1991: 9-10) to a social theory requires something
more than "plain" or "commonsense" English. As will be outlined
below, difficulties for many students arise not just from the
terminology but the lexico-grammatical structures and, on a wider
level, discourse semantics and generic structures of specialised
-

-

academic discourse.
Because valued educational discourses are often not
"commonsense"/congruent but to the learner what an Aboriginal
elder (referred to by Martin et a!, 1988: 145) called "secret
English", whole language and postmodernist emphasis on the
diversity of individuals and groups and on experiential learning,
where students express their own "voices", has failed to offer

teachers and students explicit information about the construction
of hegemonic discourses.
A practical corollary to critiques of process and whole language
pedagogies was the application of systemic analyses of the
language of primary and secondary curricula and of students'
writing in projects like "Language and Social Power" and "Write it
Right", which tested systemic principles in the classroom (Murphy,
1993). The results were very encouraging and indicated that
students' understanding of and ability to write about curricular
discourses improved, often markedly, with a more authoritative
role for teachers, who were themselves taught how to give explicit
guidance about the language resources that create valued
discourses (compare Martin, 1990: 47; Knapp, 1992; Callaghan and
Knapp, 1993; Murphy, 1993).
This use of systemic functional pedagogies in response to lack of
explicit teaching of hegemonic discourses in the school system also
occurred in universities, where, as noted above, the dominant
pedagogy eschewed explicit teaching of curricular discourse,
denying that there were different types of discourse (compare
Russell, 1991) and arguing that the skills of academic language
were generalised "starting points" (Bock, 1988) that should have
been taught/learned and were readily applicable to a11 areas of
tertiary study (Russell, 1991).
In the 1980's, using and developing systemic theory, researchers
and teachers like Martin and Peters (1985) and Webb (1991),
began to explore and explicate the major meaning making
resources of curricular discourses and of the literacy tasks
expected of students. (Martin and Peters, 1985; Peters, 1986;
Webb, 1991. Compare Murphy, 1993: 235). As a result, from the
mid-1980's, a range of systemically grounded teaching material
has been produced for teaching some types of language tasks in
some tertiary discourses (eg, Webb, 1991).
In this context of systemic functional applications giving teachers
and students access to meaning making structures of educational
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discourses, Rothery's and Macken's (1991: 249) comments on the
importance of "explicitness about language, text and context" to
secondary teachers and their students is equally as relevant to
tertiary teachers and students:
[As a result of applying a critical literacy, based on systemic
principles], texts become objects or artifacts that are visible and
can be understood as social processes to be known and worked
upon. They are no longer mysterious manifestations of "what
goes on in a person's head". The latter view leaves students and
teachers stranded in developing literacy and it places students
in a position of dependency on the teacher's decisions and
judgements
which is quite different from the
apprentice/expert relationship that comes with shared
knowledge about language, text and context which leads to the
independence of the student writer from the teacher.
..

(Rothery and Macken, 1991: 249)

2.1.3. Systemic functional theory of the three linguistic
metafunctions: textual, ideational and interpersonal.

Because of their interest in language as a system of meanings,
Halliday and other systemic functional writers and practitioners
(notably Martin, 1992, a & b; Kress, 1993; Peters, 1985 & 1986;
Drury, 1992; Webb, 1991) are concerned with how choices of
meanings are realised in lexico-grammar (compare Halliday, 1985:
xx).

The starting point for generalising about semantic choices in
language is the argument that parts of language are multifunctional: that is, structural constituents can make more than one
kind of meaning. Halliday (1985: 32) gives the example of "boys
throw stones", where "boys" has three distinct roles in the clause:
as subject of the clause, or the primary element being put
forward; the actor, or the agent doing something; and the theme,
or the departure point for the information that is developed in the
clause.

lit

Working from this type of example, Halliday (1985) outlines three
metafunctions: the textual, where "boys" is the theme which
predictively organises the rest of the information; the ideational,
where boys is a participant in a process; and the interpersonal,
where "boys" is the primary and most negotiable element of
proposition being put forward (that is, "boys" can be answered by
queries such as"do they [throw stones]?", "always?").
Halliday and Hasan (1976: 27) define the textual metafunction (or
what is also referred to in this thesis as "textual meaning") as "the
text-forming component in the linguistic system". The lexicogrammatical elements that realise textual meaning are
theme/rheme and theme/new, tense and person (reference or
"phoric" elements will be discussed in relation to the discourse
semantics of textual meaning in 2.1.4, pages 49 50).
-

Of most relevance to the analysis of the SOC 101 essays is theme
and new. While theme is the departure point for the information
in a clause, rheme is the rest of the information its development
in the remainder of the clause (Halliday, 1985: ; Martin, 1992, a:
11-13). For example:
-

Campbell and Fairweather (1991) wrote an account of male drinking in two
small rural towns.
ITHEME

IRHEME

The idea of "new" originates in Halliday's (1985: 2 74-78) analysis
of information structure in the clause, which was oriented to the
functions "given", or what is already known to the listener (1985:
278) and "new", or what is marked out by tone as the focal point
of new information for the listener (1985: 278). However, while
given/new and theme/rheme are different, their functions are
related to the extent that much of the time "a speaker will choose
the Theme from within what is Given and locate the focus, the
climax of the New, somewhere within the Rheme" (Halliday, 1985:
278). Martin (1992, a: 11-12) develops this tendency of
theme/rheme and given/new to be frequently mapped onto each
other to theorise about theme, as point of departure (and more
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often than not including "given" information) and new
, as the focal
point of what is developed about the theme. Martin's
observation
that themes and news create "peaks of promin
ence to the
beginning and end of the English clause" (1992, a:
11) is the basis
of analysis for textual meaning in the sample essa
ys, and also, U
conjunction with reference (below, pages 49-50),
is a key part of
analysis of the discourse semantics of textual mea
ning in large
sections of text (see below, 61-62).
To apply this model of theme/new to the clause abo
ut Campbell
and Fairweather:
Campbell and Fairweather (1991) wrote an acco

unt of male drinking in two
small rural towns.

[TF1EIYtE

(RHEME

NEW

Ideational meaning is the area of language that
expresses the
content (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 26), or the topi
c. Ideational
meaning has two aspects: experiential (referred to
in the thesis as
both "experiential meaning" and "the experiential
metafunction"),
or participants, processes and circumstances; and logi
cal (referred
to in the thesis as both "meaning" and "metafuncti
on"), which
expresses the relationships between the areas
of experiential
meaning. In the experiential metafunction, the clau
se "Campbell
and Fairweather wrote an account of male drinking
in two small
rural towns" can be broken down as follows:
Campbell and Fairweather (1991) wrote an acco
unt of male drinking in two
small rural towns.
PARTICIPANT: (ACTOR)
rm terial PARTICIPANT:
GOAL:
prcxess
circumstance
of location.

Other types of processes are: relational (either
identifying
participants or attributing qualities to particip
ants); mental;
verbal; behavioural; existential (Halliday, 1985:
Chapter 5). In
relational identifying clauses, the participants are
"token" (the
thing) and "value" (what it is). In relational attributi
ve clauses, the
participants are "carrier" and "attribute". Particip
ants in other
types of clauses are: mental
senser and phenomenon;
-
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behavioural behaver; verbal sayer; existential existent.
Existential clauses are introduced by "There is/are/was/were..
-

-

-

Apart from location, other types of circumstance are: extent
(temporal or spatial) eg "For eighteen months, they studied tIde
communities.. "; manner (means, quality, comparison) eg "They
analysed the problems with an ethnographic methodology."; cause
(reason, purpose, behalf) eg "They found that there were
drinking problems because of a legitimising ideology
accompaniment eg "They stayed with local people."; matter eg
"They wrote about social problems connected with drinking"; and
role "They went there as social researchers". (Compare Halliday,
Chapter 5).
-

-

-

-

-

-

The logical area (also referred to as the logical metafunction) of
ideational meaning is most evident in the logico-semantic andtaxis structure of clause complexes the structural realisations of
relationships between clauses. Unlike experiential systems in
lexico-grammar, which realise whole/part (or "taxonomic")
relationships between parts of clauses, logical systems realise
part/part (or "syntagmatic") relationships between clauses. Thus,
logical meaning is commonly associated in the lexico-grammar
with conjunctions "linking words": different ways of expressing
"and", "but", "because", "that is", "for example" (Wignell &
Kalantzis, 1988).
-

-

In the logical metafunction of the lexico-grammar, clauses are
related through logico-semantic relationships of expansion and
projection and through taxis, or types of interdependence.
(Halliday, 1985: Chapter 7).
The following table will outline and exemplify the different types
of logico-semantic expansion and taxis relationships between
clauses:
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Table 2.2: examples of types of syntagmatic (part/part) relationships:
adapting text from Campbell and Fairweather's, (1991) sociological critique
of functionalist explanations for alcohol use and abuse.
Logico-semantic relationships of expansion.
Elaborating:
different ways of
expressing ie, eg,
viz..

Extending:
different ways of
expressing "and"
and "but".

Enhancing:
different ways of
expressing
circumstances.

Parataxis.
(clauses of equal
status).
Conjunctions
bolded.

One error in
discussion about
alcohol is the
functionalist
view
consumption of
alcohol is
socially useful.

Functionalist
analyses of
alcohol tend to
ignore the social
costs of alcohol
abuse; so people
are left with the
impression that
alcohol problems
are isolated to a
few individuals.

Hypotaxis (one
clause dependent
on another
"relative"
clause),
Conjunctions/tex
tual marker
bolded.

One mistaken
idea about
alcohol is the
functionalist
view, which is
that alcohol use
is socially
beneficial.

Functionalist
ideas analyse
alcohol use as a
socially
functional group
bonding activity,
but more critical
theory analyses
alcohol in terms
of the hidden
problems to do
with family and
gender issues.
While
functional
analyses stress
alcohol use as a
"normal" social
activity, more
critical
approaches
analyse the
hidden problems.

The two types
of taxis.

-

-

-

Because
functionalist
views of alcohol
ignore the social
costs of heavy
drinking, people
are left with the
impression that
alcohol abuse is
confined to a few
"problem"
individuals.

While expansion elaborates, extends or enhances one clause with
another, projection links clauses by having one process project
another as a wording (that is, a direct quote) or as an idea (or
"indirect quote"). For example:
The researchers said,
"We are concerned about the alcohol problem" (wording)
and
The researchers said
that they are concerned about the alcohol problem (idea).

Paratactic relationships between clauses of equal status tend to
correlate with projected wordings and with extension and
elaboration. For instance, in "The researchers studied the problem
and then they wrote their report", both clauses are of equal status.
Hypotaxis, or linking clauses of unequal status (one clau
dependent for its meaning on another), tends to correlate with
projected ideas and with enhancing relationships, where one
clause acts as an enhancing circumstance of another. Thus, in
"After the researchers left the two towns, they wrote their report",
the first clause is dependent for its meaning on the second one.
(Compare Drury, 1992).
While the analysis of the essays' logical metafunction refers to
logical relationships in terms of the different forms of expansion
and projection, the term "elaboration", following the way analysts
like Knapp (1992: 41-43) define the schematic structures of
expository essays, is also often used to refer beyond the clause
and clause complex level, to the way sentences develop main
points within and across paragraphs.
Logico-semantic and taxis relationships between clauses have
recently been used by writers like Martin (1992, b) and Drury
(1992) as analogies for logical meaning in larger texts
at
sentence, paragraph and whole text level. This application of
logical meaning to larger texts will be examined below, in.
-

Interpersonal meaning expresses attitudes, values and personal
stances (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 26-27). This "attitude forming"
metafunction can be analysed by looking at the mood/residue
structure of clauses. The mood is the part of the clause where the
proposition (statement or question) or proposal (offer or
command) can be most directly negotiated between
speaker/listener or reader/writer, and generally consists of the
subject and a finite. The finite is the part of the verbal group
which makes the proposition or proposal negotiable in terms of
time or judgement. Judgement in the mood tends to be created
congruently through modals which convey obligation (eg "must"),
inclination (eg "want"), frequency (eg "never") or probability (eg
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"likely"). Modal operators such as "can", "must" and
"should" are
clear indications that judgements are being made as
to whether a
proposal or proposition is "likely or unlikely,
desirable or
undesirable" (Halliday, 1985: 75). The residue is the
part of the
clause that the proposition or proposal is predicated
on, and tenc
to contain one or more of complement (general
ly a name),
predicator (lexical) verb, and circumstantial adjunct
(generally an
adverbial or prepositional element). For example, in
the statement
"We can notice a significantly large number of patt
erns in this
study", the mood is made up of the subject "We" and
the finite
"can". This part is negotiable because it can be answered
by "Yes
we can"; "Can we?"; "How can we?"; "Can we probably
or possibly?"
[etc]. The residue consists of the complement "a sign
ificantly large
number of patterns from this study" and the lexical,
predicator
verb "notice". The residue forms the grounds of the
proposition
the elaborated information that is at issue: in this state
ment, what
can be noticed.
-

-

While modality is important for creating jud
gements in
interpersonal meaning, judgements (or "appraisal", Mar
tin, 1994)
can be realised by all areas of lexico-grammar. For
example, in
"Behind the myth of the fraternal male drinking grou
p are hidden
the victims of rural drinking" (Campbell and Fairwea
ther, 1991:
10), every element conveys the stance of the writers.
For instance,
the circumstance of location "Behind the myth
passes a
judgement on functional (sociological, not linguisti
c) theorists who
are criticised for analysing alcohol purely in term
s of social
function (rather than dysfunction) and others, who
are criticised
for mythologising alcohol consumption and for dow
nplaying
alcohol-related problems. Again, the participants
"myth" and
"victims of rural drinking" create a judgement about
reality and
unreality that is central to the critical analysis and criti
cal social
ideology of the writers, and the choice of verb "hid
den" bolsters
this judgement.
..

"

Etc

On one level, such examples of the range of choice available from
the lexico-grammar to express judgements illustrate the multifunctional nature of language. On a deeper level, and one which
became increasingly interesting as the study progressed, these
instances also indicate great scope for grammatical metaphor h
interpersonal meaning: judgements in academic disciplines like
sociology are often expressed in ways that seem like ideas rather
than opinions and sociologists can use these "ideated judgements"
to formulate their ideological stance in relation to patterns of
evidence collected from their research.
In this area of making interpretations and judgements that
express theoretical/ideological authority, a knowledge of how
ideology is realised in lexico-grammar is particularly relevant to
humanities and social science subjects where many students
cannot reasonably be expected to have this type of disciplinary
"voice".
The way the essays were analysed for patterns in "sociological
voice" in the discourse semantics that is, beyond the clause and
clause complex level will now be outlined.
-

-

2.1.4 Analysing larger parts of texts: discourse semantics.
Discourse semantics is the way meanings are created in larger
texts through cohesion beyond the clause complex level across
sentences, paragraphs and larger units of text (Martin, a,1992: 2628). Halliday and Hasan (1976) identify five types of discourse
semantic resources: reference, substitution, ellipsis, conj unction,
lexical cohesion
-

In this study of the sample of SOC 101 essays, the most notable
and consistent cohesive resources in the better essays, as in the
sociology discourse analysed, were reference, conjunction and
lexical cohesion.
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In lexical cohesion, lexical strings (or lexical chains) create
different kinds of experiential taxonomies. In the sample SOC 101
essays and also in the sociology texts analysed for this study, the
most prominent taxonomies are: meronymy and hyponymy.
Meronymy is taxonomies of composition, or parts and sub-pars
(whole/part) (Halliday, 1985: 3 11-12). For example, Campbell and
Fairweather (1991) break social problems of drinking into gender,
family and drink driving issues. Hyponymy is taxonomies of
superordination, or types and sub-types (qualities/attributes)
(Halliday, 1985: 3 11-12). For instance, Campbell and Fairweather
(1991) note two types of aggression against women symbolic
and actual.
-

Also important are lexical relations of collocation, where semantic
associations are produced by certain lexical items co-occuring in a
particular field of activity (Halliday, 1985: 3 12-13).
Good examples of collocation in Campbell's and Fairweather's
article on male drinking in rural New Zealand (1991) are the way
the lexical chain "alcohol related problems" is associated with the
chains "social structure" and "male drinking" (page 10) and the
way the chain "gender" correlates with the chains "family" and
"violence" (pages 8-9).
In Campbell and Fairweather (1991), the major taxonomic
structure of composition and super-ordination stems from "social
problems", and is illustrated below:

Fig. 2a: main lexical relations in the Body of Campbell & Fairweather (1991).
Types of lexical relations in brackets.
social problems caused by drinking

(meronymous
gender

family

drink driving

(hyponomous)

/"
(hyp\
1
symbolic financial
lack of
cost of heavy
involve
aggression (hyp).
drinking
-ment of

Z

actual

car

culture

accidents

of brayado about

drinker

dangers

in family.

& law.

Using Martin's (1992, a: Chapter 4; & 401-03) analysis, while
lexical cohesion is the discourse semantics of ideational meaning,
conjunction is the discourse semantics of the logical area of
ideation: that is, the way logical relationships are created between
sentences and paragraphs. As well as defining conjunction in
terms of whether it adds, compares/contrasts, or defines
information, or whether it creates relationships of temporality or
cause and effect, Martin (1992, a: 178-83) distinguishes between
internal and external conjunctive relationships. External
relationships are those that relate parts of a text as
representations of events in the world. For example, Campbell's
and Fairweather's (1991: 9) discussion of drink driving outlines
how most of the men observed drinking at social events consumed
quantities of alcohol in excess of the legal limit. This information is
followed by a conjunctive link of cause that, typical of academic
discourse, is metaphorically realised by a nominal group (noun
phrase "The reason for this .."), in:
-

The reason for this is simply that rural men are totally reliant
on drinking situations to socialize with other men as well as
being totally reliant on private motor transport to cover the
distances involved in country living.
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This relationship is external because causes
of drink driving are
explained as tangible social and environmenta
l events.
However, sociologists work from theories of
social structures and
behaviours and these involve interpretations
and judgements. T1
conjunctive relationships that scaffold these
interpretations and
judgements tend to be internal that is, the
y comment on
(interpret and evaluate) the meanings in the
text rather than
explain or describe the things the text is rep
resenting (compare
Martin, 1992, a: 180). A good example of
this in Campbell and
Fairweather (1991) is from the introduction,
where the theoretical
and critical context of the research is establis
hed (realisations of
conjunction italicised; types of conjunction are
in brackets).
-

Alcohol use is one of the most prevalent sub
jects chosen for
scrutiny by social researchers. Yet, [interna
l/co
ntrastive] in the
studies of alcohol use, the persistence of func
tion
alist
notions has
caused [external causal] researchers to mak
e
fals
e
divisions,
which have had major consequences [extern
al
cau
sal]
for the
application of alcohol research to public poli
cy.
The
mos
t
serious
manifestation of this error [internal/exem
plif
ying
]
is
the
idea
that there are two facets to the use of alco
hol
.
The
firs
t
is
the
functionally useful consumption of alcohol by
"no
rma
l",
soci
ally
integrated members of society. This is seen
to pose no threat
[internal/causal] to the equilibrium of soci
al
grou
facet is the hidden face of alcoholism, and alco ps The second
ills in communities. The problem here [internahol related social
the first type of alcohol use is given the bles l additive] is that
utility; alcohol-use by "normal" community sing of functionalist
members is seen as
good and socially beneficial
..

The internal conjunctive relationships are cru
cial to constructing
discourse semantics of truth value. Their
prominence in the
introduction and conclusion to Campbell's and
Fairweather's report
(1991) helps to mark it as academic argument
critical as well as
analytical.
-

While conjunction scaffolds the logical relation
ship between sets of
participants, processes and circumstances acr
oss sections of text,
reference is the textual cohesion of participan
ts through chains of
retrieval (Hafliday and Hasan, 1976: 3 1-37).
"Phoric" (ie "meaning
bearing) textual relationships are created in
relation to situations
beyond and within texts. "Exophoric" referen
ce goes beyond the
text, and includes "homophoric" meanings
which are understood
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by those knowledgeable in a field of study (eg "functionalist
notions"). "Endophoric" reference is within the text, and
encompasses "cataphoric" words, which predict the subsequent
text, "anaphoric" words which refer to previous text, and items
that help construct comparison (eg "other, different, else, more"
Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 39).
-

Endophoric reference is an extremely important resource for
organising cohesion of meaning within written text, because,
unlike much spoken discourse where meanings can be clarified in
questioning or are already shared between speaker and listener,
the writer usually needs to create most of the context of written
texts, especially in specialised discourses. Looking at the passage
above from the introduction to Campbell and Fairweather (1991:
7), textual cohesion through reference works closely with
conjunction to make the text "hang together" in a meaningful way.
The text starts with the cataphoric "alcohol use", which is
anaphorically referred to across the text to help build up the
context of the discussion (eg "the studies of alcohol use
"the
idea that there are two facets to the use of alcohol
"the first
type of alcohol usd","Alcohol use by 'normal' community members
). "This in "This is seen to pose no threat to the equilibrium of
social groups
is a good example of demonstrative reference as
an anaphoric device for summing up chunks of text. "The first
and "the second type of alcohol use
create a textual scaffold for
the lexical cohesion of the two types of functionalist "error" about
alcohol use.
..",

..",

.."

.."

.."

.."

.."

2.1.5 Grammatical metaphor: creating specialised meanings about
social processes and issues in sociology.

As noted above (pages 34-36), meanings can be made
"congruently" (eg action by verb, logical relationship by
conjunction) or "incongruently" (eg action by noun/nominal group,
logical relationship by noun/nominal group). If "metaphor" is a
meaning that is not literal, grammatical metaphor, as noted above
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can be defined as a linguistic realisation of meaning that
is not
commonly or "congruently" associated with the way
that
meaning is realised. In this thesis, grammatical metaph
or In
sociology is identified with "incongruent" realisations of mea
nings
about social processes and issues. As Halliday (1985: 321)
notes3
grammatical metaphor is a general feature of language. Inde
ed, in
order to discuss social issues at any level of generality,
some
degree of grammatical metaphor is necessary. How
ever,
educational and academic discourses like history (Martin,
1990)
and geography (Wignell et al, 1989) and academic disciplin
es like
sociology (Wignell, 1990) use grammatical metaphor
as their
dominant meaning making tool, and this results in a high
level of
abstraction in the language (compare Wignell, 1990).
-

-

To demonstrate how grammatical metaphor is func
tional in
sociology, the following passage from the conclusion to Cam
pbell's
and Fairweather's (1991: 10) article on rural drinking
will be
briefly referred to:
What can we conclude from this discussion? The study
revealed
that male drinking groups can produce a strong
legitimising
ideology which is ultimately detrimental to the
women and
children of many drinkers. Even more than this,
drinking
ideology has become part of the mythology of the
happy rural
community. The ideals of mateship and fraternity
drinking men are integral to the positive imag among
e
Australian and New Zealand rural communities. This of both
has often
distorted the portrayal of drinking groups by both the
supporters
of the rural idyll and analysts given to benign func
tionalist
notions of balanced and integrated social groups

The writers make a social judgement, but they adhere
to the
conventions of more specialised "critical analysis"
in both
academic writing and sociology through grammatical meta
phor.
For instance, in the experiential metafunction, the gene
ric actor
"study" makes a revelation. In the interpersonal metafun
ction,
how rural people feel good about themselves is abstract
ed Into
"positive image", which is related to another interper
sonal
metaphor ("ideals of mateship and
fraternity " ).

As already noted (pages 34-36), the key resource for crea
ting this
kind of abstraction nominalisation. Nominal group struc
ture is a
is
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recursive lexical resource: that is, it is open to the continuous
creation of meanings. For example, the participant "men" can be
identified by the deictic "the", and described by the epithet
"responsible" and classifier "rural", thus extending the meaning to
"the responsible rural men". Such meanings can be furthet
extended by qualifying through embedding phrases and clauses In
the nominal group: for example, (embedded clause marked [[I]),
"the responsible rural men [[who balance family, work and social
life]]."
To create abstraction, nominalisation turns processes into concepts
(eg "this discussion"), realises logical relationships as names (eg
"The reason for this instead of "Because ..") and embeds clauses
and phrases inside nominal groups (noun groups) (eg "a strong
legitimising ideology [[which is ultimately detrimental [to the
women and children of many drinkersil]]"). In sociology,
nominalisation also ideates judgements: that is, turns moral and
ethical appraisals (about society and social activity) into concepts
that are less open to negotiation because they appear as "given". A
good example of this ideation of appraisal is Campbell's and
Fairweather's (1991: 10) use of "benign functionalist explanations"
to name their criticism of a school of thought.
.."

As Martin (1992, a: 138) notes, "High levels of nominalisation
characterise abstract written English, especially in the context of
science, the humanities and administration". It would be mistaken
and simplistic to claim that the less successful essays in the SOC
101 sample, which featured descriptions and explanations of
society and social issues, made little use of nominalisation. Rather,
the difference from more rewarded discourse was in the function
of nominalisation and hence degree of abstraction. That is, nominal
groups in less successful essays tended more often to name the
social actions and the thinking about the actions, while the more
rewarded texts not only made somewhat more use of
nominalisation but used it to "package" abstract concepts about
the named actions and thoughts another level of abstraction.
-
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To demonstrate this use of nominalisation in sociology to abstract
social actions and actors and social judgements into concepts, the
following text is given from the passage from Campbell and
Fairweather above (pages 31-32), alongside its more congruent
realisation. In the "translation" into "plain" (more congruent
)
English, grammatical metaphors are deconstructed to be more
congruent and are highlighted in the same way as their
incongruent realisations.
In the original, the nominal group is noted as a goal (of the
material process "has often distorted") in a material clause. In
addition: the clause embedded in the nominal group is marked
[II
11; experiential metaphor (an "act" action turned into concept in
"the portrayal of [etc]" and a "fact" idea in a mental process
turned into an actor in an embedded relational clause, in "given to
benign [etc]"; Halliday, 1985: 225-27; 243-49) is bolded; logical
metaphor is italicised; and interpersonal metaphor is underlined.
-

-

Table 2.3: norninalised grammatical metaphor and an "unpacked"
equivalent.
Original nominalisation.

Congruent, "plain
English"/"commonsense" version.

This [actor] has often distorted
[material process]

Because of this, there have often
been very silly views [about
drinking groups], and these silly
views have been put forward
[by two groups]. The first group
believe that rural life is
peaceful and friendly and
harmonious and the second group
give the impression [[that
alcohol use is really good [for
people [[and helps them fit
[into society and social
groupsl]]]]]. This second group is
called the functionalists.

[goal] the portrayal of
drinking groups by both the
supporters of the rural idyll
[[and analysts given to
benign, functionalis.t
explanations of balanced and
integrated social groups]].

In the original text, nominalisation condenses previous meanings
in the article in ways which are quite accessible to those who
know sociology and are familiar with the ideas and their likely
relationships such as the possibility that a type of explantion (in
this case "functionalist") would distort the way drinking behaviour
-
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could be analysed. This use of nominalisation to create
abstractions about named social processes and, in this particular
text, named patterns of thinking (eg "benign functionalist
explanations") abstracts the social world and "buries" (Martin et al,
1988) the reasoning about society in ways that are vei
unfamiliar to many new students. By contrast, while
nominalisation plays an important role in the second last clause of
the "plain English" version, It is used to group together the things
that are being considered under the class of "Impression": that is,
through "embedding" two clauses and a phrase in the nominal
group "the impression", "the Impression" is modified by a process
of being and of thinking and a circumstance of location. This
organises the information efficiently but has much less abstraction
than "analysts given to benign functionalist explanations of
balanced and integrated social groups".
2.1.6 Register Field, Tenor, and Mode: the context of situation
created by the metafunctions.
-

Specialised discourses convey meanings which reflect the way
particular groups would discuss the special issues of interest to
them. Using discourse which is specific to a "discourse community"
(Swales, 1990) also involves knowing how to use language that
appropriately conveys the relationships between group members.
The aspect of discourse which encompasses the specialised
meanings and relationships of language varieties (like sociology,
or, in a non-academic area, like soccer) is called the register. For
example, within the humanities and social sciences, sociologists
analyse human behaviour in terms of soclo-political structures
and their impact on group dynamics, while most areas of
psychology look at behaviour from an individual or small group
perspective (Kellehear, 1990; Vanclay, 1992: 2). As a result, while
both subjects use language that is common to the social sciences,
they also diverge in the types of meanings that they construct in
order to build their specialised discourses.
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Register has three variables which, according to Martin (1984) are
associated with particular metafunctions. These variables are
Field, Tenor and Mode (Martin, 1984). Field is the things being
discussed
the participants and the activities and circumstances
in which they are involved as well as the logical relationships
between the actors, actions and circumstances. Field is associated
with ideational resources of language: experiential
participants,
processes, circumstances and their taxonomies of whole/part
relationships (Martin, 1984); and logical
the syntagmatic
(part/part) relationships
such as cause and effect,
contrast/comparison, addition, and exemplification
between the
participants and processes and the cogruent and metaphorical
realisations of such relationships (Wignell and Kalantzis, 1988;
Martin, 1992: 159-184). Tenor is the relationship of
writer/speaker to reader/listener and of writer/speaker to the
text, and involves the creation of judgements. Tenor is realised by
interpersonal meaning: mood (subject, finite) and residue
(predicator, complement, adjunct), and modalities and attitudinal
lexis (Martin, 1984). Mode is the nature of text as a symbolic
medium for organising Field and Tenor (Martin, 1984): that is,
Mode makes components of Field and Tenor "operationally
relevant" by giving them cohesion (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 27)
and positioning them in relation to space and time. Mode is
organised by textual resources of theme and new, reference
(phoric) relationships among the participants, tense and person.
-

-

-

-

-

The nature of register and its relationship with the three
metafunctions can briefly be exemplified in relation to the
discourse of sociology. The following text from the high distinction
essay on health and health care (above, pages 14-18) will be
analysed for Field, Tenor and Mode in order to show how in
valued student writing the language which realises the register is
often abstracted through grammatical metaphor:
Concrete socio-economic factors such as income and occupation
have a more significant impact on the health of Australians than
individual choice

14

0
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In the Field, the participants are socio-economic factors (which are
organised in lexical cohesion in a composition taxonomy of
"income" and "occupation"), and the collocated items "a more
significant impact", "the health of Australians" and "individual
choice". The socio-economic factors and the other participants are
related in the experiential metafunction through the relational
attributive possessive process "have", giving them the quality of
"Have" also helps create the logical meaning of
"more
comparison between concrete factors and individual choice, and
the comparison itself is made incongruent through being
a more significant impact [etc]"). In the Mode, the
nominalised ("
textual structure helps constitute society as an area of
comparisons of factors and choice. "Concrete socio-economic
in theme position is the given information and the
factors [etc]
departure point for the elaboration in the rheme, which contains
the new (the focal point of the information), the point about
individual choice being less significant. Also in the Mode, the
present tense in "have" makes the new information about the
lesser significance of individual choice immediate and general,
giving it strong credibility as a social observation. The
than" also help to structure the
comparative referents "more
contrast between the social (and, in sociology, more plausible) and
the individual (less sociologically plausible). In the Tenor, the
appearance of objectivity is created by making the relationship
between writer and reader distant: that is, there is no personal
pronoun. The use of attitudinal lexis and comparative reference
("have a more significant impact
than ..") reinforces this distance
by creating an institutional role for the writer of informed critical
analyst of social truth. In addition, the subject of the clause
and the finite "have" give
"Concrete socio-economic factors [etc]
the proposition its negotiability as a message for the reader to
(hopefully) agree to: "Concrete socio-economic factors [etc] have
(they have, haven't they?).
..".

..

"

..

..

.."

..",
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2.1.7 Genres: general text types which realise broad cultu
ral
meanings.

A genre is "a staged, goal oriented social process" (Martin,
198<)
which has particular features that are relevant to a cult
ural
milieu. Genres are:

'

social processes because members of a culture interact
with
each other in order to achieve them; [they] are goal orien
ted
because they have evolved to get things done; [they] are
stage
because it usually takes more than one step for participan d
ts to
achieve their goals.

(Martin, Christie, Rothery, 1987: 59)
Mastery over genres enables an understanding of the conv
entions
of organisation and presentation and of why and how they
work
(or don't work) and in whose interests (Christie
et al, 1991: 72).
Choices of appropriate genre are crucial to commun
icative
competence in powerful and high status "discourse commun
ities".
As Swales (1990: 9) puts it:
-

One of the characteristics that established members of disco
urse
communities possess is familiarity with the particular
genres
that are used in the communicative furtherance of [the disco
urse
communities'] sets of goals.
..

*

For example, in schools and academic settings explanat
ions
organise ways of explaining related factors and the stag
es in
processes, and expositions scaffold the stages of essays
which
argue and discuss propositions (Knapp, 1992). Thus,
genres
scaffold stages of meaning making events that are recognis
able
and functional in particular cultural contexts. To "fill out"
the
function of exposition in relation to a more specialised
cultural
context, current research suggests that with those undergra
duate
humanities and social science essay topics that are focu
ssed on
some contentious issue, debate, or central argument from
the
particular subject, the answers that are are most valu
ed by
lecturers are constructed in a sub-genre of "persuasive anal
ytical
exposition" (Martin and Peters, 1985; Webb, 1991).

RM
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Martin and Peters (1985) explore the way disciplinary and subdisciplinary contexts and types of questions shape varieties of
academic exposition. Martin and Peters (1985) identify two
general sub-types of exposition: hortatory/moral and analytical.
Moral (hortatory) exposition aims to persuade people to takc
action.
By contrast, analytical exposition tries to persuade about the
validity of a position as primarily an outcome of considered
analysis of sources of evidence (usually, at the undergraduate
level, impersonal and published: compare Webb, 1991). Looking at
the lexico-grammar of hortatory (moral) and analytical exposition,
Martin (1985: 41-46) identifies a greater amount of explicit
attitudinal lexis and more extensive use of modality in moral than
analytical exposition. In order to create objectivity (or the
appearance of it), analytical exposition downplays interpersonal
meaning, by avoiding modals and attitudinal lexis or by mediating
attitudinal lexis through the ideational metafunction (Martin,
1985: 41-46). This discourse of analytical opinion is essential to
creating an impression that an argument stems from a body of
knowledge or tradition that has independent and objective
authority (Martin, 1985: 41-46; also compare lederna, 1994, on
legal discourse): thus, in Campbell's and Fairweather's (1991)
report, the criticism of certain ways of looking at drinking can be
nominalised as
a strong legitimising ideology which is
ultimately detrimental to the women and children of many
drinkers
and
analysts given to benign, functionalist
explanations of balanced and integrated social groups."
"..

.."

" ..

Martin and Peters (1985) divide analytical exposition into two
sub-types: persuasive and factual. Factual analytical, or
"explanatory", essays explain a process or a related set of factors
(Martin and Peters, 1985). Wignell and Kalantzis (1988: 21)
identify these "explain" essays with types of questions and topics
in Higher School Certificate exams. Persuasive analytical writing
scaffolds logical argument about facts. In Wignell's and Kalantzis'
(1 988) survey of Higher School Certificate exam essays, persuasive
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analytical exposition is associated with questions that want
students to "argue" and "discuss".
These sub-types of exposition can be taxonomised as follows:
Figure 2b: sub-types of academic exposition (from Martin and Peters, 1985).
Hortatory ("moral
/Persuasive")
Factual: explain
how.
what.

EXPOSITION
GENRE

-

-

-

Analytical.

Persuasive.

Martin and Peters (1985: 86-89) identify three sub-types of
persuasi\Te analytical exposition:
interpretive proposing a theme, applying the theme to the
data and affirming the viability of the theme in relation to the
topic.
-

-

evaluative predicting a judgement, testing the data against
criteria relevant to the topic and affirming the validity of the
udgement.
-

-

argumentative proposing a thesis to be defended, arguing the
grounds andIormulating a logical conclusion.
-

-

Rather than work out how far the sample texts fitted Martin's and
Peters' (1985) two sub-categories of "factual analytical exposition"
(explaining "what" and "how"), explanatory writing was classified
under the general heading o 'explanation", the genre most closely
related to exposition (Martin, 1985: 13).

1-'
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Explanation has a schematic structure of: "introduction to
phenomenon", with optional embedded report; body, which Is
elaborated by an explanatory sequence; and a concluding
summary of the explanation (Knapp, 1992: 24-25). This contrasts
with persuasive exposition, which scaffolds logical argument b:
stating a thesis/hypothesis in the introduction, elaborating the
thesis/hypothesis as a series of reasons, and concluding with a
confirmation of the thesis as a distillation of the major reasons
elaborated in the body (Martin, 1990: 46; Webb, 1991; Knapp,
1992: 41-51). By keeping in mind this basic difference in the
schematic structures of explanation and persuasive exposition, it
easy to distinguish text which mainly explained from text which
was primarily persuasive.

2.1.8 Macro genres.

The reality of many large texts especially at senior high school
and tertiary levels, is that genres are often "blended" and used
together: for instance, an historical text can include recount (to
outline what happened), explanation (to explain how the events
occurred) and persuasive analytical exposition (to discuss and
evaluate one or more interpretations).
,

Recent work by Martin (1992, b) and Drury (1992) on the concept
of macro genres explores the way textual, ideational and
interpersonal resources of language can create large texts of
blended genres. Martin's and Drury's work on macro genres
provided a framework for analysing the essays as large texts
(macro genres) composed of smaller texts (elemental genres).
Martin and Drury argue that the fundamental nature of the clause
as a site for the realisation of textual, ideational and interpersonal
meaning is an analogy for texts of all sizes. In Drury's (1992: 3)
words:
If, as Halliday (1981) argues, a clause can be considered to
symbolize a text, then [the] three metafunctions which realise

4
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meanings in the structure of the clause can also
provide a
theoretical basis for explaining the structure of a macr
o-genre

The structure of this thesis around the three metafun
ctions is
predicated on this view of larger texts like the Soc 101 essa
ys and
enables an analysis across and between whole essays and
sections
of text.
Thus, in the textual metafunction, periodic structures
of theme
departure points for information and new what is deve
loped
about the information are realised at the clause, sentence
and, as
hyper theme and hyper new, paragraph levels. "Hyper them
e" can
roughly be equated with "topic sentence/sentences" as
a point of
departure for information in a paragraph. "Hyper new
" equates
with a summarising sentence (or sentences), collecti
ng and
condensing the accumulated news of the paragraph. App
lying to
one of the distinction essays from the sample Pros
ser's and
Webb's (1992: 5) view of how this hyper theme/new "pre
dictively
scaffolds" points in better sociology essays, we have the
following
types of theme/new structures. More examples of them
e/new
structures within and across macro and elemental genr
es can be
found in Chapter Three and in Appendix Two (notably
2.5 and
2.6).

-

-

-

-

Sentence level:
Theme: Thus, health
New: may be characterised as a quality of life that
involves
dynamic interaction and interdependence with
one's social,
physical, mental and emotional health.

Paragraph level:
Hyper theme: To completely comprehend the effec
ts
inequality on health it is necessary to consider a hroa of social
der cross
-section of social groups, including ethnics [sic], gend
er and the
aged, and incorporating socio-economic groups.
The
economic group one falls into affects a number of healt socioh related
lifestyle factors
Hyper new: Thus, there are numerous cultural
and lifestyle
factors which can influence health.
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At the level of the whole essay, theme and new are realised as
macro theme, or Introduction, and macro new, or conclusion.
In the ideational analogy, experiential structure of clauses as parts
circumstances, processes and participants can be broadened t
the whole essay as a macro structure of whole/parts (Drury, 1992:
9-15; Martin, 1992, b: 6-8). That is, the macro genre can be made
up of "elemental genres", each with its own structure of
introduction, (macro theme) body (elaborating the macro theme
and building new information) and conclusion (macro new
summarising the body's new information).
-

-

-

This whole/part analogy also encompasses the role of embedding,
"where one part whose structure is typical of a higher level or
rank operates at a lower level" (Drury, 1992: 13). For example, a
phrase and/or clause can be embedded in a lower ranked nominal
group, as in "the patriarchal attitudes [[that are [at the root of
working women's problems]]]". As Drury (1992: 13) notes, in a
large text one genre can be embedded in another. For example, a
common form of embedding within the introductions of
explanations and expositions is a short report to define and
classify relevant topical information (Martin, 1992, b; Knapp,
1992: 24).
Logical meaning of part/part relationships in the clause is
analogous to links between larger units
paragraphs and
elemental genres. (Drury, 1992: 15-23; Martin, 1990: 8-9; 12-23).
These relationships can be paratactic, putting the parts on equal
status, or hypotactic creating dependency of one part on another.
Logical relationships can also fall into ones of expansion
elaborating, extending or enhancing or projecting words and
ideas (Drury, 1992: 15-22).
-

-

-

-

In the following diagram, the ideational analogies of experiential
and logical meaning in the macro genre are illustrated for one of
the essays from the sample.

*
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Figure 2c: A distinction essay from the
sample, on how social inequality is
embodied in health and health care (see
Volume 2, pages 9-I I). Ideational
analogy includes: i) experiential struc
ture of macro genre and its elemental
genres (including report genre embedde
d in introduction
marked [[ ]], as
with embeddings in clauses); ii) logi
cal meaning
logico-semantic
relationships between parts of the
whole are marked and types of
enhancements are bracketed
( ).
-

-

Macro Genre.
Exposition: persuasive
analytical interpretation
--

If

Introduction

(cr/manner)

(cr/cause)

[[report,
outlining
definition in
relation to
social
inequality]}.

Elemental
Genre I:

Ele mental
Genre 2:

Ele mental
Genre 3:

Explanation,
explaining
how
Aborigines
illustrate
effects of
sociocultural
situations
on health.

Interpretati
-on
generalising
to theory of
inequality,
from
information
about other
socioeconomic
groups.

Evaluation,
judging
success of
Medicare by
criterion of
how it caters
to
disadvantage
-d groups.

Conclusion.

2.1.9 A summary and model of the systemi
c view of discourse in
relation to the thesis.

it

The following diagram (from Martin, 1992,
a: 495-96) illustrates
how language (lexico-grammar and discours
e semantics) realises
language metafunctions (textual, ideational,
interpersonal) which
configure register (Mode, Field, Tenor) and
are typically associated
with certain genres in the construction of ideo
logies.

LI
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Figure 2d: DISCOURSE

=

GENRE
REGISTER
LANGUAGE.

The aim of this study's analysis of the lexico-grammar and
discourse semantics of the Soc 101 essays' textual, ideational and
interpersonal metafunctions and how these metafunctions interact
is to "fill out" this schema of language/register/genre in relation to
how the language, register and genre of the more successful
essays create ideology that is appropriate to sociology.

2.1.10. Relevant systemic, anthropological and phenomenological
discourse analyses.

AL
Wignell's (1990) systemic functional study of texts from the
discourse of the sociology of medicine suggests that sociology's
place in the broad culture of academic enquiry is one which is
"both a synthesis of the discourses of science and the humanities
but in addition having some distinctive features of its own."
(Wignell, 1990: 43).
Wignell (1990: 43; 35-38) found that, like the sciences, sociology
constructs technicality through its lexis and through taxonomies
(classifications of evidence as parts of wholes and as attributes of
phenomena). However, his discourse analysis suggests that,
compared to the physical sciences, the type of technicality created
in sociology is ambiguous. The reason for this ambiguity is that,
like the humanities, sociology abstracts social actors and actions
through grammatical metaphor: in generic and abstract
participants; through material and mental processes of abstract
and general participants/concepts acting on and considering each
other; through elaboration of terms in nominalised facts and acts;
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and in taxonomies where the relationships between the parts are
often only accessible to those who understand the underlying
assumptions. (Wignell, 1990: 35-44).
Wignell argues that while sociology and science share an attempt
to analyse phenomena within some technical framework, the
ideation of the technical framework in sociology is necessarily
abstracted because "what is being examined is not concrete or
necessarily tangible." (1990: 41).
Wignell's study (1990) shows how Mode register variable is
featured very prominently in the texts from the discourse of the
sociology of medicine. Abstract generality is organised through
prominent topical themes that organise nominalised interpretation
and theory, and the orientation of the texts is towards constituting
interpretations of what the activities signify rather than
constituting what the activities are (1990: 29-30).
As noted on pages 26 and 27, there is a growing body of research
and comment on tertiary students' understanding of lecturers'
expectations and the parameters of what constitutes "good
assignments". Students' confusion about what is expected in their
writing and how to achieve it is also matched by lecturers'
frustration at student work which does not conform to
expectations which they believe should be apparent or skills
which they assume students ought to possess. (Ryan,. 1987;
Clanchy and Ballard, 1991; Russell, 1991).
As noted on pages 28 and 29, the pedagogical implications of the
relationship between academic cultures and student writing have
been explored from an anthropological (Clanchy and Ballard,
1988) perspective in various studies.
Phenomenological analyses (eg Hounsell, 1984; 1987; Biggs and
Telfer, 1987) have also contributed to an understanding of the
paradigms and attitudes about factual writing that students apply
to their assignments, and how these influence the finished
products.
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Hounsell's (1984; 1987) and Biggs' and Telfer's (1987) studies of
undergraduate history and psychology essays provide, from a
phenomenological perspective, evidence that the structures of
better assignments demonstrate a higher "level of knowledge"
(Telfer, 1987: 288) of topic. These studies also label mor
successful essays "relational" (Hounsell, 1984; 1987) because they
relate areas of evidence to support an overall line of logical
argument (in the case of history essays) or a consolidated
interpretation of the evidence in relation to cogent issues in the
topic (as was more the case with psychology essays) (Hounsell,
1984).
By contrast, Telfer (1987: 284) noticed that less successful writing
was associated with an approach that "present[ed] the facts
(quote from a student, in Telfer, 1987: 284) but did not organise
logical argument. Similarly, Hounsell (1984) found that the
structures of less successful essays demonstrated "arrangement"
and "relevance" conceptions, where students organised blocks of
evidence that seemed to describe relevant parts of the topic (as in
the less successful psychology essays) or groups of facts that
seemed to support whatever the writer seemed to think was
relevant to the topic (as in the less successful history essays)
(Hounsell, 1984: 22-23).
Prosser and Webb (1992) combine this phenomenological
perspective with a systemic functional analysis. They interviewed
nineteen undergraduate students and analysed their sociology
essays. The conclusions from this study were very similar to
Hounsell's (1984; 1987) and Biggs' and Tefler's (1987) findings.
Writers who had a "relational" concept and a "deep" approach to
the topic produced essays whose structures were syntagmatic and
scaffolded logical argument. Students who, when interviewed,
expressed "surface" and "arrangement" conceptions of essays
produced assignments whose structures organised taxonomies of
facts that were not related to each other in terms of logical
argument. (Prosser and Webb, 1992: 2-7).
Systemic analyses of the ways "arrangement" and "relational"
essays are created in the lexico-grammar and discourse semantics
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found that successful "relational" essays were
distinguished by:
strong "predictive scaffolding" in the textual stru
cture, through
complementary hyper themes and news; and
"syntagmatic"
ideational structures which related spheres of
meaning to each
other (Prosser and Webb, 1992: 5-6). Lower
marked essays ir,
their sample had less predictive scaffoldin
g in the textual
metafunction and were more taxonomic (or "par
adigmatic") in the
ideational metafunction, which featured whole/p
art relationships
(Prosser and Webb, 1992: 6-7).
Schwengler's and Shamoon's (1991) study of lect
urers' interaction
with a small sample of undergraduate sociolo
gy writing uses a
methodology which explores what the authors iden
tify as relevant
types of disciplinary meanings. Schwengler and
Shamoon are less
specific about how these meanings are realised
in the lexicogrammar. However, their study confirms Prosser
's and Webb's
(1992) findings in terms of expectations that
lecturers have of
"good" essays. Schwengler and Shamoon gav
e eight sociology
lecturers the same four essays which had alre
ady been marked
and graded as "generally satisfactory with no
major structural
flaws" (Schwengler and Shamoon, 1991: 219). Cha
nges were made
to the texts given to four of the eight lecturers
on the basis of
certain assumptions about what the lecturers
would be looking
for. All the lecturers were asked to verbalise thei
r observations,
which were recorded as they read the texts.
..

Schwengler and Shamoon hypothesised two key
areas of discourse
as important to lecturers marking essays:
what they term
macrostructure, "gist or line of reasoning" (19
91: 218), and
macropropositional structure
"summarising statements,
categories of information" (1991: 218). The
y found that the
markers had a mental model" about the mac
ro structure and
macro propositional structure they expected.
In particular, the
markers looked for the development of a coh
erent logical
argument in the body. The markers also favour
ed the original,
unaltered texts and were very critical of
texts where the
researchers had altered "key' sociological
evaluations and
interpretations into comments which, while
relevant to the
-

14

14

general topic, had no specific relevance to sociology (Schwengler
and Shamoon, 1991: 225-30).
A good Instance of this altering of the discourse specific is text
where the original construction associates the generic goal "Who
person marries .." with a circumstance of location which contains a
nominalisation realising a socio-cultural concept. This Is also an
example of Wignell's observations (1990: 35-3 7; 44) on the way
nominalisation in sociology creates "abstract technicality" of
theoretical interpretations. The nominal groups are underlined
and the circumstance of location an embedded phrase
bracketed [I.
-

-

who a person marries is strongly guided and restricted [to
similar income, class, education, racial .. and religious
background of the two people involved ..]

(Schwengler and Shamoon, 1991: 225).
This was altered to:
people generally marry someone whose background is similar to
theirs.

(Schwengler and Shamoon, 1991: 221; 225-30).
Unlike the original, this clause is more congruent and descriptive
than abstract and interpretive of what people tend to do. "People"
is in theme position instead of the act "who a person marries". This
change of theme focusses on what people do, rather than on the
generic object of their actions. The nominal group "someone whose
background is similar to theirs" describes the generic partner. To
many students new to sociology these meanings thematised
actors who marry people from similar backgrounds may seem
more "straightforward" and familiar than the original
circumstance of location ("to similar income [etc] ..") being both the
agent that "guides" and the medium that "restricts" the thematised
choice of spouse.
-

-

Webb's (1991) teaching material on essays in humanities and
social sciences applies systemic functional principles to explicate
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the generic structures of persuasive analytical essays and
to
demonstrate key language resources that realise persuasi
ve
analysis in the humanities and social sciences. In the notes
to the
workshops, Webb stresses the importance of identifying,
from
analyses of essays, "the theoretical relationship between the
te;t
and the context" (1991: v) in order to develop writing task
s for
students that give them practice in constructing, at the leve
l of
genre (context of culture), persuasive analytical exposition (199
1:
Units 3 and 4.2).

•

The workshops make explicit and give students practice with
the
resources of Mode, Field and Tenor which they need to cons
truct
genres of analytical argument in humanities. They also conf
irm
the study done by Prosser and Webb (1992) which rela
tes
students' essay writing paradigms and products to the lang
uage
resources deployed in their sociology essays. Periodic (text
ual)
structures foreground components of logical argument (We
bb,
1991: 36-39; 42-44: compare Prosser's and Webb's 'pred
ictive
scaffolding" and also Schwengler's and Shamoon's "macro-te
xtual
structure"). Experiential structures which organise writ
ing
taxonomically as parts (meronymy)/attributes (hyponymy)
(see
above, pages 47-48) create an "arrangement" conception
of an
essay (Hounsell, 1984; 1987; and Prosser and Webb, 1992). Logi
cal
structures with areas of discussion whose sequential relations
hips
are clear (Webb, 1991: Units 1 and 2; & 32-35) and which supp
ort
a persuasive thesis (Webb, 1991: 36-39; 42-45) show
how
Hounsell's (1984; 1987) "relational" conception of an essa
y is
realised in the ideational metafunction.

2.1.11. Summary of the literature review.

Socio-cultural (anthroplogical and phenomenological) analyses
of
tertiary literacy indicate that student essay writing is more
than
general "essay writing skills". Rather, the patterns of Field,
Tenor
and Mode in disciplinary discourses interact with valued genr
es.
Systemic functional studies show how language works to
create

*
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disciplinary discourse and valued student writing in the
disciplines. In particular, Drury's (1992) and Martin's (1992,b)
work on macro genres extends Halliday's and Hasan's (1976) work
on cohesion, by showing the way register interacts with genre to
produce discourse that is coherent with the situation (eg essay
topic and subject) and culture (eg undergraduate critical analysis)
and cohesive in Itself.
What this thesis will do is apply systemic principles to the sample
essays in order to test further the findings of Prosser and Webb
(1992) and Schwengler and Shamoon (1991) about undergraduate
sociology writing and its relationship to the discourse of sociology.

2.2 Methodology.

In 1992, while teaching Webb's Writing Essays in the Humanities
and Social Sciences (1991), I found that some major modifications
in Field, Tenor and Mode had to be made to reflect the specific
contexts of situation especially Introductory Sociology (SOC 101),
which is a core subject for many Charles Sturt University courses.
This need for subject specific modifications illustrates a wider
issue, noted by Webb (1991: iv) of how to integrate literacy "into
every discipline".
-

This issue of integrating literacy into disciplines was instrumental
in trialling an adaptation of Webb's work with students of
Introductory Sociology (SOC 101).
The result, Creating a Big Picture, emphasised sociological macropropositions invalued essays. However, the impact on student
writing of this course was not properly tested: partly because It
was not taught to a large or representative enough sample, partly
due to administrative problems and other issues that made it
difficult to integrate into the SOC 101 curriculum, and also because
of constraints on my time and resources.
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Nevertheless, the adapted course provided an initial
focus for
developing rapport with the lecturers who marked the
sample,
and with eight of the fifteen students who attende
d all the
workshops, and whose essays ended up in the sample.
The other
twelve students whose marked essays were analyse
d a1s
discussed their approaches and experiences informally
with the
writer.
The problem statement for this thesis was influenced
by Wignell
et al's (1989) "The discourse of geography: ord
ering and
explaining the experiential world", which explore
s how the
discourse of physical geography in the secondary school
is realised
by reports which define technical terms and classify
physical
phenomena in taxonomies, and explanations whose imp
lication
sequences show how one physical state leads to another
(Wignell
et at, 1989: 373-91).

*

As noted in Wignell's (1990) study of sociology, a majo
r difference
between a social science like sociology and physica
l/natural
scientific discourses is that while the latter use nom
inal group
structure to build technicality, and taxonomise and expl
ain types
of processes through the experiential metafunction, in
sociology's
"explanation" of social reality nominal groups abstract tech
nicality,
and relationships between ideas about society are more
commonly
organised and related in the textual and logical met
afunctions
rather than through experiential meanings.
While phenomenological and anthropological studies of
academic
discourse and student writing have been important in shap
ing the
context of this study, its methodology, like Wignell's
(1992), is
systemic functional linguistics. Specifically, this study expl
ores the
sets of register choices of Mode, Field and Tenor that
go with the
construction of macro and elemental genres for the essa
ys.
Of particular interest in the SOC 101 sample was the way
ideology
was foregrounded in the better essays. While the topics
asked for
explanations of social cause and effect, the essays whi
ch were
given credits, distinctions and high distinction
s were
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a,

interpretations and evaluations which created ideologies of
explanation.
Early analysis of the Soc 101 sample also indicated an important
role for Tenor. As will be illustrated in Chapter FIve, while crediL
and above essays were persuasive analytical macro genres, they
showed considerable scope for what Peters (1986) terms
"evaluativet' discourse and, as in Peters' study of a group of
undergraduate essays, higher marks correlated with a range of
grammatical resources which realised judgements and
interpretations about topics (Peters, 1986: 175-83).

4

A short pilot study of some of the essays in the sample was given
the title Academicising moral indignation. This appellation was
influenced by the way rewarded writing featured attitudinal lexis
based on critical social ideology and also the prominence of Tenor
in the final elemental genre and conclusion to one of the high
distinction essays (Michelle's: 35/40).
All but three of the nine SOC 101 topics (See Appendix One, page
2) were worded in terms of what sociologists call the "conflict
perspective". This perspective, strongly influenced by Marxist and
feminist schools of thought (compare Jones, 1985: 9-15 & Ch. 3), is
explicitly foregrounded by the subject co-ordinator's definition of
the central assumption of sociology:
that different groups have different amounts of social power,

and this power is used by some groups or classes in society to

control other groups

(Vanclay, 1992: 2).
Even though this is one of a number of interrelated perspectives
in sociological enquiry (Kellehear, 1990: 20-36), it is the dominant
one informing the topics and reading lists. The apparent
exceptions are the topics on the family, on immigration and "Why
is the electronic media a social issue?" Nevertheless, the
sociological evidence cited in the reading list for the topic on the
family raises issues of gender and economic inequality, media is a
social issue because it involves questions of ethics, morals and

iv
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exploitation, and contentious opinions about imm
igration reflect
social and cultural tensions that are easily open
to critical social
analysis.
The prominence in the topics of issues of equalit
y/inequality,
advantage/disadvantage, and the impact of capitali
sm and class
structures also establishes an environment for disc
ussion which is
ethical and moral. This concern with ethics and
morals in public
life seems to be a key part of the discourse of crit
ical sociology
looked at by the writer (compare Sargent, 1983; Kel
lehear, 1990),
and it is certainly reflected in the SOC 101 sample.
Recent work by Martin (1994) on interpersonal mea
ning provided
a useful framework for analysing the way the
representative
sociology texts and the more successful SO
C 101 essays
constructed prominent appraisals of social
ethics, and for
exploring the strong attitudinal lexis and modality
that sometimes
bordered on hortatory exposition in some of the cred
it and above
answers. Martin shifts from an analysis of Ten
or as equally
ranked systems of status, contact and affect to one
where status,
as power relationships of equality or inequality
between reader
and writer, and contact, as degrees of solidarity
between reader
and writer are realised in systems of appraisal (of
which affect is
an aspect), involvement and negotiation (Martin, 199
4: 2-3).
This perspective on Tenor proved extremely relevan
t to the credit
and above essays, where, as can be seen in Cha
pter Five, status
and solidarity were mainly articulated through app
raisals of social
sanction (ethics and truth) (Martin, 1994: 4).
The acceptability of foregrounded appraisals that
often verged on
moral persuasion made Martin's (1985) Factual Wri
ting: Exploring
and Challenging Social Reality a useful point of refe
rence. Martin
(1985) outlines a relationship between persuasive
exposition and
ideology that seems extremely appropriate to the
"institutionaP'
position of sociology. From the critical perspective
emphasised in
the SOC 101 subject outline (Vanclay, 1992: 2) and
in most of the
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essay topics, sociology would seem to be concerned with exploring
social reality in order to challenge it.
Martin (1985) associates moral and analytical persuasive
exposition with different ideological "slants". One type of slant L.
that of the "antagonists", or "stirrers", who create contention by
seizing on latent ideologies and force them out into public debate.
Antagonists can be on the "left" (those with power to gain), or the
"right" (those with power to lose) (Martin 1985: 35). Martin (1985:
35) argues that antagonist appeals to people tend to be scaffolded
by moral persuasive exposition, which suits explicit opinions and
recommendations for change. By contrast, "protagonist" discourse,
"left" and "right", which seeks resolution of contention through
compromise, is more often associated with analytical argument
which distances the speaker/writer from the issues in order to
organise consensual modes of discussion (Martin, 1985: 35).
These generic realisations of different ideological stances are very
relevant to the SOC 101 sample. The analysis for interpersonal
metafunction shows an acceptable continuum of appraisal from
impersonal/analytical to rhetoric bordering on the hortatory in Its
strong calls for social change. This scope for expressing opinion in
sociological discourse has been remarked on by many of those
students I have worked with (at both Charles Sturt University and
the University of New South Wales) who have some confidence
about their communicative competence in sociology. Although
such anecdotes and the tentative speculations of this thesis could
be tested in wider studies, the ambiguity between moral and
analytical persuasion in the better SOC 101 essays may reflect
some degree of tension in the discourse of critical sociology: on the
one hand, it challenges society from a "left" antagonist perspective;
on the other, sociology as an institutional discipline is a participant
in the "left protagonist" part of the academic establishment.
The earlier stages of the study, when students and lecturers were
interviewed and essays collected, was quite "localised", with
students and markers often speaking to me. Thus, this close
contact shaped an ethnographic or "anthropological" element in
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the thesis. It was decided, with the students' per
mission, to refer
to them by first names. And an attempt has bee
n made to keep
descriptions of the discourse of the essays as specifi
c as possible to
their topics. The rationale for this "thick descrip
tion" (Wiersma,
1991: 220) was to try to convey as far as
practicable th
particular context of situation of the group of stu
dents and their
interaction with the discourse and also the lect
urers and their
understanding and expectations of student writing
. To make the
discussion as easy to follow as possible, the sample
is "sliced" into
groups of representative texts which illustrate diff
erent discourse
patterns. These generalisations are supported by
examples from
the sample in the appendices.
The 1991 soc ioi essay on class and education and
Schwengler's
and Shamoon's study (1991), combined with the
work of Prosser
and Webb (1992), Martin and Peters (1985), Martin
(1992), Drury
(1992) and Wignell (1990), helped shape
the following
hypotheses:
4

More successful (ie credit and above) essa
ys would have
strong predictive/summative scaffolding of
logical reasoning
supporting a thesis across the macro genre, thro
ugh theme/new
and reference in the Mode. In less success
ful writing, textual
structure would be more localised, organis
ing participants
within rather than across the parts.
More successful essays would make good use of
conjunction, in
the discourse semantics, and dependency, in
the lexico-graminar
to emphasise logical relationships between part
s of the text. Less
successful essays would be marked by
taxonomies and
explanatory sequences which exp
ressed more
congruent/external relationships (about the
things that happen
in society) than rhetorical/internal relation
ships (about how
society is interpreted and evaluated within a
text).
More successful essays would create abs
traction and
ideological generality largely through the
ir nominal group
structures. In less valued writing, nominalisat
ion would create
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relevant Field, but not at the same level of generality or
abstraction and not across the macro genre.
4) Stemming from the first three hypotheses, evidence in valued
writing would be "driven" by the text (compare Webb, 1991: 84):
that is facts about the experiential world would be organised by
(and into) opinions about the logical world.

2.2.1. An overview of the marks, the topics and the macro genres
of the sample texts.

Table 2.4: the students in the sample by school leaver/mature
aged, course, topic of essay, macro genre of essay, mark (out of
40), and grade (P=pass; C=credit; D=distinction; HD=high
distinction).
First name.

Mature
aged.

Jozsef

*

*

Carol.

*

Kathleen.
Janette.

Joan.
Margaret.

*
*
*

Christine.
Chris.
Jenny.

*
*
*

Mary.

*

Pam
Caroline.
Helen.
Paula
Jeanette.
Sarah.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Faith
Kelly
Michelle.
Megan.

School
leaver.

-

*
*

Course.

Essay
topic.
Justice.
Family.

Nursing.
Welfare.
Welfare.
Nursing.

Macro
genre.
Report.
Rep/Re
count?.
Houserk Explan.
Family.
Explan.
Workforce. Explan.
Workforce. Explan.

Welfare.
Welfare.
B.A. Arts

Family.
Explan. 25 P+
Justice.
Evaluat 25
Houserk Explan. 25

Welfare.

Workforce

Evaluat 27C

Nursing.
Nursing.
B.A. Arts
Nursing.
Nursing.
Radiogr.

Health.
Religion.
Housewrk
Workforce.
Family.
Workforce.

Evaluat
lnterp.
lnterp.
lnterp
lnterp.
Evaluat

Nursing.
Policing.

Health.
Justice.

lnterp. 30D
Evaluat 31D

B.A. Arts.
Welfare.

House.ork Evaluat 35HD
Health
lnterp. 37HD

Policing
Welfare.

Mark
20 P
21 P
23 p
23
23
23

29C+
29
29
29
29
29
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Of the six essays under 25/40, four are explanations. The other
two, which received the lowest marks (21 and 20) are reports.
Carol's, on the family, predicts a logical argument and concludes
with some points of interpretation of the topic, but the rest of the
essay is mainly organised as a set of reports and recounts abou
the changes. Jozsef's, on the criminal justice system, is a set of
reports on different groups in the different parts of the system.
Two of the 25/40 essays are explanations. The other 25/40 essay
(Chris) is a persuasive evaluation of the criminal justice topic,
which may very likely have received a higher mark if it had been
adequately referenced.
27/40, by Mary, on women in the workforce, is a persuasive
evaluative exposition which may have received a higher mark had
its textual structure been more cohesive.
Of the six essays marked 29/40 (credit plus), and the four 30/40
(distinction) and over, two are persuasive evaluations, two
persuasive interpretations.
Marks above pass le\Jel correlate with persuasive analytical
exposition, and from low (20/40) to average (25/40) pass level
match explanation and report.

2.2.2 The importance of interaction of the three metafunctions in
the analysed texts.

Each of the following three Chapters outlines how students
organise a particular metafunction. However, central to the idea of
metafunction is the assumption that language is multi-functional
and that areas of meaning interact to create discourse.

To highlight the dominant patterns of interaction in the more
successful essays and predict the main points of the Chapters:
Chapters Three and Four show how in better essays textual
meaning in Mode was closely associated with logical ordering of
Field to produce the kind of textual structure of relevar2t
information and logical ordering of coherent argument and
relevant theoretical propositions favoured by the lecturers (see
above, page 11); Chapter Five illustrates how in better essays the
relevant theoretical propositions were associated with appraisals
in the interpersonal metafunction often as ideated opinions
and how these associated theories and appraisals were made
textually and logically cohesive.
-

-
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CHAPTER THREE: THE ROLE OF THE TEXTUAL
MEFAFUNCTION IN ORGANISING SOCIOLOGICAL IDEAS
AND APPRAISALS.

Introduction: Mode and textual relevance.

Analysis of the essays strongly supported the first hypothesis
(above, page 75), that better texts would have strong
predictive/summative scaffolding of logical reasoning. However,
what became extremely clear was the interaction between textual
and ideational meaning. That is, the textual resources of more
successful essays make prominent experiential and logical
meanings that reflect the following principles for analysing social
issues: that social structures are crucial determiners of social
behaviour and that social structures support and reflect social
inequalities.
This chapter will illustrate how textual resources in the discourse
semantics and lexico-grammar organise logical and experiential
meanings, by discussing the role of the textual metafunction in
essays across four of the six topics answered in the sample:
women in the labour market; criminal justice; health and health
care; and housework.
In the whole sample, in all but one of the essays marked 25 and
under, theme/new and reference scaffold individual units of Field
but tend not to organise them as propositions that are related to
the same thesis. As will also be shown, textual structure of less
successful essays foregrounds experiential meaning. That is,
themes and hyper themes tend to he about sections of topical
information rather than making cohesive interpretations and
evaluations that are part of a coherent persuasive thesis.

1iJ
This confirms Prosser's and Webb's (1991) observation about
rewarded writing in their sample of first year sociology essays
having strong "predictive scaffolding". It also illustrates the key
role of textual structure in organising what Hounsell (1984 &
1987) and Prosser and Webb (1991) term "relational" essays,
where the primary role of language is to associate spheres of
meaning rather than to arrange chunks of evidence. In this
sample, themes and news and reference in better essays scaffold
rhetoric about what the relevant parts of the topic mean in terms
of social theory and social appraisal. While textual metafunction in
less valued writing is a necessary structure for organising units of
Field, it does not play, or very infrequently plays, a key role in
organising the evidence in terms of an argument.

3.1 The importance of textual cohesion: essays on the criminal justice
system and on women in the workforce.

On the topic "Is the criminal justice system in Australia fair, or do
certain groups have greater access to justice? Discuss" what is
interesting about Chris's 25/40 (62.5%) answer is that although
the lecturer comments on inadequate referencing (for example
elemental genre two has no citations) and unsupported
generalisations, the essay has a superior textual structure of
argument to Kelly's well referenced and elaborated 31/40 (77.5%)
answer. This superior textual structure of argument is created by
prominent hyper and macro themes and news and by reference
chains across the macro genre that keep reminding the reader that
the criminal justice system supports social inequalities. Using
excerpts from these hyper and macro themes and news gives a
sense of ho coherent this thesis about legal inequality as social
inequality is:
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1ig 3a: textual structure of Chris's persuasive thesis.
Textual marker.
Excerpt from text.
Hyper new from Macro Theme:
Broadly speaking, this system is
unfair [marker's comment GOOD].
It caters for people with high socioeconomic status and the powerful,
and is deficient when involving
lower groups and minorities such as
Aborigines and migrants [marker's
comment GOOD].
-

-

Hyper theme:

One basic notion that the word
justice invokes is the idea that
everyone should be treated equally

Hyper theme:

A good place to start looking at any
deficiencies in Australis' criminal
justice system is in history. All of
Australia's laws
were brought
from England
..

..

Hyper new.

Hyper theme:

Hyper theme:

The class system produced this
criminal injustice. This is an
example of how the criminal justice
sytem has developed through
history.
This was the beginning of what was
to prove to become an unjust system
Who has greater access to justice
and why? In Australia's present
system, it would seem that it is those
in a higher socio-economic group
and the powerful
[Marker ticked
this, but also asked for definition of
'the powerful"].
..

..
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(fig. 3a cont)
Hyper new.

Aborigines are also part of the
lower socio-economic group (as a
whole), which further hinders
their pursuit of justice..

From the essay's macro new
(conclusion):

The criminal justice system is an
unfair one, catering for those who
are., well off and also the people
who hold power..

By contrast, while some of the information in Kelly's major textual
"markers" refers to the issues of equality of access and fairness,
the emphasis is on breaking the topic into parts (investigative,
adjudicative and correctional) and focussing on what the people in
those parts do that is unfair, rather than (as Chris does) remind
the reader that the system is innately unfair. This textual
structure contains but does not highlight argument as effectively
nor generalise to theory as broadly as Chris does. This can be seen
from the following key hyper themes and news of the whole
essay:
From the introduction:
The question of whether the Criminal Justice System in Australia
is fair is difficult because there are so many areas in the
criminal justice system
Groups of people distinguished by gender, age, religion,
nationality, class in society
may become involved in the
criminal justice sytem for a number of reasons
..

From the body:
The first component of the criminal justice system, the
investigative side, is primarily concerned with the role of the
police The police are supposed to he unbiassed, but occasionally
this is not the case
..

..

Often in cases of violence against women,
the vitims are treated
poorly by the police
But it is not only the investigative side
the adjudicative side

..

which is unfair but also

The third area of the criminal justice syste
m is the correctional
classification

From the conclusion:
Although the criminal justice system
appears not to be all that
fair towards all groups in Australia and tend
s perhaps slightly o
favour men over women and white, Australia
n born
to migrants
and aborigines [sic], it is not designed to
do this. Rather it is the
people employed in the [system] that [sic] are
biassed
..

..

The marker responded positively to the way
Chris foregrounded,
in his introduction, the ideal of justice as fairn
ess and applied it to
criminal justice and the socially disadvantag
ed. Textually, this
connection between the criterion of equity
and the practice of
criminal justice in the context of social inequali
ties depends on the
topical theme "What this question is concern
ed with
the
anaphoric "this system" and cataphoric "the
different social
groups" in: "What this question is concerned
with is how well this
system works when discussing the different soci
al groups, and if it
is fair
This organises the thesis that criminal justice favo
urs the
advantaged and "is deficient when involvin
g lower economic
groups and minorities
..

",

.."

The main stated reasons why Chris's essay did
not do as well as
Kelly's are that the focus on Aborigines was
too narrow and that
the use of sources was cavalier. The second
criticism was more
serious. There are deficiencies in referencing:
as noted above,
many claims are unsourced or have faulty
citation and many
generalisations are unelaborated. For exampl
e, in analysing the
issue of corruption, Chris cites the Fitzgerald inqu
iry and then uses
anaphoric reference ("This ..") to broade
n the definition of
"corruption" by connecting the discussion
to the thesis that

privilege and power may secure ease of access (compare Appendix
1.3, Vol. 2, page 66):
in the
In this report, Tony Fitzgerald QC found "corruption
a
found
also
He
139).
1989:
(Fitzgerald,
Force'
Police
Queensland
powerful
the
that
idea
the
to
similar
is
This
reform.
for
great need
also have a greater access to justice. People who have a high
status or have power over others have an advantage because they
can use this influence in the same way that the rich can use their
money
..

The lecturer comments that the citation of Fitzgerald is "not
listed", and also notes next to the point about the powerful having
but flesh this out with examples and actual
more access "OK
facts/figures". The concept of greater power equalling greater
justice is a reasonable sociological appraisal. However, this kind of
generalisation needs to be supported by evidence, such as
Giddens' (1989: 144) reference to an American judge giving a
partner in a leading firm of stock brokers, who was found guilty of
illegal trading, a $30,000 fine and a suspended gaol sentence on
the same day that he sent a black shipping clerk to gaol for a year
for stealing a television.
-

Most serious of all, the analysis in elemental genre two of class
structure and privilege as a fundamental cause of injustice
(Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, page 65) is completely unreferenced,
prompting the lecturer's comment that while "interesting" it
•seemed to be "paraphrased".
It is worth speculating that what may have saved this essay from
being failed is Chris's textual scaffolding across the macro genre of
a thesis of injustice as a phenomenon of class and privilege as well
as something that happens to the disadvantaged.
Another example of the difference between textual resources that
arrange facts about the topic and textual resources that help relate
logical propositions is the topic "How are women disadvantaged in
the labour market? Have policies of Affirmative Action and EEO
redressed the problems?". Margaret's essay received 23/40
(57.5%). The marker commented
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that while the essay noted many of the reasons why women have
been disadvantaged., it needed to:
pay more attention to theories of [illegible] labour marke and
reserve army of labour and the inherent gender bias of ts
many
jobs. The essay overall needs to be more structured the body
needs to be more coherent instead of listing points seriatum.
..

In the taped interview after the essays were marked, (Matheson,
June, 193) seriatum was re-iterated by this marker as a
descriptor of the way less successful essays featured blocs of
evidence about the topic rather than related areas of logical
argument.
Paula's essay received 29/40 (72.5%) from the same marker. The
comment is much shorter than the one on Margaret's. The marker
makes similar points in relation to aspects of Field covered in the
essay: good coverage of topic, could have included points on
gender bias in the definition of jobs. There is also criticism of
references not being given "for some material'; but this does not
seem to have adversely affected the mark.
On comparing the textual metafunction of both essays, it can be
seen that the major difference is between the way Margaret's
makes prominent certain facts about the topic and how Paula
highlights theoretical interpretation of the facts. Margaret's macro
theme (see Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, page 28) establishes an
explanation of the types of problems women in the workforce
face, and associates this explanation with the appraisals that
women have "a lot of disadvantages and barriers to break down",
that the labour force is "a very male dominated area" and that
Anti-discrimination and EEO have opened "a lot of doors for
women". By contrast, Paula's introduction sets up an interpretive
theme: it places gender inequities in a theoretical context of
patriarchy as their fundamental cause (see Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2,
page 17).
Adapting Martin's figure of hyper theme/hype new relationships
the theme/new structures of the two macro genres can be glossed
as follows:
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Table 3.1: macro theme and new and hyper themes and news in Margaret's
and Paula's essays. The content is summarised in point form.

I Margaret.

23/40 (57.5%)

Macro theme.

I Paula.

Macro theme.

Inequalities:
reasons/issues
education, anti
discrimination, low
pay, low status.
Work force is male
dominated,
Doors are opening
with EEO.
-

-

-

Hyper new.

In the past, men Women have come a
dominated in the long way since the
workforce.
past, but they still
have a lot of
problems to
overcome.
Problem starts in
Opportunities for
school system.
tertiary education
Girls higher drop
have increased for
out rate than boys, women.
but more now
staying at school.
Since the late
There are still more
seventies there has complaints from
been some major
women than men
action to help rid
concerning sexdiscrimination and discrimination.
sex segregation
from the workforce.
During the war,
women's
participation in
work increased due
to the number of
men sent to war.

ni

Society has
structural
inequality
imbalance in gender
structure, based on
patriarchy causes
working women's
problems.

-

Hyper theme.

29/40(72.5%)

Giddens
proportion of
women in the paid
jobs still below that
of men, as are
women's average
weekly earnings.
-

Hyper theme.

Hyper new.

Women's job
opportunities
limited by male
attitudes of
superiority.

Figures reflect
patriarchal views
and there is a need
to remove
structural barriers.

Females channelled
by social sterotypes
and education into
traditionally female
jobs.

Due to this, females
are concentrated in
areas that are lower
paid and less
skilled.

Another significant
injustice for women
is unequal pay,
despite gains of the
1970's.

Women's
concentration in
low paid areas
makes them more
vulnerable to
poverty women
still dominate
traditionally
"feminine" areas.
Sexual harrassment
is one of the factors
that help maintain
occupational
segregation.
..

Sexual harrassment
is another area
where women are
disadvantaged.

Table 3.1 continued.
Margaret.

23/40 (57.5)
HYPER NEW.
Opportunities in
Women still face
the workforce are
problems in
increasing, but
promotion due to
there are still many the interference of
barriers to break
their family life.
down.

HYPER THEME

-

Paula.
HYPER THEME

29/40 (72.5%)
HYPER NEW
These are examples
of areas where
women are
discriminated
against in the
workforce.

What about women
of different culture
and background?
Even with EEO and
Antidiscrimination
there are problems.

The Council for EEO
notes the
inequalities women
migrants face In the
labour force.

Although there is
anti-discrimination
legislation,
equality between
the sexes in the
workplace is not as
yet a reality.
Policies such as
Affirmative Action
and EEO are needed
to ensure that there
is more eouality.

Even though EEO
and Affirmative
Action have taken a
long time and have
been criticised,
women have more
opportunities and
employers must now
consider applicants
on the basis of
ability and not sex.

MACRO NEW.

MACRO NEW.

None.

Women's social
status has been
improved and
greater diversity
has been brought
into the workplace.
The sexual division
of labour is the
major basis on
which labour
markets are
segmented. There
are still many
forces inhibiting
progress. Thus, EEO
and Affirmative
Action need to be
reassessed.

Apart from the lack of a summarising macro new, while
Margaret's theme/new structure scaffolds a series of information
units that relate to the topic, they are points in explanations,
reports and recounts of the problems are and the roles of EEO and
Affirmative Action.
The other 23/40 (57.5%) essay in this group, Joan's, was one of the
two essays reproduced in full in Chapter One. This essay has a
macro new whkh summarises the parts of the body of the essay
as explanation of the main reasons why women are disadvantaged
and makes a relevant recommendation that employers need to
take EEO and Affirmative Action seriously in order to equalise
opportunities (Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, page 24). However, the
collected news are not generalised to a theory of gender division
of labour, as they are in Paula's macro new, nor to a judgement
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about the remaining extent and types of discrimination, as they
are in Sarah's 29/40 essay on this topic. (See Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2,
pages 13-19).
The major textual weakness of Paula's essay is that it is structurei
around the two parts of the question. "How are women
disadvantaged in the labour market?" is answered by an
interpretive theme predicted in the introduction and developed
across elemental genres one to four. Then, elemental genre five
focusses on the second part of the topic, "Have policies of
Affirmative Action and EEO redressed the problems?"
This makes the essay seem disjointed, and the impression of lack
of cohesion is re-inforced within this elemental genre. While its
macro theme organises a predicted explanation of Affirmative
Action and EEO, much of the information in the body is description
and recount. There is very little new information developed about
the thesis of patriarchal social and workplace attitudes and
structures that was predicted in the essay's macro theme and
elaborated in elemental genres one to four.
The textual metafunction of Sarah's 2 9/40 essay was much more
successful in "tying in" appraisal of Affirmative Action and EEO to
reasons why women are discriminated against in the workforce.
Sarah's use of theme/new and reference very cleverly scaffolds
across the essay a more unified thesis evaluating the success of
such programs by criteria of "direct" and "indirect" discrimination.
Textual structure relates the occurrence of patterns of these types
of discrimination to both the weakness of the legislation in being
unable to overcome social structures that disadvantage women,
such as lack ofadequate childcare facilities, and the entrenched
attitudes that support these structures, such as: "the employers
who see women in high positions as a risk" due to the possibility
of maternity leave; and the corporate culture of "not rocking the
boat" that inhibits many women from lodging formal complaints
when less qualified and experienced men have been promoted
ahead of them.

This function of textual structures scaffolding evaluation of
the
topic is worth examining. The following table outlines prominen
t
constituents of lexis and reference, organised by theme/ne
w.
Although Sarah's frequent reference to "direct" and "Indirect
"
discrimination may have influenced the lecturer's criticism
tha
the essay was repetitive, the textual organising principle tying
the
two parts of the question together in the one evaluative thes
is is
very cohesive.

ii

S

0

we
Table 3.2: appraisal associated with Mode in better text
summary of key
evaluations of Affirmative Action and EEO in Sarahs 29/40 (72.5%) essay,
organised by theme/new and reference. TH = hyper theme. N = hyper new.
-

Effectiveness of
Affirmative Action and
EEO legislation.

Direct

discrimination.

Indirect
discrimination.

[TH) Women
second class citizens in
the workforce
very little incentive to
achieve
[N]]These policies only
stop direct discrimination
[TH] Direct discrimination
occurred a great deal in
the past with
industrialisation, job
segregation and wage
fixing.

*
have made indirect
discrimination more
prevalent
.

[T] While indirect
discrimination was
definitely present in the
past, its necessity as a tool
for men to downgrade
women became greater with
equal pay
many forms of
indirect discrimination
..

[N] These factors all
combine to disadvantage
women
[TH] Affirmative Action's
emphasis on making
employers promote on
merit rather than gender
does not seem to be
working

[N] Men still being
promoted ahead of more
experienced women
women fear rocking the
boat'.
-

[TH] The most predominant
disadvantage
is that of
childcare
restricts
women's work
sole reason
why women have such
dominance in part time
work, such slim chances of
promotion and an
unbalanced wage compared
to men
..

..

..

In Jozsef's 20/40 essay on the criminal justice system, the textual
metafunction's primary role is to feature arrangements of Field.
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As a result, Field is represented in a way that is at odds with
the
lecturers' expectations of logical argument (Chapter One, page
11).
In the sense that it mentions an argument in terms of the topic
(see schematic structure, Vol. 2, page 68; and analysis for regis
ter,
Vol. 2, pages 99-104) Jozsef's introduction is superior to
the
introduction in Kelly's distinction essay. Kelly's macro theme state
s
that it is "difficult to make such a complex system fair" and
then
organises a description which states a truism rather than a thesi
s:
groups distinguished by "gender, age, religion, nationality, class
may become involved in the criminal justice system for a varie
ty
of reasons." (compare Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, page 61).
However, while Kelly's introduction lacks a thesis, it predicts
an
integrated discussion based on the criterion of fairness"
. In
addition, while avoiding a thesis, the introduction predicts that
the
will deal with the
by unravelling the
complexities. This "hypothesis" is very textually cohesive.
In
anaphoric reference, two dominant chains of '
and social
groups are created. The cataphoric "it' in "it would be difficult
to
make such a complex system fair to the whole of society
links
the idea of evaluating fairness to the problem of the complexit
y of
the system and to the idea of society. This social context is
then
taken up in the textual theme 'Also
"Also, there are so many
different groups in society that are affected by the criminal justic
e
system."
writer

issue of fairness

fairness"

.."

..":

Although JozsePs introduction contains lexis
Vol. 2, page 99), the textual metafunction does not make
this
prominent as it does in more successful texts.

of argument (compare

I
The introduction's hyper theme (see Appendix 2.1, Vol. 2,
page
99) states that "the criminal justice system cannot be considere
d
fair", and that there is discrimination against "a number
of
minority groups Aborigines, Migrants, Women and Juveniles."
This evaluation is then predictively related to the evidence in
the
new "a number of situations where these groups have been denie
d
justice." Then, the topical/logical theme "Whilst
compares this
lack of justice for disadvantaged groups to greater access for
the
..

.."

I,
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of

advantaged, like "people who have a better socio-economlc
background or who work in government departments". The next
two themes, "This essay
and "The Australian Criminal Justice
System
organise a short taxonomy of areas of criminal justice
that will be covered in relation to prejudice: "police, court systen
sentencing, and prosecution process.. all being very controversial
areas
.."

..'

..".

-

In the last four sentences, Jozsef's struggle with academic
discourse can be seen not just as a problem of creating ideational
meaning but also one of textual organisation of logical reasoning.
He makes points of evaluation which are ticked, but they are not
linked by textual or topical themes scaffolding circumstances and
they are not related to each other in the reference:
Chappell and Wilson has [sic] stated .. The apparatus of the
Australian Criminal Justice System has been seen by some to be
more "criminal" than "Just". The more sociologically oriented
research see [sic] the system as consisting of more than the
obvious formal and empirical features which compose it .. The
main role of the
System is taken by processing criminal
offenders through the .. courts. The section of the population
were these offenders, most serious of crimes are among the most
economically and socially disadvantaged..
..

Thematically, authors and their ideas ("Chappell and Wilson..
"The more sociologically oriented research ..") and areas of topic
("The main role ..") are emphasised. There are no topical themes
that organise enhancements of previous Information. The only
reference chain across this part of the text is the criminal justice
system and its parts. (Compare Vol. 2, pages 99-100).
The last sentence reads to the lecturer as "confused": "The section
of the population were these offenders, most serious of crimes are
among the most- economicallyand socially disadvantaged". Looking
at it as ideational meaning, the intention seems to have been
something like either "the section of population with most of these
offenders is
or, more accurately as critical sociology, "the
section of the population where most convictions for serious
offences come from is
It is worth speculating that if this point
had been put in hyper theme position for the whole paragraph or
..",

..".

4
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related anaphorically to the previous discussion of disc
rimination,
Its meaning may have been clearer and it would hav
e signalled a
more persuasive use of the information.
The way Jozsef's introduction organises points of
appraisal tha.
are not textually cohesive or prominent, "sets the scen
e" for the
macro genre, whose four elemental genres are repo
rts on the
treatment of Aborigines, Women, Migrants and Juv
eniles. Each
report taxonomises the three parts of criminal just
ice: police,
courts and prisons (also see Chapter Four). Bec
ause of this
organising principle of taxonomy, reference in
each of the
elements mainly retrieves information relating
to the Field
immediately under discussion. Themes and new
s organise
examples of injustice, but they are not textually coh
esive across
the essay in terms of an overall appraisal. There are
few explicit
references to the overall predicted criterion of inequity
, and these
tend to be included in descriptions of Field and not
foregrounded
in theme position. Social appraisals are inciden
tal but not
prominent features.
For example, the macro new of elemental genre one
points out
that Aboriginal deaths in custody "can be understood
against the
backdrop of the structural violence White Au
stralia has
perpetrated on [Aborigines]
However, this appraisal is not
related to previous discussion (compare Appendix
2.1, Vol. 2,
pages 100-101). Between the macro theme's referenc
e to patterns
of discriminatory behaviour by police against Aborigin
es and the
macro new there are no textual markers tha
t organise a
judgernent about wider issues of institutionalised
racism. As a
result, a very good sociological appraisal reads as
a "tacked on"
addendum to the Field. Significantly, the lecturer's
comment that
"more discussion is needed to connect this point" indi
cates that it
should have been more textually prominent through
anaphoric
components of racist attitudes and structures.
...

Another example of weak textual cohesion in
this essay is
comment associating non-English speaking migrant
s' problems in
the justice system with low social status and lack
of language
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skills (see Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, page 70). The poor construction of
the two sentences could be improved by working on their
thematic structure. Appendix 2.3, which reproduces these two
sentences and the surrounding text from elemental genre two,
shows how Jozsef's attempt to create cause (language/low sociok
economic status) and effect (less chance of fair treatment in court)
is undermined by poor control over resources of theme, at the
paragraph, sentence and clause levels.
The textual structure of Kelly's essay on criminal justice is much
more cohesive than Jozsef's. "Fairness" is consistently
foregrounded in the themes and developed in the reference. For
example, the textual marker between elemental genres two, on
the police, and three, on the courts, connects the two parts and
refers directly to the appraisal that is central to the topic: "But it is
not only the investigative side of the criminal justice system
which is unfair but also the adjudicative side..".

3.2 Successful and less successful textual organisation of lexis of
sociological interpretation and evaluation in two of the essays on health
and health care.

To demonstrate how important textual resources seem to be for
organising coherent interpretation and evaluation in this sample,
it is worth exploring the difference between a high distinction and
a credit essay, from a textual point of view.
In Megan's high distinction essay, theme/new and reference
organise an interpretation of health and health care as conditioned
by and reflecting structures of social inequality.
Reference and theme/new scaffold three related lexical chains: 1)
patterns of advantage; ii) patterns of disadvantage; iii) and social
structures, especially related to the structure of health care.

It
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Figure 3.b): textual cohesion organising a persuasive inter
pretation in
Megan's essay lexical items organised by theme/new and refer
ence.
-

health system and
social structures chain
disadvantaged groups
chain

dominant group
chain
the structure of the health
care syEie
ems
inc qua

lack of income

the areas of inequality

private insurance

basic public insurance

doctors

public patients

private patients

public sector

private sector

restricted budget
The poor
equal care

major inequalities
social class
environmental factors

rural areas
"lifestyle diseases"
lower social groups

market prices

I

the best professionals
private sector
urban areas

concrete socio-economic
factors such as income and arguments about choice
education
the social, political and
economic forces that limit
individual choices

non-English speaking
people

the cultural bias of most
of the medical profession

male members of the
Anglo-Celtic middle class

social inequalities
the poor and
disadvantaged sections of
society

education and income
social status

cultural patterns
positioning of institutions
etc

the better educated, and,
hence, generally more
affluent individuals and
communities
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To give a more detailed view of how textual metafunction in
valued writing in the sample scaffolds spheres of advantage,
disadvantage and social structures of inequality, the following
diagram shows how the macro new of Megan's elemental genre
three summarises the predicted areas of discussion from points li
the body of the element. Anaphoric reference in the macro new is
underlined. Prominent cataphoric, anaphoric and comparative
elements of reference in the macro theme and body are bolded.
it
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Figure 3.c): links between macro theme, body and macro new
in
elemental genre three of Megan's 3 7/40 (92.5%) essay.
Macro theme:
Concrete socio-economic factors such as income and
have a more significant impact on the health of
Australians than individual choice. This is due
to the fact
1—that higher income groups
have greater freedom to
implement lifestyle changes in line with education give
n,
-regarding aspects of diet and exercise, as well
as being more
likely to benefit from health education than poorer peop
le
(Palmer & Short, 1989).

[-occupation

Body: points supporting the thesis.
A significant inequality.. 70 percent of deaths in
Australia are due to.. "lifestyle diseases", which [are]
more prevalent in lower social groups..
-.
[An]

increase in .. costs has limited the resources
available, mainly to higher income groups.. fewer
technological interventions occur in the lower status
groups .. This reflects lack of access to the
financially disadvantaged
..

Social inequalities emerge regarding education
and income in relation to health
People from
lower social groups with limited education are
disadvantaged in the health system for the reasons
stated above.

,...

..

Macro new:
Education programs such as the "Healthy lifestyle"
curriculum have been criticised .. because of the individual
underlying them. They ignore the economic and social forceism
s
which affect and limit [theirl actions..
certain social classes are deprived of access of [sic] the
available resources .. Resources are not distributed unifo
rmly
due to financial and geographical restrictions

In this elemental genre's macro theme, "Concrete sodo-econom
ic
factors such as income and occupation cataphorically orga
nises
the thesis of the element, while "the fact that higher inco
me
groups have greater freedom [etc]" organises the key supportin
g
information developed in the body. This information
is
encapsulated in the macro new's anaphoric "the economic
and
social forces beyond individuals which affect and limit the actio
ns
individuals can choose."
.."

'II

Textual markers like "These", "this" and "these features"
summarise chunks of previous information (a strength of good
student writing in law, noticed by ledema, 1993: 98). Comparative
textual markers like "more" and "lower" play an Important role in
delineating spheres of advantage and disadvantage.
The textual metafunction in Pam's 29/40 (72.5%) essay on health
and health care organises similar chains of "disadvantaged" and
"advantaged". However, while Megan associates inequality and
social structures in the one reference chain, Pam builds separate
ones for health/health care and inequalities.
This separate chain of "inequalities" reflects the major weakness in
Pam's textual structure. The schematic structure is organised very
predictively from the introduction (see Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, page
11). The macro theme, the single elemental genre, and macro new
organised discussion of inequalities in different areas: low income
groups' lack of choice; rural/urban differences; treatment of
disabled, handicapped and aged people; treatment of women;
Aboriginal health and the treatment of migrants. The hyper theme
for each section refers in some way to the theme of health and
health care as a structure of inequalities.
However, the problem with the textual organisation of Pam's essay
is that the single elemental genre that forms the body organises
most of the major ideological generalisations in its introduction. As
a result, the hyper themes and news and the reference chains in
the body of the elemental genre tend to be mainly ones that
organise Field as examples of disadvantage. Unlike Megan's essay,
where comparative reference in hyper and macro themes and
news consistently compare the advantaged and disadvantaged, in
Pam's essay, after the introduction and the elemental genre's
macro theme, there are few references to the advantaged.
Thus, although Pam's essay makes very similar points to Megan's,
most of the topical organisation of the health/health care issue in
terms of appraisals from critical social theory is focussed in the
elemental genre's lengthy macro theme. An exception is the
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paragraph on women and health, whose hyper theme organlses
anaphoric reference to the elemental introduction's lexis of
inequality and power relationships. This hyper theme received a
tick and a GOOD.
Women's treatment in health care reflects a patriarchal society
as health is a male dominated area, and women are demanding to
control their own care and use doctors as consultants and
advisers as they see health care now as another way men have of
controlling them.

The other hyper themes in the elemental genre's body organise
information about examples of disadvantage in terms of health,
but the the points made are far less generalised than in the hyper
theme on women. For example:
Aboriginal health reflects the poverty they live in, Aboriginal
infant mortality is three times higher than white Australians,
deafness, blindness, malnutrition and the major problem of
alcoholism is very common in this group.

This hyper theme also does not successfully predict the sub-topic:
a discussion of issues of Aboriginal health shifts, half way through,
to points about migrants. (see Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, page 13).
Comparing the textual analysis of Megan's elemental genre three
(page 97), we can see that while Pam makes similar points, Megan
uses textual resources to scaffold a higher level of generality of
logical argument: that individual choice is less important than
socio-economic factors in determining health.

IV

The marker's criticisms of Pam's essay were that it lacked
"concrete examples" to support the argument and that "points
could have been expanded". These comments were puzzling, for
while there are a few points that could have been elaborated,
there are aboUt the same number of specific instances of
inequality that are cited in Megan's text. However, if we look at
Pam's essay's textual metafunction, this criticism may reflect the
way the major generalisations are "bunched" at the start of the
essay (see Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, pages 11-12). The examples of
different types of disadvantage are developed in the body, but
there are few explicit textual markers about power and class
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causing Inequality. And although the conclusion summarises the
essay's new information about the disadvantaged, it does not refer
back to the other predicted aspects. Like Michelle's macro new, it
makes recommendations for change, but unlike Michelle's
recommendations, Pam's were not clearly expounded in tht
essay's news (see Appendix 1.3, pages 12-13).

3.3 Mode as the key variable in making interpretation and evaluation
coherent within the text and relevant to the discourse of sociology: essays
on "Who does the work at home? Why are home duties gender based?
Discuss."

The essays on this topic illustrate very well this role of
theme/new and reference in expounding academic argument that
is relevant to the Field of sociology and to the sub-Fields of the
essay topics.
In Michelle's high distinction essay on housework, macro and
hyper themes and news organise the following criteria to support
a judgement about the way women's domestic role reflects their
inferior social status and power: that women do most of it for
historical and social reasons; that perceptions of improvement in
women's status, including changes in their domestic social role,
need to be treated with caution; that given social changes such as
more husbands and wives working, women need more help but
they are generally not getting it. (see outline of periodic structure
in comparison to Kathleen's 23/40 essay in Appendix 2.6).
Of particular interest is the way themes organise information
about differerit cultural and social sites of gender based
housework and news develop judgements about the role and/or
inequity of each site. For example, from elemental genre five:
[Macro theme of elemental genre: outlines scope of
information] The work in the home is not only gender based,
but it is universally, traditionally and historically gender based
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[Macro new of elemental genre: general
ises
to social theory of gender roles] Gender-basejudgement
not recognised as "social" but as "natural". Beca d tasks are
use they bear
and nurse children, [women]
are permanently placed in a
caring, nurturing role Little girls are also train
by society, by their peers, from the time they ed by parents,
are given their
first doll's house, for their domestic roles in life.
..

..

This essay's textual structure also supports Martin's
(1990: 46)
point in relation to persuasive analytical writing
in secondary
schools, that "generically" the conclusion to a persuasi
ve analytical
essay does much more than just restate in broad term
s what was
predicted in the introduction.
When discussed by some students who I worked
with on essay
writing at the University of New South Wales (Ma
rch, 1994),
Michelle's conclusion was criticised because it did not
seem to reiterate any of the points in the introduction. However
, in terms of
replicating feminist social critique and more bro
adly echoing
critical sociologists' sensitivity "to class, gender
and racial
oppression" (Kellehear, 1990: 12; compare also Sarg
ent's criticism
of "establishment sociology", 1983: 3-4) the conclus
ion picks up
the suggestions that things ought to be changed that
are expressed
in the body's news.
The macro new's feminist ideology is foregrounded
by the textual
structure of the essay. This ideology is organised
by anaphoric,
reference, through constituents like "the traditio
nal gender
division of labour" and "the intolerable pressures
placed upon
women
This organises a final plea that gender equality shou
ld
be addressed for the good of society.
..'.

A comparison in Appendix 2.6 (Vol. 2, pages 113
-115) of the
macro and key hyper themes and news from Mic
helle's and
Kathleen's 23/40 (57.5%) essays show how the textual
structure of
the less successful answer organises localised areas
of experiential
meaning about housework and women that are rele
vant to the
topic but do not create a cohesive argument within the
text.
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Jenny's 25/40 response to the housework topic makes more use
of textual structures to organise a persuasive thesis. (Compare
schematic structure in Appendix 1.3, pages 52-55).
However, Jenny's textual cohesion of constituents of persuasion is
less consistent. While the introduction contains an interpretation
of housework's low status and association with women in terms of
patriarchy and capitalism and social stereotypes, it is preceded by
a lengthy orientation to topic which gives the impression that the
essay will feature explanation and recount.
The prominence of explanation and recount is reflected in the
essay's schematic structure (see Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, pages 5255). The ideological interpretation of housework in terms of
patriarchy and capitalism is not made prominent in the Mode until
elemental genres three and four. This makes the essay's overall
structure disjointed: the first half of the Body is factually oriented,
with reference and theme/new scaffolding explanation and
historical recount..
While the final two elements and the conclusion are structured
around the theme of housework being an aspect of patriarchal and
capitalist exploitation (similar to the ideology of Michelle's overall
argument), the first two parts are driven by Field and textually do
not contribute to the edifice of a logical argument. The macro
themes of these elements of prominent Field organise mainly
experiential explanation and recount. In elemental genre one, "The
concept of household work taxonomises work done by women
and by men. In elemental genre two, "Historical perspective
taxonomises three areas: women's work in the first and second
world wars; the influence of contraception on biological
rationa1isationsto exclude women from careers; and the way
industrialisation created gender divisions of domestic work.
.."

.."

The lecturer commended Jenny for making "a number of valid
points
but he thought it "could be more lucid and structured.
You need to focus more directly on the question, and show how
the points you make are relevant to it." On the criteria of
..",
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evaluation, "integration, structure, style and presentation"
received a one out of five.
Helen's 29/40 (72.5%) answer to the housework topic was
criticised for lack of reference to sociological macro concepts c
industrialisation and "Marxist theories of housework", which
Jenny's essay had highlighted in elemental genres three and four.
However, Helen's textual cohesion is superior to Jenny's, because It
organises across the elemental genres prominent and consistent
reference to housework in terms of a broad theme of gender
socialisation of men and women into unequal power relationships.
For example, the following macro theme to elemental genre one,
headed "Why are the home duties gender based?" foregrounds
this interpretation. It collected two ticks.
There has been a certain amount of cultural conditioning
regarding behaviours and attitudes deemed appropriate for each
gender. Local gender roles emphasize a woman's domestic
obligations. According to Garrett (1987) in Western societies, a
woman's homemaking skills play an important part in making
her an attractive marriage partner; her careeer is viewed as
unimportant or may be seen as a threat to her efficiency as a
wife. The diversion of girls away from their own individual self
importance has been created significantly by the
romantizication of family life
[followed by short supporting
quote]..
..

The way this thesis is scaffolded across the essay is illustrated in
Appendix 2.5.

10

While Jenny's essay uses textual resources to organise two
separate sections of response to the topic (an explanation/recount
and an interpretation) Helen's has more periodic complementarity:
themes of socially conditioned roles and summarising news of
women generally having to do most of the household work as a
result. However where Helen's textual metafunction is weaker
than Michelle's 35/40 essay is in the way elemental genre two,
headed "Dividing the chores-who does which work at home?"
moves from a persuasive thesis, about housework as a site of
gender power conflict ("Housework can he used as a weapon
..")
a concept highlighted in Michelle's text to an embedded report of
different studies' findings on husbands' participation in domestic
work (see Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, pages 50- 51).
-

-
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This report, featuring graphs and summaries of the graphs,
shows
that low status, less desirable household Jobs tend to be
done
more often by women. The social pattern of women doin
g low
status work is made explicit in the element's macro new, but
only
in relation to rural women.
Moreover, the potential to foreground interpretation is
not
realised in theme/new or reference. Rather, topical/experie
ntial
meaning is foregrounded in hyper themes which are point
form
precis of the graphs. This is very suitable for organisi
ng
information for writing the kinds of technical reports Hele
n was
used to in her work (conversation with the writer), but as a
result
appraisal of the information is not textually prominent.
3.4 Appropriate sociological lexis still needs to be pred
ictively and
summatively scaftolded: an example from the topic of
women in the
workforce.

Mary's essay on women in the workforce contains lexis of femi
nist
critique of patriarchal attitudes and power structures, but
its
impact is undermined by its poor textual organisation. This
essay
was assesssed by the lecturer who marked the four assignme
nts
on housework. While it received 27/40 (67.5%) a credit
it was
criticised for lack of "structure" and coherence. The lectu
rer's
comment identifies two major aspects of lack of coherenc
e: the
essay "tends to be a compilation of [illegible] and citations
rather
than a coherent argument"; and the introduction fails to
"[set] up
the issue in context and outline of the argument". While
this
inadequate textual structure is compensated by rele
vant
sociological lexis building a theme of women disadvantage
d by
unequal power relationships (see below, page 134), because
these
persuasive points are not related in the Mode they appear
to be
random appraisals rather than organising principles.
-

-

For example, the introduction does have information whi
ch
outlines the main points in the body of the essay that will be
used
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as criteria to evaluate a judgment: women are den
ied equal
opportunities in education; we label people by gen
der; sexual
division of labour is more than just "men's" and "women
's" work,
and involves issues of power. However, the marker'
s comment
about failure to outline and contextualise argument
reflects the
fact that while the first paragraph of the introduction is
a credible
sociological opinion, that "the world is ruled by people
who left the
nurturing to others while they invested their time in
amassing
skills to compete in the economic world", its function is
more of an
orientation to topic (Webb, 1991) than a thesis beca
use there is
nothing in hyper theme position to specify the relation
ship of the
opinion to the question such as "Women are disadvan
taged in
the labour market by attitudes that reflect
The evaluative
thesis about the sexual division of labour as a mea
ns of
subordinating women to men is not stated until the
fourth
paragraph, after two paragraphs of scope/main poin
ts that lack
textual and logical hyper themes that would relate thes
e points to
the thesis. Thus, while the writer's intention may hav
e been to
"set the scene" by orientating to topic and then buil
ding up
relevant criteria of evaluation of the thesis, for the
reader,
because the thesis is unstated until the fourth para
graph, the
intervening points are discrete units of information that
may be
relevant to the topic but do not help predict the natu
re of the
argument.
-

..

'.

-

-

Textual cohesion of these points as criteria of evaluati
on could be
improved by moving the thesis of sexual division of labo
ur being
more than just men's and women's work closer to
the macro
theme of the introduction, thus realising its pote
ntial as an
organising principle of the essay. The first two paragrap
hs of the
introduction would now look something like this, with
the thesis
about gender divided labour as a feature of power ove
r women
italicised:
The hand that rocks the cradle still rocks the crad
le is a model
of womanhood that not many girls can escape. The
world is ruled
by people who left the nurturing to others while
they invested
their time in amassing skills to compete in the econ
omic world.
When we talk about the sexual division of labo
ur
assumed that we are just interested in women's work it is oflen
. What we
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are in fact concerned with is the historical relationships
between 'men's and "women's" jobs. Gender is not just abut
differences but about power. The domination of men and the
subordination of women.. This power relationship is maintained
by the creation of distinctions between male and female spheres

The lack of an overall thesis is very much a product of lack of
major prominent textual markers. While the essay makes sound
sociological points about gender-divided labour and unequal
power relationships, they are not tied together. Instead, there are
a series of elements that contain sociological appraisals, but few of
these organise the information as aspects of a clearly defined
thesis. Notably, in the first half of the body, evaluative points that
are relevant to the thesis and could have been put in macro theme
positions to reorganise the information to be more persuasive are
embedded halfway through the recounts. Even in these positions
they are not related to the surrounding text. Hence, while the
essay's macro generic structure is an evaluative exposition, many
of the evaluations are local rather than global. (See schematic
structure, Vol. 2, pages 20-24).
The following text at the end of elemental genre five is an instance
of how this essay's evaluative points tend to be "buried" in the
middle of elaborations of facts about the Field rather than
foregrounded as macro and hyper themes:
The sexual division of labour and gender identification operate as
a means of social control.
What does it mean to day that control in the workplace is
patriarchal? Patriarchy is a structure that gives some men power
over other men, and all men control over women (Game &
Pringle, 1983).

While these points are relevant to the argument, they are
embedded at the end of an explanation of a series of points:
women tend to earn less than men; women tend to be discounted
by employers as they are not seen as "breadwinners" and their
employment is often viewed by unions as evidence of "deskilling"; and new machines tend to be given to male workers
because machinery is associated with "masculinity". If the points
about sexual division of labour/patriarchy had been put in macro
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theme position, this part of the essay could have been
more
clearly about them than about the separate points of how wom
en
are discriminated against. A likely by-product of having gend
ered
labour/patriarchy in macro theme position is the incorpor
ation
into elemental genre five of elemental genre six, which, in
context of issues facing working mothers, makes similar poin
ts to
five about women's roles and lower wages (Vol. 2, pages 22-2
3).
Like Paula's essay on this topic, another weakness of Mary's
essay
is the way the evaluation of EEO and Affirmative Action is "tack
ed
on" to the last part of the macro genre rather than organise
d by
theme/new and reference as an integrated part of the thesis
as
in Sarah's essay (see above, pages 65-67).
-

Compounding this problem of organising EEC and Affirmat
ive
Action as a discrete unit of information is also the fact that
Mary
"parks" it in the conclusion, whose generic purpose in acad
emic
writing is "to express the collective significance of all the mate
rial
presented" (Peters, 1985: 59) and not to add new evidence.
3.5 Textual cohesion of a persuasive thesis: an exam
ple from a
soclo logy journal article.

Essays with textual structures that scaffolded interpretations
and
judgements that explore and challenge (Martin, 1985) soci
al
structures and their supporting Ideologies were rewarded
in the
sample. Essays where the textual metafunction scaf
folds
explanations and descriptions of Field or whose persuasive
points
were not textually cohesive or prominent were criticise
d for
lacking "structure" and "coherence".
There is a close correlation in the SOC 101 sample between
the
function of Mode in rewarded essays and Mode in the disciplina
ry
discourse. For example, theme/new and reference scaf
fold
sociological appraisals in the macro new (conclusion) of Cam
pbell's
and Fairweather's (1991) article on social structures
and
ideologies that support more destructive patterns of male drink
ing
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behaviour. Themes are underlined and constituents of reference
that refer anaphorically to the body of the article and make the
parts of the argument in the macro new cohesive are italicised.
the study revealed that male drinking groups can produce a
strong legitimising ideology which is ultimately detrimental to
the women and children of many drinkers. Even more than
this, drinking ideology has become part of the mythology of the
happy rural community. The ideals of mateship and fraternity
among drinking men are integral to the positive image of both
Australian and New Zealand rural communities. This has often
distorted the portrayal of drinking groups by both the
supporters of the rural idyll and analysts given to benign,
functionalist explanations of balanced and integrated social
groups. What is hidden under this ideology is a series of social
problems. Finding an adequate explanation requires that one
question the actual structure of rural society. This may not be
comforting news for those who seek to fob off social problems
onto a few a typical drinkers..

(Campbell and Fairweather, 1991: 10).
Central to this conclusion's strength as a summary of the argument
from the body's news is anaphoric reference. For example, the
thematic equative (Halliday, 1985: 43-44) "What is hidden under
this ideology
sums up information from the discussion of
evidence in the body of the article and equates it with the new "a
series of social problems", which refers to the effects of drinking
culture that are reported in the study. Also notable is the
anaphoria of the two uses of "This
to distill previous
information and relate it to new material: i) "This has often
distorted .."; ii) "This may not be comforting
.."

.."

..".

The way this conclusion reflects judgements made in the hyper
news of the body is outlined in digaram form in Appendix 2.4. (b).
Conclusion.

As noted in relation to Mary's essay (3.4, above), even the most
relevant and sociologically appropriate lexis loses its impact as
analytical persuasion if it is not clearly foregrounded and

summarised in the textual metafunction. This chapter has
demonstrated the correlation between lecturers' concern with
"cohesion" and "structure" and the register variable Mode.
Foregrounding of Mode in textual cohesion of prominent parts of
logical argument clearly correlates with more marks.
"Backgrounded" Mode in lack of predictive and summative
theme/new and in reference chains which scaffold discrete units
of Field correlates with lower marks.
By demonstrating this correlation between lecturers' concern for
cohesion and structure and the realisation of cohesion and
structure in the Mode, the analysis substantiates the first
hypothesis, that better texts would have strong
"predictive/summative" scaffolding and less successful texts
would not make as effective use of textual resources in organising
lexis of sociological interpretation and evaluation across macro
genres. In addition, Mode was also found to be a key register
variable for the fourth hypothesis: that is, textual resources play a
crucial role in realising the kind of writing Webb (1991: 84)
describes, of valued persuasive analysis being evidence "driven
by" text.
Overall, the textual structures of the better essays in the sample
give grounds for suggesting that in more valued SOC 101 writing
and probably sociological writing in general, textual meaning
organises cohesion of logical propositions about Field. This is
particularly evident in the way the themes and news of the better
essays organise enhancements of persuasive theses and in the
better essays' more "global" use of reference
with chains
working across macro genres rather than just within elements and
paragraphs, as occurs in less successful assignments.
-
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CHAPTER FOUR: IDEATIONAL MEANING

Interpreting and evaluating the logical implications of
social reality in the better essays, explaining and
describing the experiential world of society in the less
successful essays.
Introduction: the key roles of nominalisation and the logical metafunctio
n in
more successful essays.

The ideational metafunction "conveys both experiential and logical
meanings, in other words, the logically sequenced content or ideas
of a text." (Drury, 1992: 2). As outlined above (pages 41-44),
experiential meaning is created in the lexico-grammar through
transitivity participants, processes and circumstances of clauses
and, in the discourse semantics, through lexical cohesion across
sentences and paragraphs of taxonomic and proximate
relationships between lexical items. Logical meaning in the lexicogrammar is a product of clause complex relationships of parataxis
(equal status) and hypotaxis (unequal status
one clause
dependent for its meaning on another); and in the discourse
semantics logical meaning is realised by conjunction (above, pages
48-50). At the level of macro genre, clauses and clause complexes
are analogous to parts of whole texts (paragraphs/groups of
paragraphs) and logical meaning operates between the larger
parts according to whether they are on terms of equal (parataxis)
or unequal (hypotaxis) status (above, pages 62-63).
-

-

-

The third hypothesis for this study was that nominal group
structure in more valued writing would abstract and generalise
Field. This hypothesis was confirmed.
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However, the underlying assumption that pass and low pass
essays may have less nominailsation needed to be modified. While
less valued writing did tend to highlight social actors and actions
in the transitivity, most of the essays, including the one with the
lowest mark in the sample, made extensive use of nominallsatior.
The real difference was the way nominalisation was used: in less
valued writing to build groups of facts; in valued writing, to create
"abstracted technicality" (Wignell, 1990).
The second hypothesis, about taxonomic (experiential) and
syntagmatic (logical) meanings was that better essays would
emphasise syntagmatic structures of propositions related to other
propositions as parts of an argument, while less successful essays
would make more prominent use of taxonomic relationships to
organise evidence and ideas as parts of a topic. It was also
surmised that the parts of better essays would be related to each
other and to a persuasive thesis largely by logico-semantic
relationships of hypotactic enhancement and by internal
conjunction (emphasising relationships between ideas in the text
rather than between the social events represented in the text: see
above, page 49).
This hypothesis about logical meaning was influenced by Prosser's
and Webb's (1992) observations on their sample of sociology
essays. The idea that credit and above essays would emphasise
logical meaning was also shaped by work done by Couture (1986),
which draws on Hoey (1983, in Couture, 1986) and Meyer, (1985,
in Couture, 1986). Couture's study suggests that "effective
ideation" in persuasive exposition emphasises "logical sequence"
relationships of "propositional logic" which build global meanings
across a text rather than local meanings within a text (1986: 76;
also compare Martin, 1992: 167).
However, just as the analysis for textual meaning showed a strong
interaction between textual and ideational resources which
emphasised Mode, analysis for ideational meaning showed the
same interaction highlighting Mode from a different perspective.
In the ideational metafunction, macro propositional, "big picture"
logic across successful essays in the sample is realised by a
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combination of logico-semantic relations of hypotaxis and external
and internal conjunctive relationships, working closely with
reference in the textual metafunction.

4.1 The complementary roles of reference and conjunction, and the roles
of
internal and external conjunction.

The interactive nature of the metafunctions in creating discourse
is reflected, in relation to textual and logical meaning, in Martin's
observation (1992: 266-69) that conjunction in the logical
metafunction and reference in the textual metafunction are often
hard to distinguish because of their broadly similar role in relating
parts of texts. This was certainly the case in the SOC 101 sample.
In the better essays, proximate anaphoric textual markers and
components of logical meaning scaffold the development of the
thesis in different ways. For example, in the following sections
from elemental genre two of Paula's credit essay, the underlined
textual markers keep the participants in the argument "in play"
across the text and the italicised logical components some of
which are processes and embedded clauses create relationships
of cause and effect in terms of critical theory.
-

-

Females are channelled, by society stereotypes and education,
into traditionally female occupations
The subject choices girls make during their school years
influences [sic] the range of options open to them. Girls have
traditionally opted out of maths and science subjects for
humanities and textile courses, disadvantaging them in higher
-technological industries, and hence directing them towards th e
"female concentrated" areas. Therefore, education produces a
division of labour, based on sex, in the workforce, indirectly
prohibiting females from certain areas.
Due to this influence and amount of role models, females are
concentrated in areas that are typically less skilled

There are also many instances in the credit and above essays
where conjunction or logico-semantic relations and comparative
reference work in close proximity to scaffold evaluation and
interpretation: for Instance, in Megan's "Concrete socio-economic
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factors such as income and occupation have a
more significant
impact on health than individual choice
the comparative
referent "more" and the conjunction "than" both
relate the two
spheres of meaning of "soclo-economic" and
"individual" and
construct a judgement in favour of socio-economic
factors.
..

..

..",

An interesting pattern in the credit and abo
ve essays in the
sample is that internal conjunction tends to scaf
fold evaluation
and external conjunction tends to scaffo
ld interpretive
generalisations.
According to Martin (1992, a: 207) internal con
junction is
associated with logical argument becaus
e it emphasises
writers'/speakers j udgements about relationship
s between parts
of texts (Martin, 1992: 207-230). Internal conjunc
tion is oriented
to rhetorical relationships within the text itse
lf (Martin, 1992:
178). Thus, it is not surprising that in the
sample internal
conjunction plays a key role in scaffolding
evaluation. For
example, in the following text from element
al genre six of
Michelle's high distinction essay, the contrastive
"Despite" and the
repetition of the temporal "while" set up judg
ements about the
notion that gender relationships at home are now
more equal and
about the attitudes that continue to support patr
iarchy:
Despite Blood and Wolfe's claim in 1990
that 'the family had
changed its authority pattern to one of
equ
sharing" (Baxter et a!, 1990), patriarchy is alive alitarian [sic]
and kicking the
[sic] the 1990's. While men believe that hous
ework is "women's
work", while women's paid work is regarded
as "secondary" and
while the gender division of labour is rega
rded as "natural"
instead of "social", there will be patriarchy.

In most discourse, external conjunction ten
ds to scaffold
sequential relationships between areas of experie
ntial meaning
between areas of "the world the text describes"
(Martin, a, 1992:
180). External conjunction is a feature of all the
sample essays, but
a crucial difference between its functions in
more and less
successful texts is the way it organises evidenc
e. In credit and
above essays, the functional prominence of nom
inalised acts and
lacts as sites for ideological generality, which will
be explored in
more detail later in this chapter, means that ther
e is a degree of

-
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grammatical metaphor in the way external conjunction relates
aspects of experiential reality. That is, external conjunction in
better SOC 101 essays helps move concrete explanation of social
actors and actions into persuasive generalisations that interpret
the evidence in terms of critical social theory.
For example, most of the conjunction in Megan's high distinction
essay is external, because it organises sequences of cause and
effect about reasons for inequalities in health and of
exemplification about what the inequalities are. However, the
generalisations are ones that confirm the critical social appraisal
that the essay is based on: that the health care system supports
inequalities because it "operates in the interests of dominant
groups". An example of this function of external conjunction
relating ideological generalisations about the experiential world is
the following text from Megan's essay. Generalising facts and acts
are italicised and logical relationships are bracketed () next to
their underlined constituents:
Major inequalities occur between the private
and
public
[health sectors] mainly due to (cause) the fact that the public
sector is on a restricted budget, while the private sector is able to
charge market prices. The poor are not getting equal care as
(cause) the best qualified professionals and the best equipment is
more readily available throughout the private sector.
..

..

,

A fttcther (additive/exemplifying) example of the way low
income groups are disadvantaged by a two-tiered system of
health is that the majority of public hospitals are teaching
hospitals. In these, the care provided to the "public" patient is
often carried out by junior staff members, with limited expertise.
On the other hand, (contrast) with private, only the specialists
are allowed to perform the required procedures..
Social class shapes (incongruent realisation of result through
process) environmental factors, resulting in (incongruent
realisation of result through process) social inequalities

In contrast to the way better essays use internal conjunction to
evaluate evidence in relation to the essay's argument and external
conjunction to generalise, writers of less successful essays use
external conjunction primarily to add pieces of experiential
information and internal conjunction to make localised comments
on evidence, which are usually not related to the thesis. For

It
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instance, in Kathleen's low pass (23/40
57.5%) essay on
housework, conjunction creates results and comparisons, but these
are mainly at the paragraph or (at best) elemental genre level.
Most of the conjunctive links across the macro genre are additive
and external, building different information units about gende1'
and housework but rarely generalising to the critical theory
predicted in the introduction, "that work or home duties are
gender based." (See Vol. 2, Appendix 1.3, pages 56-58).
-

Joan's 2 3/40 essay on women in the workforce has more internal
contrasting conjunction, signalling appraisals. However, the
appraisals are "localised", commenting on evidence in individual
paragraphs. Moreover, logical relationships which create critical
analysis within paragraphs are often not well developed. For
example, the con trastive evaluation set up in "While [ie, although]
housework is considered women's work it is not really recognised
as being work .." is followed by a sentence on how the division of
labour puts women in the role of nurturers. But the next two
sentences, on how problems with child care often limit women to
part time work, do not have a clear relationship to the hyper
theme about women's work" being defined as 'non work". It
exemplifies the assumption of many students to whom the writer
has spoken that the logical intention implicit in the evidence of
an essay will be "spotted" by the marker.
-

The single paragraph elemental genre four in Michelle's high
distinction essay links the same point about the low status of
housework to a reason, "because it is unpaid", then contrasts this
low status and lack of pay with the way unpaid work has been
analysed as "Australia's hidden $90 billion industry." This contrast
between attitude and evidence is then articulated through the
paragraph: the evidence is summarised, and then an internal
conditional conjunction ("If ..") introduces a trenchant judgement
on the attitude which downgrades housework because it is unpaid:
"If unpaid work is such a valuable commodity, it seems
astounding that men allow women to take credit for such a vast
amount of it". This appraisal received a large tick. (See Vol. 2, page
78).
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4.2 Logical meaning in better essays links aspects of thesis and in pass
and low pass essays adds units of information about the topic.

The hypothesis that less successful writing would featurot
whole/part relationships that were taxonomic was confirmed. As
noted in Chapter Three, less successful essays lack textual
cohesion of logical argument. This lack of textual cohesion is also
matched by logical relationships between elemental genres that
are mainly paratactic and extending, and in some cases quite
arbitrary, with few explicit components of extension in the themes
between the elements or even their constituent paragraphs.
A good example of this prominence of paratactic relationships
between elements of less successful essays is the first two
elemental genres in Joan's low pass (23/40) essay on women in
the workforce are a recount and report that could be repositioned
anywhere in the essay without altering their meanings or
relationships with other parts of the text. The recount outlines
how women were used as alternative labour during times of crisis
and then forced back into domestic roles. The report outlines
evidence about the armed forces' attitude to women being in
combat roles.
Neither element is linked to the other, either through explicit or
implicit conjunction/clause complex analogy. An element of
appraisal in the report, that "[the issue of women in combat] is
really of equal opportunity.. has the potential to enhance the
argument predicted in the introduction that women's
disadvantages in employment are socially conditioned. However,
this comment is neither textually prominent nor logically related
to the predicted -thesis it remains at the level of local rather than
"global" appraisal. (see Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, pages 24-27).
"

-

The sample also confirms Couture's (1986) observations about
how more successful "ideation" in academic argument is created
by "top level", global rather than localised logical structures. Such
"top level" logical structures in the SOC 101 sample are hypotactic
and related to an overall persuasive thesis. A good example of this
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"top level" logical macro structure is Megan
's high distinction
essay. A predicted set of relationships of manner
(quality, means
and comparison), matter, location and cause (rea
son and purpose)
are articulated across the macro genre by key
macro and hyper
themes and news in the elemental genres. The
thesis is alsu
expanded at key stages by constituents of
elaboration and
extension.
This logical structure is illustrated in Appendix
2.2 (Vol. 2, pages
104-105).
Hypotactic enhancing relationships across large
sections of text in
the better essays are often realised between
hyper and macro
news and preceding information rather than nec
essarily between
the elemental genres. For example, the two elem
ental genres in
Megan's high distinction essay are related by para
taxis, and their
position as parts of the overall logical argum
ent depends very
much on textual cohesion. However, their mac
ro and hyper news
are logically dependent, as circumstances of
cause/result, on
previous expansion of the theme of social con
ditions shaping
health and health care (See schematic structure
in Appendix 1.3,
Vol. 2, pages 6-9). Again, in Kelly's distinction
assignment, the
elemental genres are in relationships of paratac
tic extension to
each other, and the consistency of the evaluative
thesis depends
on textual cohesion and logical dependence of
hyper and macro
news on previous discussion (See Appendix 1.3,
Vol. 2, pages 6164).
In most academic essays, reports and recount
s are necessary to
define terms and give any relevant historical bac
kground. The SOC
101 sample confirms Drury's (1992: 15) observ
ation that such
descriptive and. narrative elements need to be
embedded as subelements, or at least ranked in ways that mak
e them necessary
background to interpretations and evaluations and
not prominent
and independent features of Field.
An example of a ranked report which presents
information that is
logically dependent on a persuasive thesis Is elem
ental genre one
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from Sarah's credit essay on women in the workforce. This report
defines two types of discrimination against women ("direct" and
"indirect") and contains an embedded recount outlining the way
women were directly discriminated against until the 1970's, with
the introduction of equal pay legislation. This description and it
embedded recountelaborate the criteria of evaluation of
Affirmative Action and EEO predicted in the introduction. Thus,
the logical analogy between the essay's introduction and the
subsequent report in elemental genre one is one of hypotactic
elaboration.
The subsequent elemental persuasive evaluation is made
dependent on the report through an interesting blend of external
temporal conjunction ("While indirect discrimination was
definitely present in the past, ..") and external causal conjunction,
where the event is abstracted into a generic factor through
nominalisation ("its [indirect discrimination's] necessity as a tool
for men to downgrade women became greater with equal pay ..").
(see Schematic structure in Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, page 14).
Thus, while essays 25 and under tend to have more parataxis
between elements and tend to use reports and recounts to
highlight areas of topic rather than support an argument, the
better essays are distinguished by logical structures which create
stages of reasoning about the predicted thesis. For example, using
the analogy of clause/larger text from Martin (1992) and. Drury
(1992), the logical meaning of the introduction to Paula's 29/40
(72.5%) essay on women in the workforce is a circumstance of
cause/reason: structural "imbalance" in gender roles and working
women's problems is a result of patriarchy.
The logical structure of Paula's first three elemental genres
enhances this thesis by organising circumstances of cause/reason
in the macro news:
These figures reflect traditional societal views and attitudes that
men are superior to women patriarchy
-

-

Due to this influence and amount of role models, females are
concentrated in areas that are typically less skilled

•
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Thus, women's concetration in low paid areas of work make
s them
more vulnerable to poverty..

This "global" function of logical structure is mainly a prod
uct of
the way hyper and macro news qualify the thesis, through
being
in dependent (hypotactic) relationships which enhance
previous
information in terms of circumstances of (mainly) man
ner and
cause.
The way less successful Soc 101 writing tends to be organise
d in
blocs of evidence that are sometimes of such equal statu
s that
they can be positioned anywhere in the bodies without chan
ging
their meanings can be seen in jozsePs 20/40 essay.
This essay is organised in five elemental reports, each of
which is
taxonomised into the following structures of criminal
justice:
police, courts, sentencing, and prosecution. While this sche
matic
structure is well organised for arranging areas of content
that are
relevant to the topic of criminal justice, it does not relate
them to
each other in terms of the argument.
The poor cohesion between the paragraphs of the elem
ents was
noted in relation to the essay's paucity of textual and
logical
themes (Chapter Three, page 93). In the logical metafunc
tion, the
relationships between the parts and sub-parts of this essa
y are
implicitly additive. For example, the four paragraphs on
migrants
police, courts, sentencing, gaols are not related except
as they
appear in the same order as the sub-topics of the other elem
ental
reports (See schematic structure in Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, page
s 6872). There is an enhancing circumstance of comparison in
"As with
Aborigines, Migrants are charged with
[offences] which are
results from 'mistakes' due to language or cul
tural
misunderstanding
However, this one of the few enhancements
between paragraphs.
-

-

..

..".

This taxonomic whole/part structure of Jozsef's essay
and the
paratactic extension between its parts (elemental genres)
and subparts (paragraphs) is represented in the following diagram:
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Figure 4 a): taxonomic organisation of Jozsef s 20/40 essay.
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4.3 Abstracted explanation.

As noted in Chapters One and Two, explanation seems to be an
ambiguous area in sociology. Essays which make factual
explanation of social actors and actions prominent are less
successful than ones which emphasise persuasive analysis of social
issues in terms of social theories. Nevertheless, there is also a
consistent pattern in valued writing of "abstracted explanation"
that seems to bridge the world of social actors and actions and the
theory and ideology about them. The key feature which realises
this abstracting of explanations of social change is nominalisation.
For example, in Jeanette's credit essay on the family, the
predicted interpretive theme of family as a functional unit whose
structures are shaped and changed by social factors is elaborated
in the body by two elemental explanations and two interpretive
expositions. Whi'le both explanations demonstrate how family
structures have been shaped by economic and social changes, and
are related to the argument through textual and logical meaning,
they use enough abstraction and generality to move the discourse
into a "grey area" which is very different from the concrete
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implication sequences of natural phenomena crea
ting new states
in the sciences (Wignell et al, 1989).
An example of this more abstracted explanation
from elemental
genre two of Jeanette's essay shows the key role
of nominal group
structure in abstracting explanation nominal
ised abstractions
are underlined, and the grammatical metap
hor of factors
"meaning" is italicised:
-

These factors combined have meant that ther
e is a higher rate
of alternative family types such as the
de facto, step, singi
parent and homosexual familes, due to
the more aware and
lenient attitudes of today's society than in the
past.

To help realise the macro genre's thesis of social
change shaping
parameters of family, this text is positioned
in the element's
macro new as an abstracted result of the abstrac
ted implication
sequence it summarises of industrialisation,
capitalism, and
greater sexual and legal freedoms since the 196
0s.
-

While further research could investigate more clos
ely this feature
of explanation being abstracted and generalised
into persuasive
analytical exposition in social sciences like
sociology, for the
purpose of this study the following tentative
schema reflects the
major discourse patterns in the Soc 101 sam
ple.
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Table 4.2: more concrete factual to more abstract persuasive text in Jenny'
s
essay.
More concrete factual analysis <
> More abstract, persuasive analysis.
REPORT
What social
actors/actions

areeg) Embedded
report at
beginning of
Elemental Genre
one.
The concept of work
can be separated
within several
categories: inside
household work and
outside household
work.
The inside can be
split into
subsections: self
care and family
work. It is generally
accepted by most
sources that men
primarily accept the
responsibility of the
outside of the house
These
responsibilities
consist of handyman
gardening activities
and general home
maintenance. The
inside work which
consists of self care
The family work on
the other hand which
consists of
vacuuming, dishes,
cleaning, washing,
ironing
The
responsibility is
primarily that of the
the Mother..
...

EXPLA1' ATION
EXPOSITION
What social
How more
What social
actors/actions do.
abstract and
actions mean.
general social
actors/actions
eg) Explanatory
affect each other. eg) from macro
sequence in
Elemental Genre
two.

theme and
elaboration in
elemental genre
three.

eg) from
elaboration in
elemental genre
Baxter et al explores three.
the concept that the
The sexual division
greater the number
of
labour gives an
Gender is a social
of children within
imbalan
ce of power
difference between
the household the
leading
to
males and females
less the involvement and in
patriarchy
it is
this culture
of the man or father
seen
perpetu
ating
women are seen as
of the house..
the Women [sic] role
less powerful.
within the house,
Women are
Although a women's socialised
which is one of
into
[sic] role has
believing household little value and low
changed from the
status
work is their
women of the 1950's primary
role. They
technology has
Connell explores the
believe themselves
developed quicker
fortunate when their relation between
ways of carrying out husban
capitalism and
ds help..
the work. There is no
patriarchy. He
They get hook [sic]
evidence to support
explores
the sexual
into the emotive
that women spend
division
and
defines
issue of doing it for
less time doing
this
as
a
feature
of
the love of it..
household work.
capitalis
m.
Television is a
powerful media [sic]
In some
and perpetuates the
relationships the
traditional gender
career oriented male division
s of labour
spends little time at within
the home..
home. His salary is
large and his
Trying to
sharing of the work
disentangle the
is small. His wife
interwoven
develops a
relationship between
supportive domestic nurturin
g and caring
structure to enable
for the family and
him to pursue his
doing all the work
career. The type of
may e[xplain] why
work males carry out females
are less
within the household powerfu
l then [sic]
is childcare
males..
..

ft
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The way nominalisation and grammatical metaphor realise more
persuasive analytical text supports Wignell's (1990) observations
about "ambiguous" technicality and "psuedo-taxonomies" in the
discourse of the sociology of medicine.
In the sociology of
medicine a type of technicality is created that is less tangible and
more abstract than a lot of scientific technicality (Wignell,1990:
35-43). It is significant that in the Soc 101 sample, better essays
and more rewarded parts of pass essays, with ticks and positive
comments, as in Jenny's elemental genre three, show similar
patterns of "non-fixed" (Wignell, 1990: 38) and abstracted
technicality.
For example, in table 4.2, the report in Jenny's elemental genre
one is a congruent definition and classification. Material processes
("can be separated", "can be split") breaks housework into parts;
relational possessive processes (eg "consist of") and an identifying
process ("is primarily") then classify what men and women do.
On the other hand, elemental genre three, which received most of
the ticks in the essay is marked by the kind of nominalised
abstracted elaborations that Wignell (1990) noticed were
functionally prominent in the discourse of the sociology of
medicine. These abstracted elaborations build up information
about the relationship between sexual division of labour,
patriarchy and capitalism. The macro theme of this element sets
this relationship up in the following way (abstractions are
underlined, grammatical metaphors
material and mental
processes functioning to relate abstractions to each other on a
generalised level of cause and effect
italicised):
-

-

The sexual division of labour gives an imbalance of power
leading
to patriarchy. In the sociological sphere, it is seen
perpetuating the Women Isici role within the house, which is QJL
of little value and of low status

In the sense of a concrete set of actions
women doing most of the
domestic work
being embedded in an abstract concept, the result
is a kind of technical taxonomy. However, as Wignell (1990: 4041) notes about the discourse of the sociology of medicine, skill in
-

-
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constructing (and, when reading, deconstructing) such taxonomies,
depends on understanding the abstractions (such as "patriarchy")
and the assumptions they are based on.
While, in the report in Jenny's elemental genre one, nominalisation
organises information about what men and women do, in
elemental genre three nominal groups create a higher level of
abstraction and generality in the comparison between "men's" and
"women's" work: eg) "an imbalance of power..
".

These abstractions are linked to an overall thesis by logical
relationships of hypotactic enhancement and collocations of
grammatical metaphors that are difficult to taxonomise.
In the macro theme of this element of the essay, the three
underlined nominal groups in "The sexual division of labour gives
an imbalance of power leading to patriarchy" are collocated into a
concept about cause and effect through the "dummy" material
process (Martin, 1990) "gives" and the logico-semantic ambiguity
of "leading to"
which could equally be a hypotactic or embedded
clause. This macro theme predictively organises the rest of the
information in terms of theoretical interpretation. For example,
Connell's ideas on "the relationship between capitalism and
patriarchy" are put in hyper theme position halfway through the
element, and are then elaborated in relation to the idea that
women are socialised into equating "domesticity and gender
identity".
-

Because these collocated participants of capitalism, patriarchy, and
gender divided labour and the resulting process of women being
encouraged to be "powerless at home and within the workplace"
have been related as parts of a line of reasoning in the
elaboration, the macro new makes sense as a dependent result:
On returning to work the sense of guilt for leaving a child is an
impassioned issue causing much confusion for the mother
Women predominantly choose professions such as Teachers,
nurses, clerical positions working at night and weekends to fit
the needs of the family while primarily continuing with the
responsibilty of domestic work within the household

IL
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Significantly, Jenny's theme of capitalism and patriarchy as
symbiotic reflects critical feminist analysis. For example, from
Game and Pringle (1984: 23):
[This link between gender and capitalism] .. became profoundly
important to us, for it meant rejecting the possibility of a "non-

patriarchal" capitalism and insisting that we cannot think of
capitalism without gender

in this kind of persuasive analytical discourse, scientific
taxonomies and explanatory sequences cannot adequately reflect
what the logical relationships of rhetoric actually are. Thus, as
Wignell (1990) notes, we are left with a "pseudo -taxonomy": that
is, a technical framework which does not work in a "technical
way'1 . For example, we could with equal logic taxonomise the
relationship capitalism/patriarchy/gender division of labour in
the following compositions, of:
patriarchy
capitalism

gender division patriarchy

capitalism
gender division

Two good examples of such "pseudo technicality" from Megan's
high distinction essay are the sentences: "Arguments about choice
fail to take into account the social, political and economic forces
that shape and limit individual choice"; and "This essay argues
that health and illness are closely related to cultural patterns,
ethnicity and values ..".
Both sentences are examples of "pseudo-taxonomies" because
while they set up schemata of technical classification of social
actors and actions, the nominal group structure creates abstract
and general participants (eg "Arguments about choice.. ", "cultural
patterns, ethnicity and values .."). In addition, constituents of Field
are not clearly defined as tokens and values or classified as parts
or attributes of the wholes. Instead, the abstracted participants
enter into mental and material processes that are metaphorical:
for instance, "Arguments about choice ..", an abstracted fact, "fail
to take into account" another abstraction of social actions. This
level of abstraction creates a "pseudo taxonomy" which is difficult
to unpack in terms of the relationships of the parts with the
wholes. For instance, it is unclear whether 'cultural patterns,
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ethnicity and values" are part or qualities of health and illness, or
vice versa. Rather, the relationship is one of proximity of causal
factors, stemming from previous discussion. The discourse is
rhetorical: "fail to
"argues"; "shape and limit". It suggests how
reasons for inequalities may be interpreted, not how Inequalitics
are constituted.
.." ,

A similar example of nominalised "pseudo taxonomy" is from the
introduction to Paula's credit essay. Embedded clauses are marked

[fl]:

Australian society is characterised by a structural inequality
[[which limits every aspect of the lives of women today]]. This
imbalance in the male-female structure of Australian society
stems from the patriarchal attitudes [[that are at the root of
working women's problems]].

As with the other credit and above essays, the "pseudo" technical
terminology is often not created through relational identifying
clauses as technicality tends to be realised in the sciences
(Wignell et al, 1989) but in nominal groups (Wignell, 1990: 44).
For instance, the classifier/thing "structural inequality" is
elaborated by the embedded clause "which limits etc". A function
of such embedded elaborations in better essays in the sample is to
ideate judgements as products of critical theory (see Chapter Five).
The grammatical metaphors that create such ideated appraisals
are not technical definitions. Rather, they are abstractions about
the implications of social processes such as characterising
Australian society in terms of concepts like "structural inequality"
and imbalance in male-female structure stemming from
"patriarchal attitudes".
-

-

..

-

As noted above, an appropriate way to characterise this discourse
is "abstracted explanation": generic and abstract social phenomena
impacting on other abstract and general phenomena.
As the analysis of the SOC 101 texts proceeded, (Wignell,1990: 3543) the prominence and cohesion of these types of "pseudo
taxonomies" of abstracted explanations became a key criterion for
judging the extent to which essays had more persuasive (with

0
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more "pseudo-technicality") or more factual (with more congruent
taxonomies) orientations to evidence.
Elemental genre one in Jenny's pass essay on housework is an
example of factual/concrete explanation of experiential realiy
(see table 4.2, page 122).
The explanation of what household work men and women tend
to do starts with an embedded description introducing the
phenomenon by classifying its parts and qualities (Knapp, 1992:
25-26). While this initial definition of terms is a desirable stage of
explanation, it serves no wider purpose in this essay than defining
some terms for use in one part of it. In this sense, the introductory
report in elemental genre one is entirely logically independent of
earlier text.
-

-

There is persuasive lexis in Jenny's elemental genre one, but it is
not textually or logically prominent (compare Appendix 1 .3, page
53). For example, three points of appraisal are ticked by the
marker:
The responsibility [of household work] is primarily that of the
females and mostly the Mother..
Although a woman's role has changed from the women of the
1950's technology has developed quicker ways of carrying out the
work. There is no evidence to support that women spend less time
doing household work
-.

Women who don't class themselves as feminist have been
asking questions about the role of women in unpaid and paid
work since the first emergence of women from traditional roles.

However, while the first two appraisals are hyper news and the
last is in macro new position, they are not predicted in the macro
or hyper themes.
They are also not logically related to the preceding or subsequent
discourse, because their potential to mark out a line of reasoning
is lost. That is, as long as the), stand on equal terms with the
surrounding text, their potential to persuade is undermined
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because their contextual relationship to what they may be
persuading the reader about is not clear.
Also vague is the relationship between the paragraph about
women who support "career-oriented" husbands who don't shae
much of the household work, and the previous point that there "is
no evidence to support that women spend, less time doing
household work"(Table 4.2). As a result, both paragraphs could be
swapped without altering their essential meanings, and either
could also equally well be positioned after the macro thematic
report, and not alter their own meanings or influence the meaning
of the elemental genre.
Similarly, the point of the final clause of this element is not clear
because its participants, "women who don't class themselves as
feminist" and "questions about the role of women in unpaid and
paid work [etc] ..", do not have an explicit or easily recovered
implicit relationship with the previous clauses. Thus, the comment
about women asking questions could be put anywhere in the
paragraph, or for that matter anywhere in the elemental genre,
without changing its meaning. The work of creating logical
meaning out of the comment is left to the reader rather than
achieved in the text.
Appendix 2.7 illustrates how this clause could be made more
persuasive in relation to previous text by making it a
circumstance of cause/reason, and also how the whole paragraph
could have been made more persuasive through work on logical as
well as textual structure.

4.4 Nominalisation: creating "big pictures" about social causation in better
essays; building Field in less successful essays.

Martin (1990: 7-9) describes how in secondary school history
texts nominalisation scaffolds abstraction rather than "scientific"
technicality. As noted above, Wignell (1990) sees sociology as an
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amalgam of scientific framework and humanit
ies abstraction that
results in an "abstracted technicalityt' wh
ere nominal group
structure plays a key role in abstracting
elaborations. The
resulting degree of grammatical metaphor lead
s "to such a level of
abstraction that the boundaries between wh
at is technical anJ
what is not become blurred" (Wignell, 1990:
43).
As noted above, the better essays tend to rep
licate this "blurring"
of the technical and abstract through nom
inalisation (compare
Wignell, 1990: 35-41). The following elementa
l macro new from a
credit essay shows just how blurred this
line between the
technical and the abstract is: embedded clau
ses marked [[I1I
abstractions underlined.
Due to this infuence and amount of role
models, females are
concentrated in areas [[that are typically
less skilled, such as
wholesale and retail, [[that have a high rate
of labour turnover
and low rates of unionisation,
[[reflecting the reality of their
restricted employment opportunities
]]]]]].

In this text, what is also very unlike most
technical discourse is
the way nominalisation ideates social app
raisal. While this
ideation of judgement through nominalisation
will be examined in
more detail in the next chapter, it is also rele
vant to the way Field
is represented in more and less successful essa
ys.
In the Soc 101 sample, higher marks correla
ted with nominal
group structure which created high levels abs
traction and which
ideated judgements, and lower marks we
re associated with
nominal groups which usually named proces
ses In order to build
up sub-topics of Field. To demonstrat
e more closely the
differences between nominalisation's functio
ns in more and less
successful essays, Megan's and Michelle's hig
h distinction essays
will be compard to Kathleen's and JozsePs low
pass essays.
Megan's essay is a good example of nomina
l group structure in
valued writing in the SOC 101 sample cre
ating "buried" rather
than "overt" (Martin, 1990: 8) reasoning abo
ut Field. Actions are
turned into concepts about them; and logical
relations are realised
in "uricommonsense" ways. An example
is the following key
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nominalised abstraction and ideated judgement in the left hand
column. An attempt to translate it into "everyday", congruent
language is in the right column. Constituents which realise logical
relations are bolded and actions are italicised. The headings show
the different types of meanings.
Table 4.3
Reason for disadvantage concept
of social structure.
-

The structure of the public health
care system in Australia currently
supports inequalities due to
being a mixed two tiered system of
resource allocation known as
Medicare..

"Commonsense": reasons as actions
happening to people.
There is a way the public health
care system has been set up in
Australia. This set up is called
Medicare and it allocates resources
to people i n a mixed two tiered way.
Because of this people are not
treated equally.

Nominal groups in pass and low pass essays feature
nominalisation, but nominal groups contain fewer "buried" logical
relationships of cause/reason than the example above, in table 3.3,
from Megan's essay. Embedding in less successful essays is more
to name what is going on and who/what is doing it. For example,
from Christine's pass grade essay on the family "The family
usually comprises of [sic] two adults [[who live together [in a
monogamist relationship, [[and eventually produce offspring]]]]]."
Again, from Janette's low pass essay on the family: [With the
recession of the ninety's [sic]] we have seen [[a rise in
unemployment which has also brought changes [to the nature of
the family [[where both parents are unable [[to work [[and exist
[on unemployment benefit and social security [[supplied by the
Government]] ]]]]]]]il]]." (compare Vol. 2, pages 9 1-92).
-

From Kathleen's 23/40 essay on housework, the following key
themes and news (compare Appendix 1.3, pages 56-5 8) illustrate
the experiential focus on actors and actions that marks the pass
and low pass essays. Embedded clauses and phrases are marked in
brackets.
[from the macro theme].. This is just one example of [[the
attitude that has existed in societies both past and present [[that
work or home duties are gender based 1111

I
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[from the body] The role of the mem
bers of the household is
dependent on factors such as the type
of family [[and who is
earning an income outside the family
home]]
It is commonly found [in the world
today [[that different
societies have diverse attitudes tow
ard work and social
structure]]
Ann Oakley uses a study [[do
ne by Professor Murdoch, of 224
preilterate societies]]
Again in 1986, a study was done on attit
udes toward housework,
and it was found [[that in all age gro
ups surveyed, women
thought [[that they did all the work

.. ]]]]

[from the macro new] It has been
found [through many
studies and analyses [[that women are still
the major contributor
to the work at home, [[and that the roles in
the family are gender
based]]]]].

Nominalisation packages relevant informa
tion about the topic.
However, except for the first example, in the
introduction, which
predicted a theoretical "big picture" (about
an "attitude that has
existed.. that work or home duities are gen
der based") that was
not realised in the body, there is little per
suasive force in the
embeddings beyond presenting a consol
idated explanation of
relevant aspects of the topic. While the nom
inal groups embed
social acts to generalise about their causes
, the generality is in
terms of what the evidence is ("a study
done by Professor
Murdoch ..") and what it shows ("that in all
age groups surveyed,
women thought that they did all the work
.."), where the work
takes place ('Work at home, in western cul
ture") and what the
social variables are ("It is commonly found
in the world today that
different societies have diverse attitudes tow
ard work.. "). Thus,
the information structure of the conclusion
(macro new) scaffolds
a summary of the relevant facts; but, from
the lecturer's point of
view, there is no discernible argument.
By contrast, in Michelle's high distinction
essay on this topic of
housework and gender, nominal groups org
anise information for a
feminist analysis of housework's rol
e in unequal power
relationships between men and women.
While nominal group
structure builds experiential meaning
about the topic, key
textually prominent nominalisatioris
frame persuasive
propositions. For example, in elemental gen
re four, information on
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how the Industrial Revolution undermined the status of household
work and exaggerated sexual divisions of labour (see schematic
structure in Appendix 1.3, page 46) is packaged in nominal groups
that contain attitudinal lexis of comparison and judgement: for
instance, before industrialisation women played "an importt.nt
part in the household" and "were respected for their part in a
.productive community". People formed "a close protective unit".
These epithets convey an image of pre-industrial culture which
reflects the Marxist view of many feminists and sociologists that
changes brought about by the development of modern capitalism
are central not only to gender inequalities but to broader issues of
social alienation and exploitation (Giddens, 1989: 51 & 169-71;
Game and Pringle, 1984: 14-17).
This sociological "big picture" is further developed in the lexis of
elemental genre six, where nominalised constituents of ideological
generality realise a reationship between Marxist theory and
housework. For example, women are described as "an industrial
reserve army", "a flexible population of workers, free to come and
go as labour is required and also to depress the wages, increase
the profits and also the extent to which workers can be exploited."
The issue of housework is then embedded in the ideology of
gender relations as power relations through the following material
and relational processes (also see Appendix 2.1, page 79). In
contrast to the way nominalisation in the low pass essays scaffolds
what happens, the italicised acts making up the bulk of the
information structure of the text create a much higher level of
abstraction and generality.
Encouraging married women back into the workforce creates
many problems for the government of the day. Besides the
obvious repurcussions of higher unemployment and scarcity of
adequate childcare, it is also a threat to yet another area of male
s up r e iz a c y.

In Jozsef's 20/40 essay, errors in undergraduate "interlanguage"
are more major and interfere with the reader's ability to
understand the reasoning. Significantly, the exasperated "what is
your point!" and the comment "not clear" that the marker wrote
next to the following passages refer to the way extended attempts
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to nominalise patterns of evidence are marred not just by spelling
and punctuation errors but by difficulty replicating the buried
reasoning of sociological discourse. Inappropriate use of processes
and errors in framing acts are italicised.
A migrant prisoner is seriously disadvantage [sic]; to take up
programs in prison due to the effect that the Migrant canno
t
speak English. It is important to note that the crime rate for
the
second generation immigrant (the children of incomers) have
an overall rate that is midway between the low parental rate
and
the native rate
The juvenile population has always been the prime focus of
Police order maintaining law enforcement work. Undoubted
ly
discriminatory use of police powers has been evident. Due
to
Police supposition the way that particular groups dress,
are
more likely create any offence In other words, police in their
decision making are predicting caution that the arrest migh
t
become violent, making the Juvenhie [sic]
become aggressive
and causing trouble, when Police could have used minim
um
force to arrest the suspect
..

..

..

JozsePs nominal group structure mainly develops participants in
experiential reality. For instance, while nominalisation in the text
above on problems in police relations with juveniles builds up
information about what goes wrong, it does not generalise to an
overall concept of inequity. As noted above (page 93), the
lecturers awareness of this lack of ideological generality is
reflected in an earlier comment on a nominalised reference to
Aboriginal deaths in custody as needing to be understood "against
the backdrop of the structural violence White Australia has
perpetrated on the [Aborigines". Next to this is the note: "mor
e
discussion is needed on this point". (compare Vol. 2, page 101).
Jozsef's difficulties in writing academic English are compounded
by his non-English speaking background. Certainly, lack of
experience constructing incongruent logical relationships in
embeddings was also reflected in less successful writing by the
native English speakers. For example, compare Joan's:
There are instances where women appear to receive equal pay
but due to their discrimination [by way of the restraining them
of the opportunity [[to accomplish promotions]l they therefore
receive less pay than men
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The embedded material process which functions as a circumstance
of manner/means succeeds in packaging a number of processes as
an abstract agent: women are restrained, they don't have
opportunities, and therefore cannot accomplish promotions. It
would have "read" better with a more "nominalised" nominal
structure changing the deictic/thing/qualifier to an act of
general discriminatory practice, like "the way they are
discriminated against by restraints on promotions opportunities".
-

Nevertheless, the effort was ticked. Unlike Jozsef's punctuation
and grammar errors, which were much more extended and
noticeable, those of Joan and the other native English speakers
whose essays were awarded low passes (20-25) interfere much
less with meanings (compare ledema's observations on NESB
difficulties with academic lexis, 1993: 108-09).
A good example of the markers' tendency to often make
allowances for punctuation and typing errors which did not
undermine meaning is from part of Mary's 27/40 (67.5%) essay,
where a nominal group is (perhaps through typing error)
punctuated as a sentence. This norninalisation is bolded:
What we are in fact concerned with is the historical
relationship between "mens' jobs and "womens jobs. Gender is
not just about differences but about power. The domination of
men and the subordination of women. This power relation
is maintained by the creation of distinctions between male and
female spheres

The nominal group should be punctuated as an embedded
elaboration (with a hyphen or even a comma). However, the
nominal group itself is ticked. The lecturer obviously understood
the point. The textual cohesion of the whole passage that this
nominal group is part of organises lexis that is appropriate to
sociological analysis of gender and work. "The domination of men
and the subordination of women" abstracts the previous
information comparing men and women. This abstraction is then
"picked up" anaphorically in the nominal group "This power
relation
which becomes the goal in a material process of an
actor which is another abstraction: "the creation of distinctions
between male and female spheres
..",

..
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Conclusion: ideational resources realise factual analysis in less valued
and persuasive analysis in more valued writing.

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, textual and logical
resources in credit and above essays interact to organise lexis
which expresses the ideology that the lecturers are familiar with:
social analyses based on the notion of social structures as
determiners of social behaviour and involving appraisals of social
inequalities.
At the level of macro genre, less successful essays featured
reports, recounts and explanations that were usually on terms of
equal status. Relationships between paragraphs and especially
between hyper and macro news and their preceding elaborations
were usually paratactic and, in the essays marked 23 and under,
often so implicit as to be a mystery. As one of the markers
(Shanahan, June, 1993) commented about logical organisation of
less successful writing, these students did not "connect"
paragraphs. Paragraphs were "more like points., than a flowing
argument" because the logical connections had to be figured out
by the reader:
How does this tie in? And I guess that's a finer point, where
they're being descriptive
rather than forming an analysis or
argument.
..

The ideational resources for moving explanation into persuasion
are conjunction and hypotaxis, which enhance and elaborate
aspects of thesis, and nominal group structure, which, in all the
essays, names events associated with the Field of sociology and
the sub-Fields of the topics, but which in the better essays
abstracts Field into concepts and also ideates appraisal. The
function of nominalisation in ideating appraisal will be further
elaborated in the following chapter, which will expand on the
interaction between interpersonal and ideational resources and
also re-iterate the key role of textual resources in organising the
Field and Tenor into coherent persuasive analytical discourse.
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CHAFFER FIVE: INTERPERSONAL MEANING.
Constructing sociological opinion

Introduction: institutional status and social appraisal in Soc 101..

As noted in Chapter Two, the original hypotheses did not account
enough for the scope that the markers allowed for students to
express social judgements strongly and congruently in the lexicogrammar. As the analyses proceeded, the nature of Tenor in the
sample became increasingly interesting, for it seemed to be that
the three metafunctions interacted most strongly in the creation of
appraisals of social truth and social ethics. In the more successful
essays, textual resources organised lexical items of appraisal
which were often ideated judgements (that is, opinions "dressed
up as" or embedded in facts) but which, particularly in the topics
on gender issues, were often also quite congruent judgements
(that is, opinions expressed clearly as opinions).
In a systemic functional analysis of legal ideology, ledema (1994)
speculates about the role of interpersonal meaning in realising
institutional ideologies. He refers specifically to the way legal
meanings seem to be strongly circumscribed by traditional roles
and practices, and may thus be "less ideationally than
interpersonally determined; ie less 'informative' than socially
positioning."(1994: 3-4). He then highlights legal language as an
example of discourse of social interaction which positions people
and events in relation to a cultural purpose: in the case of law, to
enact legal tradition as an end in itself by dressing it up as
objective and universal rather than human and mutable (ledema,
1994: 4; 6-7).
As with legal language, in academic discourses like sociology
interpersonal meaning is most easily discussed in terms of
institutional rather than personal roles. One reason for this Is that,
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like legal language, varieties of academic language are
not
"commonsense". Writers learn rhetorical structures (Russell,
1991:
14-23) of persuasion that are arbitrated by lecturers who
are
members of a discourse community with claims to objective
and
critical analysis of evidence as a generically "academic" cultu
r:'.l
activity (Giddens, 1989: 22-23; Kellehear, 1990: Chapter Thre
e).
In the SOC 101 sample, while the institutional role realised
by
better essays was in a broad sense that of academic and obje
ctive
social commentator, there was enough scope for often stron
g
ethical and moral judgements to make it difficult to neatly
"fit"
analysis of interpersonal meaning into existing systems of Teno
r.
For instance, the general systemic analysis of Tenor (eg, in Mart
in,
1992: 527) as systems of status (which reflects positions of read
er
and writer in social hierarchy), contact (which constructs degr
ees
of solidarity/familiarity between reader and writer), and affec
t
(which realises attitude or emotional stance) was too simp
listic.
Contact in the SOC 101 essays was generally distant, but some
use
of first person was accepted. Given the emphasis on imperson
al
evidence and sociological theory, affect could very generally
be
defined as "neutral". However, modalities and attitudinal
lexis
express various degrees of explicit attitude in social appraisal
.
In relation to "affect", a notable feature of the better essays
is the
way textually prominent social theories often also function
as
"macro attitudes" that contain ethical and moral appraisal
s. For
instance, from a credit essay on women in the workforce,
the
following elemental macro new was given a large tick:
Due to this influence and amount of role models, fema
les are
concentrated in areas that are typically less skilled,
such as
wholesale and retail, that have a high rate of labour
turnover,
and low rates of unionisation, reflecting the reality
of their
restricted employment opportunities.

This passage enhances the body of an elemental genre who
se
thesis is the key role of education in gen
der
divided/discriminatory work. While this macro new is a
good
example of a student learning to replicate the abstract gene
rality
necessary for summarising areas of academic social analysis,
there
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are also significant interpersonal constituents: the modifier
"typically", the numerative "less", and epithets "high" and "low"
clearly convey concern about women being less powerful than
men. The material process
are concentrated" sets up the
judgement that women's opportunities are limited by the systefl
they are subject to. In its use of abstract generality combined with
epithets in nominal groups and a key process conveying the idea
of social sanction, this appraisal is very similar to text from one of
the feminist authors on the reading list for this topic:
"..

The [education] system, in concert with broader societal
influences, contributes to the narrow range of expectations and
skills that girls develop.

(Hargreaves, 1982: 78).

5.1 Status: student as sociologicafly informed novice and lecturer as
sociological expert.

In view of the complex nature of affect in Soc 101 as a feature of
value judgement articulated through academic discourse, Martin's
recent (1994) work on Tenor, which stresses appraisal as a
discourse realisation of status, provides an appropriate vehicle for
analysis.
The essays and lecturers' comments suggest an appropriate
student writer role in soc ioi of sociologically informed novice
an apprentice social critic, in proximity to but not equality with
lecturers in being allowed to express a range of judgments where
lecturers, as the experts, can have the last say. In a sense, while
the marker In relation to other lecturers is an equal, perhaps
vying with them to be prim us in ter pares, the role of students in
relation to lecturers is one of apprentice/expert, or client/patron.

-

An example of the way this social relationship of expert guiding
learner is often realised in the comments on essays is from
Megan's high distinction essay on inequalities in health and health
care. Megan made appraisals that were ticked but also expanded
on by the marker, who has a research background and interest in
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this topic (Shanahan: various conversations with the writer, 199 11993). For example, in response to the point that most public
hospitals are teaching hospitals and thus patients, usually lower
income earners, are often treated by junior staff "with limited
expertise", the marker ticked and wrote "learning the trade!" Fe
then added, as a strength of the public system:
The problem is that in a private hospital there are no doctors on
duty. So, if something goes wrong you always have to wait for a
doctor to come. At least in public hospitals there is always a doctor
on duty.

The marker, in the role of "guiding" arbiter of communicative
competence, can also give encouragement as well as additional
informed opinion. In Chris's 25/40 (62.5%) essay on the criminal
justice system, next to "People were judged differently according
to the particular group to which they belonged", the lecturer wrote
"interesting". Then, beside a further point about how historically
peasants and workers, as the bottom of the social pecking order,
were seen as expendable, comes the lecturer's extending "still are
in many societies."
As well as making helpful comments on "promising" points, the
marker also expresses disapproval of inaccuracies in register.
Disapproval tends to be more focussed on errors in punctuation
and grammar in essays which are also criticised for lack of
cohesion and logical argument. Concern with unelaborated
generalisations and omitted authors/dates in citing sources was
more marked with Shanahan than Matheson (noticed in comments
on essays and from taped interviews, June, 1993). However, both
markers make full use of their roles of institutional experts in
focussing criticism on poor cohesion, lack of logical argument and
deficiencies in using appropriate academic discourse.
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5.2 Quantifying interpersonal meaning in the sample.

In academic writing, the institutional role of student writer as
"learner"/mediator of objective analytical argument sourced fron
impersonal evidence (Bock, 1988; Webb, 1991: 64-65) makes
interpersonal meaning more difficult to quantify than in spoken
language and commonsense writing. As ledema (1993: 90) notes
in relation to analysing legal English, Tenor "is more difficult to
establish with respect to written text than spoken interaction"
because writing, especially more technical and abstract registers,
distances the text from the events it represents.
This was certainly the case with Soc 101, where the interpersonal
role of writer as "intruder" (Halliday and Hasan, 1986: 26-27) is
usually subsumed in Field and Mode. However, as noted above,
this also accurately reflects the ambiguity in the "unequal" status,
where the writers express themselves as informed critics of social
structures and attitudes, but not on equal terms with the markers.
As noted above, an interesting feature of Tenor in the SOC 101
sample is latitude for a relatively wide range of choices in
attitudinal lexis and modality. The better essays realise Tenor in a
number of ways, from implicit and impersonal to explicit and (at
least in some "strategic" stages of argumentation) personal. As
noted in Chapter One, the title of the pilot study "acadernicising
moral indignation" reflected an awareness of the way students in
the sample attempted to realise the institutional role of sociologist,
as both "observer" of social reality and "intruder" (Halliday and
Hasan, 1986: 27) expressing ethical concern about the inequalities
that are embedded in social reality.
-

-

In this context, it should be noted that nine of the twenty essays
in the sample were written on the two topics of gender inequality:
household work and women in the workforce. All of the writers in
the sample who chose these topics were women, five of whom are
mature aged students. Thus, a key "ethnographic" variable in
Tenor may be the aspect of Field being written about and the
interaction of personal experience and sociological critique.
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Certainly, essays on the topics of gender inequality are associated
with the most prominent use of attitudinal lexis.
Implicit and explicit judgements were equally rewarded, as long
as they were textually and ideationally related to sociologic..J
theory. For example, in the conclusion to Christine's 25/40 (62.5%)
essay on the family, which of all the topics is the one which seems
to require the least amount of evaluation of the ethics of
inequality, the need for caution in generalising about family from
received "folk" wisdom (compare Kellehear, 1990: 8-11) is
couched in strong modality, with an explicit invitation to the
reader (modality and attitudinal lexis in italics):
We must be very careful about our images of the family, the day
has long gone since the father was the sole provider, and the
mother stayed at home and looked after the 2.3 children.

An essay where, congruent/"commonsense" appraisals seem to
have been rewarded was Kelly's 3 1/40 (77.5%) on the criminal
justice system, where appraisals like "The deaths of 'Eddie
Murray' and numerous other aboriginals [sic] brings into question
the impartiality of the police
and "although the Magistrate has
studied the law and is supposed to [be] impartial and unbiassed it
is difficult for the magistrates [sic] own morals, beliefs and values
not to influence his or her decision
were ticked. The lexis of
such comments seems at the same level of abstraction and
generality as Margaret's comments in her essay on women in the
workforce that women "have a lot of disadvantages and barriers
to break down" and that "the labour force is a very male
dominated area". However, these appraisals were not ticked and
the essay got a much lower mark (2 3/40).
.."

.."

Apart from greater textual cohesion and more emphasis on
part/part strwfture in Kelly's essay compared to Margaret's, the
different lecturer response to Tenor may also be influenced by the
ideologies that shape the way the topics are written about by
sociologists. On gender issues, essays which generalised about
patriarchy and capitalism were rewarded. Margaret's did not
generalise this way.
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On the other hand, at least in this sample, in analysing criminal
justice the commonsense criterion of "fairness" seems to match the
markers' expectations of appropriate discourse and to have an
acceptable degree of generality. The topic of criminal justice is
framed in terms of equity and access, which are foundatlonJ
criteria of social appraisal in critical sociology (Jones, 1985: 9;
Vanclay, 1992: 2). Jails, courts and police forces and their
treatment of the disadvantaged are appropriate subjects for
strong appraisals of social ethics and truth. Thus, Jozsers comment
that the "apparatus of the Australian Criminal justice System has
been seen by some to be more 'criminal' than 'Just" attracted the
lecturer's comment GOOD.
Given this ideological context where a sociologist is likely to
analyse criminal justice in terms of how it perpetuates
inequalities, Kelly's consistent evaluation of the system by criteria
of access and equity and parts of Jozsef's and Chris's essays which
made similar appraisals seem congruent with the sociological
discourse.
Chris's essay makes judgments that refer more directly than
Kelly's to critical social theory. Lexis of class and inequality being
fundamental causes of injustice is textually prominent and
cohesive in appraisals like:
Broadly speaking the system is unfair. It caters for people with
high socio-economic status and the powerful, and is deficient
when involving lower economic groups and minorities

Compare Sargent's appraisal of law, in Sociology for Australians.
As children we learned that the law is just, wise, good, and to be
obeyed at all times. Sociologists ask who makes the law, to protect
whose interests and property, and to punish whom. They conclde
that it is the powerful and wealthy who benefit, and the
powerless and poor who are kept in line.

(Sargent, 1983: 7).
Peters (1986) defines "evaluative discourse" (as distinct from
evaluative exposition genre) in terms of ideational meaning that
conveys interpretation and value judgments. She distinguishes

4'
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this ideational "evaluation" from interpersonal meaning. Whi
le this
distinction has relevance to the Soc ioi sample in as much
as
rewarded evaluation and interpretation stem from
the
theoretically based lexis of the Field, evaluation and interpreta
tion
also have key interpersonal components which cannot simp
ly b
interpreted as incidental aspects of ideational meaning.
Recent work by Martin (1994) looks at Tenor in terms of how
it
realises "status" relations between writer and reader. He defin
es
appraisal as one of the ways status is realised in the discours
e.
The lexico-grammatical resources which create appraisa
l are:
modality, making the writer's opinion/"slant" clear through mod
al
operators like "should" and "must"; affect, expressing degr
ees of
happiness or unhappiness; judgement; appreciation;
and
amplification, associated with circumstances which enhance
the
appraisal in terms of location, manner, extent, and condition.
In the analysed sociology texts and in the SOC 101 sample,
the
predominant appraisal systems of valued writing are mod
ality,
judgement, mainly in the form of what Martin (1994: 4)
terms
"social sanction" appraisal of ethics and truth, and amplifica
tion,
especially through circumstances of comparison and condition
.
A good instance of judgement, amplification and modality at
work
to position the writer as informed sociological critic is from
the
conclusion to Pam's 29/40 (72.5%) essay on health and, heal
th
care. Modal operators expressing obligation are in italics:
Adequate health care should be a right of all peop
le from all
socio-econoinic backgrounds. Gender, place of residence,
Income
[sic], social class, ethnicity, race and age should not dicta
quality of care delivered .. There should be more input te the
into the
health system from minority and disadvantaged groups.

The last clause was ticked. It is an existential clause whi
ch
advocates more social and political power to groups which do
not
have much influence. In addition to the obligation of "sho
uld be
comparative amplification is realised in the numerative/thing
"more input".
..",
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Such constructions of social judgement create an acceptable
institutional role/status for writer as sociologically informed
commentator on slightly less than equal terms with the
sociologically informed and expert reader. Using part of the title to
one of Martin's books (1985), this "intruder" role can 1
tentatively described as that of "challenging social reality". The
markers' acceptance of the range of interpersonal structures
associated with this role cannot be generalised to other
undergraduate sociology courses without further and wider
research. However, the existence of similar scope for interpersonal
meaning in the analysed sociology texts indicates that this may
itself be a general discourse variable in sociology.
5.3 Giving social appraisals sociological authority: subordinating attitudinal
lexis to sociological concepts and embedding attitudinal lexis in nominal
groups.

Martin's (1994: 4) analysis of the different forms of appraisal in
discourse will be applied to a number of essays in order to
demonstrate how Tenor in more valued writing is closely
associated with the lexis of sociological theory.
A good example of the way appraisals are valued the more they
are associated with sociological theory is Caroline's 29/40 (72.5%)
answer to the question "Is Australia an irreligious society?", the
marker's criticism centres on the nature of the lexis. Caroline
associates declining "religiousness" with declining involvement in
Christian churches. The marker corrects this assumption by
suggesting more sociologically appropriate terms of reference of
"secularisation" and its causes:
Australia has become more secularised, but you would need to
consider also the persistence of religion
the essay needs to
consider the issue more widely
[and] explain the reasons for
secularization which you correctly identify.
..

..

..

The last clause of the comment is confusing. However, if looked at
in the context of the other comments and of the essay (see

aw
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schematic structure, Vol. 2, pages 58-61), Caroline identifies
aspects of secularisation, but does not use the term nor focus on
the causes.
Interestingly, the part of the essay which attracts most of tle
ticks, and "strategicallyt' located before the conclusion, is an
elemental interpretive exposition whose theme is Christianity's
association with "serious inequalities in Australian society". In this
element, nominal groups and textual markers scaffold appraisals.
Appraisals ticked by the marker, from the macro theme, body and
macro new of this element are:
Macro theme:
Christianity, consciously, has created serious inequalities
in
Australian society which have led to irreligion

Hyper new:
Therefore., contrary to their teachings, religions allow a small
proportion of society to hold authority [followed by supporting
quote from Sargent, 19831.

Macro new:
As a result, [many women and disadvantaged groups] may feel
alienated in a religion and believe that it can offer little
salvation to them. As a result they leave the church, adding more
numbers to an irreligious Australian society
..

The circumstances of cause/reason "Therefore contrary to their
teachings and "As a result
amplify the relationships of cause
and effect that the marker wanted. Note also the role of the
modifier "consciously" conveying knowledge and possibly
intention on the part of the abstract and general participant
"Christianity".An the nominal groups, epithets and qualifiers
create appraisals of social ethics in:
.."

.."

-

serious inequalities [in Australian society [[whi have led to
ch
irre1igion]
exp.
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Tenor thus has an important function in the interpretations and
evaluations being put forward. In the credit and above essays in
this sample, this function of emphasising appraisal in
interpretation and evaluation is realised by textual structures of
theme/new and reference and combinations of nominalised
(ideated) and more congruent appraisals.
For example, while Jenny's 25/40 (62.5%) essay on household
work was criticised as needing to be "more lucid" (not enough
cohesion of logical argument using sociological lexis across the
essay) and "structured" (incomplete cohesion of theme/new and
reference across essay), It is commended for "valid" and "good"
points. Interestingly, while points that are ticked foreground
textual and logical meaning and nominalised sociological theory,
they also contain interpersonal components that seem to be crucial
to persuasive interpretation of the Field.
To illustrate, two examples will be given from the most persuasive
and heavily ticked parts of Jenny's essay the introduction and
elemental genre three. Lexico grammar that has an interpersonal
function will be italicised and then briefly analysed from the
perspective of recent work on Tenor by Martin (1994).
-

(From the introduction).
Women continue to be responsible for the work at home and
to gain equality within the workplace, juggling time
between private/public life or home/work
battle

Unpaid domestic work has a low status and is seen as
unimportant
Feminists see these divisions as an effect of
patriarchy. Man's domination of women can be seen as having
some elements of capitalism, maintaining that women have less
power than men. The gender divisions enables [sic] this
powerlessness to be maintained..
..

Men have gone to work and financially kept their wives in
exchange for domestic service. To be a capable wife was held in
high esteem by men and women alike, to ask for help was seen
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as being inefficient. Men were portrayed as help
less in the
kitchen and needing a "good little women" to
have
all
of his [sic]
needs met. The media perpetuated this concept
targ
etin
g women
and men in their traditional roles to sell cons
umer goods..
(From elemental genre three).
The sexual division of labour gives an imb
alance of power
leading to patriarchy. In the sociologica
l
sph
perpetuating the Women [sic] role within the hou ere, it is seen
se, which is one
of little value and of low status..
The message received by women effects [sic] thei
r self esteem and
self worth Their femaleness are [sic] equated
with
domesticity
and gender identity ..Women who do choose to
join
the
workforce
develop a double burden of work..
..

Circumstantial relational processes of cau
se and effect help to
modulate this elemental genre as a persuasive
piece of discourse.
This causal modulation works on differe
nt levels of abstract
generality: at the highest, and textually positio
ned as macro theme
the gender theory of sexual division of lab
our "gives" another
theoretical generalisation with an embed
ded (italicised)
consequence "an imbalance of power leading
to patriarchy". At a
more "concrete" level, in terms of social acto
rs and actions the
impact of gender structures and streotypes on
women is conveyed
through "[a]ffects" and "are equated".
-

What is also noteworthy in this particular text
and very typical of
rewarded student writing across the sample
is the relationship
between nominalisation, which scaffolds
abstraction in the
humanities generally (Martin, 1992: 7-11;
22-27) and abstract
generality in sociology in particular (Wlgnell,
1990), and Tenor.
This relationship between nominalisation and
Tenor is realised in
three ways. Firstly, within nominal groups epit
hets ("good, little..
and
num
")
eratives ("less", "double") and some things ("bu
rden")
convey indignation about inequality and exp
loitation. Secondly,
complete nominal groups can express judgem
ents of social esteem,
as in "one of little value and no status", and
of social truth and
ethics, as in the hyper new "Trying to dise
ntangle the interwoven
relationship between nurturing and caring
for the family and
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doing all the work may explanation [sic] why females are less
powerful than males.'t (Compare Martin, 1994: 8).
Thirdly, on the level of realising an institutional role which
represents the social reality of sociology's challenge to soclrl
reality, these kinds of foregrounded nominal groups which
package ideological generality are set up, often in theme and new
positions, to give ethical concern the status of academic discourse.
For instance, the macro theme "The sexual division gives an
imbalance of power leading to patriarchy" predictively scaffolds
the comments which follow on women's low status and lack of
power as interpersonal features of a theoretical macro concept
which has its origins in anthropology ("patriarchy") and Marxist
political and social analyses both respectable parts of the
epistemology of the social sciences and humanities.
-

Significantly, along with the way nominalisation in the better SOC
101 essays creates the kind of abstracted and ambiguous
technicality that Wignell (1990: 35-41) notices in the discourse of
the sociology of medicine, there Is also something very
"unscientific" (or perhaps more accurately "unpositivist") about
the strong interpersonal component in the appraisals that are
articulated through the nominal groups. For example, in the
conclusion to Megan's high distinction essay health is "directly
related to social status". The subsequent sentence elaborates this
relationship with a relational attributive possessive clause, which
creates a critical social appraisal, comparing the better and worse
off:
The better educated and hence, generally more affluent
individuals and communities have healthier babies, fewer
chronic diseases and infections, less cancer and greater access
to sevices than the poor and disadvantaged sections of society.

In the better essays, key interpersonal constituents are material
processes conveying cause and effect as an issue of social ethics. A
prominent one in the better essays and also in the sociology texts
is "perpetuates": thus, "The media perpetuated [cause] this concept
which oppresses women [ethically questionable outcome].

.."

or
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In terms of Tenor realising "contact" between writer and reader,
nominalisation is the main way that academic "distance" is created
in order to avoid exposition that is too hortatory (Compare Martin,
1985: 21-26; 47). Ethical concern about social structures and
processes can be summarised in more hortatory terms as
something like "it is deplorable, unjust and socially destructive
how women/poor people/cultural minorities are systematically
and institutionally disempowered and discriminated against!"
However, this hortatory Tenor can only be an acceptable part of
the discourse if it is directly related and subordinate to or
embedded within a sociologically appropriate and nominalised
variant on "because it supports the generality of the abstraction
about social inequality."
If we compare Kathleen's 23/40 (57.5%) essay on the same topic
(housework) as Jenny's, the key roles, in creating theoretically
grounded social appraisals, of textual and logical cohesion and
nominalisation become apparent through their absence. In
Kathleen's low pass essay there is hardly any of the didactic social
comment subordinated to or embedded in sociological theory that
is marked in Michelle's high distinction essay on this topic and in
the more persuasive parts of Jenny's pass answer. Except for
Kathleen's introduction, which begins with a sexist joke that
illustrates women's social status as wives and mothers and then
states that "work or home duties are gender based", the theory of
gender inequality is not textually associated with comments on
women's disadvantage.
The textual and logical structures foreground and describe what
the theory says in relation to the topic ("For centuries, working
roles have been gender based .."), what authors say ("Ann Game
and Rosemary Pringle define gender as .. "; "Alice Eagley's theory
is .. She feels
") and what the patterns in gender divided
housework are ("It is commonly found in the world today that
different societies have diverse attitudes .. ").
..

Attitudinal components are not clearly related to sociological
concepts. A good example of this is in elemental genre four, where
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"commonsense" comment on how "[not] all women are content to
is not textually related
stay at home and look after the family
to the elemental macro theme of changing attitudes on gender
roles and the impact of feminism. As a result, a potential
interpretative exposition becomes more like a recount.
..

"

It is worth speculating that had Kathleen constructed more
discourse which textually and logically associated comment with
nominalised theory, she would have received a few extra marks.
Tenor in the sample was often often congruently realised by
modalisation which created hortatory discourse of strong
recommendation that something ought to be done about socially
unethical situations. For example, four out of the ten essays
marked 27/40 and above make concluding recommendations that
feature closed sets of finites and mood adjuncts which express
degrees of probability and obligation. To illustrate, from these
conclusions note the italicised modalities of obligation:
policies such as Affirmative action and Equal Opportunity need
to be reassessed
(Paula, 29/40)
..

Parents
women
29/40)

should also encourage their children to participate
(Helen,
must encourage their husbands to participate
..

There should be more input into the health system from minority
and disadvantaged groups (Pam, 29/40)
The value of household work has to be recognised
today must set new examples.

..

the parents of

As noted above, what all rewarded writing across the sample has
in common is the way Tenor is an integral part or closely
associated component of ideological generalisation. For instance,
while Michelle uses strong modality of indignation and
recommendation, it is always expressed as an aspect or summary
of feminist ideology. For example, in elemental genre six, the
appraisal of both social ethics and assumed social truth in "While
men believe
while women's paid work
and while the gender
division of labour is regarded as 'natural', there will be patriarchy"
..

..
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is coded in the lexis of feminist sociology (see Vol. 2, pages 78-79).
Compare Cockburn's (1985: 185):
What men are engaged in, through this pursuit of technological
brilliance and successful careers, is transcendence.
To
transcend is precisely to rise above the mundane, the womanly.
The lives of these men "transcend" those of their wives. They
pay a price, but women pay a higher one.
..

In this passage, the functions of constituents of appraisal and
ideological generalisatlon are the same. Judgement of social ethics
is encapsulated in the generalisation about the behaviour of
"career men": "To transcend is precisely to rise above [their wives'
mundane lives]
[and] women pay a higher [price]t'. For
sociologists who work in and produce this kind of discourse,
commonsense appraisals like "Women have a lot of disadvantages
and barriers to break down a lot of doors have opened for
women in the labour force.. in Margaret's 23/40 (57.5%) essay
on women in the workforce, will be judged inferior as sociology to
ideated judgements like "These figures reflect traditional societal
views and attitudes that men are superior to women patriarchy
continuing their domination in areas of supremacy in the
workplace
(from Paula's 29/40 72.5% essay on the same
topic).
..

..

-

-

..

-

-

Even Michelle's most prominent use of the intruder role, at the
end of elemental genre six, where she refers to herself and her
personal experience and to her brother's experience (normally not
recommended practice in academic literacies: compare Webb,
1991: 16 & 64-65), is textually organised as an elaboration on a
recommendation from sociological research by Kelly (1987). This
elaboration is linked to critique of patriarchy in the underlined
nominal group in the following text from this passage:
Kelly (1987) says that everyone who lives in the house creates
the domestic work, so everyone should share in cleaning and
maintenance tasks. As a single parent returning to study, I am a
supporter of Kelly's theory. My house is
I am intending to
change my children's ideas on housework from the traditional
and Datriarchal ideas of the past, to become truly equalitarian
[sic] adults of the future. They do have a good role in my brother
..
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This text is on the more hortatory end of the continuum of
persuasive lexis in the better essays. However, through the
circumstance of location containing the macro-concept/appraisal
"the traditional and patriarchal ideas of the past", it is grounded in
sociology. For this reason, this otherwise personalised hortatory
exposition conforms to Webb's (1991: 64-65) criteria of gener•i
reasons for using evidence in the humanities and social sciences:
Scholarship is cumulative

..

[relating] to previous scholarship

Whilst the student's ideas are important, they have not been
tried and tested in the academic community yet and so do not
have any public status.
The student's writing gains credibility when it is substantiated
by reputable people.
Teachers expect students to learn a bank of.. ideas and.. assess
how appropriately students use this knowledge
S. [What is usually meant by being original in undergraduate
writing is the application to the Field] of the skills of analysis,
synthesis, criticism and speculation.

Other examples of strongly attitudinal lexis in the service of
sociological theory are underlined in the following texts. Note the

amplifying function of circumstances like "not before time" and
"by today's standards", and the trenchant social judgement in
attributes like "deplorable" and epithets like "only".
Equality of the sexes is beginning to be affirmed, and not before
time (Paula, 29/40)
..

those of Aboriginal or Ethnic background are further affected
by social inequalities, that are deplorable by today's standards..
(Faith, 30/40)
The lack of institutionalised child care restricts women's work,
and is the sole reason why women have such dominance in part
time work, such slim chances of promotion and an unbalanced
wage average compared to men The only way to eradicate sex
segregation is to promote and encourage women to enter nontraditional occupational groups (Sarah, 29/40)
..

Despite th fact that diagnosis is more accurate and made at an
earlier stage of treatment, which makes it advantageous to the
patient, family and society as a whole, fewer technological
interventions occur in the lower status groups This type of
inequality can, and often does, have disastrous long term effects
(Megan, 37/40).
..

While men believe that housework is "women's work', while
women's work is regarded as "secondary", and while the gender
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division of labour is regarded as "natural", instead of social",
there will be patriarchy (Michelle, 35/40).

These examples also illustrate the acceptable range of
interpersonal choice across this sample. In addition to the
appraisal of ethics of inequitable social structures and processes
(Martin, 1994: 4) in constituents like "disastrous long term
effects", amplification (Martin, 1994: 4) of the message through
comparative reference ("such", "lower", "fewer") and circumstances
("not before time"; "in the lower status groups") gives rhetorical
force to discourse critical of the injustice of spheres of social
privilege and disadavantage. Note also the interpersonal role of
the inverted commas around "women's work", "secondary"
"natural" and "social". Punctuation is employed here in lieu of
spoken intensification to create irony as a form of judgment on the
concepts' relative truth value as an ideology of vested interests.
Michelle's repetition of "while" creates social appraisal in terms of
both time (as long as) and cause (because we have these things,
we have patriarchy).
Because nominalisation orients to Field in less successful and to
Mode in more successful writing, the attitudinal lexis it organises
and the judgements associated with it have different functions.
In J0zsef1 s elemental genre one, an explanation of how Aborigines
are disadvantaged in the criminal justice system, the macro theme
and macro new organise complementary nominal groups which
make judgements from sociological theory:
(Macro theme)
There has always been a grossly differential and
discriminatory use of the Criminal Justice System against
Aboriginal people (Hogan et al, 1988: 41).

(Macro new)
deaths in custody can be understood agaftist the backdrop of the
structural violence White Australia has perpetrated on the
original owners of the land.
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The statements complement each other as judge
mental and
circumstantially amplified appraisals of social ethics.
However, the
lecturer's comment on the macro new that " more discus
sion is
needed connected to this point" indicates weakness in
organising
Tenor appropriately

-

and potential to organise it better.

As noted in Chapter Four, there is no consi
stent textual
development between macro theme and macro
new. Thus,
appraisal Is localised in each information unit.
This can be
illustrated in the following table of main lexical items
of appraisal
in the elaboration. These lexical items of appraisal
are summarised
in relation to the aspects of Field they are concerned
with.

Table 5.1: appraisal associated with units of Field in the elaboration
of
elemental genre one of Jozsef's essay. (compare Vol. 2, pages 100-101).
SUB-SECTION OF SUB-FIELD OF
SUMMARISED LEXICAL ITEMS OF
CRLMINAL JUSTICE AND
APPRAISAL
ABORIGINES.
The use and effect of heavy policing
the effect of galvanising
against Aborigines:
Aboriginal opposition towards
Police and the law, creating the
feeling of harrassment
As the
Aborigines
are
a
minority,
dissatisfaction with the Police does
not last very long".
The sentencing process:
the point in the Criminal Justice
System where the power of the state
is at its most capricious
Aboriginal poverty:
very much disadvantaged
in
the legal system.
Police bias against Aborigines:
[evidence] shows very
discriminatory laws operating
against Aborigines
Conflicts of evidence?
"The prime problem in controlling
police deviations from legality
is
conflicts of evdence [sic]
'

..

..

"..

"

"

..

"

..

..

As also noted in Chapter Four, while the logica
l relationships
between these paragraph sub-sections are
paratactic
extending, there are no referential constituents

the

that

and

extend across

whole element to provide cohesion between its
parts.

Thus,

focus on explaining and describing actors and action
s and making
discrete comments on them undermine
account to

link

and elaborate

the

the

potential in Jozsef 's

separate appraisals of Aboriginal

4
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disadvantage in the criminal justice system with the thesis in
macro theme and macro new.
By contrast, Megants elemental genre one features cohesion of
lexical items conveying appraisal across the whole text. Ths
cohesion of ideated appraisal is illustrated in relation to elemental
genre one as follows:
Table 5.2: appraisal as a system organised by textual and lexica
l cohesion of
ideas about social inequality (full text in Chapter One, pages 14-15
).
TOPIC

PRINCIPAL ITEMS OF APPRAISAL:

MACRO THEME/state thesis:

"Economic factors cause health
inequalities through lack of income,
creating inability to purchase a greater
standard of health care and luxuries."
Medicare:
"The structure of the public health care
system currently supports inequalities
due to being a mixed two-tiered system of
resource allocation [Medicare] Private
insurance offers more luxuries than the
basic public health insurance
Specialist services:
even in the public., system more
readily available to [richer people]
doctors have stronger financial incentives
to hospitalise private patients Hence,
waiting lists [for elective public
patients are longer]
The nature of health services:
"Inequalities [private insured patients
have better access to public system], as
shown above [re financial incentives for
doctors] disadvantaged groups.. [can't
afford extra premiums] and suffer the
social inequalities in the health are
system
Inequalities between private and public "Major inequalities.,
the private health
sectors:
sector., the public health sector.. due to
the fact that the [public sector's budget is
more restricted] The poor are not
getting equal care
Problem of public hospitals being A further example
of the way low
teaching hospitals.
income groups are disadvantaged
by [Medicare] is that the majority
of public hospitals are teaching hospitals
junior staff, with limited expertise. On
the other hand, with private patients,
only specialists
Ancillary health services.
It is a known fact that ancillary services
are far more readily available to the
wealthy..
..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

..
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Alternative health.

These services tend to be confined to
those who can afford to pay.. By contrast,
with registered medical practitioners
[there is a Medicare reimbursement
Middle class people have [more choice].

MACRO NEW/ confirm thesis by

Social class shapes environmental factor..,
resulting in social inequalities
finances again play an important aspect..
and disadvantaged groups do not have the
same capabilities

extending it to environment,

I

..

In the textual metafunction, anaphoric and comparative reference
scaffold the theme of economic factors, social class and different
levels of wealth and advantage as interrelated causes of
inequalities. For example, in paragraphs five to seven, the
anaphoric "Major inequalities
is related to comparative
referents of public and private sector and disadvantaged and
better off, which are themselves anaphoric. Medicare, low income
groups and public hospitals are related to sum up previous
"chunks" of information and cataphorically relate them to a new
piece of evidence in "A further example of the way low income
groups are disadvantaged by a two tiered system of health is that
the majority of public hospitals are teaching hospitals.'
..'

By embedding logical relationships of cause and comparison and
the appraisals that go with these relationships, the appraisal
becomes less negotiable. Embedded material processes ("acts") like
that the majority of public hospitals are teaching hospitals"
package lexis which summarises the theme of the economically
weak being treated as second class citizens.
Facts (nominalised mental processes) make judgement seem like a
"natural" process of ideation. Facts do this by reifying projected
opinions. That is, metaphenomena (opinions) are presented as
phenomena (objects) in relational and material processes
(compare Halliday, 1985: 243-48). For instance, from paragraph
three:

4
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A major contributor of [sic] this is [[the fact that doctors have
stronger financial incentives [[to hospitalise private patients,
[[who are charged [on a fee for service basis, [[rather than
hospitalising public patients [[where fees are set at 85 percent of
the schedule fee, [[for doctors who bulk bill their
patients]]]jfj]]]]]]].

embedding of a projection which would congruently read
something like, "Doctors want.. " or "People think.. "makes it less
open to discussion. it enables the writer to get on with
constructing a thesis about health and inequality that assumes
that doctors would he mainly motivated by money. The
assumption is plausible, but the plausibility is rendered less
negotiable if it is reified as a given "fact".
This

This example of embedding of clauses in a nominal group was
used in Chapter Four to demonstrate how nominalisation can
abstract processes of explanation into concepts that persuade in
analytical exposition. In relation to Tenor, because the sequence of
cause and effect is an embedded element, the focus shifts from the
events in the Field to events abstracted as an opinion which is
packaged as a reason for inequality: in this case, the reason for
disparity between the treatment of private and public patients is
financial reward for doctors. This "opinion/reason" relates back to
the elemental genre's predicted point (economic factors), and this
point is a key aspect of the thesis of the whole essay ("Class and
social status, incorporating educational and income aspects").
Realising social appraisals through acts and facts can also be seen
in the following text from Sarah's 29/40 (72.5%) essay on women
in the workforce:
The lack of institutionalised child care restricts women's work,
and is [[the sole reason why women have such dominance in part
time work, such slim chances of promotion and an unbalanced
wage average compared to men]].

"The lack of institutionalised child care" is the elliptic
("understood") value (or identifying feature) of the token
(identified participant) in the second, relational identifying, clause
in this text. The token (participant being identified) of this clause
is "the sole reason
compared to men". The attitudinal
..
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constituents of this clause ("sole.. such., such slim., unbalanced..
compared to..") are part of the token, and these attitudinal parts
give the token an evaluative function: a range of criteria of equity
that demonstrate both how women are disadvantaged and that
people should feel indignant about it.
The explanation of the way inadequate child care provision limits
women's work opportunities is nominalised in "the sole reason
why etc". This nominalisation of the process of explaining how also
embeds the appraisal of how socially unethical the process is in
the evidence rather than presenting it as a separate process
involving a social judgement, as in, for instance:
[Hyper theme
predict the explanation]
The lack of
institutionalised child care restricts women's work and because
of this women are discriminated against in a number of ways.
-

..

[Hyper new elaborate the explanation and make a comment]
They dominate part time work, and, compared to men, they have
such slim chances of promotion and an unbalanced wage
average.
-

Another good example of the embedding and subordination of
interpersonal meaning to create sociologically based ethical
judgments in logical and textual structures is from Mary's (27/40:
67.5%) discussion of the way women have been discriminated
against in the airline industry:
While men had only just begun their careers as domestic flight
attendants in 1983, a couple of modifications to the patriarchal
aspects of the occupation occurred. While women were having
instruction on make-up, male trainees went on observation
flights. The men were still required to have instruction in
deportment and skin care, but it was very rare for a man to be
questioned about his appearance eg weight and skin. Not only do
we have an extreme form of direct control but a highly
personalised one, which male workers are rarely subject to. This
is the result partly of the institutionalised patriarchal aspects of
the occupation which existed since its inception
when only
young, prettywomen of specific height and weight were
recruited.
-

The "intruder" (social critic) role of epithets like "extreme" and
"rarely", conjunctions like "While" and the comparative referents
"Not only.. but" highlight the questionable ethics of discriminatory
work practices. These constituents of appraisal stress spheres of
male privilege and female disadvantage and the fallacies of

14,
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gender based work roles. Also, if "prettywomen" is a deliberately
conflated lexical item, this strengthens the judgement that women
flight attendants are expected to conform to body image much
more than male attendants.
The main point of the paragraph is a feature of feminist ideology
realised in nominal groups. This ideology is predicted in the hyper
theme in "a couple of modifications to the patriarchal aspects of
the occupation" and summarised in the hyper new in the nominal
group "the institutionalised patriarchal aspects of the occupation..
The logico-semantic relationship of the final "intruding" acerbic
social comment (about the "prettywomen") with the previous text
is ambiguous. This comment could function as an embedded
circumstance of location in time. On the other hand, the writer's
use of a hyphen may rank it as a hypotactic enhancing clause. But
in either case the final clause is dependent on the sociological lexis
of the previous clause.
".

5.4 Nominalised social appraisal in a sociology journal article.

A good example of how nominalisation ideates judgements in
sociology, thereby making them less negotiable while maintaining
some "hortatory" force, is from the introduction and conclusion to
Campbell's and Fairweather's (1991) analysis of patterns of male
drinking in two small rural towns in New Zealand. The text
criticises assumptions about social behaviour in order to point out
in whose interests such assumptions work and to present an
alternative point of view.
Part of this text was used in Chapter Two to illustrate the way
grammatical metaphor abstracts and generalises in humanities
and the social sciences. This text was also used in Chapter Three to
exemplify the way critical sociology organises logical argument by
theme/new and reference. Significantly, as with more valued
writing in the essays, analysis for Tenor shows interpersonal
constituents as either part of the reference or associated with
logical relationships enhancing a thesis that functionalist ideology
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and popular myths give a distorted and inaccurate picture of
problems associated with male drinking in rural areas.
(From the introduction)
Alcohol use is one of the most prevalent subjects chosen for
scrutiny by social researchers. Yet, in these studies of alcohol
use, the persistence of functionalist notions has caused
researchers to make false divisions, which have major
consequences for the application of alcohol research to public
policy. The most serious manifestation of this error is the idea
that there are two facets to the use of alcohol in a community
It is our contention, reached after an extensive period of
ethnographic research into two rural communities, that this
division is entirely artificial. It obscures the true roots of many
drinking
related problems. Our conclusion is that while
individual psychology plays a part in drinking problems, these
problems are caused just as much by the social structures of
drinking in a particular community as by individual
psychological states
-

(From the conclusion)
What can we conclude from this discussion? The study revealed
that male drinking groups can produce a strong legitimising
ideology which is ultimately detrimental to the women and
children of many drinkers. Even more than this, drinking
ideology has become part of the mythology of the happy rural
community. The ideals of mateship and fraternity among
drinking men are integral to the positive image of both
Australian and New Zealand rural communities. This has often
distorted the portrayal of drinking groups by both the supporters
of the rural idyll and analysts given to benign, functionalist
explanations of balanced and integrated social groups. What is
hidden under this ideology is a series of social problems. Finding
an adequate explanation requires that one question the actual
structure of rural society. This may not be comforting for those
who seek to fob off social problems onto a few atypical
individuals. It is necessary to recognise this ideological sleight of
hand. Behind the myth of the fraternal male drinking group are
hidden victims of rural drinking.

The most interesting interpersonal metaphor is the metaphorical
use of "requires": "Finding an adequate explanation" (a
nominalised process of looking for reasons) "requires" (a mental
process of "needing") "that one question
(a nominalised verbal
process). A more congruent reading would look something like
"We/you have to find an adequate explanation, and we/you
should question the actual structure of rural society". The article's
incongruent nominalised version of this injunction is functional as
.."

V
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academic analysis because it ideates the judgement: that is, it
codes it as an "objective looking" conclusive proposition.
Interpersonal constituents in key nominal groups in this text (like
"actual ..") realise appraisals of social ethics and truth in terms Ø:,
critical social theory. To distill the key appraisal in the thesis of
the article, "the persistence of functionalist notions" is an
"ideological sleight of hand" which obscures "the true roots of
many drinking related problems" which are the structures and
attitudes supporting male drinking behaviour in rural
communities.
-

one of the most prevalent subjects chosen for scrutiny by social
researchers
deic

the
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false

I ep I ep

I thing

I qualifier
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While nominalisation scaffolds Field, this purpose is secondary to
framing appraisal in logical argument. In the first sentence of the
introduction, "one of the most prevalent subjects chosen for
scrutiny by social researchers" builds Field to orientate to the
topic (compare Webb, 1991: 40). Further nominalisation of Field
frames concepts which are evaluative or evaluated. A good
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example is the following relational clause where the token is the
judgement and the value is the evaluated item:
[Token] The most serious manifestation of this error
is [relational identifying process]
[Value] the idea [[that there are two facets to the use of alcohol
in a community]].

This clause is also an example of how abstracted and generalised
appraisal creates condensed concepts of cause and effect. Another
instance of this is the italicised embedding in "a strong legitimising
ideology which is ultimately detrimental to the women and
children of many drinkers." A more congruent construction of the
sequences "buried" in this process could look something like:
There is a strong ideology which legitirnises male drinking, and
this ideology leads to situations where men think it is OK to
behave in anti-social and anti-family ways, and this behaviour
puts the women and children of many drinkers in danger.

Note also the use of epithet/thing, classifier/thing and classifier
epithet combinations to realise appraisals of social truth (criticism
of assumptions), as in "the true roots of many drinking- related
problems.." "this ideological sleight of hand" and "entirely
artificiaf'. Epithets realise appraisals of social ethics (indignation
about social costs of rural drinking, such as the way women and
children are treated), as in "hidden victims of rural drinking".
,

Key processes strengthen social comment by stating necessity ("it
is necessary to recognise ..") and making judgments ("fob off..").
Most importantly, processes are used to link anaphoric themes
with news In terms of cause and effect. For example, note the way
in the introduction the italicised anaphoric constituents are agents
of sociological appraisals through the bolded material and
relational proceses In "Yet, in these studies of alcohol use, the
persistence of functionalist notions has caused researchers to
make false divisions, which have major consequences for the
application of alcohol research to public policy." In the conclusion,
"Even more than this .. picks up the information about the
"

b
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detrimental affects of male drinking ideology and attributes to it
something more crucial to the generality of the thesis: "has
become part of the mythology of the happy rural community."
Again, "This has often distorted.." glosses the previous references
to ideals of mateship and community images and relates them 'o
the "benign, functionalist" notions that the writers criticise as
misleading.

Conclusion: social appraisal in an academic discourse.

In the credit and above essays and in the sociology texts looked at,
ethical and moral appraisals are, to varying extents,
institutionalised as academic (humanities and social science)
discourse. The fact that strong ethical judgements are an accepted
part of the discourse may shed some light on the place of critical
(especially feminist) sociology in the academic community. As
Poynton (1985: 85) notes:
The general Western ideological preference is for the logical
and rational, rather than the emotional, i.e. affect is seen as
culturally suspect. However, some emotions are more
understandable and justifiable than others.

One of these "acceptable" emotions is "righteous anger", which
Poynton (1985: 85) argues is closely related to power, either in
the form of desire to gain or fear of losing. As noted above, in the
SOC 101 sample, condemnation of social attitudes and structures
that are abusive and exploitative is realised by a variety of
interpersonal resources, which are themselves organised by
textual and logical structures that facilitate persuasive analytical
discourse. At the level of genre, the ideological stances that Martin
(1985) identifies with exposition, of militant antagonist and
conciliatory protagonist, are both realised in the better essays.
However, the macro genres of credit and above essays are
persuasive analytical expositions, which tend to move debate
about contentious issues toward protagonist perspectives.
Nevertheless, as noted above, the fact that there is room in the
sample, as in key sources of evidence for the topics, for significant
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elements of "moral persuasion" indicates that questions of power,
its abuse by many of its holders, and its unequal distribution
introduce antagonist possibilities that are reflected in the range
and strength of appraisals in the lexico-grammar.
Using Poynton's (1985: 81) and Martin's (1992, a: 527; & 1994)
analyses of how status is realised in discourse semantics and
lexico-grammar, the following picture broadly represents the way
Tenor is constructed in the better essays. Authority of appeal to
the discipline is realised: in the ideational metafunction, through
lexical cohesion and nominal group structure, which scaffold
"abstracted technical" (Wignell, 1990) social appraisals; and in the
textual metafunction, through reference chains. Control of the
macro-propositional structure of the ideology is a product of genre
in this sample, persuasive analytical exposition. Appraisal is
realised in the interpersonal metafunction by attitudinal lexis (eg
"deplorable") and modalities (eg "must") and in the ideational
metafunction by abstract generalisation (eg "social class shapes
environmental factors, resulting in social inequalities").
-

All the better essays were similar in their primary concern with
analysing society in terms of both broad theoretical themes like
"the gender division of labour" and ideological appraisals about
unequal power relationships. The pattern that emerged was a
range of choices from more to less explicit appraisals based on
appropriate evidence and theory.
If the sociology texts (Sargent, 1983; Game and Pringle, 1984;
Giddens, 1990; Kellehear, 1990; Campbell and Fairweather, 1991)
are any guide, the discourse models for students of SOC 101 are
ones that question assumptions about social behaviour and
interpret and evaluate the ethics of social structures and
ideologies. What seems to distinguish this "critical analytical"

tk
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discourse from purely hortatory condemnation of inequities
and
recommendations and from informed commonsense criticism
of
social injustice is the prominence of ideated judgement, whe
re
appraisals of social truth and ethics are logically and textu
ally
subordinated to or embedded within nominal groups.
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION.
An overall difference: better essays persuade about Field
through incongruent explanations; less successful essay
construct descriptions and explanations of Field, with
some congruent commentary.
Introduction: in the credit and above essays, genre and register realise
ideology of challenge to social reality.

Hasan (1986: 126) defines ideology as "a socially constructed
system of ideas which appears as if inevitable". Because critical
literacies attempt to unpack the way ideologies are constructed,
they make them more negotiable and open to questioning and
modification, as things that are thought of and socially constructed
by people rather than agentless, "given" and non-negotiable.
Significantly, it is in relation to this issue of "unpacking" socially
constructed "truth" that critical literacies share ground with
critical sociology. Critical sociology, as noted in the SOC 101 subject
outline (Vanclay, 1991: 2), is concerned with identifying and
questioning "underlying" ideological assumptions about social
structures. This challenge to socially constructed reality can be
seen across a range of sociology texts, such as Giddens' (1989:
Chapter One) and Jones' (1985: 11-14) contention that ideologies
justify the intentions and actions of dominant groups and vested
interests, making them seem "natural", and thus less easy to
challenge.
However, as Gee (1991) argues, a critical analysis of entrenched
ideology is itself predicated on an ideology some set of values
and theories put up as alternatives to or modifications of existing
ones. Thus, in order to unpack ideology, some paradigm of
deconstruction must exist.
-
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The sociology texts used as background to this thesis suggest that
a central activity of the discourse of sociology is the creation of
macro paradigms of social "deconstruction". For example, in
Campbell's and Fairweather's report on rural drinking problems
(1991) their exploration of and challenge to the Ideologies which
support patterns of drinking which are socially destructive
supports a "macro perspective" that social structures are crucial
influences on behaviour:
that while individual psychology may play a part in drinking
problems, these problems are caused just as much by the social
structures of drinking in a particular community as by
individual psychological states.

(Campbell and Fairweather, 1991: 8).
Feminist analysis of gender issues has a similar concern with
unravelling and questioning assumptions and in the process
suggesting another perspective. For instance, Game and Pringle
(1984: 19) analyse different industries in terms of how they are
based on gender divided labour, which in turn at a higher level
of generality is a feature of social power relationships in the
workforce. They use this analysis to question assumptions that
opportunities and conditions for women are necessarily
improving. For example:
-

-

Computing is an example of a new industry where jobs are
supposedly non-sex typed, yet gender divisions are as central in
the organisation here as elsewhere. This suggests that the sexual
division of labour is not some remnant from the past that is
gradually being eliminated; it is a structural feature of modern
capitalism.

(Game and Pringle, 1984: 19).
Chapters Three and Four illustrated the importance of the textual
and logical metafunctions in organising in more successful SOC 101
essays a "top level" structure of persuasive thesis across the whole
text (Couture, 1985: 75-79). This "top level", global structure
confirms the first three hypotheses and also confirms Hounsell's
(1984;1987) and Prosser's and Webb's (1991) observations about
the success of writing that relates parts in more open, syntagmatic
systems of meaning. The more "global" type of structures are
distinctly different from the "localised" textual and logical
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structures of less successful essays. These less successful essays'
parts tend to be on terms of such equal status that it is often hard
to work out how their information interrelates beyond being items
in a list of points: hence the subject co-ordinator's comments
(taped interview, June, 1993) about how some students listI
points seria turn.
The way macro perspectives in sociology are organised by textual
and logical resources in the lexico-grammar is demonstrated in
Appendix 2.4, (Vol. 2, pages 107-109), in relation to two texts.
One text is a paragraph from Giddens (1989: 52) relating power,
inequality and ideology in the context of the topic of "three
worlds" and western colonialism. The other text is Campbell's and
Fairweather's (1991) analysis of rural drinking in terms of a
critique of functionalist social ideology and of "drinking ideology".
In relation to genre as realisation of context of culture, the
lecturers rewarded essays whose macro genres were persuasive
analytical expositions that either mainly interpreted or evaluated
the topic in order to develop a persuasive thesis.
The way lexico-grammar and discourse semantics in the more
successful SOC 101 essays realised patterns of register and
structures of genre to create appropriate ideology can now be
illustrated, by using the findings outlined in Chapters Three to
Five to "fill in" Martin's (1992, a: 495-96) model of discourse,
outlined in Chapter Two (page 64).
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Figure 6a: the discourse of the more successful texts
in the Soc
101 sample.
IDEOLOGY:
Functional
theories of social
structures and/or
critical theories
of unequal power
relationships.
GENRE:
Persuasive
analytical
exposition:
interpretive/eva!
-uative.
REGISTER:

DISCOURSE
SEMANTICS AND
LEYJCO
-GRAMMAR
logical
propositions
scaffolded by
theme/new &
reference.
-

theory created
in nominal
groups and
organised as
logical meaning
by conjunction,
hypotaxis and
grammatical
metaphor.
-

social appraisals
in attitudinal
lexis, and often
embedded in
pseudo technical
nominalisations.
-
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The rest of this final chapter will summarise the study's findings
on the discourse semantic and lexico-grammatical realisations of
these relationships between register, genre and ideology.

6.1 A common feature of the more successful essays: incongruent
explanations, realised by logical and textual cohesion and nominalisation.

As discussed in Chapter Four, the role of explanation in the more
successful essays of the sample is an interesting and ambiguous
one. Martin (1985: 13) argues that exposition is a more developed
form of explanation because it requires more lexico-grammatical
resources to organise logical argument that has social relevance
and validity. In the SOC 101 sample, the wordings of the topics
suggest explanation, and this is mainly how the less successful
essays responded. However, what also emerged from the analysis
of valued writing was a pattern of discourse semantic and lexicogrammatical "links" between explanatory/factual writing and
more persuasive orientation to the evidence. To summarise this
pattern, more valued writing abstracted explanation into
persuasive exposition through generic and abstracted participants
of sociological theory (eg "capitalism" and "patriarchy") which
were created by nominalisation and causally related through
textual, logical and nominal group structures.
Such patterns of "abstracted explanation" were instrumental in
creating the sociological "big pictures". To briefly illustrate this
process of abstracting explanation of social cause and effect at the
levels of macro genre and discourse semantics, the following
diagram shows how in Megan's high distinction essay (shown in
full on pages 14-18) possible stages in an explanation of how
social inequality is embodied in health and health care become
actual stages of persuasive analytical interpretation.
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Table 6.1: Megan's high distinction essay outline of the way explanation
of
social reality is constructed as a logical argument.
-

Potential explanatory
stages.
Introduction to
phenomenon.

Summary of content.

The health system is
biased of [sic]

Introduction:
propose theme to be
discussed.

Economic factors cause
health inequalities
through lack of income..

Body: apply thematic
key to data.

disadvantaged groups
because it operates in the
interests of dominant
groups. The structure of
the health care system
supports inequalities
Sequenced

explanation.

Actual stages of
interpretive exposition,

Social class shapes
environmental factors,
resulting in social
inequalities
Arguments about choice
fail to take into account
the social, political and
economic forces that shape
and limit individual
choices
Summary of
explanation.

This essay argues that
health and illness are
closely related to cultural
patterns, ethnicity and
values..

Conclusion: affirm
viability of theme.

Such factors are based on
the positioning of the
insitutions, availability of
access to them..

As noted in Chapter Two, all of the SOC 101 questions were
framed in terms of cause and effect. The appropriate genre
to
realise relationships of cause and effect is explanation, supported
by embedded reports which define and classify the processes
needing to be explained (Knapp, 1992; Wignell et al, 1989: 37883). This is congruent with explanation's general social purpose
to sequence defined and classified phenomena in temporal and
causal relationships (Knapp, 1992: 14). Specifically, explanation
is

-
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an appropriate genre for the way scientific discourses analyse
experiential reality (Wignell et al, 1989).
"Incongruent explanations" in the credit and above essays refers
to the way relationships of cause and effect are abstracted an'l
generalised to a point where they become parts of persuasive
exposition. The model distinction essay from Soc 101, 1991 had a
similar configuration to the credit and above essays in the 1993
sample, of "explanation" abstracted into theoretical interpretation
(see Chapter One, page 10; and Appendix 1.1, Vol. 2, pages 3-5).
As noted in Chapters Three to Five, a consistent feature of
sociology texts looked at and of the credit and above essays in the
SOC 101 sample is the prominence of "abstracted technicality" (see
Wignell, 1990) and part/part relationships of complementary
propositions. A good example of both comes from the introduction
to Faith's 30/40 (75%) essay on health and health care:
These differences are most likely produced by, or in proportion
to, an individuals [sic] or groups [sic] socio-economic status,
which introduces the concept of injustice and power
relationships, or, social inequalities within health and health
care.

The three main actors are "These differences
anaphorically
referring to previous discussion defining health as a social
condition, "an individuals or groups socio-economic status" and
"the concept of injustice etc". The three generic actors are
collocated as components of the sociology of health and medicine.
Textually, we can see the role of reference in summing up
previous chunks of information to move them towards new
discussion, in "These differences and in the anaphoric and
cataphoric function of "which". Like Megan's high distinction and
Pam's credit essays on this topic, the introduction organises the
macro concepts of socio-economic status, injustices and power
relationships which are scaffolded across the essay by textual
structures and nominalisation.
..

"

",

El
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Such "abstracted explanation" organises ideological propositio
ns as
general causes of general social patterns. For example, in socio
logy
it is "congruent" that a concept of social causation (eg "The
se
differences ..") creates or relates to another concept (eg
"an
individuals or groups socio-economic status") which expands
(;fl
the generality of a macro conceptual explanation of soci
al
processes (eg "the concept of injustice and power relationships
or
social inequalities within health and health care"). This is why
,
although the following text from Joan's 23/40 (57.5%) essa
y
packages relevant Field in nominal groups, it is less
"communicatively competent" as sociology:
In the following essay, the issue of how women
are
disadvantaged in the labour market will be discussed. Issue
s will
generalise across the spectrum of women and employment.
Also
the affirmative actions taken and a reference to
equal
employment opportunities. Many of the problems associated
with
employment have been instigated by society, past and prese
nt
where women face many disadvantages, with presssures
of the
male gender having the monopoly on employment opportunit
ies
throughout the whole labour market.

There is lexical cohesion of relevant topic in collocated participan
ts
like "women", "labour market", "employment" "problem
s
associated with employment", "society, past and present",
"the
male gender", "the monoploy on employment opportunities"
.
However, the relationships between them are not grammatic
ally
abstracted to the extent that more valued writing in SOC 101 does
.
Nor, as noted in Chapter Three, does Joan's textual struc
ture
organise these lexical items across the essay in terms of ideologica
l
propositions of critical sociology.
Compare the association in the introduction to Paula's credit essay
of the following act and fact: "a structural Inequality
[[which limits
every aspect of the lives of women todayill"; and "the patri
archal
attitudes [[that are at the root of working women's problems
1]".
These collocated participants are good examples of abstracted
technicality. The deictic, classifier thing combinations
("a
structural inequality"; "the patriarchal attitudes") are abstractio
ns
of abstractions: a set of processes and a set of attitudes.
The
elaborations are circumstances that are incongruent realisations
of
cause and effect. This level of grammatical metaphor turn
s
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explanation of how women are disadvantaged into an ideology
about the causes.
The conclusion to Megan's high distinction essay exemplifies a
social explanation abstracted and generalised into persuashe
exposition. Cause and effect are abstracted in generic participants
(such as "health", "social status", "Focus on lifestyle differences
"inequalities", "structural arrangements in society") and through
processes that turn already abstracted actors and actions into
theory about causes. For example:

..",

While the availability to [sic] health services has some
influence over the prevention and treatment of disease and
injury, it is thought that such services cannot make up for the
differences in lifestyle, because lifestyle is based on class
(Lawson, 1981)

There seem to be three general hierarchies of abstraction. Firstly,
sociology requires a degree of explanation to show how social
actors and actions affect each other. At this first level, social actors
and actions tend to be generic participants made up of
nominalised actions (".. the availability to [sic] health services.. ").
At the second level, causal sequences are most commonly
expressed as ranked and/or embedded relational, mental or
material processes: in this case, relational," .. some influence over
the prevention and treatment of disease and injury.." and mental,
it is thought that.. '). Such sequences generalise about causal
relationships as broad reasons of social structure, such as the
availability to [sic] health services has some influence over the
prevention and treatment of disease and injury.. At the third
level, abstracted reasons become general ideological appraisals, as
in because lifestyle is based on class".
"..

".

"..

This hierarchy of abstract "pseudo-technical" causes shows that
sociology is not concerned with congruent explanations of cause as
physical/natural state creating effect as resulting physical/natural
state. This is because prominent experiential meaning is not
usually very functional in interpreting and evaluating social
implications.

44
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In the Ideational metafunction of the credit and above essa
ys,
such abstracted explanations and related classifications of
social
processes provide confirmation of Martin's view of expositio
n as
"developed" explanation (1985: 13). And crucial to
this
development of explanation into exposition Is that usef
ul
workhorse in scaffolding and developing meaning in humaniti
es
and social sciences (Martin, 1990) nominalisation.
-

These analyses for genre and register in the Soc 101 sample
show
how writers of more and less successful essays instantiate
their
understandings of the way sociology explains social reality. Non
e
of the essays marked 27 and above was organised as
an
explanatory macro genre. And while some of these credit
and
above assignments made extensive use of elements of explanat
ion
and report, these parts were subordinated through text
ual
meaning (theme/new and reference) and logical meaning (mai
nly
conjunction and hypotaxis) to persuasive theses which interprete
d
cause and effect in terms of social theory and ideology.
By contrast, the main purpose of explanation in essays mark
ed 25
and under is to arrange groups of participants and processe
s in
experiential realities, as actors and actions in their topics.
In some of the whole/part "factual" essays, the descripti
ons,
recounts and explanations did have persuasive elements.
And
many of these persuasive parts reflect the discourse of criti
cal
sociology from the sources of evidence. For example, this
text
from 2 1/40 received a large tick:
Despite this increase in the rate of paid employment wom
en are
still the main caregivers for their family and are expected
to do
the majority of domestic chores. Their employment is
seen as
less important than men's jobs (Allen, 1985: 26)
(followed by
projected wQrding from Allen, 1985).
..

However, as noted in Chapters Three and Four, persuasi
ve
language in less successful essays is less effective and cohe
rent
because textual structure mainly organises experiential mea
nings
of the people, events and circumstances relevant to the soci
al
issues of the topics, but does not highlight logical propositi
ons
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4
about the issues, and nominal groups do not organise the lexis of
critical sociological theory as consistently as the better texts.
In the textual metafunction of essays under 2 5/40 theme/new
and reference chains tend not to relate generalisations to previous
or proceeding text. For example, the passage just noted does make
an evaluative comment at the end of the recount of women's work
in Australia from 1788 to 1971 that it is embedded in. But the
next passage is introduced by a seemingly unrelated topical theme
(childcare): "In the 1960's, childcare was a marginal issue..
".

To encapsulate the different discourse systems of genre and
register in the more and less successful essays, it is worth briefly
comparing the four essays on the topic "What is family? How is
'family' defined sociologically? What are the changes in the nature
of the family?" The markers inherited this topic from previous
years and criticised the way it was structured: it was "too broad"
and encouraged "disjointed" answers where "most of the students
wrote a fairly descriptive essay
(taped interviews with
Shanahan and Matheson, June, 1993). Analysis of key parts of
these essays' lexico-grammar can be found in Appendix 2.1 (Vol.
2, pages 83-98).
.."

The range of marks of the four essays on this topic reflects this
less than satisfactory framing of question and student response:
one 2 1/40, one 2 3/40, one 25/40 and 29/40. Given the criticisms
of the question and the student responses, 29/40 was one of the
higher marks across the entire Soc 101 population for this topic
(discussions with lecturers, June/July, 1993). However, the
features of genre and register in the four sample essays on the
family are representative of what in the lecturers' eyes were
major faults and virtues of the whole SOC 101 population (see
Chapter One, pages 11-13).
It is hard to tell whether the macro genre of Carol's 2 1/40 (52.5%)
essay is a recount or a report, as it has equal elements of both. The
introduction briefly predicts a persuasive thesis: "this essay will
argue that the family's basic character has remained unchanged".
Next to this prediction is the lecturer's comment "Good, an
-

4
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argument!" The conclusion also frames a theme of social issues
shaping different structures of family. However, the predicted
argument is not elaborated in the body. While elemental genre
two is a historical explanation which develops some general
reasons for changes In family structures and attitudes and
contains relevant appraisals of the role of women in families, the
appraisals are embedded and not textually prominent and the
information is not related to any other part of the essay.
Therefore, the conclusion's references to "patriarchy" and the
historical change in families do not summarise anything
substantial in the body. This lack of substantiation and elaboration
of argument is an outcome of discrete elemental genres on equal
status that define family but do not make effective use of the
textual and logical metafunctions to relate this definition to
changes, and which recount the changes but do not relate the
recount to the definitions. Where sociological lexis is used, as in
"The popular idea that families of the past were more stable has to
be reassessed in light of [similar patterns of incidence in the past
of step and single parent families] and in a concluding reference
to patriarchy, these ideas are not positioned thematically to
organise information and are not predicted in the introduction
(see schematic structure, Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, pages 41-43, and
analysis for register, Vol. 2, pages 93-98).
.

Janette's 23/40 (57.5%) answer is an explanation of types of
changes and reasons for them. It is praised for its coverage of
changes, but criticised as needing to be "more focussed." Lack of
focus may be an issue because sociologically "interesting" ideas
like the impact of feminism were noted but not made prominent
in theme/new or reference. While the explanation of reasons for
changes is more cohesive than Carol's discrete units of
report/recount, there is no interpretation or judgement related to
sociological theory. (See schematic structure, Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2,
pages 38-40, and analysis for Register, Vol. 2, pages 90-93).
Christine's 25/40 (62.5%) essay is an explanation. It is more
successful than the previous two in organising discussion around a
definition of family in terms of a social function and the impact of
changing attitudes on its structure. Where the essay seems to fall
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down in terms of the marker's criticism of Its "narrow" definition
of family and lack of sufficient coverage of social issues is In
textual and logical structures and lack of sociological lexis. The
three elemental genres build experiential meaning about discrete
areas: definifion of family, new (more sociological) perspectives on
family, social problems (See Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, pages 35-38).
While the conclusion sums up these areas, they are not logically
interdependent in the body; nor are they textually related to a
thesis (compare analysis of key text for register, Vol. 2, pages 8790).
Jeanette's 29/40 (72.5%) essay on family is complimented as "welt
organised". The theme that remained latent in Christine's essay, of
defining family in terms of both basic social function and social
issues/changes shaping different structures that perform this
function, is predicted in the introduction, scaffolded prominently
across the elemental genres and summed up in the conclusion (see
schematic structure, Appendix 1.3, Vol. 2, pages 32-34). The
lexico-grammar shifts the Field away from experiential towards
logical reality through prominent lexis which elaborates the theme
of the way the family's universal function is shaped into structural
varieties through social change. The introduction foreshadows this
theme through nomjnalised abstract participants being involved in
metaphorical activities and circumstances with other abstractions
abstractions underlined, "dummy" material processes italicised:

-

Society today plays an integral role in the changing facade of
the family. Issues such as religion and the feminist movement
have, without doubt, strongly influenced attitudes towards
marriage and, henceforth, the family. Furthermore, the change
in the nature of the family has led to an altering of the structure
of the family producing "alternative" deviations from
the
'traditional family..
..

..

..

The way these nominalised processes of family structure being
related to social change are elaborated in key hyper themes and
news in the body is illustrated in the analysis for register (Vol. 2,
pages 84-86).
This use of nominalisation to create abstract e1aboratios
exemplifies the way, in credit and above essays and in the
analysed sociology texts, the lexis of sociolocal enquiry seems tq
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be dominanted by collocatlons of nominal gro
ups of abstract and
generailsed participants, logically related
to each other as
propositions about how society can be explained.
As noted above, such propositions usually
encapsulate tF.e
ideologies and paradigms that seem to be the org
anising principles
of sociology (compare Becher, 1989: 157). Certain
ly, the sociology
texts examined (Giddens, 1989; Game and Pringle,
1984; Cockburn,
1984; and Campbell and Fairweather, 1991) disc
uss social Issues
in terms of "macro concepts" like "status", "pa
triarchy", "power",
"inequality" and "ideology". Each of these
concepts is an
abstraction of a complex set of social action
s that are often
themselves removed from the world of action
by abstraction: for
example, Sargent (1983: 111) elaborates the con
cept "patriarchy"
with another concept which abstracts a comple
x of activities and
meanings "hierarchical domination of one sex
by the other."
-

6.2 Exploring and challenging social reality in

conventional ways.

tExplori ng and challenging
social reality" is part of the title to
Martin's work on genres of factual writing (19
85). The SOC 101
sample suggests that Martin's words here are an
apt description of
what sociologists seem to be concerned wit
h. Like any other
cultural activity, being competent in exploring
and challenging
society in academic writing requires a knowle
dge of appropriate
genres and registers. This raises the issue of the
tension inherent
in exploring and challenging society from wit
hin a discourse
community that employs conventional gen
res and macro
propositions in order to make the appropriat
e explorations and
mount the rele'ant kinds of challenge.

RUN
It is worth exploring the way Kellehear's (1990) "plain speaking"
analysis of sociology emphasises the world of logical as opposed to
experiential knowledge.
The relevance of relying solely on taxonomic and temporal ways
of exploring knowledge as discernible "fact" in the social sciences
is criticised by many sociologists as "positivism" (Giddens, 1989:
21; 647). Kellehear (1990: 10-11) turns the criticism that sociology
"is so vague and general" into a critique of positivism by making
the way the sciences value experiential meaning look simplistic
and uncritical.
In science and medicine, the teachers give you heaps of facts
and you then go off and rote learn your eyeballs off. In
sociology, you sit in a tute or a lecture, think hard and come out
with
nothing!
...

Well, what you have to see is that science teachers are not at all
embarrassed by the fact that a lot of what was taught a hundred
years ago we now know is incorrect Of course, good scientists
keep up with the literature and keep in touch with research. In
sociology, we could just as easily get you to rote learn our
current information on human behaviour. No problems!
..

However, sociologists tend to be unhappy with this method.
Rather, sociology favours teaching you the main ways or paths
to discovery
criticism, reason, research, reading
we
emphasise method and reflection and problem -solving as ways
of life more than undergraduate science. Your heads are there
not to be filled, but to be challenged and to challenge..
-

..

Scientists would justly take issue with this thumbnail sketch of
their pedagogy. They would argue that they are just as interested
in "criticism", "reason", "method" "reflection" and "problem
solving". However, Kellehear's rhetorical intention seems to be to
shift students' views of "facts" from a more experiential to a logical
focus. A useful platform from which he can do this and also
delineate the social scientific from the "purely" scientific, is to take
advantage of the way scientific enquiry is concerned with
experiential definitions and classifications (conveniently ignoring
the issues of scientific logic and of sociology's own "pseudotechnicality" compare Wignell, 1990).
-

What is also of interest here is the way Kellehear contrasts
sociology and the sciences in order to position sociology in an
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idealised tradition of the humanities and social scie
nces. He
achieves this contrast by emphasising the inte
rpersonal
metafunction in his comments on the sciences, and as
the focus
shifts to sociology he makes the dominant metafunctio
ns textual
and ideational.
In the first paragraph, he identifies with the "average
student" by
using the second person "you" and congruent material proc
esses of
sitting in tutes and lectures and feeling frustrated. The
notion that
science is a superior form of enquiry is subtly und
ermined
through this interpersonal "common identity", with attit
udinal and
experiential epithets in processes expressing iron
y through
colloquialism ("heaps of facts", "rote learn your eyeballs
ofP').
In the next paragraph, Keflehear maintains familiar
ity by the
continuative "Well", then shifts the Tenor to one of
command
coded as statement ("what you have to see"). Thi
s thematic
equative in a relational identifying process is the valu
e of the
token "fact that.. "science is rote learned. Empiricism
is put in its
place as definitely "secondary" in we could just as easi
ly get you
to rote learn our current information on human behaviou
r
"..

.."

With science's empirical orientation discredited in this
way, the
reader is prepared for a paeon to the social sciences
in the third
paragraph, realised except for the last sentence,
which reiterates the original scathing appraisal of scientific ped
agogy
through textual and logical meaning. Unlike the
explicit
interpersonal judgements on the sciences, sociology is desc
ribed in
the lexis of idealised critical enquiry ironically,
part of the
epistemological tradition of the sciences (Russell, 199
1): method,
reflection, problem solving, "to be challenged and to chal
lenge".
-

-

-

Sociology is presented as a pursuit which allows us to be
scientific
but not "too" scientific and also to be radical in an obje
ctive and
academic way. This lexis is more nominalised and
the themes
organise logical relations of comparison, which make
the contrast
between the academically logical nature of sociolog
y and the
pedantic "rote learning" of the sciences more implicit, unti
l
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it is emphasised interpersonally in the last sentence ("Your heads
are there
"): "However, sociologists
Rather [implicit- than the
things they do in science], sociology
[implicit
we are concerned
with rational, objective reflection]
more than
[the sciences
which are just interested in filling heads with boring facts]".
..

..

..

..

-

..

Given the apparent need to justify sociology as both challenging
and conventional, the sample essays show that, at least with SOC
101 at CSU, it is not simply a matter of knowing that social reality
is there to be challenged. The appropriate academic discourse for
social appraisal has to be one that generalises the "challenge" to
the logical and not the experiential world.
In terms of Martin's (1985: 35) analysis of how sub-types of
exposition are associated with different ideologies (also see
Chapter Two, pages 57-58 & 74), sociologists seem to have two
roles. On the one hand, in relation to society they are "stirrers",
making explicit and questioning established beliefs and social
conventions, as in Vanclay's advice to SOC 101 students "to think
through the social implications and ideological underpinnings of
the rhetoric that we are subjected to in our daily lives" (1992: 2).
In Martin's analysis, this "left antagonist" role is associated with
more hortatory exposition, where the writer can identify more
closely with the thesis through more explicit use of interpersonal
structures (1985: 35; 43-46).
Thus, critical sociologists can be "antagonists" who force latent
ideology out into public debate and question its grounds and the
activities and motives of those in whose interests ideology works
(Martin, 1985: 35). In this context, the more explicit and hortatory
appraisals of social truth and ethics in Michelle's essay are
rewarded because they suit the discourse of ideological militancy
that has been a feature of feminist social critique.
On the other hand, in their role as academics, sociologists are
"protagonists" who are involved in compromise (Martin, 1985: 35).
They may lean to the "left"; but given Martin's definition of "left"
as those who have power to gain rather than power to lose,
sociologists work to gain recognition and influence within what is
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in many ways a stable and very conservative academic culture.
Gaining more power within such a culture requires acceptance and
that requires at least some degree of conformity.
Given this need to challenge in traditional ways, Kress's (1993: 2?)
point about the cultural stability of genres is interesting In
relation to sociology as a stable community which judges its
students' efforts to be "stirrers" in terms of their success in
writing conventionally:
[generically strong texts] are written in a situation of a stable
social relation of writers and readers
The stability and the
repeatability of that social situation lead to texts with a marke
d
conventionality, which in the end makes the text seem simpl
y
natural and makes its constructedness unnoticeable
(Kress,
1993:27).
...

..

..

It is interesting that using the conventions of academic discourse
to challenge social conventions places subjects like Soc 101 in the
context of the broad pedagogical issue noted in chapter Two of
whether or not to teach the conventions of hegemonic discourses
at the expense of students "voices" (pages 32-34). The evidence of
this thesis supports the view that students can benefit from
explicit teaching of the discourses that are valued by the people
who mark their work. In students' personal and social
development, explicit teaching of hegemonic discourses offers
them the opportunity to choose for themselves, on the basis of
knowledge and experience rather than guesswork and
mystification, the extent to which they wish to develop academic
"voices".
In the context of the tension within sociology of being at once
antagonist and protagonist, radical exposer and uprooter of
entrenched social ideologies and one of the established "tribes"
(Becher, 1989) in the territory of the humanities and social
sciences, the rest of this concluding chapter will summarise the
linguistic resources that replicate this "left antagonist/protagonist"
discourse in the soc 10i sample.

It!
6.3 Congruent opinion by itself is usually not rewarded.

This study suggests that in the interpersonal metafunction of the
social commentary of sociology, appraisals are usually based on :'r
made up of ideological and theoretical macro concepts. Thus, it is
not surprising that appraisal in less successful essays uses lexis
which, although relevant to mature discussion of social issues,
tends not to interpret or evaluate social implications in terms of
the logical paradigms of critical sociology.
In general, nominal group structure is the main way content In
English is packaged and extended (Halliday, 1986: 72-75). In
particular, nominalisation is a feature of the more abstract and
technical discourses which students are expected to understand
and produce in high school and at university (Martin et al, 1988;
Martin, 1989 and 1990; Drury, 1992; Wignell, 1990).
As noted in Chapter Four, nominalisation as a general feature of
the writing is not limited to the more successful essays. For
example, JozsePs 20/40 essay makes extensive use of nominalised
actions (eg "a grossly differential and discriminatory use of the
Criminal Justice System against Aboriginal communities") and
ideas (eg "the feeling of harrassment against the Aboriginals ..").
What is more germane to lecturers' approval of these essays is
nominal group structures abstract meaning in a discourse specific
way: that is, as hypothesised in Chapters One and Two, how
successfully the writers embed the topic in appropriate "big
pictures"
macro concepts. While writing involving macro
conceptual lexis does tend to "push up" the lexical density of the
better essays,., focus on lexical density as such is misleading.
Rather, the significant factor is the nature of the "density".
Nominal groups in valued student writing create and relate
sociological appraisals rather than informed congruent
("commonsense") opinions. For example, compare the following
key nominal groups from 37/40, one of the 23/40 essays and
2 1/40:
-

Lad
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37/40

23/40

2 1/40

The structure of the health a lot of disa
dvantages and changes in the nature of the
care system
barriers to break down
family
Economic factors

the labour force

Major inequalities
Social class

the introduction of the anti- the families
discrimination legislation character
and the EEO legislation

environmental factors

a lot of doors

social inequalities

a lot of discrimination and this incre
ase in the rate of
sex segregation
paid employment

several key areas
[sic]

basic

the shortage of male labour
in early Australian history

the detrimental effects of
pollution and "slum living', equality betw
een the girls the majority of domestic
and
boys
for equal chores
Focus on "lifestyle
opportunities in
the
differences"
workforce
our early colonial women
too obvious an explanantion Opportunitie
s
for inequalities
workforce

in

health and illness

to

many
down.

barriers

the the time to spend with their
children they would like
break the
reasons
formation

for

their

cultural patterns, ethnicity
and values
a small percentage of women The popular
idea that
occupying high
status families of the past were
structural arrangements in positions in
the workforce
more stable
society

These three examples show how in better essays
nominal groups
tend to create social appraisals that are endophoric
to sociology as
an academic discourse, whereas nominalisation
in less successful
writing tends to create participants that are mor
e exophoric to a
wider discourse community of informed "laypeo
ple" discussing
social issues.
For example, the nominal group structure of 37/4
0 packages a
much higher degree of ideological generality
and ideological
interpretation .than those of 23 and 21. 37/40's
nominal groups
also elaborate the same type of abstract tech
nicality that was
noticed by Wignell (1990) in the discourse of med
ical sociology.
For example, in 37/40 classifiers and things crea
te participants
that are sufficiently specialised to appear technica
l and abstract
enough to convey critical social ideology: for inst
ance, "structure",
"economic factors", "inequalities", "environm
ental factors",
"structural arrangements". This semioti
c distance of
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"technicalising" social appraisal gives the ideology some
foundation in objectivity. The function of interpreting social
implications theoretically and ideologically is realised in things
like "inequality" and classifier/thing combinations like "cultural
patterns, ethnicity" and values and the function of more explkit
evaluation resides in epithets and numeratives that at once
delineate areas of advantage and disadvantage and make
j udgements: "Major Inequalities", "detrimental", "too obvious".
.."

Although 2 3/40 packages relevant information about the topic, It
is neither technical nor sufficiently abstract: "women in the labour
force"; "discrimination"; "disadvantages". The ideology realised by
these terms is now common currency and not confined to the
discourse of critical sociologists or feminists. Similarly, while the
deictic/thing/qualifier "a lot of doors.." is an accurate
generalisation, it is in the register of commonsense informed
discussion and not academic writing.
Another feature of the nominal group structures and lexical
cohesion of the less successful essays is the way they organise
information that is "local", confined mainly to parts, rather than
"global", relating to a thesis.
In 23, as in all the essays under 25, there is very little of the
language that makes the overarching generalisations about society
that typify essays marked 29 and above: for example, 37's "This
essay argues that health and illness are closely related to cultural
patterns, ethnicity and values and to structural arrangements in
society". As noted in Chapter Three, textual cohesion of such
propositions is a product of anaphoric, cataphoric and comparative
reference that recontextualises the thesis the "big picture".
-

The less successful essays do make generalisations through often
extensive use of nominalisation. Two of the nominal groups from
23 were in text that attracted ticks: "The education system has
largely neglected girls, and not creating [sic] equality between the
girls and the boys for equal opportunities in the workforce"; There
is a very small percentage of women occupying high status
positions in the workforce today". However, these generalise about
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sub-topical issues: education and women in management. They
create lexical cohesion (hyponomy: types of disadvantage) at the
elemental level, but they are not formed into a persuasive thesi
s
by being textually or logically associated with ideological
abstraction or embedded in nominal groups which mak
e
ideological generalisations.
The nominal groups in 21 are even more specific to the parts of
the essay that they are from: predicted changes and family's basic
character (introduction); early Australian history; childcare; step
families; and, in the conclusion, the family's role and ideas abou
t
family. Compared to 37, in the body there are few generalisations
in the body of the essay from sub-topics to broad topic. Where it
does generalise, as in the way the writer focusses on basic aims of
the family and ideas about what it was and is, the idea of the of
family functioning as a socialising agent is only referred to in the
introduction and conclusion and not explicitly elaborated in the
parts of the body.
An apparent exception to the pattern of rewarded abstraction is
Kelly's 3 1/40 (77.5%) essay on the criminal justice system. As
noted in Chapters Two and Four, this essay's textual and lexical
cohesion create a judgement of the criminal justice system based
on the commonsense criterion of fairness. As also noted in
Chapters Three to Five, parts of the less successful essays on this
topic Jozsef, 20/40; and Chris, 25/40 which made judgments
based on equity were ticked or positively commented on.
-

-

Significantly, the question on criminal justice was the most explicit
in terms of how the answer should be organised: "Is the criminal
justice system.. fair, or do certain groups have more access to it
than others?" In terms of this direct request for an evaluation in
terms of fairness, Kelly's response was appropriate.
Like the other successful writers, however, Kelly organised lexis
which was generalised across the whole essay, while Jozsef built
up Field in the parts but had much less generalising lexis which
contextualised in each part the same overall evaluation of the
criminal justice system.
1
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6.4 Implications for teaching and learning the discourse of sociology.

As noted in Chapter One, there are difficulties in accurately
generalising to all the 1993 SOC 101 students and any lmplicatiors
beyond this subject to other sociology courses and to
undergraduate humanities should be treated with caution.
However, the patterns observed in the sample and other essays
correlate too well with sociology texts in general use and with
existing research on undergraduate writing in general (eg
Hounsell, 1984; 1987; Martin and Peters, 1985; Peters, 1986;
Webb, 1991) and sociology in particular (Wignell, 1990;
Schwengler and Shamoon, 1991; Prosser and Webb, 1992) to be
entirely attributable to the sample or the particular subject.
ideological abstraction is certainly not necessary for commenting
on social issues in informed and relevant ways. However, Wignell's
(1990) and Schwengler's and Shamoon's (1991) studies both
indicate that ideological abstraction is functional for sociologists
when they comment on social issues in books and articles.
The comments on the SOC 101 essays show that, except for Kelly's
distinction essay on criminal justice, commonsense social
commentary is not as highly valued in this sample as appraisals
embedded in or subordinated to abstract generalisation about
social issues. And even Kelly's was criticised for not having more
information about the differences in access to justice of the
socially advantaged and disadvantaged.
Significantly, a stated criteria on the feedback sheet to students is
theory, and lack of enough theoretical generalisation is a major
area of criticism. For example, while commending Michelle's 35/40
essay for its argumentation, the marker comments that "[more]
attention could be given to theory."
This issue of theoretical generality also underscores the difficulty
many students seem to have had with theoretical discussion and
ideological argument. Thus, it is understandable that descriptive
taxonomies and narrative temporal sequences in the source texts
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would be easier to paraphrase, summarise and be replicated in
students' own constructions. For novices in a specialised discourse,
Field as events and "parts of wholes" is more accessible than Field
as interpretative and evaluative propositions coded from the lexis
of ideological abstraction.
The different types of orientation to topics can be glossed as
follows: the less successful essays generalise about what is going
on in the evidence and the more valued texts evaluate and
interpret the meaning of what is going on. For example, from
Kathleen's 23/40 essay on housework, "Home duties have become
gender based, as we have seen
is an example of the way the
news in mature factual exposition should summarise previous
patterns of evidence. However, this new does not explicitly reflect
the persuasive theme and judgement of the "central tenet" stated
in the subject outline
that different groups have different
amounts of social power, and this power is used by some groups
or classes in society to control other groups." Compare this
summarising hyper new from Michelle's 35/40 essay: "They are
asserting their dominance They are using housework as a
weapon". This evaluates the previous discussion of evidence about
men's response to wives who start earning more than they do. It
is realised in strong terms through generic perpetrators ("They.."),
material processes ("are using ") and the ideologically loaded
circumstance of manner "as a weapon". This hyper new was
validated with a strong tick. It is appropriate generalisation to
feminist ideology.
.."

"

..

..

The value that sociologists place on the logical world of theoretical
and ideological generalisation as a major tool of enquiry into social
patterns and issues underlies Giddens' comments on "objectivity"
in sociology (1989: 22-23)
Sociologists strive to be detached in their research and
theoretical thinking, trying to study the world in an openminded way. A good sociologist will seek to put aside prejudices
that might prevent ideas or evidence being assessed in a fairminded manner. But nobody is completely open-minded on all
topics, and the degree to which anyone can succeed in
developing such attitudes towards contentious issues is bound to
be limited. However, objectivity does not depend solely, or
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even primarily, upon the outlook of specific researchers. It has
to do with methods of observation and argument. Here the public
character of the discipline is of major importance. Because
findings and reports of research are available for scrutiny
others can check the conclusions
Objectivity in sociology is thus achieved substantially through
the effects of mutual criticism by members of the sociological
community. Many of the subjects studied in sociology are
controversial, because they directly concern disputes and
struggles in society itself. But through public debate, the
examination of evidence and the logical structure of argument,
such issues can be fruitfully and effectively analysed
(Habermas, 1979)..

!fl

Clearly, while valid and reliable empirical data about social
patterns is important, sociologists tend to be primarily concerned
with issues of logical validity because academic discussion about
social implications involves analysing the truth value of
interpretations and evaluations. It is significant that Giddens'
recognition that questions of objectivity are an inevitable issue in
social analysis is followed by information about how the
sociological community uses logical debate as its major mode of
checking issues of validity. This suggests an important cultural
role of abstraction in sociology (and posssibly in related fields like
political science): to "elevate" findings about evidence to levels of
generality where they can be viewed by the whole discourse
community and evaluated in terms of agreed upon macro
conceptual parameters.
The central issue for many students in the social sciences and
humanities, of organising evidence to create propositions that are
plausible rather than absolute truth, is noted by Webb:
The difficulties really start when students are confronted with
complex and controversial issues, for which they have to
organise their own interpretation of a wide range of readings
Their ideological search is for unassailable truth; their view of
learning is motivated by their desire to be correct. This
perception contrasts with the institutional one which is
characterised by an ideological search for the best truth, and in
which learning uncovers diversity and instills the ability to
control and manipulate ideas and information
(Webb, 1991: 60-61).

In SOC 101, the situational context of this issue is for students to
be able to write about controversial social issues within the
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paremeters of what critical sociology is prepared to acce
pt as
plausible logic (Compare Bock, in Taylor et al, 1988; Clan
chy and
Ballard, 1989).
Thus, it is understandable that the experiential focus of arra
ngilig
areas of related evidence and summarising what they are
may be
as much as many students can reasonably be expected
to do in
their first efforts to write in academic registers of ideo
logical
analysis and critique. Significantly, the fact that the SOC
101
markers seemed unwilling to match their written criticism
with
marks below 20/40 (see Chapter One, page 13) may indic
ate their
awareness of this tension between their ideal expecta
tions of
ideological discussion and their practical experience of
students'
unwillingness and inability to shift their paradigms abou
t writing
on controversial issues.
Making patterns of discourse explicit in terms of the ling
uistic
resources needed for communicative competence has impl
ications
not only for student access and equity (compare Wignell,
1990)
but for academic culture and tertiary teaching. The view
that
there is nothing especially "teachable" about different disc
ourses
(like sociology) reflects what Russell sees as the unhelpfu
l belief
that divisions in discourses do not really exist
or that they
would soon disappear if only everyone learned to write
properly
(or naturally or critically or what you will)." (1991: 33).
..

In this sample it was found that lower marks do not nece
ssarily
mean deficits in knowledge of how to write mature expositio
n. For
instance, most of the less successful essays do show som
e degree
of knowledge and application of nomlnalisation as a reso
urce to
create abstraction and some degree of control over begi
nning,
middle and end textual structures.
However, with the SOC 101 sample, generic essay writing
"skills"
do not automatically guarantee competent processing
of the
disciplinary discourse. The two crucial (and related) facto
rs are, at
the level of genre and in the logical and textual metafunctions
, the
skill in writing persuasive rather than factually orie
nted
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exposition, and, in the ideational metafunction (using
nominalisation, conjunction and hypotaxis) the ability to abstract
cause and effect in sociological terms.

Conclusion: modes of meaning in Soc 101.

To revisit the original hypotheses (pages 75-76) about the Soc
101 essays, this study found that:
Valued essays have strong predictive/summative scaffolding of logical
reasoning supporting a thesis across the macro genre, through theme/new
and reference in the Mode. In less successful writing, textual structure
is
more localised, organising participants within rather than across the parts.
Valued essays feature part/part relationships of logical reasoning
through dependency and components of internal conjunction that relate
propositions to each other and external conjunctives that relate
experiential to logical meanings. Less successful essays are marked
by
taxonomies and explanatory sequences on terms of equal status and
expressing more experiential than rhetorical relationships.
Valued essays create abstraction and ideological generality through
nominal group structures. In less valued writing, nominalisation scaffo
lds
description of relevant areas of Field that are usually not textually
or
logically related to an overall interpretation or evaluation.
Stemming from these findings, the hypothesis that evidence in valued
writing in the sample would mainly be "driven" (Webb, 1991: 84) by textual
and logical meaning rather than mainly used to build experiential meani
ng
was proved.

I
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To relate these conclusions to the way ideational, interpersonal
and textual resources of language (lexico-grammar and discourse
semantics in the essays) Interact to make genres (broad cultural
meanings of analytical essays in the humanities and the social
sciences) and register (situational meanings of analytical essays n
sociology), It is useful to end by applying Martin's model (1992, b:
3-5) of metafunctions and orders of reality to the sample analysed
for this thesis.
The ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions tend to
correlate with different orders of reality (Matthiessen, 1989, cited
in Martin, 1992, b: 3) and types of roles that are performed by the
writer or speaker (Halliday, 1974, cited by Martin, 1992, b: 3).
Experiential meaning tends to be conveyed in whole/part
paradigms (taxonomies). Logical meaning is scaffolded by
part/part syntagms (clause complex structures and conjunctive
relationships). Interpersonal meaning is realised by prosodic
patterns. And textual meaning is created by periodic "waves" of
complementary themes and news (Martin, 1992, b: 4-10) and
through reference (textual markers which track and retrieve
participants).
The consistently prominent metafunctions in the credit and above
Soc 101 essays are the same as those that are functionally
prominent in the sociological discourse analysed: the logical and
textual metafunctions. In addition, in these credit and above
essays nominalisation is a resource for abstracting social analysis
into theoretical generality and ideating appraisal.
However, there also seems to be scope in the interpersonal
metafunction for students of SOC 101, especially compared to
subjects like psychology (compare Webb, 1991). This is probably
at least partly because most sociologists are at some level
evaluating society according to ethical considerations of fairness
and use of power. This may explain the favourable responses to
Michelle's explicit appraisals of gender issues in terms of power
relationships and to Kelly's commonsense (congruent) focus on
fairness to analyse the social biasses of the criminal justice system.
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Nevertheless, in the better essays interpersonal meaning tends to
be mainly a "by-product" of the organisation of ideational and
textual meanings. These meanings usually convey the evaluations
and interpretations that the topics seem to require. Markers do
reward strong recommendations for social change ard
condemnations of injustice, but only if these recommendations and
condemnations are in or associated with lexis that is recognisably
sociological.
In SOC 101, the "intruder" role (Halliday and Matthiessen, in
Martin, 1992, b: 3-4) played by the interpersonal metafunction
tends to be that of the ideologically committed (especially in the
lexis of feminism) or ethically concerned commentator. The way
sociologists seem to highlight social reality as inherently unjust for
large numbers of people requires this role and its grammatical
realisations in nominal group structure, attitudinal lexis and
modalities.
The "reality construal" (Matthiessen, 1989, in Martin, 1992, b: 3-4)
associated with ideational meaning is reality as such and the work
done by ideational meaning is that of observer (Halliday, 1974, in
Martin, 1992, b: 3-4).
The SOC 101 essays provide evidence about the different way
experiential and logical aspects of ideational meaning condition
observation of reality. In essays which respond to topics in terms
of experiential realities, the writers as observers define, classify
and explain the goings on that they see (Wignell et at, 1989). In
essays which answer questions by constructing persuasive theses
of logical realities, writers in their role of observers interpret and
evaluate the implications of what they see.
As with most written discourse (especially academic: compare
ledema, 1993; Wignell, 1990), the key "cohesive" register variable
in the valued SOC 101 sample essays and in the analysed
sociological discourse is Mode, associated with textual meaning.
Textual meaning makes the logical world of social interpretation
and evaluation relevant (Halliday, 1974, in Martin, 1992, b: 3-4)
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by organising the complementary propositions of soc
iological
exposition.
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APPENDIX ONE: context of culture.
1.1 Essay topics from SOC 101 (Internal) subject outline
(Vanclay,1991).
Topic answered by writer of the 'model" distinction essay (SOC 101, 1991):
How does the education process contribute to the maintenance and
propagation of social class in Australia?
Topics answered by students in the 1993 sample:
In what way is social inequality embodied in health and health care in
Australia?
How are women disadvantaged in the labour market? (You may discuss this
question generally or concentrate on specific situations like women in the
health professions, policewomen, women in education etc). Have policies of
Affirmative Action and EEO redressed the problems?
What is a family? How is "family" defined sociologially? What are the
changes in the nature of family?
Who does the work at home? Why are home duties gender based? Discuss.
Is Australia an irreligious society?
Is the criminal justice system in Australia fair, or do certain groups have
greater access to justice? Discuss.
Other topics:
Has capitalism destroyed the true nature of sport in Australia?
Why is the electronic media a social issue?
Discuss the issues surrounding government policy on immigration.

IE
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1.2 Features of the schematic structure of the "model 1991 soc 101 essay, and
examples of its lexico-grammar and discourse semantics. Topic: "How does the
educational process contribute to the maintenance and propagation of social
class in Australia?"
SUMMARISED CONTENT.

FEATURE OF DISCOURSE.

(WHOLE ESSAY)

Schematic structure: persuasive
inJerpretive exposition.
Function of stages:

Introduction: education
Proposes theme to be applied to data.
instrumental in social stratification
through system's bias to middle
class learning and the way this
disadvantages working class
students.
Applies thematic key to data.
Elemental genre 1. Degree of
success determines position in
occupational hierarchy, and middle
class students have more advantages
here.
Elemental genre 2. Private and state
division contributes to inequality.
Elemental genre 3. General ideology
and environment of schools favour
middle class learners.
Elemental genre 4. Students are
socialised into accepting levels of
success and failure, which
conditions them to accept class
system.
Conclusion:

Affirms viability of theme.

The overall consequences are
system favours wealthy and
disadvantages working class. All
this upholds social class system.

-

(ELEMENTAL GENRE TWO).

Features of the lexico-grammar and
discourse semantics.

Hyper theme:

Theme/new complementarity
(predictive/summative scaffolding).

The knowledge transmitted through
the education system, is an ideology
of the dominant group in society
(the middle class), becoming "a set
of ideas and beliefs which support
and perpetuate the present
distribution of power" (Sargent,
1987: 134)...
Hyper new:
It results that, the education
process directly benefits the middle
class and enhances inequalities
between classes.

Clauses from the macro theme
of elemental genre two:
clause complex relationships
marked ; nominal groups italicised;
reference textual markers
underlined.

1
major contribution to
[through the division
2 It is recognized

5
LogIci relationships:
note how a)"In this way" (ci 4) and
"In addition Connell et al suggests
(ci. 6) organise relationships
between propositions about
private/state school division and
inequality; b) way hypotaxis
organises social cause and effect (eg
"as they are able to afford it.")
-

..

Nominalisation as a resource for:
creating generic participants
-

abstracting Field into concepts

relating ideas within clauses.
3 that private schools, with their
high school fees, facilities and<_-_and creating ideation of
resources, have a higher standard -fjudgement.
than state schools.
Reference organising textual
4 In this way, it is ensured [[that the cohesion:
middle class get the "better"
scaffolds chains of education
education]],
system; division of private
schools/state schools; inequality;
5
as they are able to afford it
the middle class.
61n addition to this, Connell et al
(1982) suggests
-

rarents who are paying
"extra" for their child's education
are able to exercise some power
[over the school itself],
8 /3 as the y may send their child
[sic] [to another school]
9 >K 7' if they are not satisfied
[with its performance].

-
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1.3 Schematic structures of the essays in the SOC 101 sample 1 by
topic.
Essays' schematic structures are broken into elemental genres, with
news marked in bold.
hyper themes
key macro

and

and

a) In what way is social ineQuality embodied in health and health care
in Australia?

(92.5%). High distinction. Macro genre: persuasive
(Analysis of key sections for Register: below,
exposition.
analytical
interpretive
pages 73-75)
Megan's essay: 37/40

Summary of content/type of
elemental genre.
Para 11.

Functional stages/key macro and
hyper themes and news.
MACRO THEME. (Introduction)

Health system biassed against State thesis.
disadvantaged
because it operates in interests of Predict theme.
dominant groups.
structure of system supports
inequalities.
essay illustrates: health reinforces State purpose and scope.
and reflects inequality.
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[Paragraphs 2-10: persuasive
analytical interpretive exposition.]

7
RElATE HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS AND
STRUCTURES TO ECONOMIC
INEQUALITY.

Economic factors cause health
inequalities.

Macro theme.

Medicare basic cover.
Hyper theme: Ccmpare areas of
Private health insurance offers advantage and disadvantage.
more.
-

Specialist services more available
to wealthy.

Elaboration.

Privately insured-better access to
public and private care.
Public sector-restricted budget.
Private sector charges market
prices.
Poor don't get equal care.

I 1-lyper new.

Social class shapes environmental
factors, resulting in social
inequalities. Limited finances
restrict health standards.
[Paragraphs 11

-

13: explanation]

Macro new: generalise evidence
in elaboration to theme of economic
inequality.

I

OUTLINE AREA OF INEQUALITY.

Disadvantage in access between Macro theme.
urban and rurally isolated areas.
I Outline phenomenon.
Better, more varied and accessible Sequenced explanation of related
facilities in urban areas.
I factors.
Disparity in levels of medical
professionalism bet. rural and
urban areas.
[Paragraphs 14-29: persuasive
ELABORATE REASONS FOR
analytical interpretive exposition] INEQUALITIES IN HEALTH AND
HEALTH CARE.
Differential access to services:
financial harriers; cultural
barriers linguistic and spatial.
-

Macro theme.

[Paragraphs 15-19]

GENERALISE AREAS OF INEQUALITY
TO SOCIAL THEORY.

Socio-economic factors influence Hyper theme.
health more than individual
choice.
Higher income groups have more Compare areas of advantage and
choice re) healthy lifestyles,
I disadvantage.
Arguments about choice ignore Appraisal.
social/ pol/ economic forces.
Study links lifestyle diseases to Elaborate appraisal.
social background.
[Paragraphs 20-22]

OUTLINE AREA OF INEQUALITY.

[[Embedded explanation: NESB
migrants disadvantaged in health
care system.]]
Medical profession/health services Hyper new: state reason for
dominated by male Anglo-Celts.
inequality.
[Paragraphs 23-26: embedded OUTLINE AREA OF INEQUALITY.
explanation]
[[Maj. nursing homes in private
sector limits services available to
less well off.
Longer life expectancy
more
chronic illnesses. State can't
provide adequate services to cope
with larger no's of aged poor.]]
-

-

[Paragraphs 27-291
Poorer groups with limited
education lack access to healthy
lifestyle programs and messages.
Healthy lifestyle programs ignore
ec/social factors limiting
individual choice.

Appraisal.

Resources are unequal.

Macro new.
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[Paragraphs 30-33]

MACRO-NEW. (Conclusion)

Increase in chronic conditions
rises in health costs.

-

Health directly related to social
status: better educated and more
affluent are healthier and have
more access to services than poor
and disadvantaged,

Summarise part of outline.
Confirm thesis theme of system
operating in favour of advantaged
by summarising evidence
comparing
advantaged/disadvantaged.
-

-

Health and illness based on cultural
and structural patterns in society.
State thesis as a social theory.
Faith's essay: 30/40 (75%). Distinction. Macro genre: persuasive interpr
analytical exposition. (Analysis of key sections for Register: below, pages etive
80-83
Summary of content /type of
elemental genre IF U embedded
genre.
=

[paragraphs 1-3]

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news

MACRO THEME. (Introduction).

Health, the basic right of every Orientate to topic by stating health
in
individual, is "the state of complete
ethical and social terms.
well being
not merely the absence
of disease or infirmity."
..

Health influenced by differences in State thesis as a theme: social theory
.
health related to socio-economic
status social inequalities.
-

Essay will show way in which social State purpose and scope.
inequality embodied in health/health
care, by considering certain groups.
[[One good indicator of health: Report: defining, in relation to
morbidity and mortality rates great theme of social inequality, one the
way
disparities across socio-economic health can be measured.
groups]]
-
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[Paragraphs 3-7: persuasive
analytical interpretive exposition].

ELABORATE INTERPRETATION: by
showing how Aborigines exemplify
link between health & social status.

Cultural background important when Macro theme.
looking at Aboriginal health: poor
socio-ec. status; general lack of Focus theme on particular group.
cultural understanding from whites;
dispossesion, poverty powerlessness.
Evidence shows health of Aborigines Outline evidence of disadvantage.
far below national average.
Poor health status of Aborigines Macro new.
related to extreme social inequality.
[Paragraphs 8-14: persuasive
ELABORATE LINK BETWEEN HEALTH
analytical interpretive exposition].
AND SOCIAL STATUS: by giving
examples from other groups.
The way social group, culture and
customs affect health can be
demonstrated with a variety of
groups.

Macro theme.

-

Poor people have higher mortality
and morbidity rates.
Migrants of non-English speaking
background often socially
disadvantaged.
Women suffer more illnesses than
men.
[Paragraphs 15-18: persuasive
analytical evaluative exposition].

State how the theme of inequality
applies to various groups.
Elaborate the theme by outlining way
social status/environment affect
different groups.

EVALUATE INADEQUACY OF PUBLIC
HEALTH CARE.

Some inequalities (like distance)
Macro theme.
inevitable. But in order to judge
public health, we also need to look
Outline criteria of evaluation.
closely at nature of care provided and
at the system.
Australian gov.t did not regard health Focus on particular disadvantaged
of "ethnics [sic!] as important until
groups.
recently.

Similar lack of provision for
Aborigines.

111

Disadvantaged have some access to Macro new.
basic public health care.
But don't have access to doctors of Evaluate inadequacy of Medicare.
choice or immediate treatment,
unlike people of high socio-economic
status.

[Paragraph 19]

MACRO NEW (Conclusion).

Numerous inequalities affect
health/health care in Australia.
Main factor socio-economic status.

Summarise outline.

Aborigines and "ethnics' [sic!]
affected by social inequalities.

Summarise outline.

Disadvantaged groups may gain
greater access and improved
knowledge about healthy lifestyles,
but economics will cause social
inequalities in health and health
care.

Summarise outline/affirm
interpretation.

Is it not sad to think this is the case?

Proposal evoking indignation.

Affirm the interpretation.

-

Pam's essay: 29/40 (72.5%). Credit. Macro genre: persuasive evaluative
analytical exposition.
Summary of content/type of
elemental genre.
[paragraphs 1-21

I

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news.
MACRO THEME. (Introduction).

Purpose of essay outline social
inequalities embodied in
health/health care.
-

State purpose by paraphrasing
question.

Evidence from morbidity/mortality
State theme.
statistics people from some groups
do not have good health or adequate
health care disadvantaged in health
care system.
-

-

Problems faced by: low income,
geographically disadvantaged,
disabled/handicapped, aged. women,
aborigines and ethnic groups.

State scope.

[paragraphs 3-101 persuasive
analytical interpretive exposition.
[paragraph 31

12

Statistics prove different levels of
health and health care in socioeconomic groups.

EL&BORATE AREAS OF/REASONS FOR
DISADVANTAGE.
Macro theme.

State and outline theme.

Health services "usually organised
by" men fromAnglo-Celtic middle
class backgrounds. Health care and
adinin. decisions structured to support
interests of such groups and
disadvantages lower income and
"minority disadvantaged groups".
[para 41
Inequality 'reflected" in uneven
choices for diferent groups

Hyper theme.

eg) low income groups have no
choice in types of health services.
[para 5]

Exemplify inequality.

Geographical factors: most health
care conc. in urban areas.

Exemplify inequality.

[para 6]
Most disabled, handicapped people
also disadvantaged in power, money,
mobility.

Hyper theme: generalise to critical
social theory.

-

Decisions made for them, low status
Exemplify inequality.
among health professionals, families
of disabled not given adequate
support.
[para 7]
Exemplify inequality.
Aged disadvantaged: often only
admitted to hospital in acute illness;
resources directed away from them.
[para 9]
Women's treatment in health system Hyper theme: generalise to critical
"reflects a patriarchal society, as
social (feminist) theory.
health is a male dominated area
Women starting to demand
alternatives.
Example of how women have been
treated Greek root "hyster.
-

Exemplify inequality.
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[para 101
Aboriginal health reflects Aboriginal Exemplify inequality.
poverty much higher rates of
infant mortality, deafness, blindness,
malnutrition, alcoholism. Much lower
life expectancy.
Aboriginal and ethnic [sic] health
State reasons for inequality.
care disadvantaged by: prejudice, lack
of influence and representation on
decision making bodies.
Low level workers, mostly migrants,
exploited by employers
unpleasant/dangerous working
cond.s.
[paragraph 11]
MACRO NEW (conclusion).
-

-

Adequate health care should be a Recommendation.
general right.
Increased costs of technology in Summarise outline and
medicine only benefit small numbers. theme.

confirm

Special needs of different cultures
ignored.
Should be more input into system Recommendation.
from disadvantaged groups.
b) How are women disadvantaged in the labour market? (You may discuss this
issue generally or concentrate on specific situations like women in the health
professions, policewomen, women in education etc). Have policies of
Affirmative Action and EEO redressed the problems?
Sarah's essay: 29/40 (72.5%). Credit. Macro genre, persuasive analytical
evaluative exposition.
Summary of main points from the
text/type of elemental genre. [[]] =
embedded genres.

Functional stages/macro and hyøer
themes and news.
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[paragraph 11.

MACRO THEME (introduction).

Women have long been discriminated Orientate to topic.
against in the workforce. Affirmative
Action and EEO set up to alleviate this.
These policies have blocked direct
discrimination, but have made
indirect discrimination more
prevalent.

State thesis: evaluation of Affirmative
Action and EEO.

[paragraphs 2

DEFINE CRITERIA OF APPRAISAL.

-

3] Report.

Two types of discrimination: direct
Orientate to topic by defining criteria
acts which discriminate on basis of
of appraisal and giving some
personal characteristics irrelevant to historical background.
work situation; indirect structures
of rules/practices appearing neutral
but in fact
disadvantaging/downgrading certain
groups [[Historical Recount: direct
discrimination common before 1975,
when equal pay introduced]]
-

-

[paragraphs 4 161 Persuasive
analytical evaluative exposition.

EVALUATION OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
AND EEO IN TERMS OF ISSUES OF
INDIRECT DISCRIMINATION.

While present in past, indirect
discrmination became important tool
for men to downgrade women with
equal pay (1975) and Sex
Discrimination Act (1984.)

Macro theme.

-

[[Report: many forms of indirect
discrimination, such as sexual
harrassment, reduced chance of
promotion, childcare problems,
unequal pay, lack of encouragement
for women to enter non-traditional
fields.]]

State thesis (judgement).

State scope: grounds for judgement.
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[paras 5 6]
-

Sexual harrassment widespread and
still continuing, despite Sex
Discrimination Act.

EXEMPLIFY INDIRECT
DISCRIMINATION.
Hyper theme.

Women often don't make complaints
because of fears for jobs.
Although legislation has made sexual Hyper new: evaluation of success of
harrassment widely accepted issue,
legislation).
process of complaint stressful many
women who complain end up leaving
jobs.
[para's 7 9]
EXEMPLIFY INDIRECT
DISCRIMINATION.
Women disadvantaged in promotions.
statistics showing majority of women Hyper theme.
in part-time jobs due to family
responsibilities. Women's domestic
role makes careers low priority, and
reinforces employers' prejudices
about promoting women.
-

-

-

Despite Affirmative Action Act's aim
to make employers compare
applicants on merit, not gender,
women generally disadvantaged esp.
issue of children.
-

Hyper new: evaluation of success of
Men still being promoted ahead of
Affirmative Action in relation to
equally experienced women. Women workplace practices).
often scared to lodge formal
complaints.
[para's 10- 11]
DISCUSS MAJOR DISADVANTAGE FOR
WOMEN.
Most predominant disadvantage
Orientate to topic.
women face in workforce childcare.
Women still primary childcarers.
-

Lack of institutionalised childcare
restricts women sole reason why
women so dominant in part-time
work, have such slim chances of
promotion and lower wages.
-

Hyper theme: state general reason
for disadvantage.

Affirmative Action/EEO have ignored
problem, but unions and gov'ts are
doing something.
Childcare still inadequate women
punished' for role of mother.
-

Hyper new: evaluation of
FF0/Affirmative Action as inadequate
re childcare.

[para's 12- 131

1

DISCUSSION OF PAY AND WORKING
CONDifIONS.

Women still not encouraged to enter Hyper theme: general reason for
non-traditional areas + difficult to
lower pay/cond's for women.
gain access to technical training
programs.
Thus, women concentrated in areas
with less pay, promotions' chances,
fewer skills.
-

While Affirmative Action has
improved situation, women still
concentrated in fields with low pay.
Despite improvements with EEO, male
employers still tend to employ and
promote men more readily.

Hyper new: evaluation of
Affirmative Action and EEO.

{para's 14 161

EXEMPLIFY ASPECT OF INEQUALITY.

-

Women tend to be concentrated in
Hyper theme.
particular occupations, characterised
by low pay/poor cond's.
Statistics supporting this.

Elaboration of point about women in
particular areas.
Despite Affirmative Action and EEO
Hyper new: evaluation of
gains, educational institutions need to Affirmative Action and EEO.
encourage women to enter nontraditional occupations.
[pararaph 17]

MACRO NEW (conclusion).

Most causes of disadvantage
eradicated through Equal Pay & Sex
Discrimination Acts. But
discrimination still present as
outlined above. EEO and Affirmative
Action have not been successful in
key areas like child care and
occupational segregation;

Summarise outline.

State thesis evaluate EEO/Affirm.
Action in terms of criteria.
-
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Paula's essay: 29/40 (72%). Credit. Macro genre: persuasive analytical
interpretive exposition.
Summary of content/elemental
genres. [[1] = embedded genres.

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news.

[paragraphs 1-4]

MACRO THEME (introduction).

Australian society characterised by
State thesis: theme.
structural inequality which limits
lives of women- this imbalance stems
from patriarchal attitudes.
Women still disadvantaged in work,
despite changes in social views. Areas
of disadvantage include: equality of
access, equal pay, sexual
harrassment, stereotyped roles.
[paragraphs 5-8] Persuasive
analytical interpretive exposition.

Orientate to topic by stating fact.
State scope and outline.
RELATE DISADVANTAGES TO
PATRIARCHAL ATTITUDES.

Women blocked by factors that stem
from the male supremacy of society"
Traditional view of male as head of
household and female as domestic
support firmly embedded in society
hence, smaller % of women in full
time work.

Macro theme: state thesis as it
relates to overall theme predicted in
introduction.

Women dominate part-time
employment 77% part time workers
because it suits domestic role.

Elaborate thesis.

-

-

-

"Glass ceiling" evidence supporting
the fact that women in small no.
professional/managerial positions.
-

These figures reflect patriarchal
views. Need for practices to remove
structural barriers,

Macro new: relate evidence to
theme of patriarchy/make
recommendation.

[para's 9 13] Persuasive analytical
interpretive exposition.

RELATE EDUCATION TO THEME OF
STRUCTURAL
INEQUALITY/PATRIARCHY.

Females channelled by society
stereotypes and education into
traditionally "female" occupations.
Education system has promoted this.

Macro theme: state thesis as part of
theme.

-

Hyper theme.

4

Girls' subject choices (humanities,
textiles) have limited career options
to "female concentrated" areas.
Therefore, education produces sexual
division of labour limiting women to
certain areas.

State cause.
Hyper new: state result as an aspect
of the theme of structural
inequalities/patriarchy.

Women have fewer tertiary qual's
than men restricts career
opportunities.

Hyper theme: state cause/effect in
relation to theme.

Evidence/statistics re women's
relative lack of tertiary/trade qual's.

Elaborate hyper theme.

-

Due to this, females concentrated in Macro new: summarise outline of
less skilled, more exploited areas.
evidence to support cause/effect as
an aspect of theme of structural
inequality/patriarchy as cause of
disadvantages.
[para's 14 18] Persuasive analytical DISCUSS UNEQUAL PAY AS AN ASPECT
interpretive exposition.
OF STRUCTURAL INEQUALITY.
-

Despite gains since 1970's, female Macro theme.
workers average less than males
Orientate to topic by stating fact.
major factor being occupational State thesis
cause as aspect of
segregation by sex, with women conc. structural inequality.
in typically lower paid positions.
Statistics supporting this.
Elaboration.
-

-

Women receive lower wages due to
Hyper theme.
being channelled into women's
work" that is less skilled. Women
conc. in narrow range of occupations Elaboration.
statistics supporting this.

-

Women often have interrupted
Outline a structural inequality.
working patterns due to
family/children. Lack of child care
facilities makes it harder for mothers
to pursue careers as men can.
[para's 19 201. Explanation.
-

Sexual harrassment women more
disadvantaged than men. [[Report:
definition of sexual harrassment and
its general effects [[ Evaluation:
sexual harrassment a factor that
helps maintain occupational
seere gation 1111
-

OUTLINE AREA OF DISADVANTAGE.

01
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[para's 21-22].
Division between sexes less clear cut, Hyper new.
but men still outnumber women in all Appraisal.
areas of power/influence.
These are examples of women's
Summarise outline.
disadvantage in workforce.
EXPLAJN AND COMMENT ON
[para's 23 31] Explanation
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND EEO.
-

[[Evaluation: despite antidiscrimination legislation, gender
equality in workplace not yet a
reality]].

Appraisal.

[[Report: aim of Affirmative
Outline of Affirmative Action.
Action/EEO to achieve equal
employment opportunities by
overcoming hidden barriers. Outline
of scope of legislation]].
Legislation does not cover smaller
I Explain strengths and weaknesses of
workplaces + lack of strong penalties. JAffirmative Action and EEO.
-

[[Evaluation: these programs do not
address fundamental problems like
inadequate childcare.]]

Appraisal.

[[Recount: history of Affirmative
Action's/EEO's role in redressing
imbalances]].
[[Evaluation: Despite problems,
Appraisal.
Affirmative Action/EEO have created Elaboration.
improvements ]]- legal redress, access
to new areas now available. Women
now have more choice and employers
have to consider applicants on merit.
Quality of life for women improved by
removing prejudice based on
sex/marital status. Sexual equality is
beginning to be affirmed, and not
before time.
Sexual division of labour major basis
on which labour markets segmented.

MACRO NEW (conclusion).
Summarise outline.

Appraisal.
Summarise aspect of theme of
structural inequality.

Fact that there are still small no's of Evaluation of Affirmative Action/EEO.
women in higli profile positions
reflects that there are still forces
inhibiting equal opportunity. Thus,
Affirmative Action and EEO need to be
reassessed.
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Mary's essay (women's disadvantages in the workforce): 27/40 (67.5%). Credit..
Macro genre: persuasive analytical evaluative exposition.
Summary of content/elemental
genres. [[]] = embedded elements,

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news.

[paragraphs 1- 4]

MACRO THEME (introduction).

Not many girls can escape model of
womanhood shaped by idea that "the
hand that rocks the cradle still rocks
the cradle".

Orientation to topic by stating an
opinion that has sociological
credibility.

Women do not have equal access to
education/knowledge.

Outline main points criteria of
evaluation.
-

Gender roles/labels.
Historical relationship between
State thesis: evaluation.
men's/women's roles gender about
subordination of women maintained
by distinctions between male/female
spheres.
-

-

[para 5] Historical recount.

OUTLINE WOMEN'S EXPERIENCE IN
WORK IN 1930'S/40'S.

Depression of 193 0's women
scapegoated, accused of taking men's
jobs. [[Evaluation: related to
idealisation of
marriage/maternity/assumption that
women had no right to work]] Large
no's women in clerical jobs in war
but expected to manage families as
well.
[para's 6 7] Historical recount.
OUTLINE ASPECTS OF HISTORY OF
STATUS OF WOMEN'S WORK.
Before industrial revolution,
men/women on farms worked on
equal terms, for survival. If women
involved [now] in work on farm,
portrayed as "helping'. [[Evaluation:
women put under pressure to
conform to fit tradtional images of
female]].
-

-

-

Nursing/teaching considered
appropriate occupations.

[para's 7-81. Persuasive analytical
evaluative exposition.
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RELATE CRiTERION OF ROLE
MODELLING TO THESIS THAT GENDER
ROLES MAINTAIN POWER
RELATIONSHIPS.

Discrimination begins at home. Girls Macro theme: state
thesis.
limited in education by attitudes
developed at home.
Middle class parents tend to push boys Elaboration.
into schooling that fosters careers,
while girls are pushed into schooling
that is socially rather than
academically oriented. Reflected in
choice of subjects.
Girls lack of models for careers force Hyper new: state resul
t.
tham to "write themselves off in
relation to careers.
Attitudes/subjects learned by girls
determine their jobs: fact that so
many women in dull/badly paid jobs
with no prospects reflects failure of
education system.
[para's 9-14] Persuasive analytical
evaluative exposition.

Macro new: state relationship
between education/role models/jobs.

WORK RELATED TRAINING REINFORCES INEQUALITIES BETWEEN
MEN AND WOMEN.
Young women disadvantaged by more Macro theme.
limited education, esp. if from
migrant/working class backgrounds.
Apprenticeships/skilled training
favour men. System re-inforces
Confirm thesis (judgment) re men's
men's domination over women. Redomination.
inforced by schools' steering students
toward male/female roles.
Few women in management:
employers, managers, top
professionals tend to be men.

Elaboration of evidence re men's
domination.

Evidence supporting existence of
widespread prejudice against women
among employers.
Decrease in % skilled women workers Macro new.
depressing example of how women
have inherited growing share of
unskilled work.

=

[para's 15 161 Explanation,
containing points with potential for
persuasive analytical evaluative
exposition.
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-

Most women earn far less than men
Men always considered
breadwinners. Thus, in terms of
training/promotion, employers don't
take women's work as seriously as
men's.

IN

PAY, UNIONS AND MACHINERY.

Outline and explain areas where
fj
women are disadvantaged.

Unions have seen movement of
women into male areas as leading to
lower wages and deskilling.
Machines rep. as masculine. New and
big machines tend to be given to men.
[[Evaluation: sexual division of labour Appraisal and definition (not
operate as means of social control.
textually/logically linked to previous
[[Elaborating report: patriarchy
information).
structure that gives some men power
over other men and all men power
over women]].
-

[para's 17 20] Persuasive analytical
evaluative exposition.
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-

ELABORATE CRITERION OF WOMEN'S
DOMESTIC ROLES AS A REASON FOR
DISADVANTAGE.

Most women workers responsible for Macro theme.
families. Limits opportunities for
qual's and training. These factors add State thesis.
up to components of low paid jobs,
which are ext. of women's domestic
work.
-

Maj. employed mothers little help
with childcare/domestic work. Helps
to hold them back in unskilled, parttime jobs or undermine opp's for
promotion.
-

Elaboration: causes/results.

Most working mothers work from
financial necessity. But some also
welcome escape from domesticity.
Unwillingness of men to pass on
technical knowledge to women.
Sexual harrassment and more subtle
forms of pressure eg's of way men
wish to dominate workplaces.
[para's 21 24] Explanation with
embedded evaluation.
-

Women attendants forced to adhere to
dress standards not expected of men
attendants. Much of this is based on
stereotyped, slim, young "glamorous"
[sexist] image = extreme form of
occupational socialisation.
Male attendants treated differently.
Result of institutionalised .patriarhal
aspects of occupation.
Despite improvements, still
inequalities in pay/leave/career
path.

INEQUALITIES SUFFERED BY WOMEN
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS.
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MACRO NEW (conclusion).

Have policies of Affirmative Action
and EEO redressed the problems?

Repeat second part of topic.

My answer is no.
Passing of laws does not alter
employers' opinions nor fact that
women still tend top occupy lower
status areas. Changes will only occur
if women escape low paid, unskilled
jobs.
Need for radical changes in
male/female relationships.

Answer second part of topic.
Give reasons for answer.
Summarise outline of essay in
relation to the issue of equality of
opportunity in the workplace.
Recommendation.

Joan's essay: 23/40 (57.5%). Pass. Macro genre: explanation.
Summary of content/elemental
genres. 1111 = embedded elements.
[paragraph 1]

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news.
MACRO THEME (introduction).

The issue of how women
disadvantaged in labour market will
be discussed.

State purpose by turning question
into statement.

Many of problems associated with
employment have been instigated by
society pressures of men
monoplolising employment
opportunities.

State thesis.

[para's 2

WOMEN AS RESERVE lABOUR.

-

-

31 Historical explanation.

Divisions in labour evident in wars
women took over men's jobs. When
men returned women went back to
home duties.
[[Report: opinions that married
women are a reserve labour force.]]

-
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[para's 4 6] Explanation.
-

[[Evaluation: issue one of equal
employment opportunity.]]

ISSUE OF WOMEN IN ARMED FORCES
COMBAT POSITIONS
Macro theme.

Evidence about how men have always Elaborate how womenin armed foi es
been gender to go to war + be in
not on = terms with men.
charge of armies. Discussion of how,
while many armed forces women are
equally capable of combat/leadership
as men, bulk of officers men.
Despite changes, appears that this
situation will remain for some time.
[para's 7 10] Explanation.
-

Game & Pringle (1983) show that
work in home still drudgery, despite
tech. improvements. Way domestic
jobs imp. service to labour market is
overlooked. Most dom. work done by
women, who spend long hours on it.
Evidence about how women's work at
home is discounted, despite long
hours and hard work.

Macro new: summarise explanation.
DOMESTIC ROLES AND WORK OF
WOMEN.
Macro theme: outline phenomenon
of women/domestic work.

Elaborate aspects/causes of
phenomenon.

[[Evaluation: housework not
recognised as being work. Sexual
division of labour: men
breadwinnerws, women nurturers.]]
Women find it hard to return to
labour market because of lack of
childcare facilities.
[para 12] Explanation.
Women discriminated against on basis
of biology: recent inquiry instances
of women being sacked, treated
disrespectfully on becoming
pregnant. Men still believe woman's
place in home taking care of
children. Mat. leave considered by
many employers a waste of time.
Inquiry concludes most men don't
understand wonien/think that
children make them unable to cope
with jobs.
-

-

PREGNANT WOMEN OFTEN
DISCRMINATED AGAINST.
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[para's 14-161 Explanation.
Women paid less than men. Inquiry
found that women earn less in all
areas. Blocks to women getting
promotions. Men only work 20% of
casual work.

Macro theme: outline phenomenon.
Elaborate reasons for/aspects of
phenomenon.

Few women union officials.
Male unionists often indifferent or
hostile to female unionists'
issues/problems. Migrant women
unionists disadvantaged by cultural
and sexual discrimination.
[para 17]. ? Report?/recount?.
Aboriginal women have been
discriminated against both because
they are women and because they are
black. [[Recount: Aboriginal pop.
reduced significantly from time of
white settlement/loss of land loss of
access to food. In tribal societies
men/women still share daily work.
[[Evaluation: yet in white Australian
soc. women given few opportunities
to be on equal terms with men]]]].
I
=

ABORIGINAL WOMEN. (?)
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[para's 18 231 ? Explanation?
-

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION.

[[Report: Aff. Action aims to
Macro theme: describe
prevent/remedy aspects of
phenomenon.
discrimination in two areas general;
specific instances. Re. reverse
discrimination suggested that EEO
sounded more appropriate.Discussion Elaborate aspects/causes.
of problems working out EEO and Aff.
Action goals and criteria]]
-

-

Aboriginal women have suffered
huge disadvantages: in category of
gender + race discrimination.
Women in universities enc. to assist
research, teach and help students
rather than participate in admin. and
decision making.
Outline of various aspects that Aff.
Action plans should deal with: sexual
harrassment; tertiary qual's for
women. One problem plans in large
org's not viable unless people from
disadvantaged background to start
with [sic ?!].
[para 24]
-

MACRO NEW (conclusion).

Still appears that men are
Summarise outline.
predominant in workforce. Opp's for
women still
limited. Aff. Action is imp. can be
Evaluate Aff. Action.
deciding factor. Therefore, employers Recommendation.
should familiarise themselves with
Aff. Action and EEO attitudes and soc.
would be able to utilise talents of all
workers, irrespective of gender.
-
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Margaret's essay: 23/40. Pass. Macro genre: explanation.
Summary of content/elemental
genres. 1111 = embedded elements.
[paragraphs 1 2]

Functional stages/macro and hyDer
themes and news.

-

MACRO THEME (introduction).
State purpose/phenomenon by
paraphrasing question as statement.

Essay will focus on inequalities in
workforce for women.

No. reasons why women
State outline.
disadvantaged. Some issues: education;
Anti-Discrmination legislation; low
pay, low status jobs.
Labour force very male dominated.
With Affirmative Action and EEO a lot
of doors have opened for women.
[para's 3
7] Historical explanation,
with comparative comment.
-

State general reason for
phenomenon. State judgment on
Affirmative Action.
OUTLINE ROLES/WORK WOMEN WERE
PLACED IN.

In past, men dominated in workforce. Macro theme: outline phenomenon.
Society tended to place married
women in home/men as
breadwinners.

Explain aspects of phenomenon (how
women were treated).

Women in full time work segregated
mainly in occupations like nursing,
teaching, sales.

-

Few complaints from women as
unions did not support them
regarded women as lower status
workers.
-

[[Evaluation, women have come a Comparative comment.
long way, but still have a lot of
problems to overcome]].

'.4

[para's 8 11] Explanation.

OUTLINE SOME ISSUES ABOUT
EDUCATION AND WOMEN.
Problem starts in school system. Girls Introduce phenomenon.
have higher drop out rate than boys Elaborate aspects of phenomenon
and
before yr 12.
make some recommendations.
[[Evaluation: education system has
largely neglected girls.
311.
[[Recommendation: changes need to
start with co-operation from
gov'ts.]]]]
-

[[Recommendation: after changes,
immection needs to take place.]]
Opportunities for women in tertiary
education have increased.
[para's 12 201 Explanation.
-

OUTLINE FEATURES OF ANTIDISCRIMINATION LEGISLATION AND
PROGRAMS.

Since late 70's, Anti-Discrmination
and EEO have helped women achieve
equal Opp'S which in previous years
they did not have.

Macro theme: introduce
phenomenon.

[[Recount: South Australia 1st state to
intro, sex discrmination legislation.
Women with complaints could now
make them.]]

Elaborate aspects of phenomenon.

Problems due to stress on
individuals making complaints
publicity.
-

+

EEO board addresses problem to
company as a whole and enforces
appropriate rules.
-

Tables showing no. of complaints,
1984-85/1983 show that females
have higher rate of discrimination in
workforce. EEO has also received a lot
of complaints from men, but still a
higher rate of complaints from
women.
-

[para's 21 25] Report?
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-

OUTLINE OF AREAS OF WOMEN'S
PARTICIPATION IN WORKFORCE.

No. of women in workforce started to Macro theme: historical
increase during war. Today, still background.
larger % men than women working Elaboration of areas of women's
fuji-time, but no's women in full-time participation.
work have greatly increased.
Part-time work still dominated by
women.
Giddens (1989) states that % of women
in paid labour force still well below
that of men + weekly earnings lower
than men's.
[para's 26 39] Explanation.
EXPLkNATION OF DIFFERENT
BARRIERS TO EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES.
Opp.s have increased, but still many Macro theme: describe
barriers.
phenomenon.
-

Margaret Thatcher's inspiration to Elaboration: aspects of phenomenon.
women because she succeeded in
male dominated area of politics.
-

Women in business/management
often blocked by employers' attitudes
re domestic/childrearing role of
women. High positions more often
offered to men because of perception
that women will need more time to
look after children. Few successful
women tend to be single/married
with no dependents.
-

Lack of adequate childcare. However,
have been improvements. More
women putting family life on hold to
pursue careers.
While there have been improvements Summary of explanation.
with Aff. Action and EEO, women still
face problems in promotions due to
pressuresof famiiy life.

[para's 40

-

] Explanation.
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OUTLINE OF PROBLEMS FACED BY
PARTICUL&R GROUPS OF WOMEN.

What about women of different Macro theme: rhetorical question
culture and background?
orientating to sub-topic.
Aboriginal and migrant women Elaboration: types of problems f.ced
suffer more discrmination and fewer by different groups.
opportunities.
Women in rural communities don't
have same advantages as urban
women.
Migrant women face greater
disadvantages exploited due to nonEnglish speaking backgrounds; low
pay, low status jobs.
-

Gov't is trying to rectify these
problems by providing training. HO
pushing for more language/training
programs.
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c) What is a family? How is "family" defined sociologically? What are the
changes in the nature of family? (Analysis for Register: below, pages 83-87).
Jeanette's essay. 29/40 (72.5%). Credit. Macro genre: persuasive analytical
interpretive exposition.
Summary of content/elemental
genres. 1111 embedded elements.
[paragraphs 1 -2]
=

Family has always provided a centre
for the community. Significant social
changes over time have also affected
family. Thus, examining changes
gives firm understanding of family
today. Society plays key role in
changing facade of family: issues like
religion, feminism. Change in nature
of family has produced alternatives to
"traditional" family. Influences like
media also important.
But regardless of changes, family
remains basic social unit. [[Report:
definition of family as group united
by marriage, blood or adoption,
residng in single household]].
[para's 3 9] Persuasive analytical
interpretive exposition, with
embedded report in macro theme
position.
-

Family as functionalist concept
encourages consensus and order.
[[Report: many functions, including
protection/care, socialisation of
children. Two types of family
orientational (born into);
procreational (one we join/create).
Sub-types nuclear/extended.I]
-

-

Functional stages/macro and
themes and news.

State purpose: how changes help
define family.
State associated thesis: theme of
family shaped by social change.

Define family as a functional social
unit.

RELATE DEFINITION OF FAMILY TO
OF
CULTURE, ATTITUDES.
SOCIOLOGICAL CONCERNS

Issue of "love" in families versus
reality of actual environments and
ii flic t/ crisis.

c o

ClASS,

Macro theme: outline family's
functional role.
Classify types/sub-types.

Sociologically family means to teach Apply thematic key to data.
class and culture. Influences attitudes
about family eg) among single
parent and low income earners;
among women, who have more
negatiview thanjnen due to things
like domestic violence.
-

er

MACRO THEME (introduction).
Orientate to topic by relating the
parts of the question to each other.

-

-

hy

[para's 10 14]. Historical
-
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I CHANGES IN FAMILY OVER LL\ST

('E\T'PITDTCC AC flD(T\T T('ffi C\U
cxplanation, with macro new relating I PII1)EE
A 1IALL
A1 I
11i)
I I,SJLJ
A
explanation to thesis predicted in
SOCL'\L"EC. FACTORS.
essay's introduction.
J A

I

Vast changes in family over last 3
centuries.
Pre 17th cent, kinship and coresidence. 17th 19 th cent.s family
became small kin group living in
same house.

Macro theme: introduce
phenomenon.
Elaboration: explain changes/causes.

-

Pre industrialisation families based
on mainly rural
production/marriages usually
economic. Family today still
considered basic economic unit, but
capitalism promoted individualism.
-

20th cent. changes influenced by
divorce, birth control, acceptance of
de factos, increased awareness of
domestic abuse.
These factors higher rate
alterntaive family types due to more
aware and lenient attitudes.
{paias 13 191' Explanation, relating
to predicted thesis.
-

=

-

Major changes also due to feminism
criticising & trying to change role of
women in society. Women now
beginning to he more assertive and
attempt to seek satisfaction in lives
outside as well as inside home.
Men and women tending to marry
later. Religion less important: divorce
esaier. Increased awareness of dom.
violence has made it easier for
families to address these issues
through the law.
Discussion of range of male/female
attitudes to marriage/family. Men
also more aware/questioning of
pressures on them to provide for
families.

Macro new: summarise changes in
terms of the thesis about social
influence on family.
IMPACT OF FEMINISM.
Macro theme: relate predicted area
of thesis to the topic.

WE
[paraTs 20 21] Persuasive analytical
interpretive exposition.
-

Due to change in nature of family
change in family structure.

-

GENERALISE CHANGES TO THESIS OF
SOCIAL FACTORS SHAPING FAMILY
STRUCTURES.
Macro theme: state thesis of subtopic as outcome of previous
information.

Traditional family no longer
considered the best option.

Hyper theme.

Society accepting a range of
alternatives: "gay" families, single
parent fain's, step fam's.

Elaboration of alternatives to
traditional image.

Media often gives negative view of
alternative families and tries to
promote image of
traditional/caring" family.
[paragraph 221.

Criticism of the role of the media in
portraying family.

Can therefore be seen that although
basic structure remains same, family
is changing. Feminist ideas will
continue to influence family.
Domestic violence and child abuse
"will become a thing of the past".
Media's influence hard to counter.
Quote defining family as way people
attain identity and place in society.

Summarise outline of essay as
evidence supporting theme of social
change shaping family.

MACRO NEW (conclusion).

Wishful speculation.
Definition of family as a socialising
agent.

r]
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Christines essay. 25/40. Pass. Macro genre: explanation.
embedded
[[ 1]
elements. (Analysis of key sections for Register: below, pages 87-90).
Summary of content/elemental
genres. 11 11 = embedded elements,

Functional stages/macro and
themes and news.
MACRO THEME (Introduction).

Family would have to be main focal
point of our society.

Orientate to topic by outlining
opinions and issues.

hyper

Highly valued by most people.
Recent perspectives on
questioned assumptions
view.

family have
of traditional

Family today thought to be in decline
because less supportive than trad.
fam.
Divorce, single parent fam's, domestic Outline some social problems often
violence, negelct of the aged, social
connected with the family.
problems with young people often
linked to disorganisation within the
family.
Elemental genre one: Report.
DEFINE FAMILY AND ITS SUB-TYPES.
Family a group of people living
together in common household.
Usually comprises [etc].

Macro theme: general
(composition taxonomy)

Smallest/most common family unit =
traditional, nuclear family, which
consists of [etc].

Sub-type. (superordinate/composition).

View that nuclear fam. is typical of
modern industrial society.

Attribute.

(superordinate

Extended family
made up of three or
more generations.

Sub-type.

(composition

All evidence points to nuclear as most
common/functional unit in modern
Soc's.

Hyper new: appraisal of imp. of
nuclear family.

-

Sole parent family becoming more
common.

definition.

taxonomy).

taxonomy).

1

Elemental genre two: Report.
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DEFINE FAMILY IN TERMS OF
SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSES.

Fam./marriage one of most imp. areas Macro theme: state importance of
in sociol. Many sociologists argue that family and a particular view.
modern family has lost many vital
functions.
Family performs 4 basic social
functions sexual, reproductive,
economic, educational.

Define basic functions (superordinate
taxonomy).

Durkheim and Marx influenced
emphasis on sociol. concern with
impact of ec. change on family.

Refer to authorities and their
influence.

-

-

Functionalist views
them.

+

criticism of

Historical perspective shows how
much family has changed: eg 20th
century longer "childhood".
-

37
Elemental genre three: Explanation. EXPLAIN THE CHANGES IN THE NATURE
OF THE FAMILY.
I
Changes involve swing away from
"traditional" fam. Now dealing with
broader view. More well known
changes: step fam's; sole parent
fam's; divorces; gay parent fam's;
impact of unemployment.

Macro theme: outline phenomenon.

Following parts of essay will show the Hyper theme.
depth of these changes.
Divorce becoming much more
widespread in western countries
Discussion of pros and cons.

Elaboration: sequence of related
factors.

Out of divorces come sole parent
families. Large no. of these rely on
social welfare.
Social class an important variable,
with more educated/higher paid sole
parent females better able to manage.
Emotional issues of marriage
breakdown.
Blended/step families increasing
with more divorces.
[[Report: step family = one adult
Definition of step family
remarrying, coming into family
(superordination taxonomy).
which already has children from
previous marriage. + possibly
children from prey, marriages who
visit]].
Problems arising in step families: esp.
intensity of sibling rivalry +
emotional insecurities.
Gay parent families emerging with
increasing acceptance of
homosexuality. Marriage and family Recommendation.
should be broadened to include
homosexuals.
Unemployment has great impact on
whole family: economic change
followed by social change hard to
shelter children from this. Studies
indicate this is ass. with
stress/sickness/family breakdown.
-

1

06111

MACRO NEW (conclusion).

Most people have families, so we take State theme: relate assumptions to
for granted idea of family as natural + sociological theory.
other assumptions about family.
However, for sociologists these
assumptions = starting points for
what is really going on.
We must be very careful about our
Recommendation/appraisal trad.
images of family: day long gone since family no longer representative.
father sole provider and mother
stayed home to care for 2.8 children.
-

[[Report: Pringle good example of
two tiered marriage.]]
-

Define an area of family
I (superordinate taxonomy).

Changes over past three decades (like Summarise explanation of changes.
sole parent, unemployed, step fam's) =
what could be termed family of '80's.
Janette's essay: 23/40 (57.5%). Low pass. Macro genre: Explanation. (Analysis
of key text for Register: below, pages 90-92).
Summary of content/type of
elemental genre.
=_embed
ded_elements.
[[11
[Paragraphs 1-41

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news.
MACRO THEME. (Introduction).

As we look at how society has caused State purpose.
changes in family, we need to first
define family and influences which
caused changes.
Several factors have caused change: Predict outline and state hypothesis.
economic, feminism, social values. We
need to see whether these have
weakened family's value in society.
[[Report: definitions of family; types Define family: composition and
of family open lineage; "restricted
superordinate taxonomies.
patriachal; closed domesticated
nuclear.]]
-

7

14

[para's 5-101 Historical explanation.

4161

I CHANGES IN THE FAMILY.

Family developed as means of
survival-extended families. With
industrial society family changed
from unit of economic production to
unit of consumption. Separation of
work and home. Children more
dependent for education and keep.

Macro theme: outline
historical/economic changes in
family structure.

Family became more isolated and
mobile.

Sequence of types of changes.

-

Another change responsibility of
socializing children has moved
outside the family.
-

Feminist movement has brought
about biggest changes: threat to
patriarchal family; liberated women
from having just family nurturing
role. However, also accomp. by
change in lifestyle. Women need to
work so families can afford to live in
consumer soc.

Hyper theme.

Women work from necessity brings
stress to families. Some husbands
resent wives working. Children seem
to adjust better than "dad".

Hyper new: state some results of rise
in working women.

Rise in unemployment many fam's
supported by social security.Debate
about this some argue fam's not
accepting responsibility once
expected; others argue that families
wish to be independent conflict
between holding onto md. and
accepting need for welfare.

Hyper theme.

-

-

-

Outline views about extent to which
families are dependent/independent.

-

Role of children influenced by red. in Outline points about different roles of
family size, divorce, working
children and different choices
mothers. 1970's onwards more
available to people.
varied living arrangements among
young people who leave home mci.
de facto.
-

-

Family planning makes it possible to
delay having children.

[para's 11

-

CURRENT VARIETY IN TYPES OF
FAMILIES.

16] Explanation.

More recent years, society more
accepting of different styles of
families: eg gay and lesbian couples
(but not really approved of by soc. at
large).

Macro theme: outline phenomenon.

1966-8 1 census figures: largest
growth type single parent family +
households with female heads.
Several reasons: feminist ideas +
divorce easier. Blended families
creates problems.

Sequence of aspects/reasons.

-

-

Unmarried mothers now supported by
social welfare. Furthermore, increase
in family units comprising widows
can include dependent children.
-

More de facto families. Encouraged by
gov't welfare policy, [[Evaluation
embedded evaluation.
discriminates against married
couples. Another way society is
forcing change on family]].
-

Another factor of change
immigration. Migrant families have
brought their own cultural
styles/types of family. Often live in
extended family groups.
[para's 17
8].
-

-

1

MACRO NEW (Conclusion).

We do not see the decline in the
family suggested by some writers.
In this essay we have looked at how Summarise outline.
family has changed + causes. The
family has become more vulnerable Evaluation.
to society. Social security has made it
easier for marginal families to stay as
family units. Even though family has Confirm thesis.
changed, + many changes in values,
family remains strong.
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Carol's essay: 21/40. Low pass. Macro genre: Report/Recount. (Analysis of key
text for Register: below, pages 93-98).
[paragraph 1].

MACRO THEME (Introduction).

Most of evidence on changes in
family based on white Australian
family. Essay concentrates on: roles
of women; homes; children; men;
birth control have changed, but
essay argues that family's basic
character has remained unchanged.
[paragraph 2]. Report.

State scope.
Outline main points.

-

State thesis.
DEFINE FAMILY.

Families defined in Collins Dictionary Superordinate taxonomy.
of Sociology: "a group of people
related by.. [etc]".
Six types of families.
[paragraphs 3-8] Historical
explanation.

Composition taxonomy.
WOMEN, MARRIAGE AND WORK IN
AUSTRALIAN HISTORY.
Outline aspects of family life, life for
women and women's work between
1820and 1981.

1820-1 840 convict marriage =
change in social status. Thus,
affection rarely a factor.
-

Due to shortage of male labour,
women undertook wide range of jobs.
Women in late 19th C had two options:
dependence upon men or domestic
service. First half of 20th cent.
norm for families to have only one
income assumed wife would stay at
horn e.
-

-

By 1971, 37% married women worked
outside home. 1981 49%.
-

[[Evaluation: despite this increase in
paid employment, women still major
caregivers/expected to do most
household work. Their employment
seen as less important than men's.
1960's childcare a marginal issue.
By 1990, both parties had childcare
provisions as part of election
campaigns.
-

embedded appraisal.

[paragraph 9]. Recount.

HOUSING.

Late 19th cent. Sydney wealthy lived
in large homes. Wage earners lived in
city terraces/poor often shared
houses. C 1910 wage earners moved
to new suburbs, seeking to own a
home. Suburban living promoted less
community life + grwoing distance
between work and home. Extended
household changing in favour of
nuclear.
[paragraph 10] Recount.
ROLE OF SOCIAL SECURITY IN
SUPPORTING FAMILIES WITHOUT
19th cent. Major responsibility of
BREADWINNERS.
father material support for family.
With intro, of social security for
deserted wives & widows, women more
able to care for family without
breadwinner. Social welfare makes
loss of father less of a crisis than it
once was.
[paragraphs 11-16]. Recount.
BIRTH CONTROL AND CHILDREN.
-

-

-

19th cent.

-

large families the norm.

1950's family planning more
acceptable. 1968 intro, of pill gave
women more confident control over
reproduction. Small families became
one of the major family types.
-

-

Evidence showing average number of
children per. family has declined
since 19th century. List of reasons:
reliable contraception; financial;
social pressure; no extended family to
assist.
Average time between marriage and
birth of first child has increased.
Compulsory education/regulation of
child employment changed balance
of suppport between parent/child:
children stayed more dependent on
parents. Time of childhood extended
to teens.

[para's 17

-

19]. Exposition.

43

QUESTION IDEATHAT FAMILIES IN THE
PAST WERE MORE STABLE.

Quote questioning notion that
Macro theme.
families in past much more stable and
solid. High rate of death among adults
left many families with one parent.
Step families not modem creation.
Reasons for them have changed.

Reasons.

Family Law Act makes separation &
divorce easier and more socially
acceptable.
The popular idea that families of the
past were more stable has to be
reassessed in light of this.

Macro new.

MACRO NEW (Conclusion).
Family being subjected to rapid
changes. Family life no longer seen
in terms of structured cycle.
Patriarchy slowly giving way to
partnership. However, basic aims of
family have not changed.

Summarise outline.

Confirm thesis.

d) "Who does the work at home? Why are home duties gender based? Discuss."
Michelle's essay: 37/40 (92.5%). High distinction. Macro genre: persuasive
analytical evaluative exposition.
Summary of content/type of
elemental genre.
=_embedd
ed_elements.
[[11
[Paragraphs 1-3]

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news.
MACRO THEME (Introduction).

Virtually all research on housework Orientate to topic by stating fact
shows that women do most of it, which answers part of the question.
regardless of marital, maternal or
employment status.
This essay will argue that regardless State thesis and outline main points.
of time, country, culture, women do
caring, nurturing and work at home.
Very little has changed with division
of labour at home.
It will also be shown why housework
is gender based: not simply
"natural"/ "biological" many
underlying factors.
-

It

Predict explanation in terms of social
theory.

[para's 4- 10] Explanation.

CONFIRM FACT SUPPORTING THESIS.

No known culture where men stay at Mac ro theme: outline phenomenon.
home and raise children.
Russian & Swedish experience. Both
places gap between fact that many
women work + official commitments
to equality and reality of women still
being expected to have major
responsibility for household work.
-

Sequenced explanation: exemplify
phenomenon.

-

[[Report: evidence indicating that
daughters do more housework than
Taxonomies of evidence that women
sons; women increase unpaid work by do more unpaid work at home.
60% when married, while men's
increases only slightly]].
-

Suggestions that men and women on
more equal footing at home. But
housework still falls to the women.

Macro new: confirm thesis.

[para's 11- 14] Evaluative exposition.

POINT OUT INEQUITY IN WORKING
WOMEN HAVING TO DO MOST OF THE
HOUSEWORK.

Quote: despite wife's hours of paid
work, husband's contribution stays
same.

Macro theme: evaluation.

Little difference in time spent on
domestic work by men. Contribution
of teenagers actually decreases when
mothers first start full-time work.

Elaboration of criteria of evaluation.

Despite huge influx of married
women into workforce no evidence
that men help at home. Thus, these
women tend to work second shift at
home.
-

While men have increased work at
home slightly mostly outside the
house.
-

Qualify evaluation.
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[paragraph 151 Evaluative exposition. ACTUAL VALUE OF UNPAID
HOUSEHOLD WORK.
Work at home, because unpaid, not State thesis: evaluation.
regarded as "work". But Australia's Elaborate criteria of evaluation.
hidden $90 billion industry. Evidence
supporting this: 1987 survey +
estimates indicating households much
more "productive" than industry. If Relate evidence to appraisal.
unpaid work so valuable, astounding
that men allow women to take credit
for it. Women do about 70% unpaid State fact.
housework.
-

[paragraphs 16-231 Evaluative
exposition.

OUTLINE AS SOCIAL THEORY WHY
WORK AT HOME IS GENDER DIVIDED AT
WOMEN'S EXPENSE

Work at home universally,
traditionally and historically gender
based.

Macro theme: evaluation.

[[Explanation: historically, can be
traced back to stone age. Women
became carers due to being
childbearers with children who were
dependent for long periods]].

Criterion for judgement.

Gender-based tasks seen as "natural
rather than social. Because they bear
and nurture children, women placed
in general caring/nurturing role.
Girls trained by
parents/society/peers for domestic
role.

Hyper theme.
Relate criterion to social theory:
confirm thesis.

-

Gender ideology defines women in
terms of caring/nurturing role:
maintains gender division, at home
and in workforce.
While these attitudes continue, there Hyper new: appraisal in terms of
will be patriarchy,
I social theory.
Fight against patriarchy turning into Hyper theme: confirm thesis in
male/female power struggle at home, terms of social theory.
in workplace, business, politics.
Women no longer content to be
regarded as second rate. Women
therefore moving into trad. "male"
areas. Many men feel threatened
therefore don't help with housework:
use housework as a weapon, to assert
dominance.

Elaborate the power struggle and
relate it to housework.

-

Hyper new: housework as site for
gender struggle.
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Unpaid housework not only gender
based but politically encouraged.
Married women in workforce
threaten whole structure of
patriarchy.

Hyper theme: political nature of
the issue of domestic work.

Women workers = reserve labour
force. According to Marxist theory,
capitalism eeds reserve labour.
Women = this reserve because they
can disappear back into homes when
no longer needed.

Elaborate this poiltical aspect in
realtion to poilitical/social theory.

Encouraging married women into
workforce = problem for gov.t
because: higher unemployment;
scarcity of adequate childcare; threat
to male supremacy.

Macro new:
summarise poi. problems.

[para's 24 28] Hortatory exposition.

RECOMMENDCHANGE

Reference to view that "new father"
is a myth. "SNAG"= something of a
disappointment. Not much change
has occurred.

Macro theme: outline the
problem/issues.

-

relate problems to gender conflict.

Many men and women still find idea
Elaborate reasons for lack of change.
of role reversal unpalatable. Fact that
housework still regarded as
"women's" work affects men's self
concept.
However, some men have made
successful "role reversals" and
learned much about housework.

State exceptions.

As a single parent, I support idea that Appraisal.
everyone should share household
Personal evidence supporting
work. My household is organised
appraisal.
around this idea and it works well. My
brother's family is "truly
equalitarian [sic]". As result, he and
his wife have more leisure time
together & with family.

[para 29]

MACRO NEW (Conclusion).

"One income" family no longer
Summarise part of outline.
economically viable. With changes in
workplace, need to be changes at
home. No longer just that wife alone
Appraisal.
should be resp. for household work.
Society's attitude has to change. Value Recommendations.
of household work has to be
recognised. Trad. gender division of Recommendation in terms of social
labour has to be changed.
theory.
If intolerable pressures on women
not lifted, their well-being + well
being and future of families will be
adversely affected.

Appraisal.

Parents must set new
examples/traditions.

Recommendation.

Helen's essay: 29/40 (72.5%). Credit. Macro genre: Persuasive analytical
interpretive exposition.
Summary of content/type of
elemental genre. [[]] embedded
elements.
[paragraphs 1 -31.

Functional stages/macro and hype
themes and news.

=

MACRO THEME (Introduction).

[[Report: work at home housework;
includes duties like food prep.,
cooking, dishwashing/drying,
shopping, laundry, childcare +
outside chores like lawnmowing.
Housework differs from most other
jobs in several ways: usually unpaid,
done by women, undervalued.]]

Orientate to topic by defining terms:
composition taxonomy.

=

Since 1970's, two aspects: rising
concern with pos. of women in
society women less dependent on
men; women have retained
responsibility for housework while
often being expected to do paid work
little help from husbands, children.

superordinate taxonomy.
appraisal.
State scope and outline main points.

-

Essay attempts to discuss why home
duties are gender based.

-

State purpose.

4

exposition.

4 -5] Interpretive

w
e

Cultural conditioning creates gender
roles which emphasise women's
domestic work.
Diversion of girls away from their
own goals a result of romanticization
of family life. .When married, strong
pressure on women to devote
themselves to children careers take
second place. Sexual division of
domestic labour traditional. Terms
"housewife" & "motherhood"
prescribes domestic type roles for
women.

IDENTIFY GENDER DIVIDED
HOUSEWORK WITH CULTURAL
CONDITIONING.
Macro theme: state thesis as social
theory.
Elaborate thesis by applying theme of
cultural conditioning to the evidence.

-

"Natural order view" acceptable for
women to focus on home, men to
pursue careers. "Natural", therefore,
for males to be privileged by greater
earning power.
-

Underlying assumption =
childcare/dom. labour of less value,
menial, boring, low status. Men, with
more earning power, can delegate
this to women.

Macro new: confirm interpretation.

ara's 5

-

5]. Explanation.

50

1

OUTLINE PATTERNS OF DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN MALE/FEMALE WORK AT
HOME

[[Evaluative exposition: housework
can be used as a weapon by men to
assert their dominance]].

Orientate to topic by stating an
appraisal.

Change from past expectations of
minimal housework for men to
current practices, which are a range
of agreements in response to md.
situations.

Hyper theme: outline phenomenon.

Continuum, from egalitarian (total
sharing) to traditional (women do
most of the work at home).

Sequenced explanation.

Most Aust. mothers spend a lot of
energy getting children to contribute
to housework. In single parent
households, more help from children.
[[Report:

Description of evidence on degree of
gender division/sharing of
household work in diff. situations.

Study on families with working
mothers.

Hyper theme: list of main points
about the evidence in the pie graph.

Pie graph of part. by husbands in
home chores.
Tasks most often done by husbands
outside chores. Few did cleaning,
laundry.

Illustrate the study being referred to
-

Study of families where women
returned to study.
Pie graph of part. by husbands in
home chores.
Task most often performed =
childcare. men more inclined to cook
weekend meals, make beds, clean
house.
Study of working couples with
children under six yo.
Pie graph.

Hyper new: highlight point on
men's contribution.

Hyper theme: list of main points
about the evidence in the pie graph.
Illustrate the study being referred to.
Hyper new: highlight point on
men's contribution.

Hyper theme: list main points about
the evidence in the pie graph.
Illustrate study being referred to.
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Task most often performed by
Hyper new: highlight point on
husbands = childcare. Other tasks
men's contribution.
mc!. "undesirable" jobs like washing
toilet.]]
Study on rural women: domestic and
family responsibilities in maj. of
cases were women's.
[paragraphs 16 17].
-

Literature reviewed in essay shows
gender division of labour which
clearly divides men's and women's
work. Women assigned domestic
image ensures that dom. tasks done
by women. No. of reasons outlined
above. We live in patriarchal society
men's role = provider; women
"supported" seen as "natural". If
husbands and wives hold these views,
unlikely housework shred equally.
More liberal minded views = more
male involvement in housework.

Macro new.
MACRO NEW (Conclusion).
Summarise outline.

-

-

State thesis (interpretive theme):
ideology supporting gender div.
labour.

Patriarchal roles can be broken down Recommendation.
by more education; and more
communication and understanding
between couples will achieve more
balanced div. of labour.
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Jenny's essay: 25/40 (62.55). Pass. Macro genre: explanation.
Summary of content/type of
elemental genre. [111 = embedded
elements.
[paragraphs 1 5].
-

Since status of women has been
questioned by groups like women's
movement, sociologists have taken
closer look. Women cont. to be
responsible for work at home + battle
to gain equality in workplace,
juggling time bet. public/private.
Essay will discuss who does work at
home/why it is gender based. Will
look at: historical perspective;
biological issue; low status of dom.
work and exclusion of women from
many areas. Feminists see these
divisions as effect of
patriarchy/capitalism.
Media has also helped portray men as
domestically helpless and women's
role as capable housewives.

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news.
MACRO THEME (Introduction).
Orientate to topic by stating a trend.
Appraisal.

State purpose and outline main
points.

Predict thesis based on social theory.

[para's 6

-

91 Explanation.
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DEFINE AND EXPLAIN HOUSEHOLD
WORK IN RELATION TO GENDER ROLES.

[[Report: several [sic] categories of
Orientate to topic by defining the
household work inside and outside. phenomenon of household work and
Inside can be split into self care and associating males/females with diff.
family. Men mainly resp. for outside. parts/aspects.
Women mainly res. for inside.]]
-

Evidence that more children = less
Sequenced explanation of different
involvement of man in housework.
reasons how and why women do most
Technology has dev. quicker ways of of the housework.
doing the work. No evidence that
women spend less time on housework.
Some relationships "career men"
spend little time at home. Wives dcv
supportive domestic structure.
-

Role reversal of father playing
greater role in childcare is limited.
[[Evaluation: financial
dependence/isolation/low status
would lead to same conclusion.
Women who don't class themselves as
feminist have been asking questions
re. role of women in paid/unpaid
work since 1st emergence of women
from trad. roles.

Macro new: summary of various
appraisals of women's social status.
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[para's 10 17] Interpretive
exposition.
-

PATRIARCHY AND STRUGGLE FOR
EQUALITY.

Sexual division of labour gives
Macro theme: state thesis as social
imbalance of power leading to
theory of causation.
patriarchy. Perpetuates women's role
in the house, which is one of low
status.
Gender = social diff. between
males/females. Women seen as less
powerful. Advertising supports this
by perpetuating trad. gender
relations: example of this.
-

Apply interpretive theme to
evidence.

Connell explores rel. bet. capitalism
Hyper theme.
and patriarchy. Defines sexual div. [of
labour] as feature of capitalism, keeps
women powerless in home and in
workplace. Affects women's self
Appraisal of effect on women of
esteem: femaleness equated with
gender ideology.
domesticity. Women at home are
financially dependent on men.
On returning to work, sense of guilt
at leaving children. Women tend to
choose professions which fit needs of
family + cont. to accept resp. of
domestic work.

Outline dilemma for working
mothers.
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Economic factors have influenced
Hyper theme: relate domestic role to
move of women into paid workforce. issue of women in worplace.
Employers have used wife/mother
role to control women in workplace.
Women used to make up secondary
labour. Disproportionate no. of
women to men in part time & casual
work.

Hyper theme.

-

Profile of women + imp. of unpaid
Outline recent changes in political
work highlighted in recent elections. parties' stated views.
Political parties have recently been
pressured to change their policies: eg
National Party; speech by P. M.
Keating on equality of sexes;
recognition by Dr. Hewson + promise
to double fam. allowance and est.
more childcare.
Men see workplace role as careeroriented, women see it in terms of
survival. Because of this, women still
generally excluded from higher
status/power professions/positions.

Relate domestic to workplace roles.

Backlash against women's liberation, Macro new: recommendation.
but parnership and shared power is
desirable need for all women.
[paragraphs 1 8-25].
MACRO NEW (Conclusion).
Element common to all writers [on
topic] women see work inside house
as their responsibility. Whether
household work is shared by the
husband depends on no. factors.

Summarise outline.

-

Reasons why household work gender
based: turning point md. revolution.
Changes to trad. roles occurring now.
-

Women seen as powerless/dependent,
nurturing male careers.
Clear imbalance of power div. of
labour perpetuates this imbalance.
-

Political parties recognising women
at home as well as in workplace: Sex
Discrimination and Affirmative
Action laws.
What is needed is parnership/shared
power/perhaps a little miracle.

Recommendation.
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Kathleen's essay: 23/40. (57.5%). Pass. Macro genre: explanation.
Summary of content/elemental
genre. Fill = embedded element.
[paragraph 11.

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news.
MACRO THEME (Introduction).

Why did the woman cros the road?
Who cares, what was she doing out of
the kitchen in the first place?
Housework defined by Giddens (1989)
as "unpaid work [usually done at
home by women]". Game and Pringle
(1984) define gender as "the social
meaning of being a 'man' or a
'woman".
[paragraphs 2 10]. Report.

Orientate to topic with instance oi
sexist attitude.
Definitions of housework and gender.

OUTLINE ATTITUDES TOWARD MALE
AND FEMALE ROLES.
Theory on differing social behaviour General classification of social
of the sexes: we are embedded in
roles/behaviour.
social roles.
-

Role of household members depends
Types of families and housework:
on factors like type of family and
composition taxonomy.
breadwinner. But in nuclear family
the female does most housework. Maj.
of families wife does home duties,
even if she holds another job.
-

Different societies have diff. attitudes
toward work/social structure, but all Types of societies and social
allocate "male" & "female" tasks. On
roles/work; superordinate taxonomy.
other hand, there are societies that
agree on equality for males and
females in some areas: eg) the
Arapesh. In western soc's, work at
home usually shared, but not equally:
male doing "hard" jobs (eg
backyard), female the "menial" tasks.
1975 study of what a woman's work
was worth: between $3 $11,000 p.a.
-

1986 study of attitudes toward
housework: maj. of women thought
they did all the work; maj. of men
aged 3 5-60 believed women should
stay at home and care for family.
Two other studies estimating actual
value of women's unpaid household
labour.

Report findings of studies.

*

[paragraphs 11- 16] Historical
explanation.
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CHANGES IN GENDER BASED WORKING
ROLES.

[[Interpretation: for centuries,
working roles have been gender
based, at home and in workforce.
Evidence/studies show that women's
work has low status: one reason why
housework seen as women's work. ]]

Macro theme: state thesis as
interpretation based on social theory.

During 1930's, women forced out of
paid jobs when classified as "filling a
man's place".

Sequenced explanation.

Not all societies are male dominated.
Some societies where females are
more highly regarded: eg) Aboriginal
society and in Bamenda [?].
[[Interpretation: home duties have
become gender based due to
societies'values on what men and
women should be and do.]]

Ilyper theme: social theory.

The media has a major influence on
how we think: eg) during war,
women encouraged to be in second
line of defence and to value home
making as an industry.

Outline role of media

+

examples.

TV advertising adds to our ideas that
home duties are gender based
through way it portrays men
(outside/away from home) and
women (inside/around home).
Over the years, attitudes on gender
Outline impact of feminism.
roles have changed. Feminist
movement in 1970's helped change
social views and make housework less
taboo for males.
-

Not all women content to stay at home
and look after family. Many women
now want careers and many men now
taking more active role in family.
[[Report: Game and Pringle (1984)
Describe "traditiona
sum up trad. roles undertaken by men roles of housework l" areas/gender
.
and women: projected quote which is
a taxonomy of areas of household
work and whether they are mainly
done byrnen/wornen.]J

[paragraph 17]

1 MACRO NEW (Conclusion).

Many studies that women still major Summarise outline.
contributor to housework and family
roles are gender based. Duties
Relate summary to social theory.
allocated to men and women
according to what society sees as
being suitable for each gender.
Allocation varies bet. societies. But
State thesis.
basically the same: men and women
still see housework as being a
female's job and it is going to take a
Appraisal.
lot to change that idea.
-

e) Is Australia an irreligious society?
Caroline's essay: 29/40. Credit. Macro genre: persuasive analytical interpretive
exposition.
Summary of content/elemental
genres. [[11 = embedded elements.
[paragraph 1].
Importance of religion in daily life
has diminished considerably over
[past] 30 years. Census statistics
showing how number of Aust.s
identifying as believing in God has
steadily declined: now app. 19%. Many
factors responsible most prominent
social factors are noted in the essay.
[paragraphs 2 10] Interpretive
exposition.

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news.
MACRO THEME (Introduction).
Orientate to topic by stating fact and
supporting evidence.

Outline main points.

-

-

OUTUNESOCIALCONDITIONS FOR
RELIGION/ "IRRELIGION".

[as a quote] Durkheim's argument
Macro theme.
that because relisgions deny human
orientate to topic by referring to
origins, they may well be lies,
sociological authority.
No way to establish truth of religions,
state interpretive theme based on
because their origins have, become
Durkheim.
distorted in translation, dispute and
time. Therefore, many people
question the basis of faith. Result:
feeling of betrayal influencing
people against religion.
-

-

Changing belie67values in Aust.
leave God out of the picture. Can be
argued that society has lost moral
values from lack of guidance from
the church, which can be held partly
responsible for decline in religion.

Hyper theme: changing beliefs and
values; role of church.

4
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Number of people married
traditionally, in church, has declined
steadily since 1966. Support for trad.
marriage lower among the younger
and more educated. Thus, age and
education are factors in irreligion:
older gen's socialised to accept,
younger socialised to question;
educated have more objective view
may see religion as controlling and
choose to distance themselves.

Outline area of declining conformity
to est. religion.
Hyper new: confirm thesis about
questioning basis of faith.

-

Statistics indicate that strong
commitment to relisgion in mixed
marriages puts so much stress on
marriages that many couples
relinquish their commitment to their
religions.

Elaborate evidence confirming thesis.

Australian society
tolerant/indifferent to diverse
religions of immigrants.

Elaborate evidence confirming thesis
about social factors influencing
irreligion.

Condition for tolerance/indifference
is that religious communities respect
Australia's irreligion.
[para's 11 12] Explanation.
-

200 years of white settlement
Christianity is European. This has
made it hard for many to identify
with churches.
-

Suggested solution to
"Australianise" Christianity would
create a national creed which would
isolate Aust.
[paragraphs 13 14]. Report.
-

-

-

LACK OF NATIONAL IDENTIFICATION
WITH CHRISTIANITY.
State cause.

State problem with suggested
solution.
ABORIGINES.

Trad. religion among Aborigines by
Outline some aspects of Aboriginal
no means extinct. Unlike European
religion.
rel's, Aboriginal rel's have no real
structure [sic]. Individuals could have
a no. of names in their lifetime.
Aboriginal religion not restrictive +
always changing. Possible reason for
decline in trad. Aboriginal beliefs
white education.
-

[para's 15

-

181 Explanation.

ME

THE IMPACT OF SCIENCE AND
TRHNOIDGY.
Orientate to topic.

Enormous strides in science over past
3 decades. Challenge to trad. religious
beliefs. As noted above, society has no Confirm thesis.
way of knowing whether a religion is
based on truth or fiction. Science has State reason for irreligion.
often filled void of religious belief.
Dilemma for Christian church: to
work side by side, church and science
have to compromise their principles.
Result: many people accept either one State a cause of irreligion.
or the other.
Australia's tech. progress since WWII State cause of irreligion.
gave people great self confidence +
faith in material progress idea that
they did not need religion.
-

Although church uses media, elitist
attitude toward media has alienated
many people.
[para's 19 21] Interpretive
exposition.
-

State cause of irreligion.
RELATE DECLINE IN RELIGIOUS
AFFILIATION TO ISSUE OF INEQUALITY.

Christianity has consciously created
serious social inequalities which
have led to irreligion.

Macro theme: state reason as social
theory.

Obvious inequality role of women.
Eg, men hold all major roles in Cath.
church; Anglican women have to
fight old ideals to become priests.
Thus, hard for women to accept trad.
teachings.

Apply theme to data: role of women.

Church must, to escape further
collapse, allow more active part. by
women.

Hyper new: recommendation.

Poor people also affected. Like
gender, the powerful dominate
society and this usually = the rich.
Religions have supported this.

Hyper theme: apply theme to data
(religions support economic
inequality).

Poor people less'influential than rich
in church. As a result, poor feel
alienated and leave the church.

Hyper new.

-

Al
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[paragraph 22

MACRO NEW (Conclusion).

Is Australia an irreligious society?

Restate question to orientate to the
thesis.
Gender, ethnicity, attitudes to rel. and Summarise outline: reasons for
science have caused a lot of
irreligion.
irreligion. Social values/beliefs have
changed dram. over past 3 decades:
much less blind faith; influence of
science and technology.
Religion no longer has any
relevance.
Admittedly, large no. who need it.
But irreligion is increasing.
It is only hoped that
irreligious/religious will not create
divided society.

State thesis.
Qualify thesis.
Summarise outline supporting thesis.
State concern.

f) Is the criminal justice system in Australia fair, or do certain groups have
greater access to justice?
Kelly's essay: 30/40 (75%). Distinction. Macro genre: evaluative exposition.
Summary of outline/elemental
genres. [[11 = embedded elements
[paragraphs 1 2]
-

Functional stages/macro and hyper
themes and news.
MACRO THEME (Introduction).

Difficult question due to complexity of Orientate to topic.
the system and the variety of groups
affected: age, gender, religion,
Predict scope.
nationality, class.
[[Report: definition of "system" as
group of interrelated elements. Def.
of criminal justice system as method
for protecting people and property +
standards & sanctions. Admin of
criminal justice system div. into:
investigative; adjudicative,
correctional.]]
[paragraphs 3 5] Evaluative
exposition.

EVALUATE INVESTIGATIVE AREA OF C'
J. SYSTEM BY CRITERIA OF FAIRNESS.

Investigative area prim, concerned
with role of police. Police supposed to
be unbiassed.

Macro theme.
state what is to be evaluated
(impartiality of police).

More cases where police make
arrests/approach people on grounds
of age, race, class.

state criteria of evaluation ("age,
race, class").

-

Define terms: "system"; criminal
justice system.
Define parts of crim. justice system +
predict essay's information structure.

-

-
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Deaths of many Aborigines bring into Elaborate issue of lack of fair
question impartiality of police.
treatment of certain groups.
Case of a young male who died in
police custody eg of issue of
police/working class males +
suspicious circumstances.
-

Case of an escaping criminal, shot by
police eg of issue of police and
convicted people + unanswered
questions.
-

Cases of violence ag. women: victims
often treated poorly by police.

op

r

[para's 6

Li

-

12]. Evaluative exposition.

EVALUATE ADJUDICATIVE AREA OF C'
J' SYSTEM BY CRITERIA OF FAIRNESS.
Macro theme.
Orientate to topic by classifying it.

Court system organised in way which
appears to be fai. [[Report: tiered
system of courts lower higher
appeals. Courts above magistrates'
courts trial by jusry.]] Fair trial in
State thesis.
this system is not always an outcome.
-

-

-

Eg: magistrate's courts Pat O'Shane's App
ly criterion of evaluation.
decision not to convict 4 women for
defacing a sign (biassed in favour of
the women); Justice Bollan's comment
that husbands can use rough
handling on wives expression of
judge's own values.
-

-

Coronial inquiries also do not stand
up well to close scrutiny.

Hyper theme.

Examples of coronial inquiries where App
ly criterion of evaluation.
in cases of death in custody police
controlled evidence and influenced
outcome because of court process of
police assisting coroner.
Ability of people to be rep. by
Apply criterion of evaluation.
qualified counsel. Despite legal aid
provisions, legal aid limited to certain
groups and certain situations. Eg
legal aid not avail, in areas like
custody, maintenance, access and
many civil disputes. In practice,
many difficulties and obstacles: eg)
duty solicitors do not usually have
adequate time to discuss cases with
clients; many who do not qualify for
legal aid unable to meet high costs of
representation; merit test for legal
aid excludes cases judged "unlikely to
succeed".
-

[para's 13

151. Evaluative exposition. EVALUATE CORRECTIONAL AREA BY
CRITERION OF FAIRNESS.
[[Report: divided into institutions
Orientate to topic by classifying it:
classified according to security risk,
composition taxonomy.
mental/physical health, work
potential, gender]].
Treatment in these areas varies. It
Apply criterion of fairness:
would also be ignorant to assume that background and attitudes of
bias did not occur: eg) racist prison
police/prison officers.
officers; younger offenders tend to be
treated unfairly.
-

-

Police and prison officers tend to be
mainly: male, Australian born: thus,
distinctive social and cultural
background. Would thus influence
their attitudes to other groups.
[paragraph 16]
Although Criminal justice system
appears to be unfair towards certain
groups (eg women, Aborigines,
migrants), it is not designed to
discriminate. Rather, people within
the system are biassed.

MACRO NEW (Conclusion).
Confirm thesis.
Qualify thesis.

Chris's essay: 25/40 (62.5%). Pass. Macro genre: persuasive analytical
evaluative exposition.
Summary of content/elemental
genre. [[11 = embedded elements.
[paragraph 1]

Functional stages/key macro and
hyper themes and news.
MACRO THEME (Introduction).

[[Report: criminal justice = upholding Orientate to topic by defining terms.
of rights and punishment of wrongs. -superordinate taxonomy.
Roman law: justice = giving each
person his/her due. Aust. crim. just.
-composition taxonomy.
system consists of legal
aid/courts/correction.]]
-

This question concerned with how
well above system works re. diff.
social groups.

Paraphrase question and state
purpose.

Broadly speaking system is unfair;
caters for the rich and powerful;
deficient for lower economic groups
and minorities like migrants and
Aborigines.

State thesis (evaluation).
Predict criteria of evaluation.

-

[paragraphs 2
exposition.

-

31. Interpretive

OUTUNETHEORYOFJUSTICEAS
FAIRNESS (to support evaluation).

One basic notion invoked by "justice" Macro theme: state interpretive
everyone equal before the law, and theme.
should be treated equally.
-

Two basic principles: equal rights to Elaborate the theme re. inequalities.
basic liberties; social/cc. inequalities
should not undermine the prev.
principle.
-

-

[[Report: justice = fairness. Grim.
justice = fairness involved with
criminal justice system]].

Define criminal justice in terms of
the theme of fairness. (composition
taxonomy).

These notions can be used as basis for
discussing criminal justice system +
good theoretical basis for reform.
[paragraphs 5 61. Interpretive
exposition.

Macro new: apply above theory to
the topic.

ANALYSE HISTORY OF AUSTRALIA'S
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM IN TERMS
OF SOCIAL INJUSTICE.
Australia's laws & justice system from Macro theme: state thesis
England. Injustices have a long
interpretive theme.
history.
-

-

Feudal system: people judged
Elaborate the way social injustices
differently according to social status. were central to criminal justice
Peasants at bottom, lords at top.
system.
Peasants/workers thought to be
expendable. Thus, word of peasant
never believed against word of a lord.
Class system produced this criminal
injustice.

Hyper new: state cause.

This was start of unjust system, which
favoured those who were of high
status/rich and lacked severely when
dealing with the poor. Although Aust. Macro new: confirm viability of
is diff. and changes have occurred,
interpretation in relation to
the system was founded on injustice
Australia.
and so is still not totally fair.

rq
LA

[para's 7

IWO

-

16] Evaluative exposition. INFLUENCE OF SOCIAL CLASS/POWER
ON FAIRNESS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

In Australia, those in higher socio- Macro theme: state thesis.
economic group and the powerful
have greater access to justice. Money
affects process of criminal justice in
number of ways.
Money can affect both. the executive Elaborate criteria of judgement.
and judicial parts of the system. base
level: bribery of police, magistrates,
judges. Also, best barristers cost the
most money.

*

Fitzgerald Commission findings eg of
corruption. People with high status
can use influence in same way as
rich use money.
People with money can afford best Hyper new: appraisal confirmimg
legal representation, while less well thesis that crminal justice system is
off cannot: obviously unfair.
unfair.
-

How far legal system protects
Hyper theme: state criterion of
minorities is fundamental in judging judgement.
fairness. In Australia, lower socio-ec. Appraisal confirm thesis.
groups and minorities like
Aborigines and migrants do not have
sufficient access to justice.
-

Case of Aboriginal people: most
oppressed and deprived minority in
Aust. Struggle for recognition of
right to land often blocked by
requirement to prove virtually
constant occupation of land since
Euop. settlement. While sacred sites
esaier to reclaim, more imp. ones are
returned with con. they be open to
public (eg Uluru).

Elaborate criterion of judgment with
particular example.

Reason for these difficulties in
reclaiming land = English based
system of law biased against
Aborigines.

Hyper new.

Aboriginal deaths in custody eg of
injustices that occur in Aboriginal
dealings with police.
-

4

Evidence suggests: many police
prejudiced against blacks; cases
where police conspired to conceal
evidence.
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Elaborate evidence supporting thesis
that crim. just. system is unfair.

If police have such prejudices and
Hyper new.
discrim. practices, they can't perfrom
duties showing fairness.
Aborigines forced to live under laws Relate legal injustice to injustice of
which are not their own. Most have to imposed values.
live under influence of European
values, whether they wish to or not.
People in lower socio-economic
groups have much poorer access to
crim. justice system.

Hyper theme: criterion of
j udgement.

Poor can't afford good counsel. Legal
aid restricted. Evidence that working
class groups far less likely than
middle class to have legal
representation for many crimes and
thus moe likely to be convicted +
severer penalties. While poorer
groups still denied legal rights due to
lack of finances justice becomes
devoid of substantive meaning.

Elaborate evidence supporting
criterion of judgement.

Final group disadv. = migrants. No. of
ways: lack of understanding of
system; lack of awareness of legal aid;
maj. of migrants come from lower
socio-ec. group, where access to
justice already limited; prejudice of
community and police.
[paragraph 17]

Elaborate evidence supporting
criterion of judgement.

MACRO NEW (Conclusion).

Aust. criminal justice system is
unfair, catering for those who are
financially well off and who hold
power.

Confirm thesis.
Summarise criteria of judgement.

Much need for reform while
difficult to carry out, cannot be
ignored.

Recommendation.

justice is everyone's right.

Appraisal.

Some changes could be: education
among police re. ethnics [sic!] and
Aborigines; more universally
available legal aid.

Recommendation.

-

rA

Hyper new: appraisal supporting
thesis that criminal justice system is
unfair.

if
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Jozsef's essay: 20/40. Pass. Macro genre: Report. (Analysis of key text for
register, below, page 99).
t/

genres.
[paragraphs 1-2].

themes and news.
MACRO THEME (Introduction).

Criminal justice system in Aust.
cannot be considered fair
discrimination against a number of
minority groups; other groups who
have greater access better socioeconomic background.

State thesis: evaluation.

-

-

Predict criteria of evaluation.

-

This essay will conc. on prejudice in: State purpose and scope.
police; court system; sentencing and
prosecution process.

+

[[Report: three main areas police,
Define criminal justice system and
courts, prisons [[Evaluation: all
state appraisal.
controversial areas. Apparatus can be
seen as more criminal than just. ]]
Sociology sees system as more than
the obvious formal and empirical
Main role of system processing
offenders through courts. Most of
these offenders come from most ec.
and socially disadvantaged.1.
-

-

-

4:

[para's 3

-

81 Report.

[[Evaluation: there is a law and order
crisis in Aboriginal communities.
Always been grossly differential and
discrminatory use of crim. just.
system against Aborigines.]]
Use of heavy policing ag. Aborigines
has galvanised opp. towards police.

OUTLINE ABORIGINAL EXPERIENCE OF
CRIMINAL JUSTICE.
Macro theme: state appraisal.

State fact.

[[Explanation: police accountability
Explain some issues of police and
becomes an issue with public concern Aboriginal comm
unities.
that police are not performing role.
This is in relation to police practice
re. Aboriginal communities. Because
Aborigines are a minority, dissat.
with police does not last very long]].
[[Evaluation: sentencing process
marks point at which power of state
at most capricious]]. More likely that
a drunk Aborigine will be arrested
for being drunk than a white. High
levels of prosecutions of Aborigines
for petty offences.
Aborigines are poorest groups in
Australia.

Appraisal.
State fact.
State fact.

State fact.

Stat's on court convictions show
State facts.
higher rate of convictions in
Aboriginal areas cp. to other areas.
Shows bias against Aborigines. Courts
support police by convicting those
who swear at/indicate displeasure in
other ways with police. Large % of
Aborigines cannot pay fine, so they
go to gaol.
Main problem controlling police
deviations from legality conflicts of
evidence about whether maipractices
have occurred.

State fact.

-

p

Aboriginal deaths in custody raise
State fact.
imp. issue: twiceas likely to suicide as
ave. prisoner. [[Evaluation: resulting Macro new:
state reason for deaths
deaths in custody can be understood
in custody.
against backdrop of structural
violence white Aust. has perpetrated
against Aborigines.]]

[para's 9-12] Report.

OUTUNE OF ISSUES CONCERNING
MIGRANTS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE.

[[Evaluation: Confrontations bet.
migrants and police often fraught
with difficulty/misunderstanding.

Appraisal re. migrants and the police.

Cultural problems also play a part.
Change of attitude of police
esseential, esp. willingness to explore
benefits of change.]]

State fact.
Recommendation.

As with Aborigines, migrants
State facts about migrants and the
charged with offences which result
court system.
from "mistakes" due to language/cult.
misunderstanding. Recommendations
re. bilingual personnel and
accredited police interpreters.
Experience for most people, mci.
State various facts about migrants and
migrants, begins and ends in a petty
the court system + crime.
sessions or magistrate's court. Due to
lang. problems and lack of legal rep.,
migrants [often] vulnerable to not
getting bail. Migrants tend to have
low socio-economic status + poor
verbal skills: restrict ability to seek
legal aid/lawyer. Foreign born have
low rate of crime overall cp. to native
born. Could mean a low crime rate for
children of migrants.
Gaol presents particularly diff.
situation for migrants. Migrant
prisoners diadv. due to language
[eg?] in prison [education?]
programs. Imp. to note that crmie
rate for children of migrants midway
bet. parents and general crime rate.

State facts re. migrants and gaols +
crime rate.

-

AIL

[para's 13

-

18] Report.
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OUFUNE ISSUES RELATED TO WOMEN
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE.

[[Evaluation: discrimination re.
women is significant. Grim. justice
system not attuned to reality of
crimes against women.]]

Macro theme: appraisal.

Evidence indicates marriage is
potentially most lethal social
relationship and [scene ofimajority
of?] violent crime.

State fact.

Police still seem to steretype women
as "wife" or "whore". Traditional
assumption of police re. domestic
assault pirvate matter as opposed to
"real crime".Women prostitutes
discrim. against by police: unlikely
that police will arrest offender
against prostitute. This is derived
partly from public expectations as
mediated by police org. and subculture.

State facts related to violence against
women.

Courts reflect discrim against women.
Women suspects more likely to be
caught, given longer sentences, reimprosoned for parole breach. Imp.
that solicitors rep. domestic violence
vitims ensure that [court?] orders are
worded properly. Sentencing and
prosecution processes dominated by
males.

State facts re. to women and
courts/sentencing process.

-

Women tend to have more problems
than men in gaol because maj. of
policy makers are male. Legislative
action imp. means for change in
attitudes to women in crim. justice
system.

Hyper new: state general resaon.

Recommendation.
State fact.

State fact.
Macro new: recommendation.
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[para's 19- 211

JUVENILES AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

[[Evaluation: juveniles have always
been prime focus of police.
Undoubtedly discrim. use of police
powers has occurred.]] ie police in
decision making [tend to behave as
if? they think young suspects will
resist arrest? and thus tend to
provoke violence?].]].

Macro theme.

-

Changes to ideology [?] underlying
Present opinion about problem of
court system for juveniles has created juvenile crim. justice.
confusion [?], disadv. juveniles more.
If young offenders' parents do not
attend court or be interviewed re.
legal rights, could undermine young
person's right to fair trial. Evidence
that children sent to insitutions for
long periods tend to become antisocial removal from home and
community/disruption of
relationships.
[paragraph 22]

State facts.

-

MACRO NEW (Conclusion).

Issues relating to crim. justice system Summarise outline.
like courts, sentencing and
prosecution process, focussing on
Aborigines, Migrants, Women &
juveniles indicate great prejudice
against these groups.
-

Low ec. background can make it hard
for these groups to gain adequate
legal rep.
Over policing of Aboriginal people
police violence also needs to be
addressed.

+

Recommendation re. Aborgines &
police violence [general? re.
Aborigines?].
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APPENDIX TWO: context of situation structural realisations of
systems of Field, Tenor and Mode in the discourse of sociology and in
the sample essays.
-

2.1 Analysis, for structures of textual, ideational and interperona1
meaning, of key text from ten of the essays from the sample.
Abstraction (grammatical metaphors, buried/incongruent reasoning)
underlined.
Constituents of appraisal italicised.
a) High distinction (Megan). Topic: how social inequalities are embodied in
health and health care. (For schematic structure, see above: pages 6-9).
From introduction:
The health system is biased of [sic] disadvantaged groups
THEME
topical experiential
SENSER.
because it

NEW
mental proc.(react) PHENOMENON

operates

THEME
text.

[in the interests of dominant groups].
NEW

ACTOR mat/proc. RANGE

From the body:
Economic factors cause health inequalities [through lack of income],
THEME
top. exp.
ACTOR

+

/3

NEW
mat/proc GOAL

CIRC/CAUSE.

creating inabilityj [to purchase a greater standard of health care..]]
NEW
mat/proc GOAL

The structure of- the public health care system.. currently supports
THEME
topical exp.
ACTOR

CIRC/LOC mat/proc

4.
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inequalities [[due to being a mixed two-tiered system of resource allocation
[[known as Medicare]JJ].
GOAL

NEW
CIRC/CAUSE
811

Private health insurance offers
THEME

more luxuries than the basic health
insurance [[which is available to alli
NEW

top/exp

ACTOR

mat/proc

GOAL

The poor are not getting equal care
THEME
NEW
BENEF. mat/proc GOAL.
>z /-~
as the best qualified professionals and the best equipment is [sic] more readily

THEME
text. top/experiential
CARRIER

rel/att/circ. proc

available throughout the private sector..
NEW

Social class shapes environmental factors,
THEME
ACTOR

NEW

mat/proc GOAL

resulting in social inequalities.
NEW

behav/process
..Arguments about choice fail to take into account
THEME
top/exp.
SENSER

mental/proc/react.

the social, po1itial and economic forces [[that shape and limit individual
choices]l.
NEW

PHENOMENON.

rig
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From the conclusion:
argues

This essay
THEME
SAYER

/3

verb/proc.

that health and illness are closely related to cultural patterns, ethn city and
values
NEW.
VERBIAGE
Such factors are based on the positioning of the institutions, availability of
THEME
top/exp
ACTOR

NEW
mat/proc

RANGE (CIRC/LOC)

access to them [[and the standard of care given within the facility]].
b) High distinction essay (Michelle). Topic: Women and housework. (For
schematic structure, see above: pages 43-48).
From the introduction:
4-

Virtually all research on household work shows [[that women do the vast bulk
THEME
topical experiential
ACTOR

mat/proc

GOAL

of it, [regardless of their marital, maternal or employment status.]]]

)

up

I7

/

This essay

will

THEME
SAYER

verbal/proc.

argue

that regardless of time, country or culture, women do

the caring, nurturing
and work at home.

MARKED THEME
THEME
text top/log :top/exp
NEW
circumstance of manner/comparison ACTOR mat/pr GOAL
></<

Although
THEME
log.

it

is believed

top/exp.

circ/comp.

ment/proc

I

_
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that the arrival of the SNAG (Sensitive New Age Guy) has put an end to the

IEME
Kt topical experiential
ACTOR

material/proc.

drudgery of women in the home, [with his new enlightenment and
understanding],
NEW
circumstance of accompaniment

GOAL

it will be shown [[that very little has changed [with the division of labour i
the homçj]]
TH
NEW
material/pr. GOAL
From the body:

/? Despite [[the fact that Sweden is the leader of the western world [[with
legislation promoting the equality of the sexes [[and the Soviet Union was the
/
first country in the world to declare the equality of men and women]]]],
MARKED TOPICAL THEME.

I

there is [[no culture known [[where men stay at home [[and raise
TH.
NEW
exist/pr. EXISTENT

children]]]]]

The work at home was not always regarded as demeaning with little or no
value..
THEME
PHENOMENON

mental/proc/react.

The housework, naturally,
THEME
ACTOR
><

/3

/

NEW
circumstance of manner

still falls [to the housewife [[to do]]]

NEW
circ/manner mat/pr. circumstance of bc.

..Although there has been a huge influx of marri ed women [into the
workforce],
THEME
top/log top/exp.
NEW
circ/comD exist/Dr.
EXISTENT

qM
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there has been no evidence to show [[that there has been a proportionate
amount of help given by husbands.]]

'HEME
xist/pr.

NEW

EXISThNT

Usually these working women return home to a "second shift"
THEME
top/log top/experiential
cr/ext. ACTOR

/3

regularly

working

mat/pr. RANGE

NEW

a 16 hour day.

THEME
circ/extent mat/pr.

NEW
GOAL

In fact (Sharpe, 1984) some women try to organise their domestic
work [[as if
they did not go out [to workl]
THEME
top/log
topical exp.
NEW
circ/loc
ACTOR mat/process GOAL

>

so there would be "as little upheaval as possible for other family
members"
(Baxter et al, 1990)
THEME
NEW
exist/process
EXISTENT
..Work at home, [[because it is unpaid]], is
(THEME
[PHEN.
-f

-)

but

circ/cause
it

is

not regarded

[as work at all],

NEW
mental/pr./react circ/matter

Australia's hidden $90 billion industry.

THEME
text top
NEW
TOKEN rd/id VALUE.
it has been

estimated

THEME
PHEN. mental/pr./cognition.
that three times the output of the manufacturing sector, or ten
times the gross
THEME
text topical experiential
GOAL

4

im
:lomestic product of the mining industry is produced by Australian households
(Ironmonger, 1989)
NEW
GOAL
mat/process
ACTOR

-><-/,

If unpaid work is

such a valuable commodity,

THEME
log exp
NEW
CARRIER rel/att ATTRIBUTE
seems astounding [[that men allow women [[to take credit for such a vast
majority of it]]

it
TH

NEW
ment/pr. circ/matter PHENOMENON.

The fight against patriarchy is turning into a male/female battle for power
THEME
topical experiential
CARRIER

rel/att/circ ATTRIBUTE

and recognijpj, not only [in the home, [but also in the workplace, [in
business, [and in politics]]]]..
NEW

ATTRIBUTE

/

Despite Blood and Wolfe's claim in 1960 [[that "the family had changed its
authority pattern to one of equalitarian [sic] sharing" (Baxter et al, 1990)]],
MARKED TOPICAL (logical) THEME
Circumstance of manner (comparison).
patriarchy is alive and kicking
THEME
NEW
BEHAVER behav/process

><

/

[in the 1990's].

circ/location

While men
believe
THEME
log
exp
SENSER rnent/pr.

7

that housework is

"women's work"

THEME
text top. exp.
CARRIER rel/att ATTRIBUTE

79
/_\ I while

women's paid work is regarded

as "secondary"

THEME
NEW
logical top. experiential
PHENOMENON ment/proc circ/matter

+

and while
THEME
text log

the gender division of labour is regarded as "natural" instead of
"social"
topical experiential
PHENOMENON

NEW
ment/proc circumstance/matter

there will be patriarchy..
[çst/pr

EXISTENT

According to Marxist theory,

capitalism does not demand or require full
employment.

THEME
logical
top/exp.
circumstance manner/means SENSER mental process

NEW
PHENOM.

It
requires
TH
SEN ment/pr
an industrial reserve army [[to provide a flexible population of workers, [[free
to come and go as labour is required [[and also to depress the wages, [[in crease
the profits [[and also the extent to which workers can be exploited.J]I11]]]]]
NEW
PHENOMENON
From the conclusion:
The value of household work has to be recognised
LTHEME
PHENOMENON

I
,

mental process

and the traditional gender division of labour has to be changed.
THEME
text. topical experiential
GOAL

material process

44

/3

If

80
the intolerable pressures placed on women are not lifted,

THEME
log topical experiential
GOAL
then
THEME
text.

material pr.

the health, well being and quality of life of women will be affectèd.
topical experiential
GOAL

mat/process

It can also be seen

I mental process
that this

I

will not only affect women, but also their families, their marriages,

THEME
tex. top
ACTOR mat/process

GOAL

their children and [in time ] the generations to come.
NEW
GOAL
c) Distinction essay (Faith). Topic: health and health care. (For schematic
structure, see above: pages 9-11).
From the introduction:
Health, the right of every individual, is defined as.. (quote)
THEME
topical experiential
TOKEN
re//id/circ/pr VALUE
hus, health may be characterised as a quality of life [[that involves dynamic
interaction
THEME
text top/exp
CARRIER rel/att/c irc/process

NEW
ATTRIBUTE

and interdependence [with one's social, physical, mental and emotional
health.]II
NEW
ATTRIBUTE

Therefore, it can be seen
THEME
text

top
ment/pr

/
/

thatthe characteristics of an individual's health will be influenced by the society in
which they [sic] live
THEME
text topical experiential
GOAL

NEW
mat/process

ACTOR

[I]n other words,the differences are related to a group's socio-economic
status,
THEME
topical logical

top, experiential
TOKEN
rel/id/circ/pr

NEW
VALUE

which introduces the concept of injustice and power relationships..
THEME
NEW
top.
ACTOR mat/proc GOAL
From the body:
><

To fully understand the difference in health between varying groups
MARKED TOPICAL THEME.
ment/pr/cog
PHENOMENON
one

must consider the cultural background of the group,

TH
NEW
top
SENSER ment/pr/cog PHENOMENON
taking into account their beliefs, customs and lifestyle..
NEW
mental proc/cog. PHENOMENON
Aborigines are not only affected by their very poor economic status, but by
THEME
top/exp.
GOAL

material process

ACTOR

the general lack of cultural understanding on the part of non-aboriginals.
NEW
ACTOR

It is also important [[to realise [[that the "cultural group one falls intmay
TH

NEW

CAR rel/att ATTRIBUTE CARRIER

alter the access to health facilities due to cultural beliefs and customs]]]].
and this may in turn affect one's health.
NEW

THEME
text top

ACTOR

mat/pr GOAL

Thus, there are numerous cultural and lifestyle factors{[which can influence
health.]]
THEME
text topical

NEW
exististential process

In general, it can be seen
THEME
top/log
circ/loc

1

exp
ment/proc

that the health status of groups of a poor socio-economic standing is
THEME
text topical experiential
CARRIER

and again the major indicator of this
THEME
text top/log topical experiential
VALUE

From the corfclusion:
In conclusion, it can be seen
THEME

top/log
circ/loc

ment/proc.

low,
NEVs

rel/att AlT

is

mortality and morbidity rates..
NEW

rel/id/int TOKEN

83
that there are
HEME

ext top

numerous social inequalities [[affecting health and health care..11
NEW

exit/pr EXISTENT

For everyone,[[ the main factor influencing their access to health and health care]] is their
socio-economic status.
THEME
NEW
top/log
circ/manner VALUE
TOKEN
those of Aboriginal or Ethnic [sic] background are further affected by social
THEME
topical experiential
BENEFICIARY

NEW
material/process ACTOR

inequalities [[that are deplorable by today's standards, [[often reducing these
groups to the level of third world living standards.]]]]
d)Credit essay. (Jeanette). Topic: the family. (abstraction underlined; appraisal
italicised). (For schematic structure, see above: pages 32-34).
The family has always [in recorded history] held a unique position in society,
THEME
ACTOR

/

providing

circ/loc/time

a centre or heart [for the community [[in which it exists]]].
NEW
circumstance of cause/behalf

mat/process GOAL
Therefore, it

NEW
mat/pr GOAL

is

necessary [[to examine these changes]]

THEME
top/logical exp.
circ/cause
rel/att AYTRIB.

NEW
CARRIER

84

so that a firm understanding of the family can be established.
THEME
top, log top. experiential
GOAL

mat/process

Society today however also plays an inteMral role [in the changing facadé*of
the family].
THEME
top. exp.
ACTOR

NEW.

top, logical
mat/pr. GOAL

Issues such as religion and the predominant feminist movement have,
THEME
ACTOR
[without doubt], strong1y influenced attitudes towards marriage and,
henceforth, the family.
NEW
mat/proc. GOAL

circ/compar.

Furthermore, the change in the nature of the family has led to an altering of
the structure of the family,
THEME
top, log,

1

/
/

NEW

topical experiential.
ACTOR

mat/pr. GOAL

producing "alternative" deviations [from society's concept of the traditional
familyl
NEW
mat/proc. GOAL
From the body:
There are
THEME
exist/process

two stages to the creation of a family
NEW
EXISTENT

The second type of family
THEME
VALUE

is

the procreation family..

NEW
rel/id/p TOKEN

85
[In Australian society today] all families can be classified

THEME
marked topical logical
circumstance/location

top. exp.
GOAL

The first and most common is
THEME
TOKEN

[into two areas]
NEW

mat/process

circ/location

the nuclear family..

NEW
rel/id/pr VALUE

Sociologically, the family can be described as a place [in whic

h the alertness
of class culture
([can be taught and ensued [sic]]]]

THEME
top, log.
top/exp.
circ/manner PHEN.
However, there

NEW
verbal/process VERBIAGE

are many differing views and feelings about the family

THEME
top, log top/exp.
exist/proc.

NEW
EXISTENT.

There have been vast changes in the purpose of the family
THEME
exist. pr.
Today

I

NEW

EXISTENT.

the family is still considered a basic economic unit,

THEME
top./log. top./exp.
circ/loc PHEN.

+/3

over the past threc
centuries

NEW
mental/pr. /cogn.

circ./matter.

being recognised [[[in government policies [[to provide family
TH
PHEN. ment./pr.

provisions]] 1,.

NEW
circumstance of location.

o [sic] century has seen great changes [in the nature of the family [due

to

THEME
SENSER

ment./proc. PHENOMENON.

increased cases of divorce, use of birth control, the acceptance

by society of

86

informal cohabitation, increased awareness of domestic abuse, and new
reproductive techniques.]
These factors combined have meant
THEME
SENSER
,

there is

ment/pr.
a higher rate of alternative family types, [such as the de facto, step,

IH
exist/pr EXISTENT
single parent and homosexual families, [due to the more aware and lenient
attitudes of today's society
NEW
circ/cause/reason
There

has also been

THEME
existential process

a major change in the family [[due to the feminist
EXISTENT

movement deeply criticising [[and trying to change
societylli].

NEW
circ/cause/reason
e role of women in

From the conclusion:
It can therefore be seen

Im

L mental process/perc.
that the family, <although its basic structure still and will more than likely
aiways remair
THEME
text. top./exp.
CARRIER <
INCLUDED
CLAUSE
>
is

an ever changing institution..

NEW
rel/att ATTRIBUTE
The increase of feminist ideas [at the moment] and further movement in
the future
THEME
ACTOR

87
will no doubt change the family even more dramatically [[in the years that
follow]]
material process

NEW
circumstance of manner

GOAL

e) Pass essay. (Christine). Topic: the family. (Schematic structure: pages 35-38).
From the- introduction:
The family would have to be the main focal point of our society,
LI

THEME
TOKEN rel/id/process VALUE
a haven [[to escape from the outside world and all its harsh realities]].
NEW
VALUE
The family is seen mainly as a social institution [and so an important part

of
society].

THEME
PHENOMENON ment/pr

circumstance of matter

NEW

Recently, new perspectives on the family have questioned many of the
THEME
log
topical experiential.
circ/loc SAYER
assumptions of the more traditional view.
NEW
VERBIAGE

p

The family today

is thought

THEME
PHENOMENON

ment/pr.

to be

[on a downhill slide].

rel/att

NEW
circ/location

NEW
verbal/process VERBIAGE

4'
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The rising divorce rate, the swing towards single parent families, domestic
violence and the neglect of the aged,

I topical experiential theme and SAYER
all suggest

I verbal/pr I
that

family organisation

is

[on a definite decline].

THEME
text.
CARRIER

rel/att/circ circ/location

From the body:
A family is

a group of people [[living together [in a common household,

THEME
TOKEN rel/id VALUE
[[sharing expenses, [[and working together [[to reach the same goall}]]]]]]].
The family usually comprises of [sic] two adults [[who live together in a
THEME
TOKEN

rel/id/poss

VALUE

monogamist relationship, [[and eventually produce offspring]]]]
The study of the family and marriage is one of the most important areas [in
sociology]
ITHEME
TOKEN

NEW
rel/id VALUE

It is argued [by many sociologist [sic] ]
Th
verbal/pr circum/manner/means
))

/

that the family has lost many of its vital functions
THEME
NEW
text. topical exp.
ACTOR
mat/proc. GOAL
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The changes in the nature of the family would have to be a definite swing
THEME
TOKEN

NEW
VALUE

rel/id/pr.

away from the approved "traditional" family.
We

are now dealing with a more broader [sic] view [[of what a family is
]]..

TH
ACTOR material process

NEW
RANGE

[With divorce on the increase] there has been a swing away from the ni
or traditional fai
THEME
marked topical (logical)
circum. of accompaniment

2

NEW
top/exp.
existential proc. EXISTENT.

and more and more we find
THEME
text. logical
circ/extent

the emergence of step families.

NEW
exp.
ACTOR mat/pr GOAL

From the conclusion:
[In rlinl it k dirwn

[Fmrct

rrl

firni1iv11

THEME
NEW
top./log
circ/loc. mat/process GOAL
so

we

take

most of the talk about families [[as being natural
]]..

THEME
text. exp.
SENSER ment/pr. PHENOMENON
However, [for sociologist] [sic]
THEME
text.

top./log.
circ/cse/behalf.

NEW
circ/matter

these statements and theories
topical experiential
TOKEN

ing points [[to what is really going on in the family]].
NEW
VALUE

are

rd/id/mt
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These changes all add up to [[what could be termed the family of the '90's]].
THEME
VALUE

NEW
rel/id/att TOKEN

f) Low pass essay (lanette). Topic: the family. (23/40). (appraisal italkised,
abstraction underlined). (Schematic structure: pages 38-40).
From the introduction:
><

y

-

/\

As we look [at [[how society has brought about change [in the nature of the
famil vi]i
THEME
tex. top.
NEW
ACT. mat/pr GOAL
and to understand these changes
THEME
NEW
ment./process PHEN.
we

need

Th
SENSER
me nt/pr
first

to define [[what a family is and [[what influences brought about
these changes ..]]

THEME
NEW
circ/loc mat/pr. GOAL
the most popular definition of the family is

two adults and two dependent
children I [1iving together ..}
NEW
rel/id TOKEN

THEME
VALUE
From the body:
•><.

..

When

we

look at

the early history of the family,

THEME
NEW
log.
top. exp.
circ/loc ACTOR mat/proc. GOAL

if

we
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can see

Th
1
SENSER ment/pii
)j3

that

the family group

came into being

THEME
text. topical/exper.
BEHAVER

[as a matter of survivj..
NEW

behay./process

circum of cause/reason

Another change in the nature of the family [[that we see emerging]] is
THEME
topical experiential
VALUE

rel/id/p

that [in the past [[it has been the responsibility of the family [[to socialise the
c hi! dre]]]I].
NEW
TOKEN
[[According to the study done by Faliding]], this

I

MARKED TOPICAL THEME
Lci rcumstance of matter

TH
GOAL

is now being done
material process

[by [[people who are outside the family]]].
NEW
circumstance of manner/means.
Because mothers are working,
THEME
log.
top/exp.
ACTOR mat./process
children

01

come [in contact and [under the influence of others [outside the
family]]]].

THEME
BEHAVER beh/pr circumstance of location
[With the recession of the ninety's [sic]]

NEW
we

have seena rise [in

MARKED TOPICAL THEME.
THEME
NEW
circumstance of accompaniment
SENSER
ment./pr. PHENOM.
unemployment F[which has also brought changes [to the nature of the family

4
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[[where both parents are unable to work [[and exist [on unemployment benefit
and social security [[supplied [by the government]]]]]]]J}]]].
As we

look at

the family,

THEME
NEW
ACTOR mat./pr. GOAL
we

do not see

the decline [[that was suggested by some sociologist [sic]]]

TH
NEW
SENSER ment./pr. PHENOMENON
instead we
THEME
text.
)I

see

exp.
SENSER ment./pr.

the family unit still holding
THEME
ACTOR

is

a very important place [in society]

NEW
mat./process GOAL

From the conclusion:
[In this essay], we

have looked at [[the way the nature of the family has

F

MARKED THEME TH.
circ./locaation. ACTOR materia]ipr. GOAL
changed [[and what influences brought about these changes]]]]..
It

still remains a powerful group and the main caring and support group [in
society today].

TH
NEW
TOKEN rel/id/pr.VALUE

g) Borderline pass essay (Carol). Topic: the family. (21/40). Abstraction
underlined; appraisal italicised. (Schematic structure: pages 41-43).

4
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From the introduction:
?<

/

In discussing the changes [in the nature of the family],
MARKED TOPICAL THEME (dependent clause).
verbal process
circum/location
I

have based the majority of this essay [on the white Australian].

THEME
ACTOR
'I.

I

El

NEW
circumstance of location

material pr. GOAL

have concentrated on several key areas roles of women, homes, children,
-

TH
ACT. material process

NEW

GOAL

All of these have undergone changes
THEME
ACTOR
but

NEW
material process GOAL

this essay

THEME
text. topical
SAYER
'

7

will argue

verbal proc.

that the families [sic] basic character has remained unchanged.
THEME
text. topical
CARRIER

NEW
rel/att/pr. ATTRIBUTE

From the body:
Families as defined in Collins dictionary of sociology [sic]

I NOMINAL GROUP PROJECTING A QUOTE

I

A group of people related by kinship or similar close ties, [in which
[[the adults assume responsibility for the care and upbringing of
their natural or adopted children (Vary and Vary, 1991)]]].
PROJECTED QUOTE (nominal group with embedded circumstance of
location).

[In 1820-1840] a convict marriage meant

a change [in social status].

4
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THEME
marked top topical
circ/location TOKEN

NEW
rel/id/pr. VALUE

[Due to the ratio of men to women], men had to compete for a wife [sic].

c.

Women were encouraged [[to marry]]
THEME
NEW
BEN. material process GOAL
as

it

was seen [as a way [[to restrain them]]].

[To their advantage],
I

by marrying a free or ticket-of-leave ma

i mytn

they

would no longer be treated

THEME
GOAL material process

[as convicts]..
4.

NEW
circ/manner/role

..[Due to the shortage of male labour in Australia's early history], women
THEME
marked topical
circumstance of cause/reason

topical

undertook a wide range of jobs..
NEW
mat/proc. GOAL
This productive labour went largely unnoticed [by economistsl.
THEME
PHENOMENON

mental/process

NEW
SENSER

Women in the late 19th century had two options

-

dependence [upon men] or
domestic service.

I

I

AOL
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THEME
CARRIER

NEW
rel/att ATTRIBUTE

[In the first half of this century] it was the norm [[for families to have only
one incopie]].
THEME
marked topical
circumstance of location/time

NEW
rel/att/circ

circum./matter

It was assumed
TI-I
ment/pr

[

the wife would stay [at home].
THEME
NEW
ACTOR mat./pr. circ./loc.
By 1971 37% of married women worked [outside the home]..
THEME
marked topical
circ./loc. ACTOR

NEW
mat/pr RANGE

[Despite this increase in the rate of paid em ployment ,]
MARKED TOPICAL THEME
women

are still

the main caregivers for their family [sic]

THEME
TOKEN rd/id/pr VALUE

NEW

and are expected
TI-I
text.
merit/pr.

/

to do

the majority of domestic chores.

NEW
mat/pr GOAL

'-

..

I In the I 960's] childcare was

a margina1 issue,

4
THEME
NEW
marked
topical
circ/location CARRIER rel/att ATTRIBUTE

-i-

represented

[as a threat to the family]

I mat/process circumstance of matter
By 1990 both major parties had
THEME
top./log topical
circ/loc CARRIER

childcare provisions [as part of their election
camnairn

rel/att/ ATTRUBUTE
POSS

Early last century children were expected
THEME
marked top
top.
circ/location/time PHEN. ment/proc.

/
><

to become

I rel/att

independent
ATTRIBUTE

While they

were

THEME
top.exp.
log.
CARR. rel/att/circ.
they

[at an early age].
circ/loc/time.

I

[in the family home]
NEW

3

circ/location

were expected

THEME
PHEN. ment/process
to help with domestic labour and home businessesi.

I mat/proc. GOAL
[[State intervention to expand compulsory education and regulate child
employment]]

41

ITHEME

(hdnged

the l)alaflce of support between parent and child.

4

mat./pr.
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NEW
GOAL

Children were now dependent on their parents [instead of the previous
reciprocal arrangerr
vIE
NEW
FilER rel/att/circ/process
This dependence was firmly established [in the inter-war years]
THEME
GOAL

NEW
RANGE

material process

and the time of childhood was now extended [through to the teens].
THEME
text. topical exper.
GOAL
Step families are not
THEME
CARRIER

rel/att/pr.

NEW
mat/process

circ/extent

a modern creation
NEW
ATTRIBUTE

but the reasons behind their formation has [sic] changed.

4

THEME
text. topical experiential.
The family Law Act gives irretrievable breakdown of marriage [as thec
ground needed for divorce
THEME
NEW
ACTOR
mat/pr. GOAL
circ/cause/reason

+

I#

A guilty party

is no longer required

THEME
PHEN.

mental process

and separation and divorce are
I TJ-IPMP

socially and legally more acceptable.
NJPW

I

Vv
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[[The popular idea that families of the past were more stable]] has to be assessed
[in the light of this].
THEME
PHENOMENON

ment/pr +
circ/cause/reasccn

From the conclusion:
[in conclusion], the family is being subjected to rapid changes fin the form of
THEME
logical

NEW

top/exp.
BENEFICIARY material/process

GOAL

dual family incomes, less time for childbearing, fathers participating more
in domestic life, chamging values about sex].

-

Family life is no longer considered [in terms of a structured cycle [as in the
THEME
PHENOM. mental process

circumstance of matter

NEW

Patriarchy is slowly giving way to partnership.
THEME
ACTOR

NEW
material process

BENEFICIARY

However, the basic aims of the family have not changed..
THEME
text.
/

topical experiential.
ACTOR

4

material process

[On the basis of this] it could be argued
THEME
circ/cause/reason
)) -)

/

verbal process

that although aspects of family have changed
THEME
text. logical

top/experiential.
ACTOR
mat/process

the basic character or nature of family has remained the same.
THEME
CARRIER

NEW
rel/att/pr. ATTRIBUTE

5
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h) Borderline pass essay (jozsef). Topic: the criminal justice system.
(Schematic structure: pages 68-72).
From the introduction:
The Criminal justice System in Australia can not be considered
THEME
PHENOMENON

19.

fair.
NEW
circ/matter.

mental process

Discrimination against a number of minority groups

exist [sic].

THEME
TOKEN

NEW
rel/id/pr.

[[The groups which are extensively denied access to the Justice System]] are
THEME
VALUE

rel/id

Aborigines, Migrants, Women and Juveniles.
NEW
TOKEN
This essay will concentrate on prejudice [in areas as [sic] police, court
system, sentencing and prosecution process I
THEME
NEW
ACTOR
material process
GOAL
—d
The Australian Criminal justice System corporates [sic] three major bodies
THEME
TOKEN
they

NEW
rel/id/poss VALUE
are

the Police, the Courts, and Prisons,

THEME
NEW
TOKEN rd/id/pr VALUE

+ /--:,

all

being

very controversial areas [in society].

ITHEME
rTOKEN rd/id/pr VALUE

NEW

The section of the population were [sic] these [criminal] offenders,
The intention seems to be a circumstance of location: eg) The section of the
population where [most] of these offenders come from is
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most serious of crimes are [among the most economically socially
disadvantaged]..
THEME
TOKEN

NEW
rel/id/circ circ/location.

From the body:
There

is

a law and order crisis [on Aboriginal communities [in
Australia].]

THEME

NEW
circumstance of location

exist/pr EXISTENT
There

has always been a gross1y differential and discriminatory use of the

THEME

NEW
EXISTENT

existential/pr.

Criminal Justice System against Aboriginal people..
Brogden et al (1988: 153) has [sic] stated
THEME
SAYER
--

verbal/pr.

police accountability
THEME
CARRIER

becomes an issue
NEW
re//att/pr. ATTRIBUTE

when there is public concern [[that the arrangements for ensuring the police
THEME
log.
exp.
exist/pr. EXISTENT
[[peform satisfactorily any part of their role [[are not working]]]]]].

I

NEW
The sentencing process probably marks the point [in the Criminal Justice
THEME
ACTOR

mat/process. GOAL

System [[where the power of the state is at its most capricious]l}

I

NEW

AW

40
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Aborigines [in Australia] are
THEME
TOKEN

the poorest groups in the country

NEW
rel/id/pr. VALUE

they are very much disadvantaged [in the courts]
THEME
CARR rel/att/pr.

NEW
circ/location

I
I

[[The prime problem [in controlling police deviations from legality]]
]is not

Om

THEME
VALUE
I

rel/id

the permissiveness of law but conflicts of evdence [sic] [[about whethe
r
malpractices have occurred [in fact]]].
TOKEN

NEW

Aboriginal deaths in custody raise
THEME
ACTOR

an important issue.

NEW
mat/pr. GOAL

Hogan et ad (1988: 54) has [sic] stated
THEME
SAYER
that they

verbal/pr.
are twice as likely to suicide, [as the average prisoner].

THEME
text. top.
CARR rel/attribuive/circ/pr.

circ./ manner/comparison.

Consequently deaths in custody can be understood [against the backdr
op of the
THEME
textual

top./exp.
PHENOMENON

mental process circumstance of location

structural violence White Australia ffhas perpetrated on the origina
I owners
of the landfl].
The Juvenile (Youth) population has always been the prime focus
of Police
THEME
TOKEN

rd/id/proc.

VALUE

102
order [[maintaining law enforcement work]].
Undoubtedly discriminatory use of police powers has been
THEME
interp.

evident.
NEW

topical experiential.
CARRIER

rel/att/pr.

circ/matr

[[Due to Police supposition the way that particular groups dress]], are more likely [[create
any offence]
MARKED THEME
NEW
circumstance of cause/reason.
rel/att/circ.
According to Chappell and Wilson (1989: 48).

I circumstance of matter
In other words, police [in their decision making] are predicting caution
THEME
Fog.
top/exp. log.
SENSER
mental/proc. PHEN.
[[that the arrest might become

/3
I
,<

violent,]]

making the Juvenlie [sic] or Juveniles [[become aggressive and causing
troublell,
mat/pr. GOAL
RANGE
I
when Police could have used minimum force
THEME
NEW
ACTOR mat/process. GOAL

<

to arrest

the suspect or suspects.

I mat./pr. GOAL

I

From the conclusion:
Issues relating to the Crminal Justice System like, the court system, sentencing
and prosecution process; [sic] [[focussing on Aboriginies [sic], Migrants,
Women, and Juveniles ]]
FL-I EME
\CTOR
idcate [sic] great prejudice against these minoritys [sic] [in the community]
NEW
mat/pr. GOAL.

4

stereotypes play

103

a major role [against these groupsi.

THEME
NEW
ACTOR mat/pr GOAL
Over Policing of Aboriginal people also Police violence

I THEME

SENSER

needs

ment/pr. I

73 t to be openly confronted
I material process

I

4- Qand a change of attitude towards minority groups by Police officers well as [sic] Court
Officials needs

THEME
txt. topical experiential
SENSER

2/3

ment/pr

to be addressed,

I verbal process I
.c/IE3
I.

if these groups are going to have better access [to the Criminal Justice System
[in Australia].]

THEME
txt. topical experiential
NEW
CARRIER rel/att/poss/pr. ATTRIBUTE

'C
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Appendix 2.2: textual and logical realisations of "global" logical reasoning
across the macro genre (Megan's high distinction essav).
Ot'ffENT.
STAGE OF THE ESSAY.
RElATIONSHIP WITH
OTHER PARTS.
The health system is
biased of disadvantaged
groups because it operates
in the interests of
dominant groups..

INTRODUCTION.

this essay illustrates
how the health care system
reinforces and reflects the
areas of inequality like

Predicts circumstances of
cause - reason.

Predicts circumstances of
manner and matter.

Economic factors cause
health inequalities
through lack of income,
creating inability to
purchase a greater
standard of health care..

ELEMENTAL GENRE ONE:
macro theme,

Enhances introduction as a
circumstance of manner
means.

A further example of the
way low income groups are
disadvantaged by a two
tiered system of health

hyper theme.

Extends and elaborates
previous information.

Social class shapes
environmental factors,
resulting in social
inequalities

macro new.

Enhances previous
information as a
circumstance of cause
reason.

Concrete social and
economic factors such as
income and occupation
have a more significant
impact on the health of
Australians than
individual choice..

ELEMENTAL GENRE THREE: Qualifies the thesis as a
macro theme.
circumstance of manner
comparison.

a study carried out in a
Sydney Obstetric hospital
show[ed] that inequalities
exist due to lifestyle
factors such as

hyper theme.

..

people from lower social hyper new.
groups with limited
education are
disadvantaged for the
reasons stated above. Equal
distribution of health is
lacking

-

40

-

-

Elaborates the previous
information in terms of the
thesis about social
inequalities.
Enhances previous
information as a
circumstance of cause
reason.

-
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certain social classes
are deprived of access of
[sic] the available
resources Resources are
not distributed uniformly
due to financial and
geographical restrictions

ELEMENTAL GENRE THREE: Enhances previous
macro new,
information as
circumstance of cause
reason.

..

-

CONCLUSION:

health is directly related
to social status.

Qualifies the thesis as a
circumstance of cause
reason.
Qualifies the thesis as a
circumstance of manner
comparison.
-

The better educated and,
hence, generally more
affluent individuals and
communities have
healthier babies, fewer
chronic diseases than the
poor and disadvantaged.

-

..

This essay argues that
health and illness are
closely related to cultural
patterns, ethnicityand
values, and to structural
arrangements in society

Qualifies the thesis as a
circumstance of location.

The global function of these interrelated parts is to build a chain of
reasoning about how (circumstances of manner means and
comparison, supported by extension and elaboration) and why
(circumstances of cause reason and purpose, supported by
extension and elaboration) inequalities are embodied in health and
health care.
-

-

Elemental genre two outlining geographical isolation as an example
of inequality in health care is the most "factually" oriented part of
the essay. However, it is linked to the rest of the essay as an element
that elaborates the thesis that health care "reinforces and reflects"
inequality, by exemplifying differences between urban and rural
areas.
-

-
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Appendix 2.3. An example of problems with textual cohesion text
from elemental genre two (on non-English speaking migrants) of
Jozsef's essay on the criminal justice system.
-

Hyper themes are underlined. Topical experiential themes are
italicised. Textual and logical themes are bolded.
Confrontations between Migrants and Police are often fraught with
difficulty and misunderstanding. Cultural differences play a
significant part in this also migrants who come from non-English
speaking countries are very much disadvantaged
As with Aborigines, Migrants are charged with a number of
minor enfences [sic] which are results from 'mistakes" due to
language or cultural misunderstanding between police and
migrants
The experience of most people as well as for Migrants coming before
a court in Australia beings [sic] and ends in a Petty Sessions or
Magistrate's court. Due to the fact that the Migrant cannot
speak English and may lack from legal representation so
[sic] the Migrant would be vulnerable to not being granted bail and
could be remanded in custody or for another trial
Migrants tend to
have low socio-economic status accompanied with poor verbal skills,
restricting their ability to legal aid or access to a lwayer. It is
important to note that the foreign born have a low rate of crime
overall (as compared to the native)
This could mean a lower crime
rate for the future for children of migrants
..

..

At the paragraph level, the two sentences about migrants being
disadvantaged by language and socio-economic status, could have
been joined by a theme like "Socio-economic and language
disadvantages make it difficult for many migrants to have proper
access to fair treament in courts ..". This would create a hyper theme
to organise the paragraph more clearly in terms of social and
language inequalities. As it is, the paragraph is a series of disjointed
points with an experiential rather than logical relationship to the
existing hyper theme about petty sessions and magistrates courts.
An example of difficulties at the clause complex level is the
redundant "so": it indicates both intention to realise a result and
interlanguage confusion about how to code it. The marked dependent
clause "Due to.. ' has already performed this function. But "so" is a
congruent and more familiar way to realise the logical link.

f
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Work on theme could also make the sentences on crime rates more
relevant to the points about socio-economic and language inequalities
through a marked topical theme: eg) "Despite (logical theme/external
contrastive conjunction)) these disadvantages (anaphoric reference),
foreign born migrants tend to have lower overall rates of crime.."
2.4 The importance of textual and logical metafunctions in sociology:
an example from one of the Soc 101 texts and from a sociology
journal article.
a) An instance of the way textual and logical structures in sociology
organise macro propositions about social reality. A paragraph from
Giddens (1989: 52), on western colonialism.
The paragraph's hyper theme shifts from predicting an explanation
of how traditional cultures were subjected to the colonialism of
industrialised and militarily more powerful western powers to why
that was so: "because they were unable to resist the impact of the
combination of industrial and military power which the western
countries developed". The conjunction becauseI puts this clause in
hypotactic enhancement, as a circumstance of cause/reason and
carries forward the abstraction of cause and effect in the way the
topic of colonialism is subordinated to the "causal" concepts of power
and ideology. This process of abstracting cause and effect is
scaffolded by theme/new and reference: power is referred to in each
theme position and ideology is related to power in the news,
cutminating in the hyper new's development of ideas which justify
the actions of the powerful".
"..
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Table 2.4.1: theme/new organisation of information about power,
inequality and ideology in Giddens' discussion of western colonialism.
HYPER THEME:
If large numbers of traditional societies have now disappeared, this is 'not
because their ways of life were "inferior". It is because they were unable to
resist the impact of the combination of industrial and military power which
the Western countries developed.
ELOPdT1ON:
THEME
NEW
The concept of powernd a closely great importance in sociology.
associated notion that of ideology
,

-

4L

-

By power

the ability of individuals or groups to
make their own concerns or interests
Count, even where others resist.

Power

the direct use of force,

but it

the development of ideas (ideologies)
which justify the actions of the
9erflf.

HYPER NEW:
In th case of Western expansion, the intruders justified their activities by
seeing themselves as "civilizing" the "heathen" people's with whom they
came into contact.

In the textual and logical metafunctions, the hyper new is dependent
on the elaboration through the textual reference of "the case of
Western expansion" and the circumstance of location, "In the case of
". These textual and logical constituents link the topic of colonialism
to the macro-concepts (power and ideology) developed in the
previous news: "the intruders justified their activities by seeing
themselves as 'civilizing' the 'heathen' peoples with whom they came
into contact".

*
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b) Textual cohesion in a sociology journal article.
Figure 2.4.2: summary of links between macro theme, hyper themes and hyper
news and macro new in Campbell and Fairweather 's report on research study
of rural drinking (1991: 7-10).
MACRO THEME: summary of main points
underlined.

-

key nominalised generalisations

[In] studies of alcohol use, the persistence of functionalist notions has caused
researchers to make false divisions [and] alcohol related problems are almost
entirely blamed on a few "abnormal" individuals. Our conclusion is that
drinking problems
are caused just as much by the social structures of
drinking., as by individual psychological states..
..

..

..

HYPER

HYPER NEWS

THEMES.
In the context of
daily drinking
sessions, many
problems emerge.

Drinking values
often put drinking
group above
workplace and
family; symbolic
public aggression
often turns into
real aggression

Evidence of public
—)
and private
physical violoence
towards women.

Economics and
ideology of heavy
drinking are hostile
to family life.

-

Problem of drink
driving.

These social
problems are not—
the consequence of
a few "problem"
individuals.

ideology of male
bonhomie in
drinking groups
deceptive
excludes women.
-

Findings re:
Conclusion: alcohol
"problem drinkers" related problems
notion?
come from social
structure of male
drinking.

MACRO NEW
study found that
male drinking
groups can produce
strong legitimising
ideology ultimately
detrimental to the
women and children
of many drinkers.
Moreover, drinking
ideology part of
happy rural
community myth.
Ideals of fraternity
often distorted the
portrayal of
drinking groups
What is hidden
under this ideology
is a series of social
problems. Need to
question structure
of rural society.
This may not be
good news for
those wishing to fob
off social problems
on "problem
drinkers"
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2.5 Periodic structure of complementary propositions in a credit and high
distinction essay from the housework topic of the Soc 101 sample.
Figure 2.5.1 (Adapted from Martin, 1992, b): outline of periodic structure of
Helen's macro genre on housework content is summarised.
-

MACRO THEME
[[Report: definitions
and classifications]]
Since 1970's: rising
concern re women's
social
position/recognition
of housework as
work. Essay will
discuss reasons why
housework is gender
based.

ELEMENTAL GENRES
MACRO THEMES MACRO NEWS

ET'ATION
Housework as female
role reflects view
that
childcare/domestic
work are low status.
Men have more
earning powerdelegate low status
I
work, like
I
'4
housework, to
women.
EXPLAN ATION.
[[Evaluative
In rural
exposition:
communities,
housework can be
domestic and family
used as a weapon by responsibilities are
men to assert their
usually handled by
dominancé
women.
INTERPR
Cultural
conditioning creates
gender roles which
emphasise women's
domestic work,

MACRO NEW
Gender division of
labour at home
clearly defines
men's and women's
work. Women are
assigned a domestic
image. Patriarchal
roles can be broken
down by education.
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Figure 2.5.2: Theme/new predictive and summative points scaffolding
evaluation in Michelle's HD essay. Content is heavily summarised. (adapted
from Martin, 1992).
MACRO THEME.
HYPER THEMES HYPER NEWS
Women do most
household work,
despite situation.
Despite talk of
change, hasn't been
any. Increasing
numbers of women
in paid work are
doing same again at
home with little
help. Essay will
also show why
housework is
gender based.

4

No known culture
where men stay at
home and raise
children.
Since Industrial
Revolution, women's
domestic status
deteriorated.
Even working,
women do the work
at home.

Has been very little
improvment: women
still do the
housework..
While men have
increased work at
home slightly, most
is outside the
house.
Unpaid work at
If unpaid work so
home is Australia's valuable,
"hidden industry". astounding that men
give women credit
'if
for it.
The work in the
Women's biology
home is
used as rationale to
universally,
place them in
traditionally and
nurturing roles.
historically gender Little girls trained
based.
by parents, society
and peers for
domestic roles.

4
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Figure 2.5.2 continued (macro and hyper theme/new structure across the
macro genre).
HYPER THEMES
Traditional gender
ideology defines
women as
housewives and
mothers and men as
breadwinners and
this maintains
gender division in
the house and the
workforce.

I!

HYPER NEWS
Everyone should
contribute to
household work
this is case in the
writer's house and
ah'o in her brothers
house a model for
gender equality and
thus a better
quality of life.
-

-

L

MACRO NEW
There has to be
change. With
changes in
workplace, must
also be changes at
home. No longer just
that women have to
take all the
domestic
responsibility.
Overall, society's
attitude has to
change future
generations can
have a more
equalitarian world.
-
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2.6 CornparisOn of textual cohesion of a high distinction and a low
pass esy. (Texts followed by discussion).
Table 2.6.1: Hyper themes and hyper news from Michelle's and
isawieen

on no usewui is..
Michelle: 3 5/40.

s tssay

Kathleen: 23/40

THEME: Although there has been a THEME: Alice Eagley's theory on
huge influx of married women into differing social behaviour of the
the workforce there has been no sexes is that we are embedded in
evidence to show that there has been social roles in gender roles
She
a proportionate amount of help given feels that differing social positions
by husabands..
are reflected more strongly than
differing beliefs and values (1987: 8NEW: Men are doing more in the 9).
kitchen and the laundry, but two
thirds of their work is still outside the NEW
the majority of families in
home like maintenance of the car modern day western culture are of
and yard, lawns and pooi, mostly only the structure where the wife does the
weekly jobs
home duties, even if she holds
another job, and the husband goes out
THEME: Work at home, because it is to work and is seen as the
unpaid, is not regarded as 'work' at breadwinner, following societies'
all, but it is Australia's hidden 590 influence on conformity
billion industry
THEME: it is commonly found in the
NEW: If unpaid work is such a world today that different societies
valuable commodity, it seems have diverse attitudes toward work
astounding that men allow women to and social structure, but they also
take credit for such a vast majority of allocate the work into 'male' and
it
'female' jobs
-

.."

..

-

THEME: Despite Blood and Wolfe's THEME There are, on the other hand,
claim in 1960 that 'the family had societies that agree on equality for
changed its authority pattern to one bothe males and females in several
of equalitarian sharing' (Baxter et al, aspects of their lives
1990), patriarchy is alive and kicking
in the 1990's.
THEME: Work at home, in western
culture is usually shared, but not
THEME: The fight against patriarchy equally..
is turning into a male/female battle
for power and recognition, not only THEME: For centuries, working roles
in the home, but also in the have been gender based both in the
workplace, in business and politics
home and in the paid labour force..
NEW: where the men earned less NEW Home duties have become gender
than their wives, none shared the based, as we have seen, due to
housework. They were asserting their societies values on what a women [sic]
dominance, by not doing housework, should be and do, and what a man
because of their loss of power in the should be doing
home. They are using housework as a
weapon.. (Adams, 1991).
..

..

01
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Discussion of differences in the textual metafunctions:
Michelle makes more use of topical/logical themes to organise logical
relationships of hypotactic enhancement. For example, "Although
there has been.. and "If unpaid work is
These convey apprasals
of social reality: the contrast between increasing participati 1i of
married women in the workforce and the lack of help they get at
home ("Although there has been but "); the irony in the value of
unpaid work and men's attitude towards it ("If unpaid work is such a
valuable commodity .."); and the gap between opinion and social
reality ("Despite Blood and Wolfe's claim that ..").
"

.." .

..

While both essays make similar points about the inequity of women
in paid work having to shoulder most of the domestic work, Michelle
organises her text as logical meaning from macro theme position
through the circumstance of comparison "Although
By contrast,
Kathleen's first hyper theme is a topical experiential one about Alice
Eagley's theory of gender roles. No appraisal is predicted. The hyper
new following the theme on Alice Eagley's theory elaborates on
gender roles in terms of inequity, but this is not explicitly signalled
through textual or topical/logical themes until "even if she holds
another job
which is the first judgement made about the situation.
..".

..",

It could be argued that the first hyper theme from Kathleen's text,
"Alice Eagley's theory on differing social behaviour of the sexes
highlights the logical reality of a theory. However, the anaphoric "She
shifts to the experiential reality of what the author feels.
Kathleen's following topical themes primarily frame participants and
goings on in the experiential metafunction rather than qualifications
of them.
.."

.."

Michelle's topical themes also have more attitudinal lexis that is
either evaluation of household work (eg "If unpaid work is such a
valuable commodity .."), metaphorical process, as in "The fight
against patriarchy is turning into a male/female battle [etc]
or
concrete actors whose actions have ideological value: "They were
asserting their dominance
..",

..".

While both texts make use of comparative reference to develop
spheres of men and women, Michelle makes more use of it to
evaluate: "No evidence to show "not regarded
"such a valuable
commodity "not only..
..",

.." ,

".

..",
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A close look at the reference chains shows how much more cohesive
Michelle's text is. Kathleen has only two reference chains that stretch
across her text: gender roles and housework. There is little anaphoric
reference between the paragraphs. Most of the textual cohesion goes
on in each paragraph as a separate information unit. For example, the
first hyper new and the following hyper theme have no textual
relationship beyond the reference elements of men and women. The
emphasis in the former on families where wives in paid work have
to take responsibility for home duties shifts to a focus on different
societies' allocation of "male" and "female" jobs. This is relevant Field,
but it is not a line of reasoning. The final hyper new does
anaphorically refer to the previous parts, but only in terms of the
two chains of gender roles and men and women.
The final hyper new from Michelle's text collects a number of
reference chains in the evaluation: apart from men and women and
gender roles, there are also the chains of the amount of work men do
at home, the actual value of household work, patriarchy and power
struggle between men and women. The "value" chain is not explicitly
referred to here, but the previous related reference chains of
patriarchy and male/female power struggle, especially comparative
and cataphoric constituents like "If.. and "it [seems astounding]"
and anaphoria summing up previous chunks of ideology (eg "The
fight against patriarchy
") give relevance to the hyper new on
housework as a site for power struggle.
"

..
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2.7 Making text from elemental genre one of Jenny's 2 5/40 (62.5%)
essay more persuasive through work on logical and textual
structures. Compare the original on the left and the altered version
on the right:
f

Original paragraph.

Suggested reworking: changes to
logical structure italicised, and
logico-semantic relationships
marked.

Father plays a greater role in
sharing the responsibility of
childcare and generally tidying up.
The total role reversal is limited and
present [sic] the same inequalities
in the male as it does in the female.
Financial dependence on the
spouse, isolating and generally low
status would only serve the purpose
of making someone empathise with
the traditional housewife, the
conclusion would be the same.
Women who don't class themselves
as feminist have been asking
questions about the role of women
in unpaid and paid work since the
first emergence of women from
traditional roles

In these families of career oriented
men, while fathers play a greater
role in sharing the responsibility of
childcare and generally tidying up,
the total role reversal is limited by
the financial dependence of the
female on her spouse.
[circ/cause] As a result, such women
are often isolated and in a similar
low status role to the more
traditional housewife.
[circ/cause] Because of such
universal patterns of female
dependence on men, women who
don't class themselves as feminist
have been asking questions about
the role of women in unpaid and
paid work since the first emergence
of women from traditional roles.

..

The new marked topical theme "In these families of career oriented
men establishes cohesion with previous information in the textual
referent "these families
This new theme also establishes a
circumstance of location, "In these families
to contextualise the
subsequent information. In the original, the staging of the paragraph
seemed quite arbitrary. The addition of the comparative "while" puts
the idea of limited role reversal more clearly in the context of these
families of "career men". The circumstances of manner and cause
scaffold reasons for different household "roles" that are more general
and more like a consolidated thesis rather than a set of facts about
the topic.
.."

..".

.."

4
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2.8 iifferent "slants" on the same Field: logical emphasis and
experiential focus in elemental genres on the sub-topic of education
in two essays on women and the workforce.
Table 2.8.1: elemental genres on sub-topic of education from
Margaret's 23/40 and Paula's 29 40 essays.
I

Margaret: 2 3/40.
The problem starts in the school
system. Girls have a higher rate of
dropping out of school before the
completion of year 12 to that of boys.
Slowly, the percentage of girls
staying at school is increasing. "The
retention rate to Year 12 for girls
continues to improve, and now almost
60% of girls complete Year 12
compared with about 44% in 1983'.
(National Agenda for Women, 1989:
14).

I

Paula: 2 9/40.
Females are channelled, by society
stereotypes and education, into
traditionally female occupations, or
what is defined as "women's work",
such as retail, clerical, nursing and
education. The education system has,
in the past, seen men rule, girls
receiving a lesser education than
their brothers, and women
predominating in the teaching scene.

The subject choices girls make during
their school years influences [sic] the
The education system has largely
range of options open to them. Girls
neglected girls, and not created
have traditionally opted out of maths
equality between the girls and boys
and science subjects for humanities
for equal opportunities in the
and textile courses, disadvantaging
workforce. If there are to be changes, them in higher technological
it [sic] needs to start in the education industries, and hence directing them
system, but there needs to be cotowards the "female concentrated"
operation from the Government if
areas. Therefore, education produces
these changes are to take place.
a division of labour, based on sex, in
the workforce, indirectly prohibiting
"Under the National Policy, the
females from certain areas.
Commonwealth, States and Territories
and indepenedent school systems are Women have fewer tertiary
pursuing goals to improve girls'
qualifications than men and this
schooling outcomes. The
restricts their career and earning
Commonwealth is making significant opportunities. One's credentials
is a
progress in implementing the
dominating factor in determining our
National Policy" (National Agenda for [sic] life.
Women, 1989: 14).
-

I
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After addressing the problem,
immediate action needs to take place
to achieve satisfactory results
concerning one area of society that
can cause the inequalities women
face in the workforce.

In 1983, it was found that only 6.5% of
the total female workforce had
tertiary qualifications. Of these, 32.4%
were qualified in education and
teaching, and 28.9% in arts and
humanities. A further 27.7% of the
total female workforce had trade or
Opportunities in Tertiary Education
technical qualifications, but once
have increased, which has improved again, the majority were
the chance for women to achieve
concentrated in tecahing, secretarial
better qualifications for a job of their and health fields (77.9%).
chose [sic].
(Department of Employment and
Industrial Relations: Women's Bureau,
1983:9).
Due to this influence and amount of
role models, females are concentrated
in areas that are typically less skilled,
such as wholesale and retail, have a
high rate of labour turnover, and low
rates of unionisation, reflecting the
reality of their restricted
employment opportunities.

Margaret's evidence is relevant to the topic, and the general field of
women, education and work is accurately reflected through generic
("girls") and abstract ("Equal opportunities in the workforce")
participants. Thus, the quote on improved year 12 retention rates for
girls and the generalisation that the education system has not
facilitated equal opportunity in the workforce both attract ticks.
However, in terms of Halliday's and Hasan's analysis of ideational
meaning (1976: 26), this text is organised experientially to represent
the "goings on" in the field as directly as possible, rather than
logically, to represent "the abstract logical relations which derive
only indirectly from experience." Paula's summarising "reflecting the
reality of their restricted employment opportunities" is a good
example of this less direct and more abstract representation of
experience.
In the first two paragraphs of Margaret's text, the themes organise
paratactic extension, adding new areas of evidence but not relating
them to previous points or to a central theme. In the second
paragraph, "If there are to be changes
does create a relationship of
hypotactic enhancement with the first paragraph. But the
circumstance of condition sets up a recommendation for co-operation
.."
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between levels of government which then projects a quote in hyper
new about what the governments are doing. in paragraph four,
"After addressing the problem .." introduces a summarising
reconimendation as hyper new that is relevant to the sub-topic of
schools and gender inequality. However, the sequence is a temporal
one and thus the recommendation works experientially rather than
logically: things need to be done to deal with the things that have
been done.
The overall emphasis on experiential reality as chunks of information
that are lexically related in activity sequences as field but not very
strongly logically related is strengthed by the positioning in macro
new for this element of an additional point on opportunities in
tertiary education.
Thus, the potential to realise a logical argument from the information
is lost in the focus on featuring relevant pieces of field.
The major lexical items can be diagrammed in relations of actors and
actions as follows.
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Table 2.8.2: Explaining what happens: lexical items of experiential
reality in Margaret's text.
Actors.

Actions.

The problem
Girls

starts in the school system.
have a higher rate of dropping
out..
Slowly, the percentage of girls is increasing.
staying in school
The education system

has largely neglected girls..

[changes]

need to start in the education
system..
there needs to be

co-operation from the
government
immediate action
Opportunities in Tertiary
Education

needs to take place to achieve
satisfactory results
has [sic] increased
has improved the chance for
women to achieve better
qualifications..

By contrast, Paula's text turns experiential into logical reality: that is,
explanation of social cause and effect becomes persuasive
interpretation by abstracting the causal variables into theoretical
concepts about gender power relations in order to establish a line of
reasoning about a causal paradigm: "society stereotypes and
education" "channel" women into certain occupations, and this is the
way the education system fits into this model of gender socialisation
for the workforce.
There are two related ideational organising principles of Paula's
interpretation of cause and effect. The first is nominalisation, which
creates lexicá'i items of abstracted processes which themselves are
related within clauses or in logico-semantic relationships of
hypotaxis. Like Margaret's "a higher rate of dropping out of school
before the completion of Yr 12 to that of boys", Paula builds Field in
relation to circumstantial aspects of the topic through thing/qualifier
combinations like "a division of labour, based on sex, in the
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workforce
However, even here, the Field is embedded in the
theory about it through a material process: division of labour, based
on sex. Margaret's nominal group structure is more oriented to the
information about the particular aspect of Field: girls and boys in the
school system.
..

"

Al I

Looking in more detail at Paula's use of nominal group structure,
classifier/ thing and experiential epithet/classifier/thing
combinations like "society stereotypes", and "traditionally female
occupations" realise critical appraisal in terms of gender inequalities.
The potential for nominal group structure to realise both textual and
experiential meanings can be seen in the way attitudinal and
experiential epithets, numeratives and qualifiers are also
constituents of comparative reference and circumstances of matter,
as in:
fewer tertiary qualifications than men
num

class

thing

qual circ
comp]

typically less skilled

I att. ep.

I num. I exp. ep

a

high rate

dei

num I thing

low

rates

num

I thing

1

of labour turnover
qualifier [circ.
matter]

of unionisation
qualifier [circ
matter]

their restricted employment opportunities
dci

i exp epithet I classifier

I thing

The prominent lexical relationships packaged by nominal groups
tend to be collocations of ideological propositions that are specific to
critical social theory. An example of such a "propositional collocation"
is the relationship between "society stereotypes" and "traditionally
female occupations". An instance of how they can be related in
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embedded clauses is (items in collocation are italicised) "a division of
labour, based on sex, in the workforce, indirectly prohibiting females
from certain areas".
These ideational constituents are closely associated with two forms of
Mode: reference anaphoric ("this influence and amount of role
models..") and comparative ("lesser.. "); and theme/new, including
textual .themes organising some of the logical links between the
concepts ("Therefore ..; Due to.. ").
-

To give an overview of how nominalisation creates lexical
constituents of logical argument, check the following table of lexical
items and their relationships from the macro theme and macro new
of Paula's elemental genre three.
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Table 2.8.3: interpreting the sociological significance of what happens
main lexical relationships of collocation in macro theme and macro
new of Paula's elemental genre three.
-

Reasons for Women's
Restricted
Opportunities.
Females
society stereotypes
what is defined
"woman's work"

The education System.

education

The workforce.

traditionally female
occupations

as
such as lail, clerical,
nursing and education.
The education system
men
girls
a lesser education than
their brothers
women
the teaching scene.

The subject choices
girls make during their
school years

the range of options
open to them.
Girls
maths and science
subj ects
humanities and textile
courses

this influence and
amount of role models
females

areas that are typically
less skilled [ etci
..

the reality of their
restricted employment
opportunities.
-

This lexical cohesion of abstract generalisations created in nominal
group structure builds relationships in the Field that are particular
logical collocations of the register of sociology relationships of
episternological proximity between abstract and general concepts like
"stereotypes", "traditionally female occupations", and "the reality of
their restricted employment opportunities".
-
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